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ABSTRACT

A design for a large, passive, light water reactor has been developed.
The proposed concept is a pressure tube reactor of similar design to
CANDU reactors, but differing in three key aspects. First, a solid
SiC-coated graphite fuel matrix is used in place of pin-rod bundles to enable
the dissipation of decay heat from the fuel in the absence of primary
coolant. Second, the heavy water coolant in the pressure tubes is replaced by
light water, which serves also as the moderator. Finally, the calandria
tank, surrounded by a graphite reflector, contains a low pressure gas
instead of heavy water moderator, and the normally-voided calandria is
connected to a light water heat sink. The cover gas keeps the light water out
of the calandria during normal operation, while during loss of coolant or
loss of heat sink accidents it allows passive calandria flooding. Calandria
flooding also provides redundant and diverse reactor shutdown. The entire
primary system is enclosed in a robust, free standing cylindrical steel
containment cooled solely by buoyancy-induced air flow, and surrounded by
a concrete shield building.

It is shown that the proposed reactor can survive loss of coolant
accidents without scram and without replenishing primary coolant
inventory, while the safe temperat ure limits on the fuel and pressure tube
are not exceeded. It can cope with station blackout and anticipated
transients without scram - the major traditional contributors to core
damage frequency - without sustaining core damage. The fuel elements
can operate under post-CHF conditions even at full power, without
exceeding fuel design limits. The heterogeneous arrangement of the fuel
and moderator ensures a negative void coefficient under all circumstances.
Although light water is used as both coolant and moderator, the reactor
exhibits high neutron thermalization and a large prompt neutron lifetime,
similar to D20 moderated cores. Moreover, the extremely large neutron
migration length results in a strongly coupled core with a flat thermal flux
profile, and inherent stability against xenon spatial oscillations.
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Title: KEPCO Professor of Nuclear Engineering

Thesis Supervisor: Michael J. Driscoll
Title: Professor Emeritus of Nuclear Engineering
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General English notation
Symbol Description

A Flow area
ADop Doppler feedback constant
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Geometric buckling
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cp Specific heat capacity at constant pressure
CV Specific heat capacity at constant volume
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Diffusion constant
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Young's modulus

Ed Relative yield for decay group model
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Fission spectrum
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F Feedback constant
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Fd Decay heat redistribution factor
F9 Geometry factor
FE Entrance effect factor
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9 gravitation constant

Unit
(M2)

($/K)

(MWd/tonne)
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(J/kg-K)
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(m)
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(m)

(J)
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($/Mi)
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RD Ratio of average decay heat rate to operating power
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S Heat transfer surface or flow area (M2)
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T Temperature (OC)
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W_ Saturated value of Wigner energy (J/kg)

x Flow quality, mass fraction
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Xf Feed enrichment M
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z Axial coordinate (m)

General Greek Symbols
(X Angle (0)
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Relative coordinate
Directional neutron flux density
Direction vector
Thermal loading factor

(n/cm2-s-rad)
(rad)

T
Q

Q

Subscripts
0 Initial
a Absorption, air
ac Acceleration
at Atmospheric
ave Average
b Bulk, buoyancy

bubble

bot Bottom
BP Burnable poison

c Calandria, coolant,
capture, convection,
compact

ch Channel
CHF Critical heat flux
col Collapse, coolant
cond Conduction
conv Convection
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cr Critical
CRD Control rod
CT Calandria tube
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Decay
D Duct
Dop Doppler
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exit
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9
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rad Radiation
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s Scattering, slab, steam
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bubble nucleation
Sp Spacer
SPL Single-phase convection
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t Total
th Thermal
tot Total
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Superscripts
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s Surface

v Volume

Special *mibols
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This work is focused on a conceptual design of a large, passive light
water-cooled reactor. The main effort is directed towards the reactor's
ability to reliably discharge decay heat to the ultimate heat sink without the
need for replenishment of primary coolant in loss of coolant accidents while
ensuring the integrity of the fuel and reusability of major reactor
components. Additionally, it is required that the accidents leading to large
temperature increases result in inherent reactor shutdown. The target
power rating is at least 1000 MWe.

The proposed concept achieving these goals is a passive pressure tube
light water reactor (PTLV;R) of similar design to CANDU reactors. A solid
fuel matrix is used in place of conventional fuel rod arrays to enhance the
dissipation of decay heat from the fuel in the absence of primary coolant.
There is no moderator in the calandria, the moderating function is
performed by the light water coolant inside the pressure tubes. The
calandria contains low pressure gas and is connected to a light water heat
sink. The purpose of the gas is to keep the light water out of the calandria
during normal operation, while during loss of coolant or loss of heat sink
accidents it is vented to allow passive calandria flooding. The entire
primary system is enclosed in a robust, free standing cylindrical steel
containment, cooled solely by buoyancy-induced air flow, and surrounded
by a concrete shield building. The large heat capacity of the water pool
outside the calandria, absorbs a significant amount of decay energy and
reduces the peak pressure during the long term containment
pressurization.
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Historically, the dominant design philosophy for nuclear reactors has
been to improve economics by increasing unit power output. To ensure
safety, the principle of defense in depth, employing active devices was
adopted. The current trend in reactor development has shifted towards
stronger emphasis on improved means of maintaining the defense in depth
approach of protecting the public and plant investment: in particular,
passive or semi-passive safety systems, which rely on natural processes
and do not need complex active safety systems for their reliable operation.
This approach leads to substantial simplification of the system, while
enhancing safety. On the other hand, the use of passive systems for decay
heat removal generally necessitates lower achievable heat transfer rates,
which results in lower unit power outputs, and hence, in higher cost per
installed kW. This disadvantage may, however, be offset by considerable
simpl ification of the plant and elimination of a number of redundant and
complicated safety components, yielding a cost per installed kW roughly
comparable to first generation plants with higher power outputs. A plant
which could combine the benefits of simplification with enhanced safety,
while running at a high power output of about 1000 MWe, would decrease
the cost per kWhr even further, making nuclear power more economically
advantageous than fossil fuels. Also, many utilities in Europe and Japan
prefer to retain the current size range of about 1000 MWe because of the
difficulty in securing suitable plant sites. Therefore, this study will be
focused on the development of a conceptual design of a nuclear power
reactor having passive decay heat removal capability from the fuel to the
ambient and simultaneously having a large power rating of at least
100OMWe.

For nearly half a century, reactor designers have conceived hundreds
and built dozens of reactor concepts. This creative outpouring has derived
from the fundamental physics of the fission and energy extraction
processes which permits a variety of solutions to the fissioning, moderating
and cooling functions. Achievement of these functions has been possible
through utilization of a variety of materials and configurations. These
approaches have succumbed to the superior economic performance of the
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light water cooled reactor, a reactor whose dominant manifestation
worldwide, the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) concept was developed for
submarine propulsion. Light water cooled reactors, especially PWRs and
Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) dominate the world nuclear market by a
large margin 84% of operating power reactors are LWRs: 62% PWRs and
22% BWRs). Since light water coolant has been successfully demonstrated
in reactor operation on a large scale and has simultaneously low unit cost,
it has been selected for the reactor concept studied here. The choice of light
water coolant also reflects the results of the research and development
program initiated by the U.S. utilities for future nuclear power electricity
generation in the early 1980s A dominant message from this program,
managed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), was that light
water technology is a valid base for future expansion, but that the future
systems must be simpler. This choice further influenced the decision to
restrict this study's search for an innovative, passive nuclear power reactor
to a light water reactor concept.

The extensive introduction of passive features in light water reactors
received increased attention only recently, motivated by the proposal for the
Process Inherent Ultimately Safe Reactor (PIUS), developed by ABB Atom.

Since the PIUS introduction, many LWR designs or concepts have been
conceived and several are under active development. They incorporate
passive safety features at various levels, but all have one feature in common
- the need to replenish the lost primary coolant to the voided fuel bundles to
assure removal of the decay heat from the fuel. In contrast, the objective of
this study is to ensure sufficient decay heat removal from the voided fuel
without the need for replenishing the primary coolant. This goal is partially
motivated by the Modular High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor
(MHTGR), being developed by General Atomics, which has the capability to

survive the absence of coolant without fuel damage. It has, however, a very
low power output 140 MWe), and more importantly, the absence of a
conventional containment building will require very high quality particle
fuel. The present study will achieve a similar capability to survive the
absence of primary coolant in a LWR while retaining the current defense in
depth philosophy with multiple barriers to fission product release,
including the! final barrier-containment.
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One disadvantage of all light water cooled reactors is the relatively high
coolant pressure needed to raise primary system temperature. If the high-
pressure primary system boundary breaks, the coolant inventory is rapidly
discharged, resulting in fuel uncovery if no protective action is taken. The
consequences of such a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) scenario have been
recognized since the early days of reactor technology [Emergency core
cooling, 19671, and the plants were designed to safely handle the double-
ended break of the largest primary system piping. However, catastrophic
failure of the pressure vessel containing the fuel, was excluded from the
design basis accident. The vessel is designed such that the probability of
catastrophic failure is extremely low; moreover reactor vessels are very
closely monitored during the plant lifetime to detect any signs of eventual
deterioration. For advanced reactor concepts, this hypothetical pressure
vessel failure remains in the beyond design basis accident domain. This
work will attempt to move the protection level one step further and include
catastrophic pressure boundary failure as a design basis accident by
designing a light water reactor which could safely survive any break of the
primary system boundary, including the catastrophic failure of the core
region boundary.

1.2 BACKGROUND

It has now been almost four decades since the first nuclear power
plants made their way into the energy industry and became an important
factor in electricity generation. Although the majority of nuclear power
plants have operated safely, there were several failures that aroused doubts
and resentment towards nuclear technology among the public and some
experts, and halted further deployment for several years. In particular, the
accidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl contributed to these worries.
These accidents revealed certain vulnerabilities of current nuclear power
plants, particularly, to human errors and chains of small failures which
may result in a bigger accident. These experiences and the negative
attitude of the public towards nuclear power initiated a major shift to a
much stronger emphasis on more convincing protective features.
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1.2.1 Active and Passive Safety Approaches

There are three main issues in reactor safety - reactor shutdown
which stops the instantaneous fission reaction in case the reactor reaches
preset limits, maintenance of core cooling, and long term decay heat
removal from the reactor core following the shutdown. In the early days of
nuclear technology, the main emphasis was put on reactivity control and
safe reactor shutdown. The need for inherent feedbacks which rely on
natural law as recognized and passive means were incorporated into the
design to control fission power increases. The fundamental requirement
was that if power increases, the intrinsic design features of the core would
cause the reactivity to decrease without the need to move control rods. This
requirement has been adopted in essentially all light water reactors except
for the RBMK design, where the absence of this fundamental feature was
an important contributor to the Chernobyl accident.

Core cooling and ultimate decay heat removal functions have
traditionally employed active means to deliver emergency coolant to the core
if normal cooling is impaired. Active devices are, however, often
complicated, expensive, and in particular, susceptible to human error.
These and other economic reasons led the manufacturers to a passive
safety approach. The passive safety approach utilizes natural processes
which operate without or with little human intervention, and thus
considerably reduce or completely eliminate the need for active means for
decay heat removal. The term "passive" has been extensively used in recent
years to describe certain approaches to safety, although its precise
definition is still debated. Several definitions of the word "passive" have been
offered; this work will adopt the definition proposed in the ALWR utility
requirements issued by EPRI. Passive systems are defined here as systems
which "rely on natural forces such as gravity or natural circulation; stored
energy such as batteries and compressed gases; or energy inherently
available in the system itself, such as from steam or pressure. They do not
rely on modulating valves or other types of valves except to initiate operation
of the safety function" [Marston et. al., 19931.
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1.2.2 Review of Advanced LWR Concepts

Advanced light water reactor concepts incorporate passive safety
features at various levels and can be divided in this aspect into three major
categories:

• evolutionary concepts,
• passive concepts, and
• innovative concepts.

The evolutionary LWR concepts include the concepts based on previous
designs with safety-related improvements, which are often derived directly
from the experience with the older reference designs. To indicate the
advancement compared to their predecessors, these concepts are called
"advanced" by their vendors. The improved LWR concepts include 'for
PWRs: the Westinghouse-Mitsubishi Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor
[Hirata et. al., 19891, ABB Atom-CE's System 80+" [Turk and Matzie,
19921, Framatome's N4+ [in Frisch et. a, 19931, Siemens' Konvoi 95+
[Meyer, 19911 and Nuclear Power International's (NPI) concept being
studied by the joint venture of Siemens and Framatome [Vignon and
Schneider, 19921; and for BWRs: the ABWR 1300 designed by GE, Hitachi
and Toshiba [Wilkins et. al;, 19921, and ABB Atom-CE's BWR90 Rastas and

Sundqvist, 19901. These designs can be generally characterized by increased
safety margins, increased coolant inventories to mitigate transients, larger
degree of separation between control and safety functions, more consistent
separation of redundant trains, and larger and improved containments
with features for the mitigation of consequences of severe accidents.
Incorporation of passive features in this category of advanced plants is very
limited.

Passive concepts are also based to a large extent on proven designs.
However, they incorporate new features with emphasis on passive safety
system functions for emergency core cooling and decay heat removal. The
major representatives in this category are Westinghouse's Advanced Plant
600 MWe (AP600) for PWR, and the Simplified Boiling Water Reactor
(SBV;R) being developed by GE.
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In the AP600 [Tower et. al., 19881, decay heat removal is accomplished

by a passive safety injection system and by passive containment cooling.
The passive safety injection system provides the residual heat removal
(RHR) function and maintains the coolant inventory in the reactor coolant
system (RCS). In the RHR function, the coolant from the hot leg flows to the
RHR heat exchanger located in the In-containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank (IRWST) above the loops and returns to the cold leg driven by
gravity head. Passive reactor coolant makeup is provided from two core
makeup tanks, two accumulators, and, in the long term, from the IRWST.
However, the RCS must be depressurized to enable the utilization of this
last water source. Passive decay heat removal to the ambient is
accomplished by natural convection of air, and water film evaporation from
the containment shell. The water film on the containment shell is provided
by draining water tanks located at the top of the containment structure.
Draining of te tanks is actuated by air-operated valves.

The decay heat removal system in the SBWR is comprised of three main
systems - the Gravity Driven Cooling System (GDCS), the isolation
condenser system, and the passive containment cooling system (PCCS)
[McCandless and Redding, 19891, [Wilkins, et. al., 19921. Emergency core
cooling is accomplished by the GDCS. It includes elevated large pools
located inside the containment with sufficient capacity to flood the entire
containment to a level at least one meter above the top of the core. The
isolation condenser (IC) system can remove the decay heat from both the
reactor vessel and the containment (in case of accidental steam release to
the containment). The steam is channeled through pipes to the condenser
located in a water pool outside the containment where it condenses and the
condensate returns to the reactor vessel by gravity head. The heat from
condensing steam is transferred to the boiling water in the pool and
released ultimately to the atmosphere. Both the AP600 and the SBWR
depend on the automatic depressurization system to initiate long term
decay heat removal.

Besides the widely known AP600 and SBWR, which have reached a
rather advanced design stage, other passive LWR conceptual designs have
been conceived. However, their design features are much less detailed.
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These include the VVER-500 [Voznessensky et. al, 19921 being developed by
Atomenergoprojekt, Babcock and Wilcox's concept B600 PWR [in Frisch et.
al., 19931 and simplified medium size PWR and BWR concepts being
developed by Japanese vendors [Oka et.al., 19911.

Innovative concepts also employ passive features to a large extent but,
in addition, they utilize new principles to achieve a higher level of safety,
which often deviate significantly from traditional LWR designs. Two
reactor concepts from the LWR arena - the Safe Integral Reactor (SIR')
[Matzie, et. al., 19921, developed jointly by ABB Atom-CE, Rolls-Royce and
Associates Ltd., Stone Webster Engineering Corp. and AEA Technology,
and PIUS [Hannerz, 19871 developed by ABB Atom-CE, can be included

under this category. A similar concept to PIUS is also being studied in
Japan under the name ISER (Intrinsically Safe and Economical Reactor)
Makabayashi, 19881.

The SIR design has all major primary system components - the core,
steam generators, reactor coolant pumps and the pressurizer - contained
within a large pressure vessel. In addition to the normal decay heat
removal path via steam generators and the main condenser, SIR employs
three independent decay heat removal systems: the Secondary Condensing
System (SCS), the Emergency Coolant Injection System (ECIS) and the
Safety Depressurization System (SDS). The SCS is initiated by battery-
powered valves which open the path between the steam generators and the
separate condensing pools, sized to absorb a minimum of 72 hours of decay
heat by boiloff. The ECIS provides reactor vessel refilling by injecting water
from suppression tanks into the pressure vessel downcomer using a
passive steam injector. The in ector takes high pressure steam from the
upper head of the reactor vessel, which is used to accelerate cold wate r
from a low pressure source. The SDS is initiated manually and allows
primary system discharge into the pressure suppression tanks located
above the reactor vessel. Water from the pressure suppression tanks
returns by gravity back into the reactor vessel. The SIR design uses a
mixture of passive and active means to accomplish long-term cooling.
However, catastrophic failure of the large pressure vessel would render
most of these means ineffective.
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The PIUS design takes a more radical approach. It aims for the
preservation of core integrity by reliance on processes based entirely on
natural laws. PIUS consists of the reactor active core, a once-through
steam generator, and the main recirculation pump, submerged in a large
pool of cold pressurized borated water. The primary system is separated
from the cold pool by low pressure ducting and is thermally insulated
except for two hydraulic locks, which provide a communication path
between the core and the pool. The pool of borated water is contained in a
prestressed concrete reactor pressure vessel. There are no control rods in
the reactor; reactivity is controlled by the boron concentration and the
temperature coefficient. If the steam generators are not available, decay
heat is removed through density locks into a pool. The pool is cooled by
convectional fbrced-circulation systems and backed up by a passive natural-
circulation cooling system to ambient air via natural draft cooling towers.
If all cooling systems fail, the amount of water in the prestressed reactor
vessel is sufficient to cool the fuel for 7 days before the level reaches the top
of the core. The PIUS concept does not require system depressurization or

any valves to initiate passive decay heat removal. However, it may be
sensitive to perturbations that normally occur during operation and which
could lead to inadvertent reactor shutdown.

1.2.3 '1he Contribution of the Present Work

With respect to the classification of advanced light water reactors in
Section 12.2, the conceptual LWR design presented in this work is an
innovative concept. It departs significantly from the traditional LWR
designs in terms of thermohydraulics during normal operation, reactor
physics, and the decay heat removal process from the fuel. Compared to the
SIR concept, as well as all passive LWR concepts, it eliminates the need for
primary system depressurization, which is associated with large dynamic
forces on the discharge piping and suppression pools. Similarly to the PIUS
reactor, the proposed Passive Pressure Tube LVVR concept (PTLWR) uses a
lock (although the type of the lock is different) to keep the cold water pool
outside the core during normal operation, and to allow the pool to provide
for redundant reactor shutdown and serve as a heat sink during accidents.
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However, there are several important differences between the PIUS and
PTLWR concepts:

• While PIUS removes the decay heat by directly cooling the fuel
elements with its water heat sink, the PTLWR concept cools the
pressure boundary enclosing the fuel elements. Hence, the fuel
elements do not require the presence of primary coolant, and are
cooled by radiation, conduction and convection of their ambient
steam/air mixture.

• The PIUS cold water pool is maintained at high operating pressure;
therefore it necessitates a large pressure vessel. Ay hypothetical
failure of this pressure vessel would result in the depletion of the pool
and would have deleterious consequences on fuel cooling capabilities.
Moreover, such a system is susceptible to interfacing LOCAs, such
as failure of steam generator tubes, which could lead to depletion of
the pool inventory. On the other hand, the PTLWR heat sink is
maintained at atmospheric pressure and does not require any
pressure vessel. Hence, there is no possibility of a large pressure
vessel break in the PTLWR concept. Breaks of the primary pressure
boundary anywhere are handled as a design basis accident. This is
one of the key contributions of the proposed PTLVVR concept.

• The power rating of PIUS is limited to relatively low power because of

the constraints on the size of the large prestressed-concrete pressure
vessel. The PTLWR has no such constraint, since its power rating
can be easily increased by adding more pressure tubes. Hence, the
economy of scale can be realized with the PTLWR while preserving
passive safety features.

• No boron is needed in the water pool to shut down the reactor or in
the primary coolant to compensate for excess reactivity. Hence all the
systems associated with boron control are eliminated.

It can be seen from the above discussion that the PTLWR concept
proposed in this study offers certain important safety enhancements in the
LWR arena. It is, however, noted that the implementation of all passive
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safety features needs to be quantified in terms of core damage frequency.
Such a quantification is beyond the scope of this study. In addition to its
safety implications, the new LWR concept, with its unique reactor physics
characteristics, opens the path for additional explorations of various
alternatives of fuel-channel-in-a-voided-space design.

1.4 OBJECTIVES

. The primary objective of this study is to develop a conceptual design for
a light water cooled nuclear power reactor of a large power rating having
passive decay heat removal capability. Conventional light water cooled
reactor designs rely on normal functioning of the primary coolant system
or emergency cooling systems to provide primary makeup inventory and to
remove the decay heat. As noted earlier, the advanced LWR concepts retain
the need to provide coolant makeup, but the processes for coolant delivery
rely more on passive or semi-passive features. The effort in this work will
aim at designing a light water cooled reactor compatible with passive safety
features that can ensure integrity of the fuel and reusability of reactor
components, including the fuel, without the requirement for the delivery of
primary coolant. The passive decay heat removal phenomena employed
involve thermal conduction, radiation, natural convection of a steam/air
mixture, and the boiling/condensation processes of the heat sink, which is
not primary coolant, but put in place passively upon sensing a LOCA.

1.4.1 Historical Design Objectives for Nuclear Power Reactors

A primary objective in designing nuclear power reactors has been the
achievement of required safety at acceptable cost. In addition, however,
other objectives have had parallel emphasis. These include dual production
of electricity and defense materials, design compactness and enhancement
of uranium utilization.

The dual production objective was a feature of early gas-cooled reactor
designs in the UK and France and of the current water-cooled, graphite-
moderated RBMK design in the former USSR. These approaches were not
successful i supplanting the light water reactor concept for civilian
electricity production, and the pressurized water reactor (PWR) appeared
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as the dominant power-generating reactor worldwide. Among the reasons
for the success of the PWR was its superior economic performance because
the objective of compactness and the consequent minimization of the
primary system size and weight, which governed the design evolution of the
PWR system, also led to minimum cost of the reactor plant. This PWR
objective also led to embracing the approach of a reactor core within a
monolithic pressure vessel. At the high pressures employed in light water
systems, these pressure vessels are necessarily of limited size, leading to
high power densities in large modern LWRs.

The third objective, enhancement of uranium utilization, has been
pursued to minimize the impact of potential fuel cost increases and to
preserve natural uranium reserves. This objective, pursued through strict
attention to neutron economy, has dominated the development of the
Canadian pressure tube reactor concept. In this concept, promotion of
neutron economy by adoption of heavy water as the moderator, and natural
uranium as the fuel resulted in a large volume, low specific power, reactor
block. Further, enhancement of neutron economy has also favored
retention of heavy water as the coolant, although concepts have been
developed which employed alternate coolants such as light water, gas or
organics.

1A.2 Proposed New Design Objectives

The current development of new reactor concepts needs to appreciate
but not be constrained by these past efforts. Importantly, the design
objective should be enhanced safety at acceptable cost. The other three
historic parallel objectives noted above are not applicable as individual
goals. In fact, by recognizing and rejecting these parallel objectives, greater
opportunity to realize the primary objective can be achieved.

Specifically, it is recognized that achievement of enhanced safety
requires attention to the three primary goals of ensuring

econtrol of reactivity,
emaintenance of core cooling, and
*Ultimate removal of decay heat.
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Reactivity control has historically been a design focus, and sufficient
alternative means of achieving assured shutdown are available for the
range of reactor concepts. Maintenance of core cooling can be attained by
means which. are not dependent on successful delivery of emergency core
coolant by active systems. Finally, provision for ultimate removal of decay
heat is constrained by the geometric path for vapor or heat flow from the
core to the heat sink afforded by the concept geometry.

Concepts which will achieve these three safety related objectives with
acceptable cost are sought. Two major postulates are made:

(1) advanced reactors will not be produced in sufficient quantity such that
savings due to serial production will outweigh economies of scale.
Hence, modular reactors of small size (under 200 MWe) will not produce
competitive economic power blocks of the anticipated needed plant
capacity 600 to 1000 MWe).

(2) advanced reactors will minimize technological and economic risk by
using a coolant already successfully demonstrated in hundreds of years
of fossil and reactor plant operation, which simultaneously has low unit
cost. Such a coolant is light water. Gas is a less effective coolant and has

not achieved a sustained satisfactory operating history. Heavy water has
a relatively high unit cost.

These postulates limit the search to thermal reactor concepts. For the
intermediate term this is acceptable since practical breeder reactors do not
appear to offer overriding safety or economic advantages, and are not
necessary to provide fissile fuel because of the current surplus.

Based o the above discussion, the new design objectives can be
summarized as the basis for design criteria applied in the conceptual
design of passive water-cooled power reactors.

(1) For the intermediate term, i.e., the next generation or two, fast breeder
reactors are not necessary to provide fissile fuel, hence thermal
converter reactor concepts are to be employed.
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(2) Successful reactor operation involves the smooth interaction of a large
number of components, systems, coolant and materials. Consequently,
the accumulated operating experience with light water reactors should
be taken advantage of insofar as possible in future designs.

(3) The successful demonstration of light water coolant use over a long
period of time, its low unit cost and the design flexibility conferred by
light water are highly beneficial. The cost of building the infrastructure
necessary to assure heavy water supply can be a concern for countries
which do not have large heavy water facilities. Hence, the study will be
restricted to light water reactor concepts.

(4) It is unlikely that the small sized reactors under 20OMWe will be
deployed in numbers sufficient to offset the economies of scale offered by

the larger size units of over 600 MWe needed for base load. Consequently,
the concept should have power rating above 600 MWe, preferably above
1000 MWe.

(5) The reactor physics characteristics should satisfy the fundamental
requirement that power increase leads to inherent reactivity reduction.
Also, accidents leading to large temperature increases should lead to
inherent reactor shutdown.

(6) The safety of future reactors will be stringently judged on their inherent
ability to reliably discharge decay heat to an ultimate heat sink. This can
be accomplished most convincingly if the fuel bundles do not require
replenishment of primary coolant.

(7) Economic competition among energy production means will require the
plant investment to be protected by designing for the reusability of major
reactor components after major accidents. Therefore design limits will
be imposed permitting the reusability of major components after all
design basis accidents.

(7) To minimize research and development cost associated with the new
technologies, use of conventional technology will be relied on to the
largest extent possible.
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(8) Whatever the level of safety, any nuclear power plant contains
radioactive material and involves a certain amount of risk. Since one
cannot rule out what is physically possible, the objective of the design
should be to reduce the risk of severe accidents and their consequences
to extremely improbable values, comparable to other risks, which are
commonly accepted. Hence, it is the goal of this design to retain
conventional defense in depth, i.e., to put as many barriers between the
fuel and the environment as possible to prevent fission product release.

1.4 THESIS ORGANIZATION

This work is only concerned on the development of a conceptual design
which is focused on basic characteristics such as reactivity control,
maintenance of core cooling during normal operation, decay heat removal
from the core and ultimate decay heat removal from the containment.
Economic considerations and various accidents are also briefly discussed.
Many reactor design details such as the reactor control and
instrumentation system, coolant makeup and purification system and the
entire secondary system are not covered.

Chapter 2 presents the key rationale leading to the passive pressure
tube LWR concept and a brief description of the concept. The key features of
the proposed concept are described and the reference design and its
parameters are presented. It is shown that the reactor consists of a dry
calandria surrounded by a solid reflector, filled by gas during normal
operation and flooded by a light water heat sink during accidents.

Chapter 3 discusses materials compatibility issues. It covers fuel
matrix materials, fuel materials, structural materials for the fuel channel,
and reflector materials.

Chapter 4 is devoted to reactor physics. Limitations of the application of
the conventional diffusion equation to the proposed design and the need for
the neutron transport equation are discussed. Several Monte Carlo code
models which have been developed to analyze the reference design are
described. The major body of the chapter presents the physics
characteristics of the proposed design. These include prompt neutron
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lifetime, Doppler coefficient, coolant void coefficient, neutron coupling of the

core, neutron spectrum, fast and thermal neutron flux and their
implication to pressure tube fluence and xenon poisoning, neutron
economy, and reflector temperature coefficient. Reactor control is briefly
discussed. One section is devoted to reactivity behavior during the flooding
process of the calandria space. Fuel burnup and the effect of a bidirectional
refueling scheme on the power density profile are also explored. The last
section discusses the possibility of using the proposed concept for plutonium
burning.

The fuel arrangement used in the reference design is only one
alternative. Chapter explores other possible alternatives for fuel
arrangement and their advantages and disadvantages. First, basic factors
influencing the suitability of various fuel arrangements with respect to
reactor physics, thermal hydraulics during normal operation and during
accidents are discussed. Fuel alternatives are listed and evaluated with
respect to these merits.

Chapter 6 concentrates on fuel matrix performance during normal
operation. The primary system configuration and its parameters are briefly
described. A model for analyzing the thermohydraulics of the parallel non-
communicating coolant channels in the fuel matrix is presented. The
multidimensional finite element code ALGOR is used to calculate the
matrix temperature profile and heat flux distribution. The results are
discussed with particular respect to the limits of the critical heat flux ratio,
fuel centerline temperature, and the pressure loss across the coolant
channels. Both the fresh core and the equilibrium core are analyzed.
Consideration is also given to fuel matrix performance in the post-critical
heat flux (CHF) regime.

Chapter 7 carries out the fuel channel analysis in the loss of coolant
accident. It shows that the decay heat generated in the fuel matrix is
significantly decreased after the calandria is flooded. A simplified one-
dimensional, transient heat transfer model of the fuel channel coupled to
the point kinetics equation is described and used to analyze the loss of
coolant accident scenarios. The results show superior thermal
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performance of the proposed design in LOCA without scram and no
primary coolant replenishment.

One of the key features of the proposed design is flooding of the
calandria by passive means. Chapter describes the means employed to
achieve calandria flooding when primary system parameters exceed pre-
defined limits. Analysis of the flooding process is carried out to confirm the
feasibility of a sufficiently rapid flooding process.

Chapters 9 and 10 discuss materials, solid mechanics and thermal
hydraulic cnsiderations of the fuel channel and solid reflector design.
CANDU experience with fuel channels is reviewed and the effects of higher
operating conditions and higher fast fluence in the proposed design are
discussed. Stress analysis of the pressure tube and calandria protective
tube are performed to confirm the capability of these tubes to withstand
thermal stresses during the flooding process. Cooling issues of the solid
reflector and control rods penetrating the reflector are reviewed in
Chapter-10.

Chapter 11 is devoted to containment analysis. A large, free standing
steel shell containment, cooled solely by buoyancy-induced air flow, is
proposed and analyzed. Two computer codes - CONTAIN and GOTHIC -
are used to carry out the analysis. The results show that the proposed
containment with a design pressure falling within the range of
conventional large dry PWR containments can dissipate the decay heat
load. The GOTHIC code is also used to study the effects of thermal
stratification. inside the containment on passive containment shell cooling.

Chapter 12 evaluates the response of the reference design to various
accident scenarios. Detailed analysis of the entire spectrum of accidents is
beyond the scope of this work, hence only comparative evaluations with
LWRs and CANDUs are performed.

Chapter 13 touches on some economic considerations. A fuel cycle cost
estimate is performed. Capital cost and operating and maintenance costs
are estimated only in a qualitative manner.
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Chapter 14 presents an integrated evaluation of the overall concept. A
summary of major design features and their performance is presented.

Finally, Chapter 15 gives the concluding remarks and recommends
future work directions. Future work is divided into three areas -
improvements in the analysis of the reference design, improvements or
modifications within the reference design, and new promising alternative
versions of a passive pressure tube reactor with voided calandria. These
range from a passive LWR plutonium burner, to a thermal breeder, to a
fast liquid metal cooled pressure tube reactor.
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GENERAL DESIGN APPROACH AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OF A CONCEPT

2.1 PqrMODUCTION

Development of a passive LWR concept which could survive absence of
primary coolant involves new core configurations which are able to
dissipate the decay heat from fuel bundles by radiation, conduction and
natural convection of steam/air mixtures. Initial work on such LWR
concepts was done by Owens 19901 and Hejzlar et. al.[19911. The potential
feasibility of achieving this goal has been identified in these studies and
further confirmed by Tang 19921. Owens studied the geometry of LWR
cores which can provide large heat storage capacity and which can
effectively dssipate decay heat from the core. Hejzlar examined various
approaches of passive heat transfer from the fuel to the ultimate heat sink.
Choke points on the path between the core and the vessel wall, the cavity
between the vessel wall and the containment wall, and between the
containment wall and ambient were identified. The study by Hejzlar et. al.
[19911 yielded the key idea of the modularity of the fuel. As a result, a
concept with a fueled solid matrix in a pressure tube was suggested as the
most promising alternative. This work builds on the conclusions drawn
from this study and complements the investigations performed by Tang
[19921.

In this Chapter, the rationale behind the pressure tube LWR and the
overall description of the proposed reference design are presented. The
main fundamental principles allowing one to maximize the heat removal
rate from voided fuel bundles, to be utilized in the design of the passive LWR
concept, are identified and listed in Section 21. The overall layout and
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principle of operation of the reference passive pressure tube LVVR are given
in Section 23. Reference design parameters are listed in Section 24.

2.2 RATIONALE LF WING TO A PASSIVE PRESSURE TUBE L`WR

The achievable power rating of nuclear reactors is limited by their
coolant's capability to remove generated power at the location of highest
power density without exceeding safe temperature limits on the cladding
and the fuel. The traditional approach is to establish a nominal power such
that these safe limits are not exceeded, both during steady state operation
and plant transients. To stay within the safe limits in loss of coolant
accident scenarios, the practice is to replenish inventory rapidly with
emergency coolant (either by active or by passive means). The approach
presented here is based on the postulate that the fuel elements should safely
survive the total loss of coolant, hence eliminating the necessity of primary
coolant replenishment. As a result, an additional constraint on the
achievable reactor power output arises. This constraint stems from the
requirement that voided fuel elements must be capable of dissipating the
decay heat by natural phenomena such as conduction, radiation, and
convection in steam/air mixtures, without exceeding safe temperature
limits. The rated core power which would satisfy this requirement can be
estimated from the simplified conduction equation in cylindrical geometry

(Tmax - Tsink) keff 14otI
F9 RD Fpeak. (2-1)

In compliance with the objective of high power rating, it is desirable to
maximize the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. 21). The fundamental
principles used to maximize the RHS of Eq. 21) and application of these
principles to a LWR design are shown in Figure 21.

Tmax is the maximum limiting temperature of the fuel or, more
frequently, of the cladding. Considerable enhancement in this temperature
can be achieved by using high temperature fuel in the form of particles with
ceramic coating. The temperature of the ultimate heat sink, T;ink is
related to the temperature of the ambient, and is effectively a fixed value.
The effective conductivity due to conduction, radiation and convection, keff,
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which is marginal for voided LWR fuel bundles, can be considerably
increased by introducing a solid matrix with dispersed fuel and coolant
channels.

Various arrangements of the fuel matrix in an LWR core have been
investigated and are summarized in [Hejzlar et. al., 1993a]. The main
results of these studies are shown in Figure 22. Figure 22 was generated
for fixed maximum clad temperature, Tmax, heat sink temperature, Tsink,
and peaking factor, Fpeak. Power Q, shown in Figure 22, is the core
nominal power allowed by the decay heat removal constraint in case the
fuel elements are voided, i.e., the maximum temperature limit on cladding
cannot be exceed. Two arrangements of fuel and coolant channels in the
matrix have been assessed. One arrangement uses coupled fuel/coolant
channels with cladded fuel pins inserted in the center of coolant channels
and the coolant flows around the rods. The second configuration uses
separate fuel/coolant channels, where the fuel is in a set of fuel holes and
coolant flows through separate coolant channels. The latter arrangement is
beneficial from the decay heat removal standpoint since it exhibits higher
effective thermal conductivity, and hence higher achievable rated power.
This can be observed by comparing the power increase in an annular core
configuration from 3Q to 4.5Q in Figure 22. The lower effective thermal
conductivity of the former configuration is the consequence of high heat
transfer resistance between the fuel pin and the coolant-channel wall (heat
transfer is primarily by radiation). Therefore, the matrix configuration
with separate fuel/coolant channels has been selected for the reference
design.

An additional benefit of high effective thermal conductivity, not
captured by Eq. 2-1) is the low maximum fuel matrix temperature during
normal operation, and hence, low initial stored energy. Low initial stored
energy results in reduced temperature of the matrix/steam interface
during LOCA.

The geometry factor, Fg, is equal to 1.0 for solid cylinders, but it can be

be decreased by using an annular geometry. The gain in achievable power
is about 300%, i.e., power increase from 1Q to 3Q, as can be seen in Figure
2-2 by the transition from a solid core to an annular core configuration.
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Separated fuel/coolant array

Heat sink fluid

Direction of heat flow

�sure modules
NZ submerged in a low pressure
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D) Modular core with
cooling provided for
each module

Figure 2-2 Various fuel matrix configurations in a LWR core and road to fuel modularity,
from [Hejzlar, 1993a]
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Lower geometry factor can be achieved by arranging the fuel matrix such
that a coolant channel is located in the center, creating thus an annular
geometry. By introducing heat removal on the inner surface of the annulus,
the power can be doubled. The implementation of this design is, however,

rather impractical.

The effective total heat transfer length can be expressed as Ltot = N Leore

where N is the number of modules containing voided fuel elements which
are in direct communication with the heat sink (not necessarily the
ultimate heat sink). For example, if the heat sink is located outside a typical
LWR vessel, N=1 since the whole core is one module from which the heat

must be dissipated, from the core center radially across the entire voided
core. When N voided fuel modules are distributed in a low pressure heat
sink, each module communicates independently with the heat sink and the
total heat transfer length in Eq. 2-1) is the sum of all the lengths of these
modules. There are two possible practical applications of this principle -
fuel matrix modules in a high-pressure vessel with heat removal through
the vessel wall, and high-pressure modules submerged in a low-pressure
heat sink. The former approach requires provision of heat sinks (e.g.
thermosyphon loops) for each module capable of transferring the heat from
the module to the high-pressure vessel wall (32Q). However, thermosyphon

loops or similar devices, while efficient mechanisms of heat transport, may
pose design complications and are vulnerable to failure during rapid
depressurization events. Moreover, previous studies showed [Hejzlar et. al.,
1993a] that the heat transfer rate through a thick pressure vessel is limited.
Therefore such an approach was discarded from further considerations.
A more practical application of the fuel modularization principle is a
pressure tube reactor where N is the number of pressure tubes immersed
in the calandria. It can achieve the highest decay-heat limited power rating
(45Q) and can build on conventional technology and experience provided by
CANDU reactors. Consequently, the pressure tube reactor approach has
been selected.

RD represents the ratio of the average decay heat rate to rated operating
power. It can be decreased by maximizing the heat storage capability of the
fuel. Introducing a fuel matrix effectively delays the time at which the heat
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removal rate must equal the heat generation rate by storing a substantial
amount of decay energy in the matrix. This can be observed in Figure 23,
which shows the decay power fraction and integrated decay energy as a
function of time. If the storage capabilities of the matrix are zero, the decay
heat to be removed is almost 7 of full power. On the other hand, if the fuel

matrix can store generated decay heat for 300 seconds, the decay heat rate
needed to be removed is about a factor of three lower*. Hence a matrix
material with high specific heat is desirable.
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Figure 23 Importance of the heat storage capability of the fuel matrix

Finally, reducing the total peaking factor, Fpeak, results in lower peak
parameters at the locations where the limits are reached first, hence
allowing for a further increase in power rating. A considerable decrease in
peaking factor can be achieved by increasing calandria void fraction. This

* Of course, the energy stored in the matrix is subsequently removed at a rate which

corresponds to the excess in heat removal rate over heat generation rate with consideration

of system temperatures.
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approach is consistent with reactor physics requirements in a light water
moderated pressure tube reactor. The minimum channel pitch is restricted
by the space requirements associated with header plumbing. The space
between the pressure tubes cannot be filled with light water moderator
since the high slowing down power of H20 would result in a highly
overnioderated system. Also the high absorption cross section of H20 would
require extremely high enrichment to make the system critical. However,
the reduction of moderator-to-fuel volume ratio could be achieved by a
mixture of H20 and voids.

The issue of maximizing decay heat dissipation from the voided fuel
elements, discussed above, has been the main thrust behind the
development of the passive pressure tube LWR concept. Besides heat
transfer performance without primary coolant, there are other important
factors which influenced the design development process. These include
inherent reactor shutdown in accidents leading to a large temperature
increase. To satisfy this objective, the reactor must be designed with
negative fuel and coolant temperature coefficients under all circumstances.
The desire to use conventional technology and experience bases to the
largest extent practical resulted in adoption of many CANDU features.
Besides reducing the development and research cost, this strategy also
allows one to base the issues common to both CANDU and the passive
pressure tube LWR on CANDU experience. Taking into consideration all
these principles and applying them to the overall design resulted in the
passive pressure tube LVVR, which will be described next.

2.3 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF A PTLYVIR CONCEPT

A schematic of the passive pressure tube LWR, also called the dry
calandria design, is shown in Figure 24. Note that Figure 24 is highly
schematic to show the principle of operation rather than the actual
arrangement. To build on proven technology to the largest extent possible,
the proposed design is based on CANDU reactors. It consists of fuel
channels, calandria vessel, shield tank and the entire primary system very
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Figure 2-4 Schematic of the passive pressure tube LWR - overall concept



similar to those of CANDU units. There are, however, several major
features which differ from current CANDU designs. These include

• dry calandria, with no moderator, surrounded by a solid reflector
and connected by a gas lock to a large water pool,

• passive means to flood the calandria,
• passively air-cooled large containment, and
• fuel matrix in the pressure tube.

Under normal operation, the dry calandria space is filled with a gas
under pressure slightly above atmospheric. The calandria bottom is
equipped with passages with extended vertical walls submerged in a large
water pool in the containment designated the containment water pool), the
temperature of which is maintained at about 40 'C by heat exchanger HX1.
During normal operation, the containment water level is kept below the
calandria bottom in the space within the extended vertical walls by
maintaining the gas pressure in balance with the containment water
column. The pressure level is maintained by a dc powered blower.

To minimize neutron losses, the calandria space is surrounded by a
graphite reflector with an inner liner. The reflector is internally heated by
neutrons and gamma rays during operation and must be continually
cooled. The temperature of the graphite reflector is maintained sufficiently
high (above 300 'C) to eliminate stored energy buildup in the graphite. The
axial reflector is cooled by the coolant in the pressure tubes penetrating the
reflector. Cooling of the radial reflector is accomplished by non-fueled
pressure tubes. Note that the high reflector temperature enables one to
recover practically all the heat generated in the reflector, and hence
improve plant efficiency. Finally, the calandria is submerged in a shield
tank which attenuates neutrons escaping from the graphite reflector.

Figure 25 shows the reactor operation during LOCA. Upon a pre-defined
disturbance of the primary system conditions the gas is released from the
calandria, resulting in calandria flooding.
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Figure 25 Passive pressure tube LWR - operation during LOCA
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Several means to initiate flooding of the calandria are possible. A
passive fluid-operated fail-safe valve could accomplish this purpose. The
valve works on primary system pressure. It's dead bands are set such that
they envelope pressure disturbances and transients which do not require
reactor shut down. When the predefined envelope is exceeded, the valve
opens the calandria closure seal and the water from the containment water
pool floods the calandria. Note that the valve must open both in case of "low

pressure" accidents, e.g. loss of coolant accident, or in case of "a high
pressure" accident, e.g. loss of heat sink. The valve is designed such that
failures of various valve parts lead to valve opening. Hence the valve was
designated as fail-safe in the sense that any failure results in the desirable
action, i.e. valve opening. One possible design of a passive fluid-operated
valve which can accomplish this purpose is described in Chapter 8. Other
means (or the combination of various means) of calandria flooding can be
also used. For example, the electrically powered blower maintaining the
gas pressure while operating could be designed to lose power and hence
depressurize the gas space upon predefined disturbances in the primary
system parameters.

Calandria flooding has four important purposes:

• it ensures the removal of decay heat from the calandria tubes by
boiling, evaporation and subsequent condensation on containment
walls during an accident,

• it provides a large amount of water, which stores a considerable
amount of decay energy, thus substantially reducing the heat rate
transported through the containment walls early in the accident,

• it shuts down the reactor (if still operating) and renders it deeply
subcritical by excessive neutron absorption (even in the boiling
mode)*, and

Note that the flooding water is non-borated, and still provides a negative reactivity of about 250 P, once

all pressure tubes are fully covered.
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it considerably reduces the decay heat load on the fuel matrix (by
about 40%) by absorbing a large portion of gamma heating which
wouldhave been otherwise deposited in the fuel matrix.

Once the temperature of the flooding water in the calandria gets close to
saturation, steam which begins to escape from the calandria will condense
on containment walls, and the condensate returns to the water pool,
completing the heat transport circuit. The containment steel shell is cooled
by an annular air chimney created by the space between the steel shell and
the protective prestressed concrete shell. The containment decay heat
removal system must handle both the full blowdown of the primary system
and the decay heat generated in the core.

Figure 26 shows the reference (one of several considered) fuel matrix
arrangement; in a fuel channel both in normal operation and in a LOCA
situation, ie., without a coolant. Several matrix materials have been
considered. The most promising appears to be nuclear grade graphite fully
coated by silicon carbide such that the graphite does not contact the coolant.
Although graphite is compatible with light water coolant at operating
coolant temperatures of 300 'C, the silicon carbide coating is required to
prevent excessive graphite oxidation at high temperatures in the absence of
coolant. Fuel compacts contain TRISO* particles and are arranged in two
concentric rings. Cooling is accomplished by light water coolant flowing
through 19 ircular channels and one outer annular channel. The matrix
elements are 50 cm long and slide in the channel on bearing pads.

The pressure tube is surrounded by a protective tube, also termed the
calandria tube. This tube has the primary function of preventing excessive
pressure tube stresses which would have resulted had the cold water
during flooding come into contact with a hot pressure tube still under
pressure. The detailed design of the gap between the calandria tube and
pressure tube has not been finalized at this stage. The main requirement is

Four la er coating consisting of a composite structural coating, made up of two relatively

dense PyC layers encasing a SiC layer over a buffer coating.
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that the effective thermal conductivity is about 2W/m-K. This can be
achieved by filling the space with a packed bed of graphite pebbles, proposed

by Tang [Tang, 19921, zirconia spheres as proposed by Dutton [Dutton, 19931,
or a duplex tube, similar to those used in EBR-II sodium-water steam
generators. Similarly as in current CANDU reactors, it is desirable to
maintain gas in the gap to monitor for leakage from pressure tubes.

0 Pressure tube (9 Containment water pool in calandria

0 Coolant 0 Steam/air mixture
(D Fuel matrix (silicon carbide coated graphite) (D Protective calandria tube

Fuel compacts with particle fuel

Normal Operation Accident Operation

Figure 26 Fuel matrix in a fuel channel during normal and accident
operation

The PTLWR primary system is essentially the same as that of a
published CE-CANDU design except for the Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS), which has been eliminated. Instead flood water in the
calandria provides the heat sink for the decay heat. Another philosophy is
to retain the ECCS and use the heat sink in the calandria as a backup.
However, since the fuel elements do not require reflood and since the
calandria flooding system can be designed to provide a reliable heat sink, it
is argued that the ECCS is not needed. Elimination of the traditional ECCS
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allows simplification, cost reduction associated with elimination of piping,
valving and an ac safety grade power supply including diesel generators.
Moreover, once the coolant is lost and the temperature of the fuel matrix is
raised to about 900 C, direct reflooding of the fuel matrix is not desirable
because it would lead to rapid quenching of the fuel matrix coating.
Although the matrix coating will be able to withstand such phenomena, it
is prefered that the fuel matrix be cooled down more slowly from the outside
of the fuel channel.

The PTLWR retains CE-CANDU's shutdown cooling system. This
cooling system supplements the heat removal system through the steam
generators ad is used to reduce the temperature of the reactor coolant
system (RCS) in post shutdown periods from normal operating temperature
to a plant maintenance temperature and to maintain this temperature for a
period of time. It also has the capability of operating under post loss of
coolant accident or loss of heat sink conditions to cool the plant and bring it
to a cold shutdown condition.

The schematic of the shutdown cooling system circuit and primary heat
transport system is shown in Figure 27. During shutdown cooling, a
portion of the reactor coolant flows out the shutdown cooling nozzles located
on the react-or outlet headers. The coolant is recirculated through the
shutdown cooling heat exchangers by the shutdown cooling pumps and
returned to te reactor cooling system at the reactor inlet headers. During
normal operation, the system is isolated from the RCS.

2.4 REFERENCE DESIGN PARAHETERS

The specific conceptual design of a passive pressure tube LWR
discussed in this paper is based on the Combustion Engineering (CE) study
of a large heavy water reactor for U.S. siting [Shapiro and Jesick, 19791.
This reactor concept, denoted CE-CANDU, has 740 fuel channels and a
power rating of 1260 MWe. The main difference between the CE-CANDU

concept and CANDU reactors is its larger number of pressure tubes and
higher primary system pressure (by about MPa).
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Pressurizer

Primary heat transport system

Shutdown cooling circuit

Pressurizer piping

Figure 27 Schematic of the PTLWR primary heat transport system and shutdown cooling circuit
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There are several motivations for this choice:

• the CE-CANDU reactor has a high power rating which covers the
targeted range,

• it has the same power density as CANDU units and is based on
CANDU experience,

• it allows one to avoid the need for detailed assessment for design

parameters not central to PTLWR features.
• it was designed with US regulatory and market practices in mind,

and
• detailed information on CE-CANDU design parameters was

available.

The reference design parameters will be listed in four categories - core and
primary system parameters, fuel channel parameters, flooding system
parameters and containment parameters.

2.4.1 Core and Primary System Parameters

Core and primary system parameters for the reference PTLWR concept
are listed in Table 21. In essence, core and primary system parameters are
identical to the reference CE-CANDU design, except for core thermal
power, which takes into account recovery of PTLWR heat losses in the core,

and was calculated such that the net power output of the PTLWR equals
that of CE-CANDU. Total power peaking depends on the refueling scheme.
The maximum power peaking for the bidirectional refueling scheme is
1.35. For the fresh core, peaking is only 12.

2.4.2 Fuel Channel Parameters

Fuel channel parameters for the reference PTLWR concept are
summarized in Table 22. Dimensions of the fuel channel, except for the
fuel matrix geometry and the gap between the pressure tube and calandria
tube are the same as for the CE-CANDU design. As discussed in Section
2.3, the gap design remains to be finalized. For the purpose of the present
analysis, a 2 mm-wide gap is assumed. Lattice channel pitch was selected
the same as for the CE-CANDU design. However, it is noted that the
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PTLWR concept is not constrained by reactor physics characteristics
resulting from changed fuel channel pitch as is the case in CANDU
reactors. Hence, the pitch can be decreased as far as the header
arrangement allows. If the currently used faceseal closure is used, the
minimum pitch is 22.86 cm; employing a boroseal closure would allow a
minimum pitch even lower, i.e., 20.4 cm [Hart, 19911. This would allow

more pressure tubes in the same space (by about 160), and hence increase
net power to about 1550 MWe. Moreover, neutron leakage would be
decreased due to the decrease in neutron streaming.

Table 21 Reference core and primary system design parameters

Core and primary system parameters Values

Total core thermal power 3899 MWta

Core radius 8.77 m

Core length 5.94 m

Reflector material/thickness graphite/1 m

Total number of fueled pressure tubes 740

Total power peaking <1.35

Primary system pressure 15.34 MPa

Primary system temperature at fuel channel inlet 298.9 C

-Total mass flow rate through fuel channels 14,100

a Yields net power output of 1260 MWe with an overall thermal efficiency of
32.3%. Net power output is identical to that of the CE-CANDU, thermal
efficiency is higher than that of CE-CANDU due to elimination of heat
losses in the moderator.
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Table 22 Reference fuel channel parameters

ValuesFuel channel -parameters

Pressure tube inner diameter

Pressure tube thickness

Pressure tube-calandria tube gap thickness

Calandria tube thickness

Pressure tube pitch

Fueled pressure tube length

Fuel matrix outer diameter

Fuel matrix element length

Number of fel compacts per fuel matrix

Number of coolant channels in the matrix

Diameter of fuel compacts in the inner fuel ring

Diameter of fuel compacts in the outer fuel ring

Diameter of -intermediate coolant channels

Diameter of central coolant channels

Fuel/Initial fuel enrichment

128 mm

5.79 mm (Zr-2.5Nb)

2 mm

1.52 mm (Zr-2)

285.75 mm

5.94 m

120.8 mm

0.5 m

26

19

12.4 mm

12.7 mm

8.4 mm

22.7 mm

U02/7%

a Central coolant channel employs sand-grain type roughness.

2.4.3 Flooding System Parameters

Main flooding system parameters used in analysis of the reference
PTLWR concept are summarized in Table 2-3. The volume of flooding water
in the containment was selected to provide sensible and latent heat for about
60 hours, i.e., beyond the time when the containment peak pressure is
reached. This reduces the containment pressurization rate as well as the
maximum pressure peak.
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Table 23 Reference flooding system parameters

Flooding system parameters Values

Volume of flooding water

Flood water temperature

Height of driving water column

Number of bottom intakes for flood water

Total flow area of bottom intakes

Number of passive valves for flooding initiation

Flow area for gas exhaust per valve

Operating gas pressure in the calandria space

4200 M3

400C

14.5 m

3

2.25 M2

4

0.125 M2

0.24 Mpa

2.4.4 Containment Parameters

Main containment parameters used in
PTLVTR concept are summarized in Table 24.

analysis of the reference

Table 24 Reference containment parameters

Containment parameters Values

60 m

81 m

1.7xJ05 M3

4 cm

0.5 m

loo M2

go M2

Containment shell inner diameter

Containment shell height

Containment free volume

Thickness of steel shell

Thickness of vented air gap

Total flow area of air inlet passages

Total flow area of air outlet passages
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Key design limits imposed on the PTLVvrR concept are summarized in
Table 25. These limits are based on the requirements of existing designs
and on the evaluation of materials of choice. More detailed discussion of
these limits will be given in the pertinent chapters.

Table 25 Imposed design limits

Design limits Values

Normal full power conditions

Maximum fuel centerline temperature <1300 C

Minimum CHF ratio (local) >1.3

Coolant pressure drop across fuel channel - MPa

Coolant void reactivity zero or negative

Accident conditions

Maximum fuel centerline temperature <1600 C

Maximum matrix temperature <1300 C

Maximum pressure tube temperature < 500 C

Maximurn calandria tube temperature < 500 C

2.6 SUAUdARY

The philosophy adopted in developing the PTLWR concept, with
emphasis o passive decay heat removal from voided fuel elements is
presented. Using a simple assessment process, it is concluded that a
pressure tube reactor with matrix-type fuel has the most promising
Potential to achieve high power density and still be able to safely dissipate
Lhe decay heat from voided fuel elements. Applying fundamental principles
derived from a simple conduction equation, a passive pressure tube LWR
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concept is proposed. The conceptual design is briefly described and the
main functions are explained. Major design parameters for the reference
PTLVvR, based to a large extent on the CE-CANDU design, are selected.
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MATERULS CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 HVMODUCTION

The design objective of passive decay heat removal from the voided fuel
elements poses new challenges to the fuel element materials. This chapter
summarizes the issues considered in the choice of fuel matrix materials
and identifies a matrix material compatible with light water coolant under
normal operating conditions and with steam/air mixtures under accident
conditions. Design requirements on the fuel matrix are listed in Section 32.
The matrix material selection is based on an extensive review of
experiments, experience, and research and development results published
in the open literature. Materials covered in the search, the conclusions and
the final selection are given in Section 33.

The reflector plays a more important role in the PTLWR concept than in
typical LWRs because it affects the entire core. In fact, criticality could not
be reached ithout the reflector because of very high leakage. Hence, it is
desirable that the reflector material has very low absorption cross section
and good reflective power. Reflector materials are covered in Section 34.

Section 35 reviews the fuel materials. Two types of fuel have been
considered - coated particle fuel and pin fuel with cladding. Coated particle
fuel is used for matrix-type fuel elements, either arranged in fuel compacts
or dispersed in the matrix. Cladded pin-type fuel can be also used in the
PTLWR fuel channels, although it affords less effective decay heat removal.
Various fuel arrangements possible with the PTLWR fuel channels are
further discussed in Chapter 5. The reference PTLWR design, analyzed
throughout this work, uses TRISO particle fuel arranged in compacts.
U02, UC or UN fuels in silicon carbide cladding are proposed for pin-type
fuel.
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The structural materials covered in Section 36 include zirconium-
niobium alloy pressure tubes. To satisfy the objective of reusability of the
pressure tubes after major accidents, the design limits used for the fuel
channel analysis, are identified. Other structural materials used in the
primary system are the same as in the CE-CANDU and/or conventional
CANDU concepts and are not discussed.

3.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR MATM AND REFLECTOR
MATERULS

3.2.1 Matrix material

The design requirements for the matrix material are summarized in
Table 31. For normal operating conditions, the matrix material must be
compatible with the light water coolant at temperatures around 300 C
during the time the fuel elements reside in the core. For the reference
PTLWR concept, this residence time is about 16 years. Another important
requirement is good irradiation stability.

Accident conditions are understood as the sequence of phenomena
occurring during the time period following a total loss of primary coolant
accident. During such an event, the system is depressurized, the primary
coolant is discharged and the matrix material becomes surrounded by a
mixture of air and steam. Since the heat removal capabilities are
considerably decreased in the absence of coolant, the material undergoes a
temperature excursion. The most limiting requirement in such scenarios
is the capability of the material to withstand this time period without
substantial degradation due to high temperature oxidation or corrosion in
an air/water vapor environment. Design requirements on matrix material
are discussed in detail in [Hejzlar et. al., 1993c].

3.2.2 Reflector material

The primary purpose of the reflector is to reflect neutrons back into the
core, and hence to minimize leakage from the reactor. The important
nuclear property of the reflector is minimum absorption cross section, and
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Requirement
description

Operating conditions Accident conditions

Table 31 Requirements on matrix material,
from [Hejzlar et. al., 1993c].

Corrosion
oxidation

and resistant in H20 at
temperature of 300 C for
a long time period

lifetime up to fluence
1.05xJ022 (E>.05MeV)b at
irradiation temperature
in the range 350-6000C

no or negligible
accumulation of stored
energy in temperature
range 350 600'C

no water-material
reaction at 350 C

k>_10 W/m-Kc

N/A

ability to withstand
thermal stresses during
plant operation

resistant in mixture of
water vapor/air at
temperatures up to
1300,Ca for several hours

N/A

no or negligible release of
stored energy in
temperature excursions
above 350 C

no or negligible energy
release from steam -
material reaction up to
temperature of 1300 Ca.

N/A

07

good thermal stress and
shock resistance in large
temperature excursions

Irradiation stability

Stored energy

Water-material
reaction

Thermal
conductivity

Surface emissivity

Thermal stress
resistance

aA temperature of 1300'C was specified based on anticipated matrix
temperatures needed to dissipate decay heat during LOCA. However it is
to be noted that for the reference design with matrix-type fuel, a
maximum matrix temperatures of only 900 C suffices to dissipate
projected decay heat levels from the matrix to the heat sink outside the
calandria tube. For the concepts with cladded pin-type fuel, maximum
temperatures are envisioned to be around 1300 'C.

b This value pertains to the reference fuel matrix design; alternative fuel
arrangements may have difference fluence limits.

c Applies for the reference design with separate fuel and coolant holes.
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Requirement Operating conditions Accident conditions
description I

Irradiation stability lifetime up to fluences of N/A
2x1022 n/cm2 at
irradiation temperatures
of 350 'C to 800 'C

Thermal stress ability to withstand good thermal stress and
resistance thermal stresses during shock resistance in

plant operation cooldown transients

Stored energy issue no or negligible no or negligible release of
accumulation of stored stored energy in
energy at temperatures of temperature excursions
350 'C to 800 'C above 350 C

to a lesser extent, high moderating ratio. These properties are satisfied by
graphite, beryllium, beryllium oxide and heavy water. However, D20 must
be discarded since, in the case of a hypothetical break of the inner calandria
wall separating the D20 reflector from the gas space, flooding of the core
with D20 would cause a large positive reactivity excursion. Therefore only
graphite, Be, and BeO were considered in this study.

Requirements for the reflector material are summarized in Table 32.
The most important requirements are good irradiation resistance, since the
reflector should be able to withstand plant lifetime without replacement,
and no or negligible accumulation of stored energy.

Table 32 Requirements on a reflector

from [Hejzlar et. al., 1993c]

material,
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The following candidate materials were identified for the matrix and
reviewed:

e graphite,



* silicon arbide,
*Silicon nitride,
e beryllium,

*beryllium oxide,
oberyllium carbide,
oberyllium silicon nitride,
• aluminum oxide,
• Zirconium oxide,
• Zirconium carbide, and

• zirconium hydride.

An extensive review is given in [Hejzlar et. al., 1993c]; only the main results
and final choice will be presented here. Regarding the traditional solid
moderator materials, beryllium, beryllium oxide, and graphite, none was
found to be entirely satisfactory as a matrix material.

Beryllium has excellent nuclear and thermophysical properties. Its
thermal properties are superior to those of graphite; in particular, the heat
capacity of beryllium exceeds that of graphite by a factor of two and its
thermal conductivity is not affected by irradiation. However, the data
accumulated. so far do not conclusively support the long term use of
beryllium in high temperature water. Further, the irradiation behavior at
operating mtrix conditions does not seem satisfactory either. Most of all,
beryllium is compatible with water vapor only up to temperatures of 600'C,
which is far below the envisioned temperature peak during an accident -
1000'C. Toxicity, high cost, and problems with waste management are
additional factors contributing to rejection of beryllium as a matrix
material

Beryllium oxide exhibits good corrosion resistance in water vapor up to
a temperature of 1175'C, which is a substantial improvement over
beryllium metal. Also, corrosion behavior in high temperature water
seems to be good, but this is supported only by one set of data. The major
obstacle to the application of beryllium oxide is poor irradiation resistance.
Irradiated beryllium oxide exhibits microcracks and cannot sustain the
projected doses. The disadvantages of high cost, toxicity, and waste
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management problems apply as well. Thus, beryllium oxide was
eliminated from any further considerations.

Graphite has very good long term corrosion behavior in high
temperature water and good resistance to irradiation damage, as well as
excellent thermal, mechanical and neutronic physical properties.
However, the resistance to oxidizing gases at high temperatures is low. The
rates of oxidation of graphite in air or air/water vapor mixtures at
temperatures around 1000'C are high, so that the graphite matrix would be
burned out in a relatively short time (if sufficient air supply is provided). To
avoid graphite contact with air/vapor mixtures, a protective coating on the
graphite matrix is necessary. The primary function of the coating is to
protect graphite in an oxidizing environment at high temperatures. The
coating should be capable of retaining its integrity in fast temperature
excursions and during irradiation. Hence, matching coefficients of
thermal expansion of graphite substrate and the coating material is
desirable.

Although there are several coating materials which could be used to
protect graphite, silicon carbide coating is the most promising one. Also,
considerable experience has been obtained with silicon carbide coating of
graphite. Silicon carbide coating of large graphite blocks with coolant holes
is possible using current technology. In fact, large graphite blocks are
routinely coated with silicon carbide. Two ma or technical difficulties with
a silicon carbide coated graphite matrix in the proposed application are the
possibility of hair-line cracks in the coating in heatup cycles and oxidation
of graphite substrate through these cracks, and delamination due to
irradiation. The first problem may be alleviated by selecting a compatible
grade of graphite to accommodate thermal expansion and by coating
techniques which allow for gradual transition of the silicon carbide
concentration between the graphite outer surface and the silicon carbide
coating layer so that the thermal stresses typical of sharp interfaces are
reduced. The second problem may be solved by employing a low density
buffer carbon layer between the graphite matrix and the silicon carbide
coating. Earlier tests showed very good performance of irradiated and
thermally cycled silicon carbide-coated graphite [Jackson, 19661. Recent
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research and development program results on silicon carbide coated
graphite blocks for nuclear applications indicate that the silicon carbide
coated graphite matrix is a viable option [Eto and Shindo, 19921,
[Kugeler,19921, [Schulten, 19931. Another important advantage of the
selection of silicon carbide-coated graphite is the ongoing research for even
more strenuous applications such as the first wall liner and divertor in
fusion technology. Any progress in coating technology achieved for these
applications can be directly applied to the matrix for the proposed pressure
tube concept.

The molded block fuel elements developed by HOBEG (Hochtemperatur-
Brennelement GmbH) [Hrovat et. al., 19751 are especially attractive for the
PTLWR matrix-type fuel. These monolithic blocks consist of an isotropic
highly crystalline graphite matrix with coolant channels and fuel regions
with TRISO particles embedded in a graphite matrix. The important
characteristics are the elimination of the gap between the fuel compact and
graphite matrix typical of MHTGR blocks, excellent thermal contact
between fuel particles, and highly dense graphite matrix material. This
allows operation at higher power density while keeping the maximum
operating fuel temperature relatively low. Another advantage is that
graphite losses during manufacturing are avoided since no machining of
the graphite is required. Irradiation experiments on these blocks in the
Peach Bottom HTGR showed very good performance [Wallroth et. al., 1976].
Because of these attractive properties, molded monolithic blocks coated by
silicon carbide are considered as a very promising option.

Regarding non-traditional materials, the following materials were
reviewed: silicon nitride, beryllium carbide, zirconium oxide, beryllium
silicon nitrides, silicon carbide, zirconium hydride and aluminum oxide.

Silicon nitride was eliminated from further consideration because of its
progressive corrosion in high temperature water. Beryllium carbide and
zirconium oxide had to be rejected because of their very low thermal
conductivity. The possibility of the use of beryllium silicon nitride still
remains uncertain because of the lack of available information, but it is felt
that its rather high absorption cross section will prevent its use.
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The most promising material appeared to be silicon carbide. It has
reasonably good nuclear properties, good thermal properties and resistance
to irradiation damage. Furthermore, its long term corrosion behavior in
high temperature water was found to be excellent. Silicon carbide is also
compatible with wter vapor and air up to temperatures of about 1300'C.
Therefore, silicon carbide is the best candidate of the materials reviewed for

matrix conditions. There are, however, several important issues - the cost,
and relatively high absorption cross section, and hence more expensive fuel
cycle. Since the mass of silicon carbide matrix in the core is relatively high,
parasitic absorption in the silicon carbide matrix would require about 0.5%
higher enrichment compared to a graphite matrix. Additionally, the
relatively low thermal conductivity of irradiated silicon carbide and
associated thermal stresses may limit the power rating during normal
operation. Consequently, a graphite matrix with silicon carbide coating
was deemed to be preferable.

Another promising material is zirconium carbide. But the issue of high
parasitic neutron losses due to a relatively high absorption cross section
holds for zirconium carbide as well as for silicon carbide. An attractive
option would be to use zirconium carbide for coating of both the particle fuel
and the graphite matrix. The main advantage of zirconium carbide
coatings is the increased peak fuel temperature permissible under
operating and accident conditions, compared to silicon carbide. However,
analysis of the reference PTLWR concept shows that the maximum fuel
temperatures reached during normal operation and during an accident
should not exceed 1300'C, hence this increase is not essential and silicon
carbide coating is more than sufficient. Moreover, silicon carbide coatings
have undergone extensive development to reach the present state of
technology (over 10 years), while it will probably take a similar time period
to develop the technology for the production of consistent high-quality
zirconium carbide-coated particle fuels [Kasten, 19901. But more
importantly, zirconium carbide has poor oxidation resistance and the
emissivity of zirconium carbide pales in comparison with that of silicon
carbide. Such a small emissivity would lead to unacceptably high matrix
temperatures in the PTLWR reference design.
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Zirconium hydride is attractive for the PTLWR concept, where the
space for H20 moderator/coolant inside the fuel channel is limited, because
it can provide additional moderation due to its high moderation ratio. It has
relatively good thermal properties and irradiation resistance. However,
more data are needed to confirm the corrosion resistance in high
temperature steam/air mixtures and long term corrosion behavior in high
temperature -water. Also, the effects of hydrogen redistribution on reactivity
changes would need to be quantified.

Finally, aluminum oxide was considered as another possible candidate.
Although the corrosion rates of high density alumina are acceptable, the
corrosion behavior in high temperature water is not as good as that of
silicon carbide. Conclusive irradiation data over the whole range of
conditions are not available, but it is judged from irradiation tests at
temperatures around 400'C that the irradiation behavior could be
satisfactory. Compatibility with water vapor is very good up to 1550 K. The
disadvantage of aluminum oxide is its relatively low conductivity, which
excludes alumina as a matrix material for the reference PTLWR fuel
design employing a fuel matrix with separate fuel and coolant holes.
Moreover, as for silicon carbide, higher enrichments and higher
manufacturing cost would make aluminum oxide economically
uncompetitive with silicon carbide-coated graphite matrix fuel.

The conclusions above are briefly summarized in Figure 31 

it follows from the above that silicon carbide-coated graphite appears to
be the most, promising choice for the matrix material. Chemical vapor
deposited (CVD) SiC can provide long term oxidation protection at
temperatures below 1300'C if variability due to small flaws in the coating
can be eliminated. Silicon carbide is also a very stable material in high
velocity steam up to 1100'C and the presence of hydrogen or helium in the
steam does not affect the corrosion of SiC. CVD SiC, however, tends to
crack and peel off during severe thermal cycles. The behavior of a SiC-
coated graphite matrix under thermal cycles arising in the proposed design
needs to be further investigated. To confirm the compatibility of SiC-coated
graphite with PTLWR conditions, a small-scale experimental program has
been initiated at MIT.
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Material F� -not compatible - uncertain I Description I
0 -compatible

unsatisfactory corrosion resistance in high
temperature steam, unsatisfactory irradiation
behavior

unsatisfactory irradiation behavior,
inconclusive data on corrosion resistance in,.:

high temperature water

low thermal conductivity

I

----------------------------
insufficient corrosion and iradiation data

progressive corrosion in high temperature water

low thermal conductivity

poor oxidation resistance in water vapor and air

insufficient data on oxidation in high temperature o
steam/air mixture 4*-O----------------------------------

;trips, possible candidate, but relatively low thermal ft�titf-'
=*M!PPP;" conductivity
PPIP7 Y -

--------------------
le candid 6-

Current Choice SiC coated graphite mat

low oxidation resistance in water vaporGraphite

Beryllium

Beryllia

Beryllium
carbide

Beryllium

and air at high temperatures

silicon nitride

Silicon
nitride

Zirconia

Zirconium
carbide

Zirconium
hydride

Alumina

Silicon
carbide

Figure 31 Summary of material compatibility with fuel matrix conditions
from [Hejzlar et. al., 1993c]
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Three reflector materials were considered - graphite, beryllium and
beryllium oxide. Light water was discarded due to its high absorption cross
section and heavy water was also dismissed because of the theoretical
possibility of flooding the calandria upon breach of the wall separating the
reflector and the calandria space, which would render the reactor
supercritical..

The review of irradiation effects on beryllium [Hejzlar et. al., 1993c]
showed that beryllium and beryllium oxide have poor irradiation
properties. The lifetime of beryllium is significantly less than that of
graphite, especially at higher irradiation temperatures. Moreover, neutron
irradiation of the beryllium reflector during reactor operation results in the
buildup of 6Li and 3He, which are characterized by their large thermal
neutron absorption cross sections. As a result, nonnegligible reactivity loss
would occur. Beryllium and beryllium oxide were therefore dismissed from
further considerations.

Graphite appears to be the best choice as a PTLWR reflector material.
Fast neutron flux in the reference PTLVV-R design at the location of reflector
contact with the liner is quite high, i.e., 1014 n/s-CM2 (E>0.05MeV), which
leads to a fluence in the portion of the graphite reflector with the highest
exposure accumulated after 30 years of operation to be jx1023 ncm2

(E>0.05MeV). However, fast flux decreases very rapidly with radial
coordinate towards the outer periphery. For example, at the position
representing the radial midplane of the reflector, the fast neutron flux is
lower by an order of magnitude, i.e., 1012 nscm2 (E>0.05MeV), or a

fluence of oly 8.5x1021 ncm2 (E>0.05MeV) after 30 years of operation.
Hence, in practice, the most exposed inner part of the reflector must be
designed to be replaceable. The use of pin-type fuel substantially decreases
fast fluence on the reflector, hence the replacement of the inner reflector
may not be needed for this alternative.
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There are two important considerations when selecting the fuel
materials for the PTLWR concept - use of existing fuel technologies to the
largest extent and maximizing the temperature limit of the fuel and
cladding to withstand the higher temperatures needed for radiative heat
transfer. Two types of fuel are applicable to the PTLWR fuel channel. The
first type is matrix-type fuel, where coated fuel particles are dispersed in
the fuel matrix or arranged in the matrix heterogeneously in separate fuel
compacts. The second type is the traditional cladded pin fuel arranged in
two Concent ric rings in the fuel channel. The geometry is the same as in
conventional CANDU 37-rod bundles but the central fuel rod and the
innermost fuel ring are removed to shorten the path for heat transfer
between the fuel and the pressure tube wall.

3.5.1 Particle uel

Particle fuel was developed for high temperature gas cooled reactors
(HTGRs). It comprises a small heavy metal kernel coated with several
(typically two to four) layers of ceramic material, usually pyrolytic carbide
and silicon carbide. Two types of coated particles have been developed -
BISO particles and TRISO particles. TRISO particles offer better fission
product retention then BISO due to the additional protective layer. In the
current U.S. HTGR program, the fuel kernel material comprises a two
component mixture of 19.9 weight percent enriched uranium dioxide (UO2)
and uranium dicarbide (UCO) A coated fuel particle is shown in Figure
3-2.

Outer PyC layer --- '

SiC layer

Inner PyC layer"------,

Fuel kernel

Buffer layer

Figure 3-2 Layers of TRISO fuel particle
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The heavy metal kernel is surrounded by a buffer layer of low density
isotropic carbon which provides expansion volume for fission gases and
protection against fission product recoil damage. The buffer layer is
followed by an inner pyrolytic carbon (PyC) layer which provides a smooth
substrate for successive coatings. The next coating layer is a silicon carbide
primary structural coating which serves as an impermeable barrier to
fission products and pressure boundary. An outer pyrolytic carbon layer
provides a redundant pressure barrier to the SiC and serves as a bonding
surface between the particle and the carbonaceous binder. Newer particles
employ an additional outer layer of protective pyrocarbon. U.S. and German
tests of millions of TRISO coated particles have shown that the particles can
retain retain fission products up to temperatures of 16000C [Sleicher and
Wistrom, 19921. During normal operation, the limiting fuel temperature is
set at a lower value to reduce fission gas release by diffusion into the
primary circuit. To ensure that the radiation dose resulting from
accidental rlease of the primary system inventory to the atmosphere
remains within regulations, the limit on fuel particle center temperature is
1300 'C at 100% power [Todreas and Kazimi, 19901. Parameters of TRISO

coated particles used in the analysis of the reference PTLWR concept are
summarized -in Table 33. The main disadvantage of coated fuel particles is
a small core heavy metal loading, and hence high absolute levels of both
thermal and fast neutron flux.

3.5.2 Clad Fuel

Although the coated particle fuel offers superb thermal performance,
the relatively high core-average fast fluence associated with a small heavy
metal loading is a disadvantage. To decrease the fast fluence on pressure
tubes, clad fuel in a two ring arrangement is proposed in Chapter 5. This
section discusses fuel material issues for this fuel arrangement
alternative.

The most experience has been obtained with uranium dioxide fuel in a
Zircaloy cladding. U02 has a high melting point, mechanical stability due
to absence of metallic phase transitions, low fission gas release and less
swelling and chemical compatibility than carbide fuel, and is not leached
out of the clad by water in case of a leak. The drawbacks are very low
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ThicImess =)

300 (diameter)

50

20

20

40

Property U02 UC UN U3Si U-metal

Theoretical density g/cm3) 10.97 13.63 14.32 15.58 19.04

Melting point C) 2880 2390 2650 1400 1133

Thermal stability upper limit C) 2880 2390 2650 1400 665

Average thermal conductivity at 3.6 23 21 15 32

200-10000C (W/m-K)

Table 33 Parameters of TRISO particle fuel [Lefevre, 19771,
[Dahlberg et. al., 19691

I

Particle

Kernel (U235-enriched U02)

Buffer

Inner PyC

sic

Outer PyC

Other parameters

Binder content

Maximum temperature at full power

Maximum transient temperature

Dtndfty

10.97

1.1

1.9

3.18

1.8

36 vol%

1300 C

16000C

Table 34 Thermal properties of fuel materials [Chalder et. al., 19671,
[Smith, 19671

thermal conductivity and relatively low density Since the PTLWR with a
two-ring arrangement has less fuel pins than the reference CANDU design
and operates at the same core power, fuel with higher density is desirable to
compensate for less fuel volume. It can be seen from Table 34 that other
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fuels offer higher densities and much better thermal conductivity. The
choice is, however, limited by the high temperature which the fuel must
withstand without damage during accidents. Because of this consideration,
two fuels with the highest density - metallic uranium and U3Si were
dismissed. UN appears to be an attractive fuel with its high melting point,
high thermal. conductivity and high density. Russian scientists recently
proposed replacing U02 fuel in advanced light water reactors with
uranium nitride (with N15 enriched nitrogen to obtain a low neutron
absorption cross section) [Subbotin, 19931. While this fuel appears to be
attractive for the PTLWR concept, it needs more research and development
and it may be costly.

Most operating water-cooled reactors use Zircaloy as the cladding
material. It has a low absorption cross section and good compatibility with
the fuel and light water coolant. However, it undergoes an exothermic
reaction with steam at relatively low temperatures. Since the maximum
temperatures of the voided fuel elements in a two-ring arrangement are
predicted to be higher than 1200'C (the temperature at which the
metal/water reaction becomes significant) another cladding material needs
to be considered. The major candidate materials for this application are
alumina, zirconia and silicon carbide. Alumina and zirconia have been
dismissed because of their very low emissivity (about 04), which
significantly effects the maximum cladding temperature during an
accident.

The most-, attractive option appears to be silicon carbide. It has very high
tensile strength, good fracture toughness, and creep does not occur even at
temperatures of 500'C. High thermal conductivity and a lower thermal
expansion coefficient than that of Zircaloy results in lower thermal stresses
during LOCA. SiC does not react with U02 fuel pellets and is stable in high
temperature! water. Production of silicon carbide tubes is a mastered
technology. Silicon carbide tubes for nuclear application were
manufactured on a large scale in the U.K. for AGR advanced fuel
elements. They contained a packed bed of lightly bonded coated fuel
particles [Kennedy and Shennan, 19741. Feinroth also considered silicon
carbide cladding in a feasibility study on use of ceramic cladding to reduce
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the severity of light water reactor accidents [Feinroth, 19901. Feinroth's
study concluded that silicon carbide is a quite acceptable candidate cladding
material for LWR application during normal operating conditions, but
questionable for LOCA accidents due to its reactions with steam at high
temperatures (above 1500 'C). Preliminary calculation of the two-ring
arrangement shows that the maximum temperature of cladding should not
exceed 1350'C, which is quite below the temperature ranges considered in
Feinroth's study. At these temperatures, silicon carbide oxidation in
steam/air mixtures is negligible [Hejzlar et. al., 19931. Hence silicon
carbide cladding in the two-ring fuel arrangement should be capable of
surviving LOCA, without primary coolant replenishment, undamaged.
More research is, however, needed to confirm its compatibility with fuel pin

material.

3.6 STRUCTURAL MATERL4,LS

Structural materials of the primary system are the same as for the
reference CE-CANDU design and hence do not need to be discussed here.
The critical component of pressure tube reactors is the pressure tube. Since
the desired objective is the reusability of major components after a major
accident, pressure tubes need to be designed to conform to this requirement.

The purpose of this section is to identify the design limits for the pressure
tubes which would allow their reusability.

CANDU reactors use pressure tubes made of Zr-2.5 wt% Nb material.
This material has demonstrated superior performance over the previously
used Zircaloy-2 material. Pressure tubes are designed for 5% diametral
increase and 2 elongation due to creep and growth for 30 years of
operation [Ross-Ross, 19781. Extensive experience has been gained with this
material. It has very good corrosion behavior and picks up less hydrogen
than does Zircaloy-2. Some failures of pressure tubes, however, have been
experienced because of the presence of delayed hydride cracks, and AECL is
developing improved fuel channels to minimize these problems and to
extend pressure tube lifetime [Cheadle et. al., 19931.

To prevent pressure tube damage and to permit their reusability in
LOCA or loss of heat sink accidents, the maximum temperature of the
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hottest pressure tube should not exceed about 500'C [Spinks, 19911.
Shewfelt's failure maps for pressure tubes under accident conditions also
suggest that the maximum tolerable temperature of the hottest pressure
tube under full pressure should not exceed 5000C [Shewfelt, 1986). Hence,
the temperature of 5000C will be used throughout this work as a limiting
value. More details on fuel channel behavior under PTLWR conditions will
be given in Chapter 9.

3.7 AV4ARY

The materials covered in the subject assessment include fuel matrix
materials, reflector materials, fuel materials and pressure tube materials.
Among all matrix materials under consideration, a graphite matrix with
silicon carbide coating appears to be the most promising candidate. It has
low neutron absorption cross section, high thermal conductivity, is
compatible with light water coolant at operating conditions and it is
corrosion resistant in air/steam mixtures at temperatures up to 1300'C It
also exhibits good irradiation stability. However, the stability of the SiC
coating under thermal shock and long-term irradiation must be further
confirmed.

Graphite has been selected as a reflector material since it provides
much better irradiation stability than beryllium or beryllium oxide and is
available at lower cost.

Two key fuel arrangements have been considered for the PTLWR. The
first arrangement, used for the reference design, is a matrix-type fuel with
fuel compacts inserted in a matrix, and consisting of TRISO fuel particles.
This fuel is based on the technology developed for HTGRs, and does not
require extensive development. The second arrangement comprises fuel
pins with silicon carbide cladding arranged in the two outer fuel bundle
rings. Fuel pins can employ U02 fuel or preferably higher density fuel such
as UC or UN with N15. Compatibility of all these fuels with silicon carbide
cladding would need to be further confirmed.

Zr-2.5%Nb material has been selected for pressure tubes. It has shown
very good performance in CANDU reactors and more development to
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increase its lifetime is underway at AECL. To meet the requirement of
reusability after major accidents, the 'design limit of the maximum
pressure tube temperature was identified to be about 500'C.
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REACTORPHYSICS

4.1 RNMODUCTION

The obje ctive of this Chapter is to assess the key reactor physics
characteristics of the reference PTLWR design, and to show that these
characteristics fall within the limits currently accepted in nuclear
industry, or that they bring certain advantages. The reference design must
also satisfy the objective of achieving an inherent shutdown in accidents
leading to a large temperature increase, as stated in Chapter 
Consideration will also be given to physics aspects of alternative fuel
arrangements within the fuel channels and to using alternative fuel such
as plutonium for plutonium disposal.

The reactor physics chapter is divided into three major sections. The
first section discusses, briefly, the fundamental equation which governs
neutron behavior in the system of interest, the second section describes the
tools used t solve the governing equation and the third section, which
represents the main body, discusses the results describing the physics
characteristics of the proposed PTLWR concept.

The proposed passive pressure tube reactor concept is a light water
cooled and moderated reactor with an overall layout very similar to a
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) such as the CANDU. Similarity
with LVV`Rs lies in the use of light water as both the coolant and moderator.
One can think of the PTLWR as an array of LWR bundles pulled apart and
placed in a voided space surrounded by a reflector. The PTLWR resembles
very closely a PHWR configuration, however, heavy water coolant is
replaced by light water, and the typical CANDU fuel bundles are replaced
by a matrix fuel. Consequently, reactor physics characteristics of the
PTLWR are unique, and differ in several aspects from those of either LWRs
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or PHWRs. The key design feature distinguishing the proposed concept
from both LWRs and PHWRs, as well as from any other operating power
reactor, is a voided calandria space. Neutron behavior in such a system
significantly differs from that in conventional LWRs and PHWRs, and
deserves special attention.

Section 45.1 investigates the effect of various geometrical
arrangements of heterogeneously distributed light water moderator in a
voided calandria space on reactivity. This study shows that for the reference
fuel matrix with TRISO particle fuel, no light water moderator in the
calandria space is needed to achieve sufficient moderation, thus
simplifying the calandria design. Section 44.2 describes the models used
for the analysis of the reference design. To make the computation feasible
using available computer technology, TRISO particle fuel is treated as a
homogenized region rather than modeling every fuel particle. The effect of

this simplification is evaluated in Section 44.3.

Voiding of the calandria space results in a significant increase of
neutron mean free path in the core, which becomes comparable to core
physical dimensions. The proposed concept is, in this aspect, similar to
reflector moderated reactors with gaseous fuel in the core conceived in the
early days of nuclear technology by Bell and Cohen [Bell,19551,
[Cohen,19621, or to the concept of the graphite-moderated heterogeneous gas

core reactor studied at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) [Barrett et.
al., 19801. Long neutron mean free path will significantly affect core physics
characteristics, in particular core coupling, nuclear peaking, prompt
neutron lifetime and stability against xenon spatial oscillations. The study
of these characteristics is performed in Section 44.4.

Very important nuclear characteristics are the Doppler coefficient and
the coolant void effect. It is desirable that both the Doppler and void
coefficients are negative. This goal can be easily satisfied with the Doppler
coefficient since the PTLWR is a thermal reactor with low-enriched fuel,
but is more difficult to achieve for the void coefficient. Many pressure tube
reactors such as the CANDU-PHW (pressurized heavy water reactor), the
CANDU-BLW (boiling light water reactor) and the CIRENE (an Italian
design of a heavy water moderated and light water cooled pressure tube
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reactor) operate with slightly positive void reactivity. This leads to concerns
over accidents resulting in coolant voiding, such as a LOCA, and imposes
very strict requirements on reliable functioning of shutdown systems. The
issue of positive coolant void reactivity has become an even more important
factor after the reactivity accident at Chernobyl, which involved a graphite
moderated and boiling light water cooled pressure tube reactor. Hence, it is
considered essential that the proposed PTLWR exhibits negative coolant
void reactivity at all operating conditions. That this can be accomplished in
a pressure tube reactor, has been demonstrated by the UK's steam
generating heavy water reactor (SGHVvrR) and the Japanese FUGEN HWR.
Both the Doppler and void coefficients are investigated in Section 44.4.

Other characteristics of the reference dry calandria design, evaluated
in Section 44.4, include fluence on the pressure tubes and the reflector
temperature coefficient. Section 44.5 discusses the issues of reactor control.

Passive flooding of the voided calandria space with light water is unique
to the PTLWR concept, and does not have any experience base in the LWR
or HWR arena. Since it introduces large reactivity changes, detailed
calculations need to be performed to prove that the flooding will result in a

reactor shutdown, and that no reactivity excursions, which could lead to a
large power increase, are possible. These issues are discussed in Section
4.4.6.

TRISO particle fuel can achieve much higher burnups than typical U02
fuel pellets, which are constrained by mechanical limits. Section 44.7
investigates fuel depletion, and the options to utilize this high burnup
potential. Power distribution in the PTLWR equilibrium core depends on
the refueling scheme. The PTLWR concept employes bidirectional on-line

refueling, as is common practice in CANDU reactors. The power density
profile in an equilibrium core using bidirectional refueling and the effects
of bundle shuffling in the channel are studied in Section 44.8.

To reflect the recently increased interest in weapons-grade plutonium
disposal, a qualitative assessment of the proposed concept using plutonium
fuel is performed in Section 44.9.
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The fundamental neutron balance equation describing a reactor in a
steady state critical condition is [Henry, 19861:

Vj(rE) + It(rE) (D(rE) dE' Y, f (E) v X1KrE')+Ys(rE'-�E) (D(rE')
i (4-1)

Equation 4-1) states the fact that neutron leakage plus neutron removal
from the system equals neutron production. J is the net neutron current
defined as

j 0 M W(r, Q, E) Q M v(E) N(r, Q, E)
(4-2)

where K2 is the direction vector in 3-D space, r is the vector describing space
coordinates, E is neutron kinetic energy relative to the laboratory system,
and T(rQE) is the directional flux density defined as the product of
neutron speed, v(E) and the neutron density in the phase space, N(rQE).
In Eq. 41), f (E) is the fission spectrum for isotope vi is the number of

neutrons per fission for isotope j, Y is the fission macroscopic cross section

for isotope j, It is the total macroscopic interaction cross section, I,(rE'-->E)
is the differential scattering cross section from energy E' into interval dE,
and D is the scalar flux density defined as

(D W(r, Q, E) dQ

(4-3)

commonly called neutron flux. The most common approach for finding the
unknown neutron flux, which is widely used in most reactor-design
calculations, is to solve Eq. 4-1) directly for (D. This approach necessitates

relating neutron current to neutron flux. The approximation satisfactory
for most reactors is Fick's law relating J and (D by the equation

J (rE = D(rE) V(D(rE) (4-4)
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where D is the diffusion coefficient. Substituting Eq. 44) for neutron
current in Eq. 4-1) yields the diffusion equation

-V.D(rE)V(D(rE) + lt(rE) D(rE)

dE' P(E) v XlXrF) + Is(rE'--->E) D(rF)
(4-5)

which is widely applied in reactor analysis.

The validity of the key approximation introduced to obtain the diffusion
equation, ie'., Fick's law, must be re-examined when applied to the dry
calandria design with significant void space in the core. Fick's law is based
on the analogy of gas diffusing through media where the molecules, driven
by concentration gradient, diffuse from regions of high concentrations to
regions with low concentration. There are two important conditions for the
diffusion analogy to be valid. First, if the neutrons are to behave like gas
molecules diffusing through porous media, significant scattering must be
ensured, i.e., Y-s>>Ya and s and a should not vary rapidly as a function of
position in the region under investigation. If the scattering macroscopic
cross section is very small compared to macroscopic absorption cross
section, neutrons will exhibit a beam-like distribution in preferred
directions - a quite different situation from diffusion-like behavior.
Secondly, the mean free path of the neutrons should be small compared to
the physical dimensions of the system under investigation.

Unfortunately, none of these conditions is satisfied in the dry calandria
design. Neutron scattering in the voided space is virtually zero, while large
in the reflector and in the coolant channels. Neutron absorption is very
large in fuel regions, but almost zero in the voided space. Also both the s
and a vary considerably within the core as a function of position. But more
importantly, neutron mean free path is large (on the order of several
meters, compared to several cm in LWRs) and is comparable to the core
physical dimensions. Hence the commonly used argument that Fick's law
is valid several mean free paths within regions in which the Is and la do
not change rapidly with position and where the Is >> a [Henry, 1986 is
clearly not satisfied for the dry calandria concept. In fact, no such a region
can be found within the entire core. One can also observe, that in some
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selected directions (i.e., parallel with fuel channels), neutrons can easily
travel throughout the entire core without having any collision while in
some other directions the probability of collision is large. Therefore, the
directional distribution needs to be taken into account, a property which
cannot be described well by Fick's law.

Limitations of Fick's law for the dry calandria design can also be
demonstrated from the thermal flux profile. Section 44.4.3 will show that

the thermal flux in the core center is almost constant across a substantial
portion of the core. Constant thermal flux in Eq. 4-4) implies zero current
density, J, and hence zero leakage of thermal neutrons from the core
center. This does not correspond, however, to the real situation where
thermal neutrons leak easily from the center of the core to the outer
boundary.

In view of the above arguments, a second, more rigorous, approach
needs to be applied in finding neutron flux. The neutron flux can be
calculated directly from the definition 4-3), if the directional flux density,
xg(rQE), is known. Knowledge of the directional flux density requires the
solution of the static neutron transport equation [Henry, 19861

Q Vxg(r, Q, E) + lt(rE) (r, Q, E)

dF dQ' fi(E) v 4rF) + ig(r, LI% )
(4-6)

where is the differential scattering cross section from
energy E' and direction into interval dE dQ.

Solving Eq. 46) for the directional flux density poses enormous
mathematical difficulties. Four methods have been developed to solve the
transport equation - the spherical-harmonics method, the Fourier-
transform method, the discrete-ordinates technique, and the Monte Carlo
method. The spherical-harmonics and Fourier transform methods are
practically intractable for more complex geometries, such as the core of the
dry calandria design, while the discrete-ordinates method suffers from ray
effects [Henry, 19861. To avoid ray effects in the proposed design, a very
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large number of ordinates would have to be employed, thus increasing the
computation time. The Monte Carlo method, which is the best suited
method for the complex geometry of the dry calandria core, was chosen to
solve the neutron transport equation. It is also the best developed and
benchmarked method available.

Note that Monte Carlo is a statistical method, while the other three
methods are deterministic methods. The Monte Carlo method simulates
the random histories of a large number of neutrons in a system, and
statistically samples probability distributions governing these events to
describe a total phenomenon. The deterministic methods solve the integro-
differential equation 4-6) directly, while the Monte Carlo method solves the
same transport equation, but in the integral form. Since the Monte Carlo
method solves the transport problem by simulating particle histories rather
than solving an equation, the integral transport equation does not even need
to be written to solve the transport problem by Monte Carlo. The
disadvantage of the Monte Carlo method is that a very large number of
particles need to be run to achieve accurate results, especially if the
quantities desired are a function of position in the core.

The voided calandria core is neutronically similar to the nuclear vapor
thermal rocket (NVTR) engine, which employs a gaseous uranium
tetrafluoride (UF4) fuel contained in bottled channels reflected at the top
and bottom as well as at the outer radial edge of the core A large mean free
path in the fuel zone in the NVTR, comparable to the channel length,
necessitated transport code analysis for nuclear criticality assessment
[Watanabe and Dugan, 19931. Attempts have been made to apply buckling
corrections by modifying the core height or by generating fictitious
materials whose cross sections closely simulate axial loss from streaming
through additional absorption. The approach of effective core height,
however, encountered difficulties (in terms of achieving sufficient
accuracy) for heterogeneous problems with significant axial streaming
[Watanabe and Dugan, 19931.

Finally, it is noted that the application of the neutron diffusion equation
would be possible if the diffusion constants are corrected for neutron
streaming effects. Several methods for obtaining effective diffusion
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coefficients in lattices with neutron streaming have been developed
[Gelbard, 19831, although mostly for a lattice where voided space is small
compared to space taken up by solid or liquid material. This differs from the
dry calandria design, where most of the space is occupied by voids (80%).
Hence the validity of the methods developed for lattices where solid material
is dominant would need to be confirmed for void-dominant lattices. Note
that the methods reviewed by Gelbard still need the solution of the neutron
transport equation in some form to obtain the effective diffusion constants.
The advantage of using these methods lies in the fact that the set of effective
diffusion coefficients, spanning the conditions of interest, can be
precomputed once and then used as input data in the standard computer
codes based on the neutron diffusion equation. This would speed up reactor
analysis, since the diffusion equation-based codes are much faster than the
Monte Carlo method. This approach was not chosen in this work, however,
because it requires an extensive development effort.

4.3 ANALYSIS TOOLS

As has been discussed in the previous section, the Monte Carlo method
has been selected to solve the static neutron transport equation. There are
several Monte Carlo codes available; some widely known being MCNP
[Briesmeister, 19861, RCP01 Candelore et. al., 19781, SAM-CE [Lichtenstein
et. al., 19791, and KENO [Petrie and Landers, 19841. From these, the Monte
Carlo Neutron Photon Transport (MCNP) code, developed at Los Alamos
National Laboratory, was selected as the main analysis tool, due to its
availability, versatility and extensive verification for a variety of
applications including heterogeneous lattices for thermal reactors. The
MCNP code will be briefly described in Section 43. 1.

One of the MCNP limitations is its inability to calculate core depletion.
To perform the scoping burnup calculations in the dry calandria design,
the ORIGEN2 code [Croff, 19801, [Croff,19831, developed at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL), has been chosen. Since the effective one-group
cross section library required by the ORIGEN2 code is not available for the
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PTLWR core, the ORIGEN2 code was combined with MCNP, as will be
described in Section 43.2.

4.3.1 The MCNP Computer Code

The MCNP code [Briesmeister, 19861 is a general-purpose coupled
neutron/photon Monte Carlo transport code. The strength of MCNP is its

easy application to complex geometric configurations. It treats an arbitrary
three-dimensional configuration of materials in geometric cells which are
bounded by first- and second-degree surfaces. Special cases, e.g., elliptical
tori with four-degree surfaces are also available.

The code can be used for neutron, photon, or coupled neutron/photon
transport as well as for calculation of eigenvalues of critical systems. The
code's versatility offers the capability to use the code in three modes;
neutron transport only, photon transport only, or combined neutron/photon
transport, where the photons are produced by neutron interactions.

The MCNP code uses continuous energy cross section data libraries.
The neutron energy regime is from 10-11 MeV to 2MeV, and the photon
energy regime spans the range between 1keV and 10OMeV. The major
sources of nuclear data are the Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF/B)
[Kinsey, 19791 system, the evaluated nuclear data library (ENDL) [Howerton
et. al., 19751 and the Activation Library (ACTL) [Gardner and Howerton,
19781 from Livermore, and evaluations from the Applied Nuclear Science
Group at Los Alamos. Cross section data are available for neutron
interactions, photon interactions (allowing one to account for coherent and
incoherent scattering, photoelectric absorption with the possibility of
fluorescent emission, and pair production), neutron dosimetry or
activation, and thermal particle scattering S(up). Thermal data tables with
a S((xp) scattering treatment include chemical binding and crystalline
effects that become important for low energies. This treatment is available
for moderator materials.

The MCNP code has been extensively verified for a variety of
applications Whalen et. al., 1991], [Forster et. al., 19901. The adequacy of
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ENDF/B nuclear data for use in thermal reactors has been assessed by
numerous researchers, such as [Mendelson, 1968], [ENDF-313, 1981 to
name a few, although mostly for homogeneous cores at room temperature.
Heterogeneous designs at room temperature have also been validated [Haga
et. al., 19791, [Manaranche et. al., 19791. Recently, extensive validation of

ENDF/B data using MCNP has been done for multibundle systems in full
three-dimensional configurations for LV;R temperatures representative of
both cold and operating conditions [Sitaraman and Rahnema, 19931. The
eigenvalue predictions of the MCNP code coupled with ENDF/B-V data
showed excellent agreement with critical measurements, and MCNP was
recommended as a benchmarking tool to validate faster, more approximate
codes used in LWR core design and analysis [Sitaraman and Rahnema,
19931. In addition to predicting eigenvalue with very good accuracy, MCNP
can also predict well local parameters such as fission densities.

The MCNP code can also track photon generation and energy deposition
associated with these iterations. Application of the MCNP energy deposition
tracking method to the Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) reactor design
showed that MCNP is capable of generating very accurate results (within
1%) for the total energy deposition within a reactor, including the photon
heating in the reflector and the heating associated with delayed secondary
decay mechanisms in activation daughter products [Wemple and Jashan,
19911. Monte Carlo methods have been also validated against critical
experiments for fuel assemblies with low hydrogen densities which can
arise if moderating media from fire sprinkle heads or fire hoses enter dry
fuel storage racks [Elmaghrabi and Klotz, 19911 A good level of accuracy

was achieved.

Very good results obtained in the MCNP validation effort show that the
MCNP code is capable of calculating correct eigenvalues, fission density
profiles and energy deposition for the proposed passive pressure tube light
water reactor concept. There are, however, limitations in using MCNP.
The most serious drawback with respect to this conceptual study is the
inability of MCNP to calculate fuel depletion. While complete MCNP
burnup calculations are not available, MCNP full core calculations at
various stages of burnup can be done. To obtain the change of fuel
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composition with burnup, the ORIGEN2 computer code was used, while the
change of reactivity with burnup is calculated by MCNP using fuel
composition from ORIGEN2. More details about this approach will be given
in Section 4.4.7. Very recently, a new MCNP-ORIGEN2 Coupled Utility
Programs (MOCUP) package has been developed at Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) that provides the means to use MCNP for
the neutronics solution and ORIGEN2 to perform depletion [Babcock et. al.,
1993]. Unfortunately, this package was not available at the time of the
present burnup study.

4.3.2 The ORIGEN2 Computer Code

ORIGEN2 [Croff, 19831 is a versatile point-depletion and radioactive-

decay computer code. It is used to simulate nuclear fuel cycles and
calculate the nuclide compositions and characteristics of materials during
the fuel cycle. The ORIGEN2 code is a revised and updated version of the

ORIGEN [Bell, 19731 computer code developed at ORNL.

The ORIGEN2 code maintains a data base of 1700 nuclides, divided into

three segments: 130 actinides, 850 fission products, and 720 activation
products. Nuclide properties computed by ORIGEN2 include mass, thermal
power in watts of recoverable energy, fractional isotopic composition,
radioactivity, radioactive and chemical ingestion, radioactive inhalation,
neutron absorption rate, fission rate, neutron emissions and photon
emissions. In addition, the code calculates the infinite multiplication factor
as a function of burnup and instantaneous neutron flux.

Effective cross sections for all nuclides, particularly the actinides, are
generally a strong function of the type of reactor and the concentration of
the nuclides. ORIGEN2 uses one-group effective cross sections (n,'Y to
ground and excited state, (n,2n) to ground and excited states, (n,3n) and
(nfission) for the actinides, and (np) and (na) for the activation products
and fission products. Since these cross sections depend highly on reactor
and fuel type, several data bases of one-group effective cross sections are
available. These include data bases for PWRs and BWRs for the U-Pu cycle,
PWRs with alternative fuel cycles (e.g., for thorium based fuels and
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extended burnups), CANDU reactors with natural or slightly enriched U-
Pu cycle, LMFBRs with U-Pu cycle, LMFBRs with thorium cycle, and also
specifically for the fast flux test facility and Clinch River Breeder Reactor.
Clearly, a one-group effective cross section library for the proposed PTLV;R
is not available in ORIGEN2. Calculation of this library is a complex
process, beyond the scope of this work, that is specific to the reactor type,
and must be performed using sophisticated codes other than ORIGEN2 At
this stage of the study, a simplified approach has been chosen. The PTLWR
fuel was burned by ORIGEN2 using one-group cross section data for a PWR
on the U-Pu cycle, with the cross sections of the major actinides modified to
match reaction rates obtained by MCNP. More details about this approach
are given in Section 4.4-7.

A number of verification activities has been performed. These included
a comparison of ORIGEN2 decay heat results 'With both calculated and
experimental values [Schmittroth et. al., 19801, and comparison of predicted
spent fuel compositions with measured values [Croff, 19811. The agreement
between the ORIGEN2 results and data is generally very good.

4.4 PHYSICS ASPECTS OF PRESSURE TUBE REACTORS WITH VOIDED

ILAMCE

The dry calandria design employs light water as both the coolant and
moderator*. Light water is placed inside the pressure tubes which are
arrayed in a void space surrounded by a graphite reflector. Light water
coolant and the fuel compacts inside the pressure tubes are located in
separate holes in the graphite matrix. Finally, the fuel kernels of TRISO
fuel particles, surrounded by buffer, inner pyrolytic carbide (PyC), silicon
carbide, and outer PyC layers, and distributed in a graphite binder, give
rise to fuel microheterogeneity in a fuel compact. This triply-heterogeneous
system exhibits certain unique features, which differ in several aspects

* Most moderation necessary to thermalize neutrons from fission is accomplished by the

light water coolant inside the fuel channels; some moderation also takes place in the

graphite reflector and in the graphite fuel matrix.
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from those of either LWRs or PHWRs. The most important factor is a
significant fraction of voids present in the core. This section will examine
the key reactor physics aspects of reactor core having heterogeneously
distributed fuel channels in a voided cavity, called a calandria, surrounded
by a reflector. First, various possible configurations of a moderator in the
calandria space are briefly explored, and the two main design options - the
dry calandria design and the wet calandria design are identified. The rest
of this section is devoted to the reference dry calandria design.

4.4.1 Various Moderator Configurations in Voided Calandria

4.4.1.1 Classification of Calandria Designs

In compliance with the premises listed in Chapter 1, light water
coolant is to be used as both the moderator and coolant. Use of light water in
a pressure tube reactor, however, necessitates changes to a PHWR of the
CANDU type due to differences in the nuclear properties of heavy water and
light water. The much smaller slowing down power of D20 than that of H20

requires a large moderator-to-fuel volume ratio, and hence large pitch
between fuel channels to accommodate a sufficient amount of D20

moderator. Replacing D20 moderator with H20 while maintaining the
same slowing down power would require such a small channel pitch that
the calandria tubes would have to touch each other. Even for such a small
pitch, the design would still be overmoderated and would have a positive
reactivity coefficient. One also needs to consider that the minimum channel
pitch is restricted by the space requirements associated with header
plumbing and on-line refueling. To stay within the current CANDU on-line
refueling practice, channel pitch is kept the same as in CANDUs, and the
reduction of moderator-to-fuel volume ratio is achieved by a mixture of H20

and voids in the calandria space, i.e., outside the calandria tubes.

Figure 41 shows the two basic types of arrangements of the light water
moderator in the calandria. In the first arrangement type, designated as
the wet calandria design, low-pressure H20 moderator is in permanent
contact with the fuel channel, wetting the outer surface of the calandria
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M Fuel channels

Figure 4-1 Configurations of light water moderator in a PTLWR
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tube. There are two possible versions of the wet calandria design. In the
first version, moderator is discontiguous, separated by voids. One such
possible arrangement, shown in Figure 41 employs a moderator annulus
contained in a Zircaloy tube (designated henceforth as the moderator tube)
surrounding the calandria tube. In the second v ersion, moderator fills the
calandria as a contiguous medium. To provide the optimum moderator-to-
fuel ratio, voided Zircaloy tubes are introduced. The advantage of the wet
calandria design is that the low-pressure moderator, which also serves as a
backup passive heat sink in a loss of coolant or loss of heat sink accidents, is

available at all time, and does not require any initiation for its function. The
disadvantage is the need to provide a "thermal switch" between the
pressure tube and the calandria tube to minimixe heat loss during normal
operation and to enhance heat transfer into moderator during an accident.
Such a switch is difficult to design and adds mechanical complexity.
Another disadvantage, especially of the discontiguous-moderator version,
is the susceptibility to moderator tube failure and subsequent loss of low
pressure heat sink, in case of pressure tube rupture. The wet calandria
approach has been investigated by Tang [Tang, 19921, [Tang et. al., 19921.

In the second arrangement type, no H20 moderator is in permanent
contact with the fuel channels. The calandria tubes are dry during normal
operation, hence the designation as the dry calandria design. A large,
light-water pool, which is kept outside the calandria space by a gas lock has
the designated function of a heat sink, but does not serve as a moderator, as
was the case in the wet calandria design. The dry calandria design does not
require any thermal switch, but it needs a reliable, passive mechanism to
initiate calandria flooding following loss of coolant or loss of heat sink
accidents. The dry calandria design has two versions. The first version
employs Zircaloy tubes containing low-pressure light water moderator,
while the second version does not have any out-of-channel moderator. The
out-of-channel moderator (in addition to the inside-the-channel moderator)
allows good optimization of moderator-to-fuel ratios for fuel arrangements

with high heavy metal loadings. The second version is applicable to a fuel
matrix with TRISO particle fuel, since the heavy metal loadings achievable
with particle fuel are low, and no additional out-of-channel moderator is
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needed. The latter version has been selected as the reference dry calandria
design for the evaluation in the present work.

4.4.1.2 Effects of moderator arrangement on multiplication factor in a
high-streaming lattice

It has been illustrated above, that the out-of channel moderator can be
arranged in the calandria in a variety of ways. The purpose of this section
is to investigate how the geometrical arrangement of the out-of-channel
moderator affects the multiplication factor, and to determine if there is any
preferred arrangement which gives the highest eigenvalue. All the
investigated arrangements represent lattices with large neutron
streaming, since the voided volume fraction is high.

The selected arrangements for one fuel channel are shown in Figure
4-2. Note that the drawings are highly schematic because the limited space
does not allow showing all the moderator tubes and other details. There are
three configurations with moderator tubes (Cases A through C) for the dry
calandria concept and two configurations (Cases D and E) for the wet
calandria concept. Case A employs 32 moderator tubes in a rectangular
array, Case has 32 moderator tubes in a circular array placed far from
the channel centerline, and Case C has the same number of moderator
tubes, also in a circular array but in the close proximity to the fuel channel.
All the moderator tubes have the same inner and outer diameter to keep
both the volume of the moderator and Zircaloy fixed for all cases. Also the

dimensions of the moderator annulus for Cases D and E are calculated
such that the volume of moderator and Zircaloy exactly match the dry
calandria cases. The fuel channel consisting of the pressure tube,
calandria tube and graphite fuel matrix with 24 fuel regions filled with
TRISO particle fuel and 13 coolant channels is kept the same for all cases
as well.

Multiplication factors for an infinite lattice, calculated by MCNP are
given in Figure 42 (see reflective cell boundaries and the dimensions of a
fuel channel in Figure 43, which shows Case A arrangement to scale). It
can be observed that the differences in multiplication factors are very small,
hence the effect of geometrical arrangement of light water moderator in a
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fuel hole OD= 12.7 mm gap thickness= 10 mm

coolantholeOD=11.33mm CTthickness=1.52mm.
graphite matrix OD=120.8 mm.MT thickness=1.52 mm

pressure tube ID= 128 mm pitch=285.75 mm

PT thickness=5.79 mm

0 fuel
( coolant or moderator

0 matrix
0 pressure tube (PT)

0 calandria tube (CT)

(2) moderator tube (MT)
0 insulating gap or void

G G G G G G

0 G

0
0
G

G

(a

G

0
0
0
G

0 (a
0 0 0 0 G 

Figure 4-3 Case A dry calandria concept with moderator tubes in rectangular arrray

Scale = 12 real scale
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voided space on reactivity is negligible. These results also indicate a fairly
flat thermal flux profile in this region since the change of moderator
location does not seem to alter reaction rates in the cell.

Figure 44 shows the dependence of the multiplication factor on the out-
of-channel moderator volume for Case A with moderator tubes arranged in
a rectangular array. Change of volume fraction was simulated by changing
the diameter of all moderator tubes while keeping the number of moderator
tubes constant. Figure 44 shows that the optimum moderator-to-fuel
volume ratio is achieved for a moderator tube diameter of about 0.2cm. For
larger tube diameters, the system is overmoderated and results in a positive
void coefficient. Therefore this region must be avoided. It can be also
observed that this configuration (recall that Case A employs a fuel matrix
with particle fuel) does not need any moderator outside the fuel channel
since the point on the k-curve for zero fraction of out-of-channel moderator
ensures negative void coefficient and is close to optimum. Moreover, the

curve is relatively flat in this region, which would result in small reactivity
insertion in accidents with cold water ingress. Note that the point at zero
moderator fraction was calculated by keeping the diameter of the Zircaloy
tube equal to 025 cm and setting moderator density inside the tubes to zero.
The diamond point, designated "Zy tubes out", shows the reactivity increase
if all moderator-tube structures are removed.

The results from Figures 42 and 44 suggest that the geometrical
arrangement of out-of-channel moderator does not have any significant
effect on reactivity, and that the amount of moderator is what matters. The
fuel matrix with particle fuel design does not need any additional
moderator outside the fuel channel. This reduces complexity and the
amount of structural material inside the calandria, and hence decreases
neutron parasitic losses. These factors contributed to the choice of particle
fuel for the reference design.
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Figure 44 Dependence of multiplication factor on the volume of out-of-
channel moderator for Case A

4.4.2 MCNP Models

Several MCNP models have been constructed to explore physics aspects
of the reference PTLWR design. Key models include the fuel channel cell,
full core mockup, full core mockup with movable control rods and variable
water level in the calandria to simulate flooding, and the two-channel cell
with axially-variable fuel composition for a bidirectional refueling scheme.

This section will briefly describe these models. MCNP input data and the
codes which facilitate generation of input data are too bulky to be included
here: they are given in a separate report [Hejzlar,19941.

4.4.2.1 MCNP Model of a Dry Calandria Cell with One Fuel Channel
(Model #1)

Figure 45 illustrates the cross sectional view of the dry calandria cell
with one fuel channel. A fuel channel comprises 13 coolant holes, 26 fuel
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regions containing TRISO particle fuel, the graphite matrix, an annular
coolant channel, a pressure tube and a calandria tube. The dimensions are
summarized in Figure 45. The square, with side length equal to channel
pitch and enclosing the fuel channel, represents reflecting boundaries with
zero current, boundary conditions. In the axial direction, only half of the
channel length is modeled, with a reflecting surface at the core midplane.
Two versions of the model with respect to channel end were used. The first
version uses a reflective surface at the end of the active core length,
representing thus an infinite lattice. The second version incorporates a
Zircaloy liner followed by a lm-thick reflector to account for the axial
leakage. Coolant density and fuel composition are assumed axially
uniform.

The fuel channel is represented accurately except for the silicon carbide
coating of the matrix, and graphite bearing pads, which have been
neglected. However the coolant displaced by bearing pads was accounted
for. These simplifications have a negligible effect on the results. Another
simplification of more importance is the homogenization of the TRISO
particles in fuel regions, since it decreases the resonance escape probability
in fertile isotopes, and consequently leads to a reactivity decrease. More
detailed study of this effect, however, showed that the reactivity decrease is
relatively small (see Section 44.3). Model #1 is intended for scoping
calculations of void reactivity coefficient, neutron energy spectra, fluence on
pressure tubes, and detailed mapping of the flux profile inside the channel.

The input deck for the MCNP model #1 is generated by a PASCAL code
developed to facilitate the data building process. The code allows convenient
changes of variable parameters such as coolant density, fuel enrichment
etc. It also gives the options to choose various reflector and matrix
materials, types of coolant, types of fuel and to introduce various
moderators in the space outside the calandria tube. In addition, the code
can correctly generate scaled plots of the cell, such as in Figure 45 A
listing of the code, sample input data and sample code output (MCNP input
data deck) is given in [Hejzlar et. al., 19941.
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fuel hole OD= 12.7, 12.4mm

coolant hole OD=8.40 mm

matrix OD= 120.8 mm

pressure tube ID= 128 mm

0 fuel
G coolant
a graphite matrix

C) pressure tube (PT)

0 calandria tube (CT)
0 insulating gap or void

PT thickness=5.79 mm

gap thickness= 1 0 mm

CT thickness= 152 mm

pitch=285-75 mm

Figure 4-5 Reference dry calandria design - fuel channel MCNP model
scale = 12 real scale
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4.4.2.2 Full Core Mockup (Model 2)

Although the model of one fuel channel can give insight into many
physics aspects of the design, it cannot describe adequately the behavior of
the whole core, because leakage (which is significant in the voided core) is
not represented correctly. Moreover, thermal neutrons from the reflector
will affect a substantial portion of the core due to the large neutron mean
free path. Hence a full core mockup is necessary for more accurate
calculations.

A full core mockup representation with dimensions is shown in Figure
4-6. The model takes advantage of symmetry by representing one quarter of
the core in the radial direction and one half in the axial direction. Cut
planes are modeled as fully reflective with zero current boundary
conditions. The full core consists of 740 fuel channels. The geometry of

every individual channel is the same as shown in Figure 45. Coolant
properties and fuel composition is assumed uniform. Fuel channels are
surrounded by a graphite reflector with a Zircaloy liner. Finally, the core is
submerged in a light-water shield tank. The end reflector employs a
similar arrangement to that shown for the radial reflector. In addition,
control rods inserted in the end reflector between the fuel channels can be
modeled. However, only fully inserted control rods can be represented in
this one-quarter core model to preserve the symmetry. Simplifications in
the model of the fuel channel are the same as explained in Section 44.2.1.
The end reflector is simplified by neglecting the detailed arrangement of the
channels penetrating the end reflector. The model is intended primarily for
flux profile mapping in the core.

The input deck for the MCNP model of the full core mockup is
generated by a PASCAL code. Similarly as for MCNP Model #1, the code

allows convenient changes of variable parameters and the choice of various
options. A listing of the code, sample input data and sample code output
(MCNP input data deck) is given in [Hejzlar et. al., 19941.
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Dimensions:
fuel hole -outer ring OD = 12.7mm
fuel hole -inner ring OD = 12.4mm.
coolant holes OD = 8.4mm
central coolant hole OD = 2mm
matrix OD = 120.8mm
pressure tube (PT) ID = 28mm
pressure tube thickness = 5.79mm.
gap thickness = 4mm
calandria tube thickness =1.52mm
fuel channel pitch =285.75mm
number of fuel channels = 740
reflector ID=9000mm
reflector thickness =1000mm

----

...

.......... .

...

H20
Shield0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

.......... Graphite

reflector0 0 0 0 0 0 G ...
0000000000000 ....

00000000000000 ...00000000000000
k

0 ( 0 0 0 0 G ( G G G G .....
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 ( E 0 0 0 0 ( 0 0 0 0

Note: In axial direction, one half of the
core is modeled with an end reflector

Fuel Channels

\Reflective boundaries
/I

Zircaloy liner
Figure 4-6 Reference calandria design - MCNP model of a full core with reflector
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4.4.2.3 Full Core Mockup with Movable Control Rods and Variable Water
Level in the Calandria (Model 3)

The disadvantage of MCNP Model 2 is that it cannot be used for
reactivity calculations in processes with calandria flooding. To calculate
such a process, the model must be able to represent the calandria space
between fuel channels in two regions - a lower portion with flood water
having arbitrary density (to account for the possibility of a subcooled state as
well as boiling) and the upper portion filled with either gas, saturated
steam or a steam/water mixture. Therefore, it is necessary to model half of
the core, as shown in Figure 47. The end reflector is modeled with all
control rods and the fuel channels penetrating the reflector. A cross section
of the end reflector is shown in Figure 48. Control rods are arbitrarily
positionable in the modeled half of the core; the control rods in the other
half are a mirror reflection of the right half by virtue of symmetry. Details
of the fuel channel portion penetrating the reflector, similar to CANDU
practice, are shown in Figure 49. The MCNP model 3 considers the shield
plug with coolant outlet channel, the annular coolant channel between the
shield plug and the pressure tube, the pressure tube, the gap between
pressure tube and calandria tube, and the calandria tube, as shown on the
expanded channel view in Figure 48. Conical coolant passages in the
shield plug are simplified by modeling cylindrical passages of such
diameter that they have the same coolant volume as the original passages,
to represent correctly moderation and absorption of light water coolant in
the shield plug. Model 3 is the most detailed model of the reference design,
and is used for analysis of the flooding process, reactor control, and best-
estimate criticality and void reactivity calculations.

To facilitate construction of MCNP input data, a PASCAL program has
been developed. The code enables the user to easily change parameters of
the fuel, coolant, conditions in both the flooded and unflooded portions of the
calandria, and to position the control rods. A listing of the code, sample
input data and sample code output (MCNP input data deck) is given in
[Hejzlar et. al., 19941.
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Dimensions:
fuel hole -outer ring OD = 12.7mm.
fuel hole -inner rin OD = 12.4mm.
coolant holes OD = 8.4mm
central coolant hole OD = 2mm.
matrix OD = 120.8mm
pressure tube (PT) ID = 28mm
pressure tube thickness = 579mm.
gap thickness = 4mm.
calandria tube thickness =1.52mm.
fuel channel pitch =285.75mm
number of fuel channels = 740
reflector ID=9000mm.
reflector thickness =1000MMReflective boundary

Figure 4-7 Reference calandria design - MCNP model of a full core for flooding (core region)
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4.4.2.4 A Two Channel MCNP Model With Variable Fuel Composition for
Bi-directional Refueling Scheme (Model 4)

All previously described models assumed an axially-uniform fue I
composition in the channel. This assumption, however, is applicable only to
the fresh core, or for on-line refueling strategies which refuel the entire
channel at one time. More common practice is, however, to refuel only
several bundles at a time. Also, the bidirectional on-line refueling, adopted
for the proposed PTLWR concept, refuels several bundles at a time.
Therefore, individual fuel elements in the channel have different fuel
composition, depending on fuel element burnup. To take into account this
important fact, a full-length MCNP model of the two neighboring channels,

which models separately every fuel bundle, has been developed.

Figure 410 shows schematically two neighboring fuel channels with
individual fuel elements; one channel (with pattern-filled fuel elements) is
refueled from the left end, the other channel from the opposite end. Fuel
channels are arranged in the core in a checkerboard scheme. Using the
symmetry, the model can be simplified into two one-quarter channels
facing each other as shown in Figure 410. The expanded cross sectional
view of the two-channel cell is shown in Figure 411. Both channels are
enclosed by a square reflective boundary. In the axial direction, the entire
channel length is modeled with lm-thick graphite reflectors on both ends.
Every fuel element can have different fuel composition and coolant density.
Fuel compositions are obtained using the ORIGEN2 code and coolant
densities are obtained from a separate thermohydraulic model described in
Chapter 6.

The input deck for the MCNP model of the two neighboring channels in
checkerboard arrangement is generated by a PASCAL code.. The code
allows reshuffling of fuel elements with arbitrary fuel compositions to
arbitrary positions. Other parameters, such as coolant density, matrix and
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Dimensions:
fuel hole -outer ring OD = 12.7mm
fuel hole -inner ring OD = 12.4mm
coolant holes OD = 8.4mm
central coolant hole OD = 2mm
matrix OD = 120.8mm
pressure tube (PT) ID = 28mm
pressure tube thickness = 5.79mm
gap thickness = 4mm
calandria tube thickness =1.52mm
fuel channel pitch =285.75mm

Left-side refueled channel

Right-si

Reflective boundaries

Note: In the axial direction, all twelve fuel elements are modeled for both channels, and
each bundle in each channel can have arbitrary fuel composition. The ends
of both channels are reflected by a I rn-thick graphite reflector.

Figure 411 Expanded cross-sectional view of a cell with two neighboring channels
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reflector material and various moderator options in the calandria space are
also possible. A listing of the code, sample input data and sample code
output (MCNP input data deck) are given in [Hejzlar et. al., 19941.

4.4.3 Double Heterogeneity Effects

The MCNP models of the reference dry calandria design, described in
Section 44.2, modeled fuel compacts containing TRISO particle fuel as
homogenized regions. The real arrangement of the fuel compacts is
composed of TRISO particles comprising the fuel kernel, surrounded by a
low-density buffer layer, an inner pyrolytic carbon layer, a silicon carbide
layer and an outer pyrolytic carbon layer binded in a graphite matrix.
Thus, in addition to heterogeneous placement of fuel regions within the fuel
channel, fuel kernels within the fuel compact itself are heterogeneously
distributed. This introduces secondary heterogeneity, or microhete-
rogeneity, into the system. Homogenization of fuel compacts with particle
fuel results in an increase of resonance absorption in resonance-absorber
materials, and hence in a decrease in reactivity and an increase in the
Doppler coefficient. This section will make an assessment of the bias in
multiplication factor introduced by the homogenization of the fuel region as

compared to the real case, i.e., when the cross-section spatial-shielding in
resonance-absorber isotopes is fully accounted for.

Several methods for self-shielding cross sections in such doubly
heterogeneous systems have been developed and tested [Walti, 19711, [Walti
and Koch, 19721, [Stamatelatos, 19761, (Stamatelatos and LaBauve,19781 for
HTGR applications. Since these models were not readily available, MCNP
was used to estimate these effects.

An MCNP model of 2346 particles arranged in a hexagonal lattice, as
shown in Figure 412, was prepared. The size of the hexahedron is chosen
to be about the same as the size of the fuel compact in the radial direction.
The spacing between individual particles is selected to keep the same
packing density as for the reference dry calandria design. Note that the
actual geometrical arrangement of the particles will be irregular and
cannot be exactly determined since it has a rather statistical character.
Monte Carlo calculations by others have shown that the geometrical
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arrangement of the particles is rather independent of their packing [Askew
et. al., 19711, hence the results obtained for the regular lattice should be
fairly representative.

Ideally, one would run the MCNP model of the hexahedron with
boundary flux conditions obtained from the full cell model. However, since
MCNP does not allow flux boundary conditions, a different approach is
used. To achieve the same neutron spectrum as in the dry calandria
design, the hexahedron is surrounded by a light-water moderator annulus
(not shown in Figure 412), having an inner radius of 1.5cm. The thickness
of the moderator annulus is chosen such that the moderator-to-fuel volume
ratio is the same as for the reference dry calandria design. A zero-current
boundary condition is assumed on the outer surface of the moderator layer
and on both ends. The voided space between the hexahedron and the
annulus increases the neutron mean free path, similarly as in the dry
calandria design. Particles in the hexahedron were homogenized, in the
same manner as for the full cell model, and the energy spectrum obtained
from the hexahedron homogenized model was compared with the energy
spectrum obtained from the full cell model. If good agreement between the
two spectra can be achieved, neutrons in the hexahedron model will have
conditions close to those coming from the core. As shown in Figure 413,

the agreement is quite good except for the fast spectrum. However,
neutrons with energies higher than 0.1 MeV (region of energies with
disagreement) do not participate in resonance absorption which is
responsible for spatial self shielding, hence the results obtained from the
model will be fairly representative.

The effect of spatial self shielding is then computed in two steps. In the
first step, all particles with the kernel and all coating layers, and the
graphite binder were homogenized in the same way as for the full cell
MCNP model. Using this homogenized hexahedron surrounded by a
moderator annulus, the multiplication factor was calculated. In the
second step, a hexahedron with particles in all detail, keeping the same
moderator annulus and boundary conditions as for the homogenized-
system, was modeled, and the multiplication factor of this model was
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Multiplication Reactivity Yc28/1a25

I factor

Homogenized- fresh core 1.1846+-0.0031 0.15583 0.528

- equilibrium core 1.2061+-0.002 0.17088 0.538

Non-homogenized - fresh core 1.1969-+0.0012 0.16451 0.517
- equilibrium core 1.2106+-0.0031 0.17396 0.527

Difference - fresh core - +0.0151 -2%
- equilibrium core - +0.0094 -2

calculated. The results for the equilibrium and for the fresh core are given
in Table 41.
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Table 41 Comparison for homogenized and detailed 2346-particle model
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The results in Table 41 suggest that the effect of spatial self shielding is
not significant in the reference dry calandria design. The criticality results
which are calculated by MCNP models based on homogenized fuel regions,
presented throughout this study, will be slightly biased by yielding
underestimated reactivity. For the fresh core, the gain in reactivity is
higher than the decrease in the conversion ratio, hence the achievable
burnups will be slightly higher than those calculated from the
homogenized particle models. In this sense, the results cited in this work
are conservative underestimates of performance.

4.4.4 Physics Characteristics of the Dry Calandria Design

4.4.4.1 Introduction

The purpose of this section is to evaluate basic physics characteristics of

the reference dry calandria design. Using MCNP models described in
Section 44.3, it is demonstrated that the proposed PTLWR concept has
several unique physics aspects which differ from those in currently
operating LWRs. These include long prompt neutron lifetime, flat thermal
flux profile, well thermalized neutron spectrum, and tight core-wide
neutron coupling. Attention is paid to ensuring negative void coefficient.
Characteristics different from current LWRs and CANDUs are pointed out
and comparisons with these reactors are made.

4.4.4.2 Long Prompt Neutron Lifetime

Table 42 shows the comparison of prompt neutron lifetime for the
PTLWR with CANDU and PWR lattices. Although light water is used in
the dry calandria design, the prompt neutron lifetime is longer by an order
of magnitude than for a typical LWR, and slightly longer than for a typical
CANDU heavy water lattice (about 1.5 times). Most neutrons in the system
are absorbed in the fuel. However, due to the large voids in the calandria,
the neutrons have to travel a long distance, and hence it takes a long time,
before they hit fuel nuclei. The reflector also contributes to an increase of
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Reactor PWRa CANDU b PTLWRc

d -5 -4Prompt neutron lifetime ,A, (seconds) 2.0X10 8.55xlo

aTypical PWR value

bObtained from [Banerjee and Hancox, 19811

cCalculated using MCNP model 3

dFor the ftesh fuel

To appreciate the benefits of such a large prompt lifetime, consider a
hypothetical accident which leads to a prompt supercritical scenario. It will
be assumed that the reactivity is increased stepwise to 0.25 above prompt
critical*. Maximum fuel temperature rise and power generation in the fuel
may be estimated from a simple quasi-static model [Nyer, 19641, [Haefele,

*Such a reactivity insertion is possible in case of BWR control rod ejection, although the

reactivity increase would be in the form of a ramp rather than a step increase. Note,

however, that such a fast increase is highly unlikely in the PTLWR concept since rapid

ejection of control rods, which are all inserted in the reflector and are under atmospheric

pressure, is not possible. Moreover no control rod has a worth higher than

the prompt lifetime since the neutrons undergo a large number of collisions
in the reflector before they are returned back to the core. Prompt lifetime
calculated for the infinite lattice, i.e., without reflector is about 8x10-4
seconds, which is about one half of the core value (which considers the
reflector) given in Table 42.

The magnitude of the prompt neutron lifetime is unimportant from the
standpoint of controllability during normal reactor operations, since the
reactor time constant is determined by the effective delayed neutron
precursor constants, which are several orders of magnitude longer than
the prompt neutron lifetime. However, from the standpoint of power
excursions with reactivity insertions beyond prompt critical, prompt
neutron lifetime is important.

Table 42 Comparison of prompt neutron lifetime with CANDU and PVVR
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19631, [Kohler,19691. The governing equation for an imposed reactivity
increase, with linear temperature feedback can be written [Haefele, 1963 as

t

dP c - F P(T) d P
dt -A (4-7)

where P is reactor power in MW, P is delayed neutron fraction, A is the
prompt neutron lifetime in seconds, is ramp rate in $/sec, and F is
feedback constant in $/MJ. Solution of the above equation gives periodic
reactivity oscillations and power bursts. Assuming that the only reactivity
feedback in this fast scenario is the Doppler effect, and neglecting delayed
neutrons, Eq. 4-7) has been solved for a step reactivity increase of ps dollars

to yield maximum power [Kohler, 19691

P P 'S
Pmax --

2 A F (4-8)

and total energy release in one pulse and corresponding temperature rise
above initial temperature

ET 2 ps ATmax = ET

F Cf (4-9,10)

with the feedback constant

F ADop $/Mj
Cf T (4-11)

where ADop is the Doppler feedback constant. Since the Doppler feedback
varies with temperature like fT (dk/AT = - ADop, using a constant value of
ADop is only an approximation, but sufficient for this comparative study. Cf
is the core fuel heat capacity in MJ/'C and To is the initial fuel average
temperature. Maximum power generated in the fuel and maximum
temperature rise using Eqs. 4-8) through 4-11) are compared in Table 43.

Table 43 shows that although the increase in the average fuel temperature
is not significantly affected by a long prompt neutron lifetime, the
maximum rate of power generation in the fuel differs by several orders of
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To AWAT A Cf 0 Pmax ATmax

I ( C) (1/OC) (S) (Mj)/OC (MW) (00

PWR 1100 2.1X10-5 2.0X10-5 36 0.0065 141,256 193

PTLWR 970 2.4x10-5 1.5xjO-3 10.5 0.0065 493 173

Table 43 Comparison of maximum fuel temperature rise and power input
to the fuel in hypothetical reactivity increase, ps, of 0.25 above prompt

critical

magnitude. Although the PWR power generation peak is large, it lasts for a
very short period of time. Therefore, the integrated energy deposited in the
fuel, which drives the temperature rise is comparable for both cases. A
significantly smaller and long-duration PTLWR power peak in prompt
critical excursions can also be shown by solving simultaneously the energy

balance equation in the fuel

P p,�T) 9M = q...
dt (4-12)

with the equation for power density in the fuel, which is proportional to
fission rate, driven by the point neutron kinetics equations

I dq ... (r) P(T - q ... ,c)

dr +
qO A qO j=1 (4-13)

&j(r) 13i q'(,T) i=1 6
dr q...0 (4-14)

where

P(r = P + kD (T - Tef)
�T_ (4-15)

The initial conditions are steady state average fuel temperature T=T('T=O)
and the average fuel power density = q ... T=O). Note that Eq. 412)
assumes that all heat generated during the excursion remains in the fuel
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and the point kinetics equations include the effect of delayed neutrons. The
coefficient for the Doppler effect, kD, is calculated in Section 44.4.6. The
results obtained by integrating the above system using a 4th order Runge-
Kutta method with variable time step, for both the PVTR and the PTLWR are
shown in Figure 414.
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Figure 414 Comparison of prompt criticality excursions for PWR and
PTLWR for excess reactivity of 0.25P above prompt critical

The axis on the left shows the average fuel temperature, and the right
axis shows the relative power density, q ... /q"'. It is evident from Figure 414
that the power generation peak is significantly smaller for the dry
calandria design than for a typical PWR. Moreover, the relatively long time
constant for the prompt excursion of the PTLVYR, will allow some energy to
dissipate into the particle coating and graphite binder (time constant of heat
transfer from the center of the kernel to the buffer zone is of the order of 0.05
seconds. much shorter than the time constant for a PWR U02 pellet: -
seconds), hence slowing further the rate of temperature growth and
allowing more time for the control systems to shut down the reactor.
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4.4.4.3 Flat Thermal Flux Profile

The large void fraction in the calandria significantly increases the
migration area, allowing for homogeneous dispersion of thermal neutrons
over a large area of the core. Moreover, at the core periphery, where the
population of thermal neutrons might otherwise tend to decrease, neutrons
which have undergone moderation in the reflector are supplied. This
provides for the exceedingly flat profile of the thermal neutron flux in both
the axial and radial directions.

The detailed 3-D profile of thermal flux in a PTLVV-R fuel channel with
fresh fuel of axially uniform enrichment is shown in Figure 415. Flux
tallies were obtained from MCNP model #1, using the channel model with
graphite reflector at the end of the channel. The error on flux tallies is
between 0.5Yo to 2. Zero coordinates on Figure 415 correspond to the
intersection of the channel centerline and core midplane, hence the
reflector is at the end of the axial coordinate and the view is from the
channel center towards the reflector. The two valleys represent the fuel
compacts, where thermal flux decreases towards the center of the fuel
compact due to absorption of thermal neutrons in the fuel. It can be
observed that the thermal flux is very flat, with slight peaking near the
graphite reflector because a large number of thermal neutrons coming
from the reflector return to the core. As has been mentioned, this flatness is
primarily a onsequence of the large void fraction in the calandria. If this
void fraction is decreased, the flatness disappears. This is shown in Figure
4-16, which was obtained with MCNP model #1 for the same channel, but
with very tight channel pitch (the pitch was chosen such that the outer
surfaces of the calandria tubes were just touching). The 3-D fast neutron
flux profile for the reference PTLWR fuel channel, shown in Figure 417,
exhibits the typical chopped cosine shape. Note that to give a better view of
the shape, the axial coordinate was reversed, i.e., the observer is looking
from the end reflector towards the core center. Power peaking near the
reflector can be decreased by extending the shield plug (see Figure 49 for
the shield plug) about 15cm into the core region, so that the fuel is not
located in this thermal flux peak. The MCNP calculations for this
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Thermal flux profile in the fuel channel
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Figure 4-15 3-D thermal flux profile in a PTLWR fuel channel
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Fast flux profile in the fuel channel
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configuration showed a decrease in peaking factor to 1. 1. This option is,
however, not warranted because it leads to slightly lower core heavy metal
loading and because the small reduction in peaking is offset by the
arrangement of the fuel elements during the bidirectional refueling (i.e.,
placement of a fuel element with high burnup into the thermal flux peak
near the reflector will reduce this peak to a larger extent than an extended
shield plug).

The power density profile (which includes contributions from both
thermal and, fast fissions) in fuel compacts with fresh fuel of uniform
enrichment, is shown in Figure 418. Except for the short region near the
reflector, power density is almost constant, and slightly less than the
average power density for PWR pins. The axial peaking factor is only 113
and 114 for the inner and outer fuel rings, respectively. This is a
significantly lower axial peaking factor than for other thermal reactors.
This can be also observed in Figure 419, which shows a comparison of
relative axial power density distributions for a typical (beginning-of-life)
PWR and the dry calandria design.
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One, however, needs to consider also the equilibrium core, where the fuel
composition is not uniform but varies along the channel, depending on the
refueling scheme. Such a situation will be investigated in Section 44.8.

Figure 420 shows the 3-D thermal flux profile through the entire core,
obtained from MCNP model 2. Zero coordinates represent the intersection
of the core centerline and core midplane. The entire thermal flux surface is
very flat, with slight peaking near the end reflector and near the core
centerline. The overall peaking is 1.18 and the maximum-minimum flux
ratio is 126. Peaking near the radial reflector is less pronounced due to the
distance between the fuel channels and the radial reflector. The shape of
the thermal flux is also affected by control rod positions. Twenty two boron
carbide control rods fully inserted into the end reflector, as shown in Figure
4-21, were considered (note that Figure 421 shows only 1/8th of the core).
The thermal flux profile for this configuration of control rods is given in
Figure 422. The change in the flux shape, compared to Figure 420 without
control rods, is noticeable. Inserted control rods invert the flux profile
changing it from a concave to a convex surface, although the peaking still
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Core thermal flux distribution
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Top view of 1/8th of the core with reflector

3cm.

0 Graphite reflector

0 B control rods4C

Pressure tubes with fuel matrix and coolant channels

Worth of these 22 (per whole core) fully inserted control rods is 34 

Figure 421 Arrangment of control rods in the PTLWR for study of their
effect on thermal flux shape
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Core thermal flux distribution for CRDs fully in
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Figure 4-22 3-D fast flux profile in a PTLVvR core with inserted control rods
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remains small. Figure 422 also shows that the control rods located in the
reflector can reach a large portion of the core, since the flux bending begins
about m from the core midplane.

It has been demonstrated that the fresh PTLWR core with uniform
enrichment exhibits extremely flat thermal flux and power density profiles.
Such a flat power density profile throughout the entire core increases safety
margins associated with the hot spot, and consequently allows one to
operate at higher power ratings.

4.4.4.4 Tight Neutronic Core Coupling

The large void space, in combination with the relatively low density of
heavy metal and the heterogeneous arrangement of the H20 moderator
results in a large neutron mean free path, and hence in very tight core
coupling. To get more insight into the reactor core coupling, it is of interest

to compare the neutron migration area with LWR and CANDU reactors.
Neutron migration area, M2, can be easily estimated from the criticality
equation for a bare cylindrical core:

keff - 1
k. 1+B2 M2 (4-16)

using MCNP results. The multiplication factor for the infinite lattice, k.,
was calculated from MCNP model #1. The effective multiplication factor for
the entire core, keff, but without any reflector, i.e. bare core, was calculated
using MCNP model 2. The results are

k- = 113, and
keff = 0674.

Using for buckling the equation for a bare cylinder

2 = T2 2.4052 _ T2 2.4052 _ -5 CM-2B � � + � � + 6.6535xlo
R2 594 4502 -17)ore core (4

neutron migration area can be calculated as
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k-
M2- - _ I I = 113 11967 CM2, or M= I cm

keff B2 0.674 6.6535xIO-5 (4-18)

Another possibility is to compute M2 directly from the definition. Since
M2B2 is the number of neutrons that leak from the core over the number of
neutrons that die inside the core, one can calculate using results from
MCNP model#2 for a bare core

M2B2 = 038/0.62 = 0613, which gives M=104, for B2 given by Eq. 4-17).

The neutron migration area of about 10,000 m2 is very large. This
compares to about 50 c2 for LWRs and 380 CM2 for CANDUs. As a result

neutrons can see practically the entire core, hence no local criticality is
possible. Such a tight core coupling has three important consequences:

*no concerns with local criticality,
othe potential for reactor control from outside the core region, and
*absolute stability against Xenon spatial oscillations.

Physically, the entire core behaves as one nuclear unit. Either the
whole core is critical or no local region of the core can go critical. This
differs from typical LWRs where several adjacent fuel assemblies can go
locally critical.

All reactor control can be achieved from outside the core, i.e., from the

reflector since the control rods reach out to a large core area. Hence the
local flux perturbations from control rods inside the core can be eliminated.

Reactor control considerations will be discussed in Section 44.5.

Xenon Spatial Oscillations

Detailed calculations of Xe spatial oscillations would require at least a
2-D model of the core by nodal methods (which represent correctly extensive
neutron streaming) and incorporate xenon equations. Although, such
codes are available, obtaining the input data representative of the dry
calandria design is difficult. Cross sections from MCNP as well as
discontinuity factors need to be edited. Since the current version of MCNP
does not offer tallies for group-to-group scattering, the scattering cross
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section can be obtained only by neutron balance. This can be relatively easily
done for 2-groups, and perhaps for 3-grou'ps, with considerable effort.
Moreover, it is not easy to obtain space dependent cross sections for the dry
calandria design from MCNP because the entire core is affected by the
reflector. Therefore to get a good representation of currents and face
average nodal fluxes, at least a one-quarter-core model is necessary. But to
get meaningful statistical results in individual nodes which are only very
small portions of the one-quarter-core model, a huge population of neutrons
would be necessary to force a sufficient number of neutrons into every small
node. This procedure would require excessive computer time. In view of the
above, a simplified method, which relies on the simple Randall and
Lellouche criteria for reactor stability to Xe spatial oscillations, will be used.

Stability to Xe spatial oscillations is decreased by:

• increasing the core size,
• increasing the thermal neutron flux (but for sufficiently high flux

levels, higher flux level is stabilizing),
• increasing the flatness of the thermal-neutron-flux distribution,
• decreasing the magnitude of negative temperature coefficients, and
• reducing the neutron migration length.

Probably, the simplest way to scope out the problem is by the argument
given by Randall who states "Xenon-induced oscillations in the power
distribution can exist only in reactors that (a) operate at flux levels where
Xe burnup is appreciable and (b) have "large" cores-cores having a linear
dimension whose square is larger than the neutron migration area by a
factor of 1000 or so. This last requirement can be easily checked by
remembering that the square of the linear dimension in feet must exceed
the migration area in cm2 for oscillations to occur. [Randall and
John,19581 For example, for an LWR with M2=50 cm2' one would need to

worry about oscillations if one of the dimensions of the core would be more
than 225 cm, i.e.

2252 50 = 50625/50 = 1012.
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Current commercial PWRs have core dimensions larger than 225 cm,
hence potential Xe oscillations exist and must be prevented.

For CANDUs, the migration length is substantially larger, M2=381
CM2, but the core length and core diameter are also larger, i.e. 600 cm and
632 cm, respectively. Hence the above ratio

6002/381 = 950 and 6322/381 = 1048,

which is very close to the criterion of 1000, and suggests that CANDU
reactors are, subject to Xe oscillations, in particular in the azimuthal
direction. And indeed this is the case [Mamourian and Ahtar, 1978). Also,
two-dimensional digital simulation of Pickering indicated that the reactor
was unstable with respect to azimuthal xenon-induced spatial power
oscillations, and one-dimensional digital simulations indicated that it was
stable with respect to axial oscillations [Kern,19691. Therefore, the
agreement of the approximate Randall criterion with detailed calculations
is good.

For the dry calandria concept, the longest linear dimension, the
diameter is 900 cm and the migration length is about 100 cm. It is evident
that the ratio

9002/1002 = go

is an order ofmagnitude less than the stated factor of 1000. Therefore the
dry calandria core should not be subject to Xe induced spatial oscillations.
Randall further says regarding Xe oscillations:' Physically, this means
that oscillations of this kind are possible when the core gets so large, that
two or more regions begin to function as independent nuclear units-i.e.
hardly any of the fissions in one region are caused by neutrons born in the
other region." [Randall and John, 19581 This is clearly not the case in the
proposed voided core, where neutrons from any place in the core can reach
any other place.

Lellouche, who intensively investigated Xe stability in the 1960s derived
a very handy, criterion. His criterion gives "critical reactor size which is
absolutely stable independently of flux level against higher spatial mode
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Axial Diametral

Bare Zeroleakage Bare Zeroleakage
(B,)2=(2n/h)2 (B,)2=(TrJh)2 (B,)2=(3.83/r)2 (B,)2=(1.84/r)2

Lellouche
conditions h/M < 31.5 h/M < 18.2 (2r)/M < 34.4 (2r)/M < 21.3

PWR h/M=57 h/M=57 (2r)/M=71 (2r)/M=71

CANDU h/M=31 h/M=31 (2r)/M=24 (2r)/M=24

PTLWR h/M=5.94 h/M=5.94 (2r)/M=9 (2r)/M=9

xenon oscillations in the presence of zero or negative temperature feedback"
[Lellouche,19621. Stability conditions are given in the form of tables for
various fuels. Lellouche conditions are compared with the dry calandria
parameters for 3 enriched 235U fuel in Table 44.

Again it is evident from Table 44 that the ratio of both the radial and axial
dimension to migration length for the dry calandria design are far below
the Lellouche critical ratio. Hence no Xe oscillations are possible. This is
an inherent feature. On the other hand, both PWR and CANDU reactors do
not satisfy the Lellouche condition. Hence they need to incorporate special
measures to avoid problems with Xe spatial oscillations. In terms of
physical dimension to migration length ratio, the dry calandria design can
be compared to a LWR of diameter only 97=63 cm, where 9 is the diametral

ratio from Table 44, and 7 is the PWR neutron migration length. For such
a miniature LWR, nobody would think seriously about potential Xe
oscillations. It is also interesting to note that the Lellouche criterion agrees
quite well with the Randall criterion, i.e. for bare cores from Table 44, 31.52
= 992, which agrees very well with the 1000 factor from the Randall
criterion.

Table 44 Lellouche's stability criteria of the first harmonic for 3 enriched
235U fuel in bare and zero leakage reactors and comparison with the

PTLWR design parameters
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To conclude, the above arguments show that the dry calandria design,
in spite of its large core physical dimensions (core length and diameter are
6m and 9m, respectively), is inherently resistant to Xe spatial oscillations.
This is primarily the consequence of an extremely large neutron migration
length.

4.4.4.5 Well Thermalized Neutron Spectrum

Figure 423 shows the comparison of energy spectra for the dry
calandria design, CANDU and PWR units. The spectrum for the dry
calandria design was obtained using MCNP model #1 with fully reflective
boundaries; the spectra for PWR and CANDU were calculated using MCNP
benchmark models of representative cells (also infinite lattice), given in
Appendix A.I. With respect to the thermal to fast flux ratio, the pressure
tube LWR is comparable to a CANDU heavy water lattice. Figure 423 also
shows the PTLWR neutron spectrum for the equilibrium core. A significant
decrease of the thermal flux compared to the fresh core can be observed.
This is due to the relatively large fraction of 239pu present in the PTLWR
equilibrium core with high-burnup fuel. Table 45, which compares the cell
volume fractions for the fuel and moderator, and moderator-to-fuel volume
ratio for the PTLWR and a typical LWR, shows that the PTLWR has a
significantly higher moderator-to-fuel volume ratio. Good neutron
thermalization is achieved primarily due to this large moderator-to-fuel
volume ratio and the large resonance escape probability.

4.4.4.6 High Thermal Flux Level and Fast Fluence

Figure 423 also shows that the magnitude of the neutron flux is
considerably higher than that of the CANDU or PVvR. Fast (above 06 eV)
and thermal neutron fluxes are compared in Table 46. The differences in
neutron flux between the dry calandria concept and PWR are large. In
particular, the thermal flux of the dry-calandria concept is about 6 times
higher than that for the PWR. On the other hand, the fast flux is only 19
times higher-. More important, however, is the approximately 3 times
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Constituent volume fractions PWR PTLVTR
in a cell I

U02 0.33 0.007998

H20 0.55 0.0333

Void 0 0.81

H20[LJO2 1.67 4.2

higher fast flux compared to that of the CANDU, because it has negative
implications on the lifetime of the pressure tubes.
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Figure 4-23 Comparison of energy spectra for the
CANDU

PTLWR with PWR and

Table 4-5 Comparison of cell volume fractions and moderator-to-fuel volume
ratios for PTLWR and PWR
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PWR CANDU PTLWR

Thermal (/cM2-S) (E<0.6eV) 4.6x1013 J.JX1014 2-5xI014

Fast (n/cM2-S") (E> 06 eV) 2.3x1014 1.4x1014 4.5x1014

Fast/thermal 4.9 1.32 1.8

This higher flux is a result of the low heavy metal loading,
characteristic of particle fuel. A typical 1000 MWe PVVR plant has a fuel
loading of about 101 tonnes Of U02. The CE-CANDU reactor 1260 MWO has

a fuel loading of about 190 tonnes [Shapiro and Jesick,19791. The dry
calandria concept fuel loading can be calculated using the geometry of the
reference matrix design as follows:

Table 46 Comparison of fast and thermal neutron flux for PTLVrR, PWR
and CANDU

R 3
VU02 = Nf (I R I fP Rcp NPT

= 24 (n 06352 594)0.635 (_00 3 740 = 2.88xIO8 CM3
430 (4-19)

where Nf is the number of fuel regions in the matrix, Rf and Lf are the
radius and effective total length of fuel regions, fp is the fraction of coated
particles in the fuel region, Rk/Rcp is the radius ratio of the fuel kernel and
outer pyrolytic graphite coating, and NPT is the number of pressure tubes.
Fuel mass is thus

MU02 = P02 VU02 = 10-97g/CM3 (2.88xj0ICM3) 10-6 g/tonne = 31 tonnes (4-20)

Which is three times less than for the PWR and eight times less than for
the CE-CANDU. The amount of 235U in the PTLWR core for a given
enrichment of 25 is

MU235-dry = 0025 3 238 - = 068 tonnes of 235U
238+2 16)

which compares to
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MU235-PWR 0035 (101) 238 - = 31 tonnes of 235U
238+2 16)

for a PWR and

MU235-CE-CANDU = 000711 190) 238 1.2 tonnes of 235U
238+2 16)

for the CE-CANDU. The ratios of the 235U loadings roughly corresponds to
the inverse of the thermal flux ratios in Table 46; e.g.. for CE-CANDU

(1.2tonnes/0.68tonnes = 1.8 = (2.5n/cM2-S/j.In/cM2-S)

since the thermal flux is proportional to the atom density of fissile isotopes
for fixed reactor power density.

A high flux level has two negative consequences:

• high fast fluence,
• a large xenon reactivity deficit following reactor shutdown,

• higher radiolysis dose to coolant, higher N16 activity in coolant, and
high fast fluence on the inner part of the reflector.

High fast neutron fluence is an important issue, in particular with
regard to the pressure tubes. Using MCNP model #1 the average fast
fluence on the pressure tubes was calculated to be about three times higher
than for current CANDU reactors. This is a considerable drawback,
because the axial and diametral growth of the pressure tube, which is
linearly dependent on fluence, 'will be accelerated. Means to extend
pressure tube lifetime under these high flux conditions would be required.
More details about the fast fluence and its effects on the pressure tubes will
be given in Chapter 9.

Xenon Poisoning during Steady State and Following Reactor Shutdown

High thermal flux results in a higher xenon poisoning ratio at steady
state, but, more importantly, after reactor shutdown or after a large power
decrease. Fission product 135Xe has the largest absorption cross section of
all the nuclides in a thermal flux and its buildup affects the neutron
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balance in the reactor. The effect of 135Xe on the neutron balance for the
equilibrium core can be estimated by calculating the xenon poisoning ratio

neutrons absorbed by poison (I 3 5Xe _ NX, Oe D
rXe neutrons absorbed in fission

If D

which can be derived as [Benedict et. al., 19811

r* CFXe D (Y + Yxe)Xe

XXe + (Xe (D (4-21)

where D is the average thermal flux, GXe is the effective one-group
absorption cross section of 135Xe, XXe s the decay constant of 135Xe, and YXe

and y are direct xenon and iodine yields from 235U fissions. Note that the

above poisoning ratio is related to reactivity by the factor 1/v where v is the
number of neutrons per fission. Equation 4-21) neglects the 135Te buildup
due to its very short halflife, hence the chain is assumed to originate with
iodine, i.e., YTe = YI- Using for the one-group effective microscopic

absorption cross section of 135Xe for the PTLVV-R concept the same value as

for the PWR, the results from Eq. 421), including the input data, are
summarized in Table 47.

The core average flux in the fuel for the PTLWR concept, shown in Table
4-7, was obtained from thermal flux profiles from the relation

(D = (Dcell model kcore-cell kcell-fuel, (4-22)

where the peaking factors kcore-cell and kcell-fuel are defined as

kcore-cell = (Dcore model ; kcell-fuel (Dfuel

(Dcell model Ocell model. (4-23)

The average core thermal flux,

thermal
(Dcore model(V) dVcor,

(Dcore model c...

dVcore
C(II (4-24)
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Table 47 Comparison of steady state 135Xe poisoning ratio for the PTLVV-R
and a typical PWR (Eq. 418)

PWR Drv

135Xe decay constant, XXe (S)

Iodine decay constant, XI (s)

2.09X10-5 2.09X10-5

2.87x10-5 2.87xjO-5

135Xe direct yield from 235U fission, YXe (atoms per 0.0032

0.0609

0.0032

0.0609

atom fissioned)

Iodine yield from 235U fission, y (atoms per atom

fissioned) 135Te buildup is neglected)

135Xe cross section (barns) 2.64xJ06 2.64XJ06

3.5x1013 2.16x1014Average thermal flux (n/cM2_s)

135Xe poisoning ratio (per neutron absorbed in
fission)

0.052

was obtained using the full-core MCNP model 2,
thermal flux,

and the average cell

(D thermal 1M dVcell
cell mode

11

dVcell

(4-25)

was obtained from the one-channel MCNP model #1. Note that to obtain
good statistical results, the full-core model edits the thermal flux over the
entire channel, but it cannot edit flux microstructure inside the channel.
Finally, the average thermal flux in the fuel is defined as
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thermal
Ocell model(V) dVfuel

(Dfuel -- fu('l

dVfuel
I (4-26)

Table 47 shows that the xenon poisoning ratio is higher for the PTLWR
concept than for a PVTR. This difference, which is not very significant, is a
consequence of the higher thermal flux in the PTLVYR. Note that the xenon
poisoning ratio saturates at the value of 00641 for very high fluxes.

The transient 135Xe poisoning can be calculated by solving the buildup
equations for iodine and 135Xe, neglecting the buildup of 135Te

dNl
dT = y El- D - , N, (4-27)

dN, = k, N, + yX, If D - kX, Nxe - (TX, D Nxe
dT (4-28)

An analytical solution in terms of the transient poisoning ratio, i.e., the
ratio of the neutron absorption in 135Xe to fission absorption if the reactor is
to be started up again after shutdown time t, can be derived [Benedict et. al.,
19811

NXe JXerxe =

exp(-kl t - exp(-?,X, t) Y + YXe
= y D ae + exp(-kxe O

?,Xe - ki I kxe/((D YX,) (4-29)

Figure 424 shows the reactor poisoning ratio following reactor shutdown
as calculated using Eq. 4-29), for the PTLWR a typical PWR and a typical
CANDU. Figure 424 assumes that, prior to shutdown, the reactor had been
operating long enough to achieve 135Xe equilibrium. It is evident that the
xenon poisoning of the dry calandria design following the reactor shutdown
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is quite large (about 190 mk*). However, for the equilibrium core, the
average thermal flux is significantly less (1.2x1014 n/cm2-s), due to the
higher fission cross section of 239Pu, hence the xenon poisoning ratio of the
PTLWR will be only slightly above that of a CANDU.
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Figure 4-24 Comparison of 135Xe transients following reactor shutdown

Provisions for full compensation of the large negative reactivity due to
transient xenon buildup following reactor shutdown would be deleterious to
fuel cycle economics. Hence only partial compensation is proposed. This is
similar practice to CANDU reactors, which employ adjuster rods to
compensate for the buildup of 135Xe in the first 30 minutes following reactor
shutdown [Pasanen, 19801. If the reactor cannot be restarted before xenon
poison reaches higher values than the compensation can provide, it is
necessary to wait until xenon decays below the level allowing reactor restart
(approximately 40-50 hours). Another alternative, following the Nuclear

* Poisoning ratio is related to reactivity by Ak/k=rXe/v where v is the average number of

neutrons per fission; lmk = 1000 Ak/k.
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Power Demonstration (NPD) example, is to use cooled booster rods with
enriched fuel, which could be inserted into the voided space to boost the
reactivity.

Concern also arises that the extremely high xenon poisoning during
transients involving a power decrease can affect reactor maneuverability.
This issue is addressed in Figure 425 which shows the reactivity needed to
overcome xenon poisoning following the step decrease of reactor power
from the nominal power output to 50% power. Figure 425 has been
generated for the fresh core data by integrating Eqs. 4-24) and 4-25) by a 4-
th order Runge-Kutta method with variable time step. The maximum
reactivity of 43 mk is much less than the peak after reactor shutdown, and
can be compensated by the reactor control system.
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Figure 425 Reactivity insertion needed to overcome 135Xe poisoning
following step power level decrease to 50% (fresh core)

It is evident that the low fuel loading achievable with particle fuel
results in undesirable high fast fluence and large xenon poisoning
following reactor shutdown. Remedies to this problem have been sought by
using uranium carbide (UC) fuel which has higher density and 'by using
alternative fuel arrangements which could achieve higher fuel loadings.
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Replacing the U02 fuel by UC fuel in particle kernels leads only to modest
improvements, since the specific density of the UC fuel is only about 13%
higher. Alternative fuel arrangements are explored in Chapter 5. It will be
shown that high fuel loadings comparable to CANDU reactors can be
achieved with a two-ring fuel bundle arrangement, which does not have
any solid matrix.

4.4.4.7 Strong Negative Doppler Coefficient

The Doppler effect arises from the fact that neutron cross section
resonances in fertile nuclides broaden with temperature as a consequence
of increased relative speed between neutrons and nuclei. This leads to an
increase in resonance captures, primarily in 238U and 240pu, and hence to
a decrease in reactivity. Besides the Doppler effect there are other fuel
properties which are influenced by fuel temperature and affect the
neutronic behavior, such as the scattering properties of the oxide fuel, fuel
pellet density and gap thickness. These, however, are much less important
than the Doppler effect. Hence, only the Doppler effect will be considered
further as a fuel temperature feedback. The particle kernels employ slightly
enriched U02 fuel - a mixture of fertile and fissile material. The change of
the temperature occurs almost instantaneously with the change of fission
power, since the fission fragments transfer their energy to the nuclei
within the kernel in a very short time. As in other thermal reactors, the
Doppler effect is an inherent and prompt feedback mechanism which
terminates hypothetical large power surges.

Since the changes in reactivity with fuel temperature are typically
small, they are difficult to predict accurately using statistical methods,
such as the Monte Carlo method used in MCNP. Nevertheless, the limited
capabilities of MCNP can be used to estimate the Doppler coefficient for this
scoping study. This estimate can be performed by running the one-channel
MCNP model #1 at several different temperatures of the fuel while all other
fuel channel parameters are fixed. This approach is limited to the fresh
core and to three temperatures: 300K, 600K and 900 K, since 235U and 238U

MCNP libraries are available at only these three temperatures. The
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changes of the Doppler coefficient with burnup are beyond the scope of this
preliminary stage of study, and will not be calculated. The results for three
coolant densities (note that the Doppler coefficient is also dependent on
coolant density) are presented in Figure 426. Three reactivity points
obtained by MCNP can then be fitted by a curve kDffT, since the Doppler

coefficient in thermal reactors is typically proportional to the inverse of the
square root of temperature. The fits, together with the fitting coefficients,
kD, are also shown in Figure 426.

The Doppler coefficient

Ak kQ

k AT VT (4-30)

as obtained from the fit, is compared for various coolant densities with a

typical BWR Doppler coefficient in Figure 427. In case of voiding, the
Doppler coefficient goes up as in all LWRs, which is a good safety feature.
The dependence of the coefficient kD on coolant density can be expressed by

the second-degree polynomial

2
kD = MO MIN M2PC (4-31)

where the coefficients of the polynomial were obtained from the best fit to
the three points given in Figure 428.

As in all. thermal reactors, the Doppler coefficient of the proposed
concept is negative. At nominal conditions, its magnitude is larger than for
a typical BWR. The Doppler effect is more strongly dependent on coolant

voiding than for a BWR due to a higher coolant-to-fuel volume ratio. In
accidents hich would lead to fuel temperature increase, and
consequently, to a decrease in coolant density, the negative magnitude of
the Doppler effect can be more than doubled. Taking into account that the
fuel operates at about 1100 'C, but can safely withstand temperatures up to
1600 'C, the large temperature margin on the fuel, combined with the large
Doppler coefficient (which is even substantially increased upon coolant
voiding) leads to reactor inherent shut down in large-temperature-increase
scenarios without ATWS, by Doppler only (even if the negative reactivity
change due to coolant voiding is not considered).
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Figure 426 Reactivity as a function of fuel temperature for the PTLVM
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4.4.4.8 Negative Void Coefficient

The void coefficient denotes the reactivity derivative with respect to the
steam volume fraction of the reactor coolant at constant power level. Most
currently operating reactors have negative void coefficients. CANDU
reactors have demonstrated successful operation with positive coolant void
coefficient. However, a positive void coefficient is in conflict with the passive

safety approach adopted for this design concept because it requires the
reliable functioning of shutdown systems in loss of coolant accidents which
increase voiding. Moreover, a positive void reactivity coefficient was one of
the main causes of the reactivity accident at Chernobyl. Hence, it is an
important goal to design the PTLWR to have a negative void coefficient
under all conditions.

Figure 429 shows the multiplication factor for the reference PTLVY'R
design as a function of coolant density. Both curves were obtained using
full-core MCNP model 3. The curve denoted "Fresh core (e=2.5%)" was
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calculated for a uniform enrichment of 25% and 30 control rods (out of a
total of 60) fully in. The curve designated "Equil.core(e=7%)" was calculated
for an equilibrium core at a burnup of 40,000 MWd/tonne (initial
enrichment 7). As illustrated, the void coefficient is negative for both the
fresh core and the equilibrium core. The equilibrium core exhibits a more
negative void coefficient. This is a consequence of 239pu, which hardens the

neutron spectrum, and hence increases resonance absorption in 238U and
239pu. It is interesting to note that even though the H20 moderator-to-fuel
volume ratio is much higher in the dry calandria design than in a typical
PWR 4.16 compared to 167 in a PWR) the system still exhibits a negative
coolant void coefficient. Taking into account the moderating effect of
graphite in the reflector, the total effective moderator to fuel ratio is even
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Figure 429 Effect of coolant voiding on reactivity

higher. The heterogeneity of the H20 moderator plays an important role in
this aspect, since the neutrons collide with the H20 moderator less
frequently than they would have done in a typical PVV-R geometry, where the
moderator is evenly distributed around the fuel rods. In LOCA scenarios,
this void coefficient inherently shuts down the fission reaction as in other
typical LWRs. However, in the reflooding phase of a typical LWR, great care
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has to be taken that the emeraency coolant is borated, while in the proposed
pressure tube reactor, non-borated flooding water in the calandria space
behaves like a neutron trap, and renders the reactor subcritical.

4.4.4.9 Less Efficient Neutron Economy

The proposed PTLWR concept has a less efficient economy than a
typical LWR. This is the consequence of higher parasitic losses compared to

LWR cores. Thick pressure tubes to accommodate high operating pressure,
higher leakage, and the low mass of fuel compared to the total mass of the
core are the main factors contributing to relatively high parasitic losses.
This drawback is, however, compensated by on-line refueling and the high
burnup achievable with particle fuel. A neutron balance for the fresh core
of the PTLWR reference design, calculated using full-core MCNP model 2,

is shown in Figure 430. Figure 431 compares neutron parasitic losses and
absorptions in 238U with PWR and CANDU units. The data plotted in
Figure 431 were obtained from one-channel MCNP model #1 for an infinite
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Figure 430 Neutron balance in the reference PTLWR design
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Figure 431 Comparison of neutron absorption in 238U and parasitic losses

lattice, and from PWR-pin and CANDU-channel MCNP benchmark models

(see Appendix A1), also in the configuration of an infinite lattice.
Significantly higher parasitic losses for the PTLWR design are evident even
without including the leakage. Note, however, that the parasitic losses can
be significantly improved by increasing fuel loading in the core. This will be

shown in Chapter using an alternative two-ring fuel arrangement.

4.4.4.10 Slightly Positive Reflector Temperature Coefficient

Several reflector materials have been considered - H20, D20, beryllium
and graphite. Light water has a relatively high absorption cross section
which would result in a significant reactivity reduction in a high-leakage
PTLWR core and therefore it must be discarded. The remaining three
materials are basically equivalent with respect to reactivity, as shown in
Table 48. The effective multiplication coefficients in Table 48 were
calculated using full-core MCNP model 3 with fresh fuel of uniform 27%
enrichment, with 28 fully inserted control rods. Reflector thickness was
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kept the same, equal to 1m, for all reflector materials. A heavy water
reflector would be easy to design and cool, however, it must be discarded
due to potential supercriticality problems. These problems would arise if
the wall separating the reflector and the voided calandria space fails and
heavy water floods the calandria space. Flooding of the calandria space
with heavy water would substantially increase the reactivity of the system
and lead to superprompt critical excursions. Beryllium has poor
irradiation properties. The lifetime of beryllium is significantly less than
that of graphite, especially at higher irradiation temperatures (a review of
irradiation effects on beryllium is given in [Hejzlar et. al., 1993c]. Moreover,
neutron irradiation of the beryllium reflector during reactor operation
results in the buildup of 6Li and 3He, which are characterized by their large
thermal neutron absorption cross sections. As a result, nonnegligible
reactivity loss would occur. Beryllium was therefore dismissed from
further consideration.

Graphite has been selected as a reflector material. The disadvantage of
a graphite reflector is its slightly positive temperature coefficient. Higher
reflector temperature changes the scattering properties of the reflector and
leads to an increase in temperature of the neutrons coming from the
reflector. Higher neutron temperature produces a shift in the neutron
thermal spectrum, and consequently affects the microscopic cross sections
of graphite and nuclides in the fuel. The absorption cross sections of
graphite, 238'U, and 235U decrease with reflector temperature, while the
absorption cross section of 239pu increases with temperature. The overall
effect is an increase of reactivity. Figure 432 shows the effective
multiplication factor for the fresh core and for the equilibrium core. The
magnitude ofthe reflector temperature coefficient is, however, small (for
the fresh core, an increase of reflector average temperature from the
operating point of 800K to 1600K leads to an increase of reactivity by about

8mk only) and the temperature increase proceeds very slowly due to the
long thermal time constant of the large graphite mass. Note that if all the
reflector cooling is lost and the reactor continues to operate at its nominal
power rating, the rate of reflector temperature increase is about 0.1'Cls,
i.e., it would take about 22 hours to increase the reactivity by these 8mk.
Such small and extremely slow reactivity changes with reflector
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Reflector material Graphite D20 Beryllium

Effective multiplication factor 1.002±0.004 1.004±0.005 1.005+-0.002
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temperature should not pose any significant safety problems. The "fresh
core" curve in Figure 432 was calculated for the fresh core without xenon
and samarium, and without control rods. Xenon and samarium effective
cross sections are decreased for higher reflector temperatures, because the
thermal spectrum shifts further from their absorption peaks. This
increases the reflector temperature coefficient but the presence of control
rods tends to compensate the positive xenon effect. The overall effect is a
slight increase of reflector temperature coefficient, as can be seen by
comparing the curves for the fresh core and for the equilibrium core, which
was calculated for 20 control rods fully inserted.

Table 48 Effective multiplication coefficient for various reflectors.



4.4.4.11 Comparison with PWR and CANDU

Selected physics characteristics of the PTLWR reference design are
compared to PWR and CANDU parameters in Table 49. The values given
in Table 49 were obtained for fresh fuel and for an infinite lattice, except for
the Doppler coefficients and power peaking for the PWR and CANDU lines,
which were taken from [Diamond et. al.,19861 and [Pasanen, 19801,
respectively.

4.4.4.12 Summary of PTLWR Physics Characteristics

The proposed dry calandria design exhibits large prompt neutron
lifetime, comparable to heavy water moderated lattices. Similarly as for
CANDU reactors, long prompt neutron lifetime, in combination with low
excess reactivity due to on-line refueling, significantly reduces potential
concerns with prompt excursions, and reduces the requirements on the
performance of shutdown systems.

Significant void fraction in the calandria space surrounded by a
reflector results in a flat thermal flux profile across the entire core with the
total peaking less than 12. The power density profile, which is proportional
to thermal flux and the atom density of fissile isotopes, is also exceedingly
flat for the fresh core with uniform fuel enrichment. For the equilibrium
core, the power density profile depends on the refueling scheme: it will be
shown in Section 44.8 that low power peaking can be also achieved.

A unique characteristic of the dry calandria design is tight neutronic
core coupling, primarily due to the large voided space in the calandria It
has been demonstrated that the neutron migration area is about 200 times
larger than for a typical PWR. Consequently, the entire core is very well
coupled, no local criticality is possible, and the reactor is inherently stable
to xenon spatial oscillations, i.e. no additional means to prevent xenon
spatial oscillations are necessary. An ancillary benefit of a large migration
area is that the control rods can affect a substantial portion of the core.
Hence, the control rods can be placed in the reflector, and the reactor can be
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PWR CANDU PTLWR

Table 49 Comparison of PTLWR physics characteristicsa with LWR and
CANDU

Void coefficient

Doppler coefficient

negative

-4.3 to 3.7

positive negative

,j Ob -4.0 to -1.1(105Ak/k/OC)

Average thermal flux (n/cm2-s) (E<0.6eV) 4.6x1013 1.1x1014 2.5x1014

2.3x1014 1.4x1014 4.5x1014Average fastflux (/cm2-s) (E>0.6eV)

Fast/thermal flux ratio

Peakc fast flux /CM2-s) (E>0.6eV)

Heavy metal loading (kg/MWth)

Power peaking factor

Parasitic absorption d

235U-capture d

235U-fissiond

238U-capture d

238U-fissiond

(j21(D)/(Z2I(D)de
C a

Prompt neutron lifetime, A (s)

Neutron migration length, M (cm)

4.9 1.32 1.8

5.9XJ014 2.6X1014 5.8x1014

29

2.6

0.0701

0.109

0.504

0.272

0.027

0.44

59

1.8

0.0571

0.077

0.432

0.407

0.02

0.8

8

1.2

0.179

0.090

0.456

0.268

0.0078

0.49

2.0X10-5 8.55x10-4 8x10-4

7.7 19.5 110

a Data for the fresh core

b The fuel temperature coefficient for CANDU is -0.3x10-5 for an equilibrium core, and

slightly positive at high burnups

c Fast flux peaking factor for PWR and CANDU assumed equal to power peaking factor,

1.3 for the PTLWR

d Calculated by MCNP for infinite lattices, normalized per one fission neutron

e Subscript a stands for total absorption (including absorption leading to fission)
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controlled from the reflector without the usual local flux depressions
induced by control rods inside the core.

The large moderator-to-fuel-volume ratio in a heterogeneous
arrangement of the fuel and light water moderator results in a well-
thermalized neutron spectrum, comparable to heavy water lattices. Such
well-thermalized spectra lead to efficient fissioning of fissile isotopes and
requires a comparatively smaller fissile inventory to make the system
critical.

The key disadvantage of the proposed PTLWR of the reference design is
the high absolute level of the core-average fast and thermal flux, a
consequence of the small heavy metal loading achievable with particle fuel.
This results in a high fast fluence on the pressure tubes and a large xenon
poisoning ratio after reactor shutdown. Since the lifetime of pressure tubes
is limited by fast fluence, it is important to decrease the core-average fast
flux. Alternative fuel arrangements, which could accomplish this task are
proposed in hapter 5. Note, however that the PTLWR peak values of both
the fast and thermal flux are much closer to PWR and CANDU peak
fluxes(peak fast flux is about the same as the PWR peak fast flux and about
twice as large as that of CANDU) due to the low PTLWR peaking factors.

Another drawback of the reference dry calandria design is relatively high
neutron parasitic losses. The negative effect of parasitic losses on fuel cycle
economy can be compensated by on-line refueling and high burnups.
Neutron economy can be also improved by the use of the alternative fuels
suggested in Chapter 5, since it is closely related to heavy metal loading.

Both the Doppler coefficient and the coolant void coefficient of the
reference PTLWR are negative. As in other LWRs, these mechanisms
provide inherent feedbacks for reactor shutdown in accidents leading to
large temperature increases. The reflector temperature coefficient is
slightly positive, but its magnitude is small and the rate of insertion of
positive reactivity from this phenomenon is small as well, due to the
extremely large thermal time constant of the graphite reflector.
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4A.5 Pleactor Control Considerations

Similarly as in CANDU reactors, the primary method used to control
the reactivity is through on-line refueling. Besides the on-line refueling,
other means of changing the reactivity state of the core are employed. As
mentioned in the previous section, reactivity control absorbers placed in the
reflector can affect the entire core, hence most of the control devices are
located in the end reflector, as shown in Figure 433. The advantage of
placing control rods outside the core is that localized flux perturbations
from control rods inside the core are eliminated. Control rods move in
vertical channels located in the axial reflector in the space between fueled
pressure tubes. Sixty two control rods grouped into several groups, all in
the end reflectors; are proposed:

• a fine control group for fine control (corresponding to CANDU liquid

zone controllers),
• a power cutback group for power cutbacks (corresponding to CANDU

mechanical control absorbers),
• a power insertion group for reactivity reserve if refueling machines

are not available, and for transient Xe increase (corresponding to the
CANDU adjuster rod absorber system), and

• a power compensation group for the hot-cold reactivity difference and
Xe and Sm equilibrium (corresponding to CANDU moderator
poison).

These control rod groups and their CANDU-equivalent control means are
summarized in Figure 434. The worth apportionment for control rods in
the reflector is given in Figure 435. The fine control group provides the
continuous fine reactivity control, and hence determines reactor power
level. It compensates for discontinuities in on-line refueling (on-line
refueling is done in small increments by refueling several bundles at a
time) and for small perturbations in temperatures and other parameters. It
is not used, however, for spatial control of power distribution to prevent
xenon-induced power oscillations. This differs from CANDU liquid zone
controllers which are used also for this purpose.
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Reactivity worth apportionment of control
reflector

Figure 435 rods located in the

The power cutback group provides negative reactivity insertion if the
rapid reduction of reactor power is demanded, e.g., in case of primary
pump coastdown. Power cutback control rods are fully withdrawn from the

reflector during normal operation and are driven by gravity into the
reflector upon activating signal.

The power insertion group extends the range of the reactor control
system. Power insertion control rods are fully inserted in the reflector
during normal operation and are withdrawn if reactivity insertion beyond
the capability of the fine control group is needed. The group is typically
needed if refueling machines are not available for some time period or to
compensate or xenon poisoning following a reduction of reactor power. As
discussed in Section 44.4.6, similar to CANDU practice, which employ
adjuster rods to compensate for the buildup of 135Xe in the first 30 minutes
following reactor shutdown [Pasanen, 19801, only partial compensation for
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Xe override is provided. If better capability for xenon override is required,
liquid zone controllers with spectral shift (discussed next) or cooled booster
rods with enriched fuel could be used.

The compensation group compensates for reactivity difference between
the cold, zero-power and hot, full-power reactor and for xenon and
samarium absorption at their equilibrium levels. Control rods of this group
are fully withdrawn during normal operation, and are fully inserted if the
reactor is cold at zero power with very low xenon levels.

In addition to the control system, a scram system corresponding to
CANDU shutoff units is available. Scram rods are the only rods which are
driven into the core (into the channels located in the voided space between
pressure tubes). Since these are out of the core during normal operation,
they do not cause any flux depression. Redundant and diverse shut down
can also be achieved by flooding the calandria. This would be comparable to
moderator dumping in CANDU systems, except for the difference that the
dumping of the CANDU moderator results also in the undesirable loss of
heat sink, while in the dry calandria design flooding provides both the heat
sink and shutdown.

Spectral shift control usina liquid zone controllers

The PTLWR can also employ liquid zone controllers. These controllers

would comprise vertically oriented Zircaloy thin-wall low-pressure tubes
running interstitially in the voided calandria space between the fuel
channels. These tubes would be empty for the fresh core and would be
gradually filled with the light water moderator as the fuel burnup
increases. Figure 429 suggests that the additional light water (about 30
tubes of diameter 8cm would be sufficient) in the equilibrium core to provide
a reactivity increase of about 35mk while keeping the void reactivity
coefficient negative. Note that these liquid controllers work in the opposite
direction to CANDU liquid zone controllers. Increasing the amount of light
water in the tubes leads to a reactivity increase, while in CANDUs more
light water in the system leads to a reactivity decrease. The advantage of the
liquid controllers is the improved neutron economy and the possibility to
continually adjust the operating point close to the optimum point on the
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moderator-to-fuel ratio reactivity curve. Also almost zero coolant void
coefficient could be continually maintained by adjusting light water volume
in the tubes. The liquid zone controllers could also be utilized to increase the
capability of xenon override without sacrificing neutron economy. The
disadvantage is the more complex design of the core and need for additional

systems associated with maintaining the moderator and its cooling.

Liquid controllers in the voided calandria space are also an attractive
option for the high-loading two-ring fuel element design proposed in
Chapter 5. This design employs two rings of clad fuel pins, and is highly
undermoderated. Lack of moderation in the core maintains an appreciable
neutron population segment in the epithermal resonance region at the
expense of some of the thermal neutron component. Increased neutron
population in the resonance region increases significantly the capture rate
in 238U, and consequently the conversion ratio and plutonium breeding.
Later in the cycle, light water can be gradually introduced into the liquid
zone controllers, thus shifting the neutron spectrum back to
highly-thermal. This spectrum shift will compensate for the reactivity loss
due to fission product buildup, and moreover, it will efficiently burn
plutonium so that at discharge, the 239pu content is low. Ideally, one would
like to maintain on-line refueling to maximize the conversion ratio. Such a
reactor would need two regions - a hard spectrum region for Pu breeding
and a soft-spectrum region for Pu burning. This may be a problem because
the large neutron migration area would make it difficult to create separate
regions, but it might be possible with batch refueling. The potential of such
a reactor could be explored and quantified in future work.

4.4.6 Secondary Criticality Study During Reflood and Inadvertent Flooding

4.4.6.1 Introduction

Flooding of the calandria with light water introduces large reactivity
changes into the system. Once the calandria is flooded, a large amount of
light water, which has a relatively high neutron absorption cross section,
renders the reactor deeply subcritical even if the flooding water is in bulk
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boiling. The concern is the reactivity behavior during the flooding process.
When the flooding water enters the calandria, only a portion of the
calandria is submerged, yielding therefore lower water density per unit of
total calandria space, and hence the hypothetical possibility of increasing
the reactivity. Moreover, one can imagine a situation such that the steam or
steam/water mixture (entrained from violently boiling flooding water in the
lower portion of the calandria) fills the upper calandria space and causes
an increase in reactivity. All these possibilities need to be examined to
ensure that no large reactivity insertions are introduced during the
calandria flooding process.

There are two major scenarios of calandria flooding. The first scenario
includes intentional calandria flooding after loss of coolant (designated
further as reflooding). The second scenario arises if the calandria is flooded
inadvertently during normal operation (designated further as inadvertent
flooding). Both scenarios behave differently because of the different amount
of light water coolant inside the fuel channels. Another scenario, which is
not associated with calandria flooding but has similar reactivity aspects, is
the rupture of both pressure tubes and calandria tubes resulting in
spraying into the calandria space of light water coolant. Important factors
during these processes are the density of the steam/water mixture outside
the fuel channel and the presence of control rods. Section 44.6.2 will
examine general aspects of in-channel and out-of-channel water worth for
the reference PTLWR design. It will be shown that the heterogeneous
arrangement of light water outside the fuel channel does not affect
reactivity, while the homogeneous arrangement in the form of a
steam/water mixture leads to a reactivity decrease. Section 44.6.3 will
assess the limits on the steam/water mixture density based on
thermohydraulics laws. A steam/water mixture reduces the neutron mean
free path in the calandria space, and hence makes the inserted control rods
less effective. All these factors need to be taken into consideration when
calculating reactivity during the reflooding process. The results, obtained
from full-core MCNP model 3, for various scenarios, will be presented in
Sections 44.6.4 through 44.6.7.
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4.4.6.2 In-Channel and Out-of-Channel Water Worth

This section will evaluate water worth inside the fuel channel and
outside the fuel channel. Light water outside the fuel channel will be
considered in the heterogeneous arrangement of H20 and voided space, and
in the form of steam/water mixtures homogeneously distributed over the
entire voided space.

The heterogeneous arrangement of light water and void outside the fuel
channel is formed by placing an annular H20 ring around the calandria
tube, the rest of the out-of-channel space being filled by void. Water worth is
evaluated using MCNP model #1, with a lm-thick graphite end reflector, by
applying the following procedure:

1. Reactivity was calculated for water inside the fuel channel at
nominal conditions using an annulus thickness of 3 mm.

2. Reactivity was calculated for water inside the fuel channel at
nominal conditions using an annulus thickness of 2 mm.

3. The difference in mass of cold moderator water between the 3mm-
thick and 2mm-thick annuli was computed.

4. The mass difference from 3 was subtracted from the light water
mass inside the fuel channel and the effective coolant density was
computed.

5. Reactivity was calculated for coolant with effective coolant density
from 4 using an annulus thickness of 3mm and compared to
reactivity from 2 The comparison is shown in the Table 410.

Table 410 shows that the difference in reactivity is very small and is within
the error margin. Thus, moving the light water from inside the fuel
channel to outside does not make a difference in reactivity as long as the
water is heterogeneously distributed in a voided space.
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Moderator Coolant Annulus Multiplica- Modera- Coolant
density density thickness tion factor tor mass mass

(g/cm3) (g/cm3) (mm) 0 (g) (g)

H20 0.972 0.6787 2 1.053+-0.003 2985 5487

in-channel 

H20 Out-Of- 0.972 0.4903 3 1.054-+0.002 4506 3958

channel

Table 410 Reactivity comparison for the same amount of water inside and
outside the fuel channel

A different situation arises if the water outside the fuel channel is
distributed homogeneously in the form of a steam/water mixture, as shown
in Figure 436. The curve designated "Inside" was calculated by increasing
the coolant density inside the fuel channel from reference coolant density to
maximum coolant density 1.0g/cm3) while having no water outside the fuel
channel. The curve "Outside" was computed for fixed coolant density inside
the fuel channel, equal to the reference coolant density. The steam/water
mixture density outside the fuel channel was increased in such a manner
that the amount of the water outside the fuel channel is exactly equal to the
amount of water due to the density change of the coolant obtained from the
first curve (i.e., the difference between coolant density and the reference
coolant density). The opposite trend of these curves shows that water
outside the fuel channel in the form of a homogeneous mixture has larger
worth and results in a reactivity reduction. This is due to the increased
absorption rate in a slightly higher flux region. Also, the neutron mean
free path outside the fuel channel is substantially decrease d, which in turn
leads to a decrease in the thermal flux profile at the core periphery. This is
an interesting finding since one would expect that due to the negative void
coefficient, adding water in the form of a homogeneous steam water
mixture would increase the reactivity. Figure 436 shows, however,
otherwise.
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Finally, it is to be noted that this trend, which was shown to be valid for
the reference design with fresh fuel cannot be generalized for other fuel
matrix designs. The outcome depends on the location of the operating point
on the moderator-to-fuel ratio curve. If the operating point is located further
from the top of the curve where the slope of the curve is steeper, the
reactivity change by adding a steam/water mixture outside the fuel channel
is positive. The reactivity change will be, however, less than for the same
coolant density increase inside the fuel channel. Therefore this effect will be
always less than that of cold water ingress, which must be dealt with in
LWRs. Also, for the equilibrium core the situation will change, since the
operating point shifts with increased plutonium content further from the
peak into the undermoderated region. Of more importance is the presence
of control rods in the reflector, which has not been taken into account in the
above calculations. Control rods will be included in subsequent sections
simulating the entire core. First, the maximum steam/water density
physically possible in the dry calandria will be evaluated.
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4.4.6.3 Maximum density of steam/water mixture in the calandria space

An important question to be answered is "what is the maximum
possible density of a steam/water mixture in the upper calandria space
(still unflooded) during the flooding process?". The most probable scenario
is that the upper calandria space is filled with saturated steam with the
density corresponding to the partial pressure of the vapor. The largest
steam density in the saturated state will be achieved if no gas is assumed to
be present in the calandria, i.e., the upper space contains only steam.
Assuming atmospheric pressure in the calandria (note that calandria
flooding is initiated several seconds after LOCA, before a significant
pressure rise in the containment is experienced) this density is 00006
g/cm3.

Higher density in the upper calandria space can be reached if the
boiling process in the lower flooded portion is so vigorous that droplets of

liquid are entrained high above the water level, and thereby increase the
water content in the upper portion. The amount of liquid entrained into the
unflooded calandria region can be estimated using the theory of
entrainment from a free surface. The following estimate is quite
conservative (yielding maximum water densities).

The assessment is based on the entrainment from a free surface study
performed by Kataoka [Kataoka, et. al., 19811, which represents some of the
best information available in this area. The notion of entrainment loses its
validity when the superficial gas velocity is so great that there is no distinct
water level. This occurs at the dimensionless entrainment number,
Efg=5.0, defined as

Efg =Pf ife
Pg g (4-32)

where subscript fe refers to the entrained liquid phase. This can be also
viewed as the criterion for the transition from churn-turbulent to annular
or annular dispersed flow. The choice of for the entrainment number is a
conservative estimate for two reasons. First, it represents the upper limit
for a churn-turbulent pool (the most violent pool). Secondly, a bubbly flow
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pool is more likely, since no gas is blown through the pool, only vapor
bubbles from boiling contribute to the superficial gas velocity, jg. Moreover,

it will be shown in Chapter that most of the vapor bubbles will condense in
the considerably subcooled flood water before they can reach the surface.
Another conservatism is introduced by taking the pool surface gas
superficial elocity equal to 2ni/s. This is the upper limit for pool
entrainment data for which the correlation is valid. Using these data, the
superficial velocity of entrained liquid can be evaluated

Efg pg jg 5 0.598 2 =
ife = - 0.00598 m/s

Pf 1000 (4-33)

where water properties were taken for an atmospheric pressure of 0.1 MPa.

Eliminating total mass flow rate from the relations for superficial velocity
of entrained liquid and superficial gas velocity defined as

lb (I X)
ife = M X respectively,

A pl- ' fg pg, (4-34,35)

yields the equation

. 2 O)
ife = Jg - X

Pf (4-36)

which can be used to solve for the flow quality, x=0.1667. This quality is,
however, only in close proximity to the pool surface. The quality will
increase with the height above the pool free surface. Although flow quality
as a function of the height can be obtained from Kataoka's correlation, it is
not done here. Instead it will be conservatively assumed that the near-
surface quality remains the same throughout the whole upper calandria
space. Void fraction is then evaluated assuming the slip ratio is equal to 1.0
as

+ P� (I-X) 0.997
Pf X (4-37)

and finally the maximum attainable steam/water mixture density

Pm.max = - Pf + X N = 00035 g/CM3C� (4-38)
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Saturated steam Entrainment limit Spray limit

H20 density (g/cm3) 0.0006 0.0035 0.001

Another hypothetical scenario for creating a steam/water mixture with
densities higher than steam at saturation is by spraying into the upper
calandria space. This sequence would be possible if both the pressure tube
and calandria tube rupture and the escaping coolant sprays into the
calandria. The highest achievable densities for water sprinklers
purposefully designed for that purpose are [McCaughey and Bidinger, 19881

< 0. 1 vol% H20.

This translates to a mixture density of 0.001*1g/cM3 = 0.001 gM3. Table 4-
11 summarizes H20 practical density limits in the unflooded portion of the
calandria.

Table 411 Practical H20 density limits in the upper calandria space

4.4.6.4 Reflooding Process

The reflooding process involves the loss of coolant from the fuel
channels and subsequent flooding of the calandria. Two scenarios will be
investigated. The first scenario is the most probable event, which assumes
that the upper, unflooded calandria space is filled with steam at saturation
density corresponding to the pressure partial pressure of vapor in the
calandria. The second scenario is a hypothetical event which assumes that
the water droplets, entrained into the upper calandria space, increase the
H20 density even beyond the thermalhydraulic limits given in the previous

section.

Case with Saturated Steam in the Upper Calandria Space

This most probable scenario assumes that after the coolant is lost and
the calandria flooding is initiated, the yet-unflooded space becomes rapidly
filled with saturated steam. The lower, flooded portion of the calandria is
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assumed to contain boiling water. Reactivity behavior for this process is
shown in Figure 437. The results were obtained using MCNP model 3 for
the fresh, hot core with uniform enrichment of 27% and 28 control rods
fully inserted. Note that the reactivity held down by control rods is about
54mk - a conservatively high hold down during normal operation. After the
coolant is lost, reactivity is significantly reduced due to the negative coolant
void coefficient. As the number of flooded rows increases, reactivity is
further decreased until the core is rendered deeply subcritical.
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Figure 437 Reactivity behavior for calandria reflooding with saturated
steam in the upper space

Case with Hypothetical Water Entrainment into Upper Calandria Space

The second scenario assumes that the steam/water density in the
unflooded calandria space can be increased by droplet entrainment beyond
the thermohydraulic limit (by 1400%). The results are shown in Figure 438.
Two curves are shown - for the core with 28 control rods fully inserted and
for the core ith all control rods out. The portion of the curve with inserted
control rods is expanded in Figure 439. After the coolant is lost significant
reactivity reduction can be observed, i.e., the first point in Figure 439. The
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second point in Figure 439 represents the state with flood water level just
below the first row of fuel channels and C02 filling the upper calandria
space. It shows an additional reactivity decrease, since boiling water at the
calandria bottom behaves like a neutron trap, by absorbing most of the
incoming neutrons. The third point exhibits an additional reactivity drop as
the water level is increased to flood the first row of fuel channels. The
fourth point describes the same configuration of the water level as for the
third point, but the C02 gas in the upper calandria space is replaced by
saturated steam. Introducing steam into the unflooded space increases
reactivity because the system is strongly undermoderated, as there is no
coolant inside the fuel channels. Increasing the steam/water mixture
density further while keeping the water level just above the first row leads
to a reactivity increase until the maximum point is reached at a density of
about 0.05 gM3. For larger mixture density, neutron absorption in H20
prevails and results in a reactivity drop. Figure 438 shows that for the case
with control rods out, the maximum reactivity peak is lower than for the
case with control rods in. This is because inserted control rods are shaded
by the steam water mixture, resulting in less neutron absorption in control
rods. The important thing to note is that even for the optimum mixture
density, the fresh core remains below the prior critical state. For the
equilibrium core, the system is more undermoderated and the reactivity
peak for the optimum steam/water mixture density becomes higher. A
check has been done using MCNP model 3 for the fuel with average
burnup of 40,000 MWd/tonne and it was found that the peak just reached
the prior critical value for hypothetical optimum density of 0.05g/CM3.

4.4.6.5 Inadvertent Flooding Process

In the inadvertent flooding process, the calandria is inadvertently
flooded during normal operation. The major difference from the reflooding
process is that all the fuel channels retain their light water coolant. In the
most likely scenario, the unflooded calandria space will remain filled with
steam at saturation density corresponding to calandria pressure. Similarly
as for the reflooding process, the hypothetical event which assumes that the
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water droplets, entrained into the upper calandria space, increase the H20

density even beyond the thermalhydraulic limit will be also studied.

Case with Saturated Steam in the Unflooded Calandria Space

It is assumed that after flooding is initiated, the flooding water starts to
boil and the unflooded calandria portion fills with saturated steam and
remains at this condition during the entire flooding process. To maximize
the positive effect from control rod shading, it is further assumed that the
core is critical at cold conditions with all 60 control rods fully inserted, to
compensate for the cold to hot reactivity difference, and that between zero
xenon content and xenon equilibrium. The results are shown in Figure
4-40. It can be observed that the reactivity decreases monotonically, at a
slower rate at first and much faster once more than one half of the core is
flooded. One important design feature needs to be pointed out. It can be seen
in Figure 48, which shows the arrangement of control rods in the end
reflector, that the guiding channels for CRI)s end just above the third row of
fuel channels rather than at the bottom. This arrangement is on purpose to
avoid positive reactivity insertion during the first stage of flooding. Once the
flood water level rises above the control rod tips, control rod tips below this
water level become ineffective. If these tips are located too low, they become

submerged and hence ineffective before sufficient flood water has been
introduced to compensate for this loss of control effectiveness. Ending the

guide channels above the third row allows for substantial negative
reactivity insertion from the flood water before the isolating effect on the
control rod tips takes place, and hence the neutron absorption in light water
becomes more important than the control rod isolation, preventing a
reactivity increase. Note that once the whole calandria is flooded, control
rods have virtually no effect on reactivity, since the neutron migration
length decreases to about 7cm, and the number of neutrons reaching
control rods is marginal. Care must be exercised when reestablishing a
voided calandria space after flooding. An automatic block should be
designed into the system, to prevent the operator from reestablishing a
voided space without having all control rods in their fully inserted position.
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This procedure would ensure that criticality is achieved by withdrawal of
control rods after the voided space is re-established, rather than by
depleting light water in the calandria.
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Case with Hyp thetical Water Entrainment into the Unflooded Calandria
Space

Similarly as for the reflooding process, this scenario assumes that the
steam/water density in the unflooded calandria space can be increased by
droplet entrainment beyond the thermohydraulic limit. Two cases will be
studied. The first case will assume that the reactor is cold critical with all
control rods fully inserted, the second case will study inadvertent flooding of
the hot core at nominal conditions. The results for the cold core case are
shown in Figure 441. The reactivity behavior trend for the first two points,
marked by arrows is the same as for the reflooding, shown in Figure 439
except for the reactivity drop due to loss of coolant. For higher steam/water
mixture densities the trend is quite different than that shown in Figures
4-38 and 439. In particular, no reverse to higher reactivity is observed. This
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is because the cold core with high density of the coolant has the operating
point close to the optimum on the moderator-to-fuel ratio curve, and any
additional water leads to reactivity reduction.

The second case is presented in Figure 442. Points on the reactivity
curve (from the left) can be described as follows (p. denotes the density of

steam/water mixture):

9 pm= gM3, kef =1-00

* pm= gM3, kef =0-99

9 pm=0.0006 gM3, kef =0.98

* pm=0.01 gM3, kef =0.997

9 pm=0.02 gM3, kef =0-99

operating point.
one row of fuel channels is flooded with

boiling water, the upper calandria space
is filled with C02. Reactivity drop is due to

neutron absorption in water pool at the
bottom of the calandria.
one row of fuel channels is flooded with

boiling water, the upper calandria space
is filled with saturated vapor
corresponding to atmospheric pressure.
Additional reactivity drop is due to
absorptions in H20 vapor in the upper
calandria.
one row of fuel channels is flooded with

boiling water, the upper calandria space
is filled with steam/water mixture of
density 0.01g/CM3. Reactivity increase is
caused by shading of the control rods
(shading of control rods prevails over
absorption in steam/water mixture).
one row of fuel channels is flooded with

boiling water, the upper calandria space
is filled with steam/water mixture of
density 0.02g/CM3. Reactivity decrease is
due to prevailing absorption in
steam/water mixture over the shading
effect of CRDs.
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It can be observed from Figure 442 that secondary criticality could be
achieved at the optimum mixture density of about 0.15 gm3. It is noted
however, that this point is just critical, i.e., the same as prior to the
disturbance with all coolant in the channels. Moreover, this is a
hypothetical scenario, since the optimum density of 0.15 g/cm3 cannot be
practically reached, as it is higher by an order of magnitude than the
maximum possible mixture densityp Pmmaxp also shown in Figure 442.

I

4.4.6.6 Hypothetical Spraying of Calandria Space without Flooding

The last scenario to be studied involves rupture of both the pressure tube
and calandria tube and spraying of the calandria space. It is assumed that
the coolant leak from the rupture is slow enough not to initiate calandria
flooding. It is further assumed that the water released from the crack will
be homogeneously distributed over the entire calandria space. Figure 443
shows the reactivity behavior for such a scenario. For comparison,
reactivity behavior in the cold water ingress (in the coolant) event is also
plotted. Cold water ingress is an incident when the reactor coolant
temperature drops (for example if heat removal to the secondary system is
increased). This leads to increased coolant density accompanied by an
increase in reactivity. Note that to be able to plot coolant density change on

the same density axis, the coolant density change was smeared into the out-
of-channel space. Reactivity behavior is similar to that shown in Figure
4-41, with a slight reactivity drop at first and a reactivity increase for higher
mixture densities because of the prevailing effect of control rod shading.
Because there is no neutron trap in the form of flooding water on the bottom
of the calandria, as was the previous case, the reactivity is increased above
the prior critical value. However, the increase is very modest (8mk) which
can be compensated by the fine control group, and is less than for the cold
water ingress event. More importantly, the steam/water mixture densities
which would cause a reactivity increase above the prior critical value
cannot be reached in practice due to the spray density thermohydraulic
limit, Pmmax-
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4.4.6.7 Summary of Reactivity Behavior During Calandria Flooding

A study of the reactivity behavior of the reference PTLWR design in
various calandria flooding scenarios has been performed. Reactivity is
influenced, primarily, by the water level in the calandria, the density of the
steam/water mixture in the unflooded calandria space and by the presence
of control rods. The results reveal that

• for the most likely scenarios, with saturated vapor in the unflooded
calandria space, the reactivity monotonically decreases with rising
water level;

• for scenarios with entrainment of water droplets into the unflooded
calandria space, reactivity first drops and later increases, but it does
not exceed the prior critical value, even for the optimum mixture
density;

I )
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• for scenarios of coolant spraying from a ruptured pressure and
calandria tube without bottom flooding, reactivity can slightly exceed
the prior critical value; but

• steam/water mixture densities yielding the maximum reactivity
peak cannot be achieved either by spraying or by entrainment
because they exceed thermohydraulic limits on spray density by an
order of magnitude.

Overall, it can be stated that the reference PTLWR design does not
exhibit reactivity excursions in scenarios involving the ingress of
steam/water mixtures into the voided calandria space. This conclusion,
however, cannot be generalized for other dry calandria designs with
alternative fuel arrangements. In particular, the high-loading, two-ring
design with a high conversion ratio will be less resistant to reactivity
excursions in these scenarios.

4.4.7 Burnup Study

4.4.7.1 Introduction

This section will address change of fuel composition with burnup.
There are three important characteristics which need to be evaluated. The
first characteristic is the initial enrichment needed to achieve specified
discharge burnup. The PTLWR reference design uses 235U-enriched coated
particle fuel. Coated particle fuel has good fission product retention
capabilities and structural integrity even at high burnups A very high
burnup capability of more than 700,000 MWd/tonne has been demonstrated
for MHTGR particle fuel [Alberstein et. al., 1993]. HTGR experience has
been gained for more modest burnups of about 80,000 MWd/tonne. The goal
set for the PTLWR is to achieve these burnups, i.e., in the vicinity of
80,OOOMWd/tonne. In addition, discharge burnup should be assessed as a
function of initial enrichment, since both the initial enrichment and the
discharge burnup affect fuel cycle cost. This dependence will be later used

in the fuel cycle cost evaluation.
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The second characteristic of interest is the fuel composition for the
equilibrium core. The fresh core, for which most of the calculations have
been performed so far, is representative only for a short period of time, after
first fuel loading. Most of its lifetime, the PTLWR will operate with an
equilibrium core. The changed fuel composition shifts the neutron energy
spectrum, as compared to the fresh core, and will affect many reactor
physics parameters.

Finally, the power density profile for the equilibrium core depends
strongly on the on-line refueling scheme, since the fuel elements present in
the core have spent different times in the core, and hence have different fuel
composition. To evaluate the power density profile for any particular on-line
refueling scheme, the local fuel composition needs to be known as a
function of burnup.

To address these issues, the changes in concentration of fissile and
fertile nuclides and fission products during neutron irradiation must be
calculated. A wide variety of computer codes are available for calculating
nuclide composition during irradiation. However, these neutronics-
depletion codes rely almost exclusively on diffusion theory. It has been
shown in Section 42 that diffusion theory breaks down for the PTLWR
reactor concept, hence other means to estimate fuel depletion needs to be
sought. The method selected for this purpose combines the MCNP code and
the ORIGEN2 code [Croff, 1981,19831, and will be described next.

4.4-7.2 MCNP + ORIGEN2 Model

While the MCNP code does not include the capabilities to calculate
burnup, MCNP full core calculations at various stages of burnup can be
done as long as the concentration of major actinides and fission products at
various burn-ups is available. To obtain fuel composition as a function of
burnup, the ORIGEN2 code has been selected. MCNP is used to calculate
the core multiplication factor, while ORIGEN2 provides input for MCNP
regarding fuel composition as a function of burnup. The benchmark of this
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procedure with PWR results from the LEOPARD code [Barry, 19631,
enclosed in Appendix A.2, shows very good agreement.

The major problem in applying this approach to the PTLWR is that
ORIGEN2 uses a one group effective cross section library for about 1700

nuclides, which is not available for the new PTLWR concept. Effective cross
sections of all nuclides, in particular the actinides, depend strongly on
neutron spectrum and nuclide concentration. Obtaining such a library is a
complex process using other sophisticated codes, which is beyond the scope
of this study.. Instead, the following simplified approach was used:

• The ORIGEN2 code is run using a PWR one-group effective cross
section library for the U-Pu fuel cycle.

• The concentration of major actinides and lumped fission products
obtained from the ORIGEN2 run is used as input data for the MCNP
run.

• Reaction rate ratios (with respect to 235U absorptions) for major
actinides obtained by MCNP are compared to those obtained by
ORIGEN2. Then the one-group effective cross sections of these
actinides in the ORIGEN2 library are modified to match the reaction
rate ratios obtained by MCNP.

• The process is repeated, if needed, to obtain a match of reaction rate
ratios. Once a good match has been obtained, concentrations of
actinides and fission products calculated from ORIGEN2 for various
burnups are used as input data for MCNP. MCNP is then run to get
the reactivity as a function of burnup A computer program was
written to facilitate transfer of data between ORIGEN2 output and the
MCNP-input-data generating code.

There are two factors in considering which ORIGEN2 cross section
library to choose. The first is the energy spectrum, the second is the
reaction rate ratios, in particular for the actinides

*captures in 238U/absorptions in 235U,

efissions in 238U/absorptions in 235U,

efissions in 239Pu/absorptions in 235U,
*captures in 24OPu/absorptions in 235U, and
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*fissions in 241Pu/absorptions in 235U.

The energy spectrum for the dry calandria concept is more similar to
that in a CANDU reactor, while reaction rate ratios for the actinides are
close to those of a PWR. Preserving reaction rate ratios is more important
for two reasons:

• For high burnups, contributions from fissions of fissile actinides are
considerable (about 30 %), hence the concentrations of these actinides
with changing burnup should be computed as accurately as possible.

• Most codes, MCNP included, employ few-member lumped fission
products. Their effective cross sections vary with the neutron
spectrum of the reactor being analyzed. Hence, using fission
products (from the "Livermore fuzzy average fission product library"
used by MCNP) for the PTLWR involves a certain degree of
approximation. This is not an appreciable shortcoming; not nearly
comparable to the effect of the spectrum on actinide cross sections -
which are adjusted.

Therefore, the PWR one-group effective cross section library was selected
for use with ORIGEN2. Fission products are lumped together except for
135Xe and 149SM, which are treated separately. Cross section data from the
Livermore fuzzy average fission products library, ENDL-85, with MCNP
designation 50120-35, was used for the treatment of lumped fission product
in the MCNP code.

Note that the procedure described above is laborious, and yields only
approximate solutions, sufficient for this scoping study, but not for detailed
design calculations. Very recently, the MOCUP code [Babcock et. al., 19931

has been developed at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL),
which couples the MCNP and ORIGEN2 codes. MOCUP provides an
automatic bridge between MCNP and ORIGEN2 without modifying any of
these codes. The code allows one to analyze a given complex-geometry
system as a function of irradiation with the accuracy of a transport
neutronic solution. The MOCUP code automatically creates correct one-
group effective cross sections for ORIGEN2 using MCNP tallies. This
MCNP-ORIGEN2 tandem could provide effective and more exact burnup
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solutions for the PTLWR concept, however; the code was not available at the
time of the PTLWR analyses.

4.4.7.3 Burnup Results

The burnup curves for PTLWR fuel with initial enrichments of 4 6%
and 7 are shown in Figure 444. To save computer time, the MCNP code
was run using the one-channel model #1 for all-reflecting boundaries to
obtain the infinite multiplication factor, k, Then the reactivity penalty due

to axial and radial leakage was subtracted. This penalty can be easily found
by comparing keff for the full-core MCNP model 3 and k. for the infinite

lattice, both calculated for the fresh core, i.e.,

Akleak = k - keff = 1135-1.047 = 0.088, or in terms of reactivity

APleak = 0074.

This leakage penalty is assumed constant with burnup.

It can be observed that the multiplication factor varies almost linearly
with burnup. This differs from CANDU where the 239Pu buildup
contributes significantly to a reactivity increase at the beginning of the
cycle. The linear trend is similar to LWRs, since the initial enrichment is
high and the PTLWR conversion ratio is close to that of LWRs. For the
continual on-line refueling, which is equivalent to an infinite number of
batches, the discharge burnup, Bd, is twice as large as the core equilibrium
burnup, Beq. The discharge burnup can be found directly from the curves

in Figure 444 as two times the value of the equilibrium burnup (burnup
when core reactivity = 0). The discharge burnup is summarized, together
with uranium utilization as a function of initial enrichment, in Table 412,
and compared to typical PWR and CANDU values. Uranium utilization in
Table 412 was calculated from the definition

U=Bd XF - , , MWd/tonne
XP - XW (4-39)
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Reactor/ Discharge burnup, Bd, Uranium utilization, U
Initial enrichment (MWD/tonne) (MWD/tonneUNAT)

PTLWR-4% 25,000 3,460

PTLWR-6% 56)000 4,930

PTLWR-7% 77,000 5,700

Current PWR-3.6%a 35,100 5,280

Advanced PWR-4.4%a 50,000 6,080

CANDU-600-Nat.b 7,500 7,500

CE-CANDU-1.2%b 19,750 10,090
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Figure 444 Effective multiplication factor as a function of burnup for
various initial enrichments

Table 412 Discharge burnup and fuel utilization for various initial
enrichments

a from [Driscoll et. al., 19901, bfrom [Shapiro and Jesick, 19791.
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where P, F, and xw are the weight percent of 235U in the enrichment

plant product, feed 0.711 wt%), and tails (0.2wt%), respectively. Equation
(4-38) neglects the small composite loss fraction in the fabrication and
chemical conversion steps.

Using the discharge burnups achievable for given enrichments from
Table 412, the discharge burnup can be approximated by the linear
equation

Bd = 25 17.33 (e% - 4, MWd/kg (4-40)

where e is enrichment in %. Since the PTLWR fuel elements are compatible
with CANDU fuel bundles, spent PTLWR fuel could be used directly in
CANDU reactors as a partial reload. Note that the discharged PTLWR
bundles with burnup of 80,000 MWD/tonne, which contain only 0.85% 235U
(compared to 092% for MR spent fuel), 053% 239pu 017% 241pu, and a
significant amount of fission products, would not make a CANDU core
critical if the entire CANDU core is loaded with these fuel elements (k.
0.95).

4.4.7.4 Summary of Burnup Study

It can be seen from Table 412 that the PTLV*rR can achieve high
discharge burnups realizable with particle fuel, but at the expense of
higher enrichment than for a PVVR. This is a consequence of the less
efficient neutron economy in a high-leakage, low-loading PTLWR core.
Uranium utilization falls in between current and advanced PWRs. The
burnup rate in the proposed PTLVVR concept is faster than for current
CANDUs, because of low heavy metal loading. However, fuel residence
time is longer than for current CANDUs (the refueling rate is about one
half that of a CANDU unit) due to the high achievable discharge burnups.



4.4.8 On-line Refueling Schemes

4.4.8.1 Introduction

A pressure tube LWR with void space between the pressure tubes
exhibits a very uniform thermal flux profile over the entire calandria space
and tight core coupling. Hence it would be an ideal candidate for 1-batch
refueling. One-batch refueling is not, however, an economically viable
option because one cannot afford to forgo the advantages of multi-batch
refueling, especially in view of the higher parasitic losses and higher
leakage which require higher enrichment. One-batch refueling would
therefore lead to much higher fuel cycle cost compared to a typical LWR.
Consequently, on-line refueling which compensates for these losses, and
which is easily implemented in pressure tube reactors, was adopted.
Excellent experience with on-line refueling acquired in CANDU reactors
further supports this option.

However, on-line refueling in the dry calandria design poses the
difficulty of avoiding large power ripples. These local power ripples,
introduced by the fresh fuel elements, are more severe than in CANDU
reactors for two reasons:

*relatively high initial enrichment, and
ouniformity of the thermal flux profile.

The need for relatively high enrichment to attain high burnups has been
discussed in the previous section. The uniformity of the thermal flux profile
is primarily a result of the large migration length. The entire core is
transparent to thermal neutrons. As a result the fresh fuel element, with a
high amount of fissile material, inserted into the reactor by the refueling
machine, sees thermal neutrons from the entire core. Because the number
of fissions is proportional to thermal flux and the number of fissile nuclides
in the fuel element, the power generation in the fresh fuel bundle is high.

To minimize power ripples in CANDU reactors, fresh fuel bundles can
be placed in the regions of low thermal flux or next to low power bundles.
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Placing fresh bundles in a low-thermal-flux regions in the present instance
is possible only to some extent, since the flux is almost uniform. Placing

fresh bundles next to bundles with high burnup helps to decrease power
ripple, but it is less effective than in CANDUs because of the core's
transparency to thermal neutrons.

To reduce peaking due to non-uniform distribution of fissile material*,
bidirectional refueling (used also in CANDU reactors) was chosent. Two
neighboring channels are fueled from the opposite ends, such that the fresh
fuel bundle at the end of one channel faces the bundles with the highest
burnup in the four neighboring channels as shown in Figure 410. Fuel
bundles are axially arranged such that the bundles with high fissile
content are close to the channel inlet and high-burnup bundles are placed
at the channel exit. This arrangement has an important advantage from
the point of view of Critical Heat Flux Ratio (CHFR), since the lowest power
density bundle transfers the heat into regions with the highest coolant
temperature (the coolant flow is also bidirectional in CANDUs). Note that
in the PTLWR, the power density profile can be shaped by the on-line
refueling scheme as desired.

The objective of this section is to evaluate the power density profile in the

fuel channels using a bidirectional refueling scheme. The two-channel
MCNP model 4, which allows for arbitrary fuel composition in every
individual fuel bundle, will be used for this purpose. Various

*Note that the power peaking concept in the PTLWR differs from typical WRs and

PHWRs, where power peaking arises from peaking in the thermal flux, while in the

PTLWR peaking arises primarily from the non-uniform distribution of the fissile

material.

f Another possible refueling scheme would be to refuel an entire channel. This would

eliminate axial peaking, but introduce channel-to-channel peaking. Channel-to-channel

peaking may be reduced by refueling channels in low-thermal flux regions always with

fresh fuel for partial burnup and moving partially burned fuel from these regions to

higher-flux regions; one could also orifice the channels to match flow to power.
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One-axial cell model (MCNP model #1)

Multiple-axial cell model (MCNP model 4) 

1.064±0.003

1.065+-0.002

arrangements of fuel bundles and various alternative means to minimize
power peaking will also be explored.

4.4.8.2 Fresh Core with Uniform Enrichment and Model Consistency

To check if the two-fuel channel MCNP model 4 is consistent with
one-channel. MCNP model #1 and to demonstrate the difference in power
density profile for uniform fuel composition and axially variable fuel
composition, -the two-channel model will be first run for fresh fuel with 2%
enrichment. The 2%-enriched fuel, as well as the same average coolant
density, is used in all fuel bundles. The comparison of multiplication
factors obtained for the infinite lattice using model #1 and model 4, given
in Table 413, shows that both models are consistent.

Table 413 Consistency check of MCNP model 4 with MCNP model 1

The power density profile for the fresh core with the same fuel
enrichment in every fuel bundle is shown in Figure 445. Figure 445 was
calculated for the infinite lattice without the end reflectors, hence there is
no peaking from a thermal flux peak near the reflector. Every calculated
point on the curves represents the average power density in an outer fuel
ring in a given fuel bundle*. It is evident from Figure 445 that thermal flux
in the PTLWR infinite lattice is basically constant. Hence, it can be

*See Figure 411 for the geometry showing the fuel channels with fuel rings. "Left" denotes

the fuel channel in the lower left corner, "Right" denotes the fuel channel in the upper right

corner.
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expected that for fuel bundles with variable fuel composition, the power
density will be roughly proportional to the content of fissile material.
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Figure 445 Axial power density distribution in fuel compacts for uniform
enrichment

4.4.8.3 Estimate of Burnup Penalty using Burnable Poison

One of the options to decrease power ripple from high fissile content in
the fresh fuel bundles is the use of burnable poison. The penalty on burnup
from burnable poison can be estimated using a linear reactivity model.
Neglecting the effect of burnable poison on conversion ratio, and hence on
the slope of the burnup curve, and using the burnable poison scenario and
nomenclature shown on Figure 446, the burnup penalty can be calculated
as follows:

Requiring the average reactivity, p, to be zero, one can write

I O B - I APBp B3 = I (PO - ABd) B2
2 2 2 (4-41)
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Figure 446 Linear model of burnup, with burnable poison

where A is the slope of the burnup curve and APBP is reactivity reduction

due to the presence of burnable poison. Using symmetry and the relations
from similar triangles 123 and 174, and 465 and 698, yields

B - APBP B2 _- (po - ABd)

Bi po B, Po (4-42,43)

Substituting ratios from Eqs. 4-42) and 4-43) into Eq. 4-41) and solving for
the ischarge burnup, Bd, results in

2

B Po 1 + 1d=
A Po (4-44)

Equation 4-43) gives the effect of reactivity tied up in burnable poison (APBP)
on the discharge burnup. In the limit where APBP = , discharge burnup Bd
= 2 pO/A as it should. The fractional reduction in burnup compared to the

poison-free case is then
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2

f I 3P
2 (4-45)

Equation 4-45) is tabulated in Table 414.

Table 414 Fractional reduction due to burnable poison in burnup for on-line
refueling

161PBPIP0 f, from Eq. 4-45)
0 1

0.3 0.98
0.5 0.93
0.7 0.86
0.8 0.80
0.9 0.72a
1.0 0.50b

a Roughly equivalent to 3 batch PVVR scheme
b One batch core, i.e., burnup just replaces burnable poison

Table 414 suggests that a substantial reduction in the peak reactivity
can be achieved at a relatively low penalty on discharge burnup. For
example, the reactivity of the hot bundle can be decreased by 50% while the
discharge burnup is decreased only by 7.

To model burnable poison by the MCNP+ORIGEN2 combination, the
following procedure was used:

1. Put 10B into the fresh fuel and run the MCNP model #1 for poisoned
fuel and for the fresh fuel to obtain the reactivity for fuel with boron,
PBP, and for the fuel without boron, po, respectively. Adjust the
amount of boron in the fresh fuel such that APBP/PO=0.5. Obtain the

ratio of absorption rate in boron to absorption rate in 235U,
(Ia(D)b/(Ia(D)25.

2. Put the amount of boron which gives 50% reactivity reduction into the
ORIGEN2 code, burn up the fuel, and obtain the ratio of absorption
rate in boron to absorption rate in 235U, Ya(D)b/(Ya(D)25. Adjust the
effective one-group absorption cross section of boron such that the
absorption rate ratio obtained by ORIGEN2 matches the ratio
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obtained from MCNP. In a similar manner adjust effective one-
group effective absorption cross sections of the actinides.

3. Run the MCNP code using fuel composition obtained from ORIGEN2
to obtain the burnup curve and maximum achievable discharge
burnup which still guarantees criticality.

4. Run MCNP with the bidirectional refueling scheme to obtain the
power density profile

4.4.8.4 Refueling Schemes Considered

The following cases will study the effects of various options on the power
density profile. Cases studied included use of burnable poison, reshuffling
of fuel bundles, or changing the thermal flux profile. All the results,
presented next, were obtained using the two-channel MCNP model 4 with
graphite end reflector on both sides of the channel. Bundle-average coolant
density in individual fuel bundles has been calculated using the steady-
state thermohydraulic code described in Chapter 6.

Case # - Pure Bi-directional Refueling without Burnable Poison

Case #1 employs pure bidirectional refueling with no burnable poison. The
arrangement of fuel bundles (designated arrangement #1) is shown in
Figure 447. The fresh fuel bundle is always inserted at the channel inlet,
in the direction of coolant flow, and the bundle with the highest burnup is at
the channel outlet.

The axial power density profile in the outer fuel ring of the two
neighboring channels is shown in Figure 448; power peaking factors and
the multiplication factor are summarized in Table 415. The axial peaking
in the power density profile is significantly higher for the equilibrium core
using pure bidirectional refueling than that shown for the fresh core with
uniform fuel composition, i.e., compare 152 to 113 (see Section 44.4.3 for
peaking in the fresh core).
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Case 2 - Pure on-line Refueling with Burnable Poison

Case 2 uses burnable poison in the fresh fuel bundles and the same fuel
bundle arrangement (arrangement #1) as for Case #1. Figure 449 and
Figure 450 show the power density profile and thermal flux profile as a
function of axial position, respectively. Peaking factors and multiplication
factor are summarized in Table 416.
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The effect; of burnable poison can be seen by comparing Table 415 and
Table 416. The decrease in peaking factor in the outer fuel ring (peaking
factor in the outer fuel ring is always larger than in the inner fuel ring)
achieved by introducing burnable poison is from 152 to about 139. Note that
the peaking values for the lower left channel and the upper right channel
must be the same due to symmetry. If they are not the same due to
statistical errors, the average value between the upper right and the lower
left channel is taken. Although this decrease in peaking is a good
improvement, it is not very large, especially when one considers that the
fresh bundle, with burnable poison has only 50% of the excess reactivity
compared to the fresh bundle without burnable poison.

Table 415 A Summary of peaking factors and multiplication factor for
case 1

Multiplication factors

Effective multiplication factorb

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/1)-lower left channel, inner fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/1)-lower left channel, outer fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/1)-upper right channel, inner fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/1)-upper right channel, outer fuel ring

1.078

0.998

1.49/268.8

1.52/272.1

1.48/265.9

1.52/271.1

a Modeled as an infinite lattice in radial direction, axial reflectors are
included
bThe difference between the multiplication factor of the axially-reflected
infinite lattice and the effective multiplication factor for the whole core with
radial reflector assumed the same as for uniform fuel distribution
(Ak=0.08).

Case 3 - Bi-directional Refueling without Burnable Poison usin-a Bundle
Reshuffling.

The disadvantage of burnable poison is the decrease in core reactivity
(about 3), and hence, decreased discharge burnup. Because neutron
losses are higher in the proposed PTLWR than in a typical LWR even
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Table 416 A Summary of peaking factors and multiplication factor for
case 2

Multiplication factors

Effective multiplication factorb

Peaking factor/q ... av,,(kW/I)-lower left channel, inner fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/l)-lower left channel, outer fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/l)-upper right channel, inner fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/I)-upper right channel, outer fuel ring

Maximum peaking factor on thermal fIux/(Dave(n/cm2_s)

1.045

0.965

1.32/268.4

1.39/272.2

1.33/267.4

1.39/271.8

1.1/1.9E14
a Modeled as an infinite lattice in radial direction, axial reflectors are
included
b The difference between the multiplication factor of the axially-reflected
infinite lattice and the effective multiplication factor for the whole core with
radial reflector assumed the same as for uniform fuel distribution
(Ak=0.08).

without the burnable poison, this practice is undesirable. Moreover, the
advantages of on-line refueling - the possibility of eliminating most
reactivity control absorbers and minimization of the excess reactivity -
suffer if burnable poison is utilized. Therefore, other ways to decrease
power peaking are worthy of consideration. The first option appears to be
bundle rearrangement. This can be easily done with current refueling
schemes; in fact in CANDUs all bundles can be pulled out of the channel
into the magazines of the refueling machines, mixed with the new fuel,
rearranged and inserted back into the fuel channel in any desired scheme.
The first attempt is to surround the fresh bundle by high burnup bundles in
a sequence better than in arrangement #1. Another important
consideration is the higher thermal flux in the vicinity of the end reflectors;
hence it is desirable to place fresh fuel bundles further from the reflector.
Arrangement 2, shown on Figure 451, addresses these issues.
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Figure 452 shows the power density profile as a function of axial
position and Figure 453 shows the corresponding thermal flux profile.
Table 417 gives the effective multiplication factor and peaking factors.
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Comparing Table 415 and Table 417, it can be seen that the
improvement in power flattening by bundle rearrangement is significant.
The maximum peaking factor in the outer fuel ring is 134, which is even
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less than for the fuel with burnable poison in bundle arrangement #1-
Moreover, reactivity is not decreased, but is even slightly higher due to
lower leakage (instead of having fresh bundles facing the reflector, bundles
with some burnup are placed close to the reflector, which results in less
fissions in the region immediate to the reflector, and less high energy
neutrons streaming to the reflector). Hence, the bidirectional refueling
scheme in arrangement 2 gives improved peaking at no reactivity
expense.
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Case 4 - Bi-directional refueling with Burnable Poison and Bundle
reshuffling.

If burnable poison is used in combination with bundle arrangement 2,
a further decrease in power peaking can be achieved. This is shown in
Figure 454 and in Table 418. The decrease in power peaking in the outer
fuel ring is by 74% (compared to arrangement 2 without burnable poison)
to about 124, at a reactivity expense of 32%. However, from the fuel cycle
cost point of view, it is preferable to stay with the higher peaking factor of
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Table 417 A Summary of peaking factors and multiplication factor for
case 3

Multiplication factors

Effective multiplication factorb

1.083

1.003

Peaking factor/q ... ae(kW/l)-Iower left channel, inner fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ae(kW/l)-lower left channel, outer fuel ring

1.341268.3

1.32/272.3

Peaking factor/q ... aw(kW/I)-upper right channel, inner fuel ring 1.33/271.4

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/O-upper right channel, outer fuel ring 1.32/273.7

Maximum peaking factor on thermal f[ux/(Dave(n/cM2_s) 1.1/1.9E14
a Modeled as an infinite lattice in radial direction, axial reflectors are
included
bThe difference between the multiplication factor of the axially-reflected
infinite lattice and the effective multiplication factor for the whole core with
radial reflector assumed the same as for uniform fuel distribution
(Ak=0.08).
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Table 418 A Summary of peaking factors and multiplication factor for
case 4

Multiplication factors

Effective multiplication factorb

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/1)-lower left channel, inner fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/1)-lower left channel, outer fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/1)-upper right channel, inner fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/1)-upper right channel, outer fuel ring

Maximum peaking factor on thermal f1uX/(Dave(n/cm2_s) -

1.0473

0.9673

1.26/268.2

1.26/272.3

1.20/268.3

1.22/273.1

1.111.9E14
a Modeled as an infinite lattice in radial direction, axial reflectors are
included
b The difference between the multiplication factor of the axially-reflected
infinite lattice and the effective multiplication factor for the whole core with
radial reflector assumed the same as for uniform fuel distribution
(Ak=0.08).

1.34 (which is quite flat already) without using burnable poison to flatten
the power profile further. The channel inlet peaking is also an advantage
with respect to steady state thermal-hydraulic behavior as will be discussed
in Chapter 6.

Case # - Bi-directional refueling with Bundle Reshuffling and Bervllium
Screen.

Another means to flatten the power density profile without sacrificing
reactivity is to use additional moderator for local thermal flux shaping,
placed in the voided space between the fuel channels in such a way that, in
combination with appropriate bundle arrangement, flatter power can be
achieved. Beryllium would be an effective moderator due to its low
absorption cross section, and the possibility of an increased neutron
population due to its (nxn) reaction. It would, however, have to be designed
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to be removable, because of the irradiation damage in the high fast flux
environment.

To explore potential benefits of such a design, a beryllium slug was
introduced into the voided space between the fuel channels, as shown in
Figure 455. Placing a beryllium slug at the channel midplane increases
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the thermal flux in this region. The fuel bundles were reshuffled
(arrangement 3) so that the highest-power bundles are located in the
lower-flux region, and such that they face fuel bundles with the largest
burnup in the neighboring channels.

The results for this configuration are shown in Figure 456, Figure 457 and
in Table 419. It can be observed that this arrangement gives the lowest
peaking in the outer fuel ring of all cases considered. Moreover, the
reactivity is significantly increased. Hence, this is much better option than
arrangement 2 with burnable poison, although there may be some
complications involved with the calandria mechanical design.

To see the effect of the beryllium slug on power flattening and reactivity
more clearly, bundle arrangement 3 is recalculated without the beryllium
slug. The results are presented in Figure 458 and Figure 459 and in Table
4-20. Comparing Figure 456 with Figure 458 and Figure 457 with Figure
4-59, it can be seen that the beryllium slug in the middle increases the
thermal flux at this position, which results in an increased power of the
bundles facing the beryllium slug. The power of the bundles with high
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fissile content is lower in the case with the beryllium slug because the
thermal flux at the ends where these bundles are located is decreased.

Table 419 A Summary of peaking factors and multiplication factor for case
#5 with beryllium slug

Multiplication factors

Effective multiplication factorb

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/1)-lower left channel, inner fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/1)-lower left channel, outer fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/1)-upper right channel, inner fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/1)-upper right channel, outer fuel ring

Maximum peaking factor on thermal flux/(Dave(n/cm2-s)

1.121

1.041

1.23/261.7

1.22/275.0

1.28/259.4

1.25/273.8

1.1/1.8E14
a Modeled as an infinite lattice in radial direction, axial reflectors are
included
bThe difference between the multiplication factor of the axially-reflected
infinite lattice and the effective multiplication factor for the whole core with
radial reflector assumed the same as for uniform fuel distribution
(Ak=0.08).

Since a beryllium slug adds additional moderation into the system, a
check should be made if the void reactivity coefficient remains negative. The
negative void coefficient for this configuration has been confirmed, as
shown in Figure 4-60.

Finally, it is noted that a tube filled with light water can also achieve
thermal flux shaping leading to a decrease in power peaking. Replacing
the beryllium slug with a tube of the same dimensions, filled with light
water as the slug, leads to power peaking of about 126 and almost zero void
coefficient. However, the multiplication factor is less than for the beryllium
slug configuration by about 31 mk. Water also requires installation of a
cooling system while beryllium could be cooled by radiative heat transfer to

the pressure tubes.
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Table 420 A Summary of peaking factors and multiplication factor for case
#5 without beryllium slug

Multiplication factors

Effective multiplication factorb

Peaking factor/q ... ae(kW/I)-lower left channel, inner fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ae(kW/l)-Iower left channel, outer fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ae(kW/1)-upper right channel, inner fuel ring

Peaking factor/q ... ave(kW/I)-upper right channel, outer fuel ring

Maximum peaking factor on thermal flux/(Dave(n/cm2-s)

1.0824

1.0024

1.32/266.2

1.34/273.1

1.36/270.1

1.37/273.0

1.0/1.9E14
a Modeled as an infinite lattice in radial direction, axial reflectors are
included
bThe difference between the multiplication factor of the axially-reflected
infinite lattice and the effective multiplication factor for the whole core with
radial reflector assumed the same as for uniform fuel distribution
(Ak=0.08).
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4.4.8.5 Reactivity Deficit During Fuel Channel Refueling

Refueling with bundle reshuffling requires emptying the entire fuel
channel before the fuel bundles can be reshuffled and returned into the fuel
channel in a desired order. This practice is also used in advanced CANDU
refueling strategies to flatten the power density profile [Dastur and Chan,
19931. Emptying the entire fuel channel results in a reactivity decrease.
This reactivity should be sufficiently small to be handled by the fine control
rod group. To calculate the magnitude of this reactivity deficit, full-core
MCNP model 3 was used. Since only one half of the core is modeled, it is
not possible to model only one empty channel. Hence, the two most reactive
fuel channels, in the core center, were depleted of all fuel elements and
were assumed full of light water coolant. The reactivity deficit for one empty
fuel channel was then taken as one half of that for the two empty fuel
channels. The results, shown in Table 421, confirm that the reactivity
deficit is small, i.e., only 2mk, which compares to the 1mk worth of the
fine control rod group.

Table 421 Reactivity deficit for the most reactive fuel channel during
refueling

Effective multiplication factor for the reference core

Effective multiplication factor with the two most reactive fuel
channels filled with coolant

Deficit in effective multiplication factor (two empty channels)

Deficit in effective multiplication factor (one empty channel)

Fine control rod group worth

1.000-+0.002

0.996+-0.002

4 mk ±2

2 mk ±1

10 mk

4.4.8.6 Summary of On-Line Refueling Schemes

It has been shown that the power peaking in the proposed pressure tube
LWR arises from variation in the bundle-to-bundle content of fissile
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material, rather than from thermal flux peaking, as is the case in
currently operating reactors. The bidirectional refueling scheme,
currently also used in CANDU reactors, has been adopted. Several options
to minimize power peaking have been studied. These included use of
burnable poison, reshuffling of fuel bundles and use of beryllium screens
for shaping the thermal flux profile. Use of burnable poison can decrease
power peaking but results in reduced discharged burnup. Since even better
reduction can be attained by bundle reshuffling, use of burnable poison is
not warranted. The alternative of placing beryllium structures in the
voided space�between the fuel channels combined with bundle reshuffling
was found to give the lowest power peaking and the highest reactivity.
However, it introduces additional complexity into the design. Therefore, the
bidirectional refueling scheme with bundle reshuffling was selected for the
reference PTLV;-R design. It gives a relatively low peaking of about 135, and
it provides the capability to match power density profile to the critical heat
flux curve. The latter is a key consideration, since the critical heat flux
margin is the limiting factor for fuel channel power.

Finally it is noted that power peaking can be further reduced using the
high-loading, two-ring fuel arrangement proposed in Chapter 5 A high
loading of heavy metal requires lower initial enrichment, and hence, less
fissile material in the fresh fuel bundle. Other refueling schemes may also
provide flatter power density profiles. One alternative would be to refuel
channels in the lower-flux regions with the fresh fuel to achieve partial
burnup, and then move partially burned fuel bundles to fuel channels
having higher thermal flux.

4.4.9 Disposal of Weapons-grade Plutonium

Recent political changes leading to the end of the cold war and
dismantling of nuclear weapons have brought the nuclear community to an
unanticipated dilemma of disposing of a large surplus of weapons-grade
plutonium. Currently, there are about 150 tonnes of Pu from dismantled
U.S. and Russian weapons, and consequently, new efforts towards the
disposition of this material have been initiated [von Hippel and Feiveson,
19931, [Bowman and Veneri, 19931, [Biswas et. al., 19931, [Alberstein, et. al.,
19931, [Brownson and Hanson, 19931. This section will discuss some aspects
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of plutonium burning in the PTLWR, although the discussion will be
mostly of a qualitative character.

4.4.9.1 Review of Options for Pu burning

There are many options for plutonium disposal which could be
classified according to the timing of the deployment into short term,
intermediate term and long term categories [Brownson and Hanson, 19931.
These includ'e:

a) short term options

*ALWR (Advanced Light Water Reactors) with MOX fuel,

b) intermediate term options

*ALMR (Advanced Liquid Metal Reactors) with U-Pu fuel or pure
Pu fuel,

*MHTGR,
*PTLWR,

c) long term options

9ABC (Accelerator-Based Conversion),
oMSR (Molten-Salt Reactor), and
oPBR (Particle Bed Reactor).

The ALWR can be deployed on the shortest time scale. The second
category will require probably more than 10 years to be deployed. All
intermediate term options offer extensive passive features. If built for the
purpose of Pu burning only, their operation could provide a data base for
testing of these passive features. The PTLWR reactor was included in this
category, although it requires more development than do the MHTGR and
ALMR. On a more general level, the PTLWR concept offers some
advantages compared to the ALMR (such as PRISM) and the MHTGR.
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• it provides containment, in addition to three other barriers to fission
product release (SiC coating of particle fuel, matrix SiC coating and
primary system boundary),

• it achieves a large power rating in one unit 1000-1400 MWe

• it uses light water - a technologically proven and most common
coolant.

4.4.9.2 Challenges Posed by 100% MOX Fuel in a LWR

Replacing 235U fissile isotopes by 239Pu affects several reactor physics

characteristics. These are primarily neutron spectrum hardening,
changes in moderator temperature coefficient and in power peaking, and
single assembly criticality.

Neutron Spectrum Hardenina.

Thermal fission and absorption cross sections of 239Pu are higher by
about 30% and 170%, respectively, compared to 235U. This difference in
thermal cross sections is the main reason for the hardened neutron
spectrum, i.e., in lower thermal flux and increased fast/thermal flux ratio.
This ratio is for a Pu-fueled LWR core about 23, or 45 times more than for a
235U fueled core [Biswas et. al., 19931. The shift of neutron spectrum to
higher energies has the following consequences:

• Substantial reduction of boron worth. To compensate for low boron
worth, a higher concentration of boron is necessary. Higher boron
levels at EOL result in lower discharge burnup and higher fuel cycle
cost.

• Reduction of control rod worth. To satisfy control and shutdown
margin requirements, more control rods need to be provided, which
may pose a problem due to space limitations.

Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC).

A hardened neutron spectrum increases resonance absorption in 238U
and 239Pu, and causes a decrease in the fission to capture ratio in 239pu.
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Also, a higher fast/thermal flux ratio increases leakage of neutrons out of
the core. All these factors shift the MTC to more negative values. The more
undermoderated Pu core (compared to the 235U-fueled core) requires
increased negative reactivity to satisfy shutdown margins, especially in
accidents leading to moderator temperature decrease, such as steam line
break.

On the other hand, high initial enrichments require a large amount of
soluble boron. to compensate for the reactivity excess at the beginning of
cycle. This,is even more pronounced in the Pu-fueled core, where the
concentration of soluble boron is higher because of low boron worth.
However, a higher concentration of soluble boron in the coolant tends to
shift the MTC to positive values. As a result, initial enrichment and, hence,
the achievable burnup is limited by the requirement of negative moderator
temperature coefficient at BOL. The highest burnup in the Westinghouse
PDR600 concept for disposition of weapons grade Pu is limited to a
discharge burnup of 40,OOOMWd/tonne, primarily by the criterion of
negative MTC at all operating conditions [Biswas et. al., 19931. Hence,
relatively low burnups are achievable with a typical LW`R concept.

Power Peaking.

To maximize the transformation rate of Pu, high fuel loadings and Pu
enrichments are desirable. Higher initial Pu enrichments, however, lead to
higher peaking factors. If MOX assemblies are used in combination with
235U assemblies, the higher thermal flux from 235U assemblies neighboring
MOX assemblies induces additional power peaking in the outer rods of the
MOX assemblies. Hence, the MOX fuel must be zoned (typically in three
zones with lowest Pu content in the outer assemblies) which adds
complexity to the fuel design.

Single Assembly Criticality Limit.

It is required that a single assembly remain subcritical during all
phases of the fuel fabrication process. A single assembly must satisfy
kef=0.95 in a credible worst case condition, i.e., fully immersed in
maximum-density light water, and fully reflected on all sides. MOX from
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weapons grade Pu, which is more reactive than 235U, can achieve this limit
for relatively low enrichments, thus limiting initial enrichment values.
Stainless steel can be employed instead of Zy as a cladding to help satisfy
this limit for higher enrichments.

4.4.9.3 Consideration of Plutonium Burning in the PTLV*TR

Neutron Spectrum Har

The PTLWR 235U-fueled core has an exceedingly well-thermalized
spectrum. The spectrum is the softest spectrum of all LWRs, and is
comparable to a heavy water moderated lattice (Fast/thermal flux ratio is 2
compared to 49 for a typical LWR). However, as for a typical LWR, the
spectrum hardens if 235U fuel is replaced by 239pu fuel. Spectra for the
235U-fueled and 239Pu-fueled PTLWR cores are compared in Figure 461.
Figure 461 shows that spectrum hardening is significant. Fast/thermal
flux ratio is increased to 16.4, which is about 78 times higher than for the
235U-fueled PTLWR core. This increase is higher than the increase in
fast/thermal flux ratio of 45 for a typical LWR. Nevertheless, a fast/thermal
flux ratio of 16.4 is still less than the typical LWR ratio of 23, hence the Pu-

fueled PTLWR core spectrum is softer than a typical MOX-fueled LWR core.
Compared to a 239Pu-fueled ALMR, ALWR, and MHTGR, the PTLWR with

239pu fuel has the softest spectrum. Because of its soft spectrum and low
conversion ratio it will burn 239pu very effectively.

As in LWRs a hardened spectrum will decrease control rod worth, but
this can be easily compensated by a larger number of control rods.
Increasing the number of control rods does not pose a problem, since there
is a lot of free space between the fuel channels (note that for a 235U-fueled

core, control rods placed only in the reflector were sufficient). Placing
additional control rods in the core between the fuel channels will lead to
local flux depression, which however, will be small due to the very large
migration area. Further, long term reactivity control is accomplished by
on-line refueling, hence the worth of control devices needed in the core to
compensate for the reactivity excess is substantially reduced. This enables
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use of higher Pu enrichments without employing additional burnable
absorbers and the achievement of high discharge burnups A significant
decrease of the absolute level of the thermal flux in the 239Pu-fueled core
will result in. less equilibrium 135Xe poisoning, and, more importantly,
reduced control rod worth requirements for xenon override. Contrary to
typical LV;Rs, no soluble poison is used, hence, problems with higher boron
concentrations for Pu-fueled LVVRs do not apply in the PTLVVR.
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Figure 461 Comparison of energy spectra for the 239Pu-fueled and 235U-
fueled PTLWR cores

Similarly as in LWRs, the Pu-fueled PTLWR exhibits a more negative
moderator temperature coefficient. Reactivity as a function of coolant
density is compared for 239Pu- and 235U-fueled PTLVVR cores in Figure 462.

The more undermoderated Pu core (compared to a 235U core) requires
increased negative reactivity to satisfy shutdown margins, especially in
accidents leading to moderator temperature decrease such as steam line
break - the same effect as for LWRs. However, as Figure 462 shows, the
magnitude of the moderator temperature coefficient is relatively small for
the PTLWR. Table 422 shows that during a steam line break, a typical
235U-fueled LR core experiences a reactivity increase due to the MTC of
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Typical PWR PTLWR PTLWR
, (235U-fueled) (235U-fueled) (239Pu-fueled)

Average core coolant 700C 750C 750C

temperature decrease

Coolant density change 0.114 g/cm3 0.158 gM3 0.158 gcm3

Reactivity change due to the +0.03 +0.005 +0.0178

MTC -
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Figure 462 Comparison of reactivity for the 235U and 239pu fueled PTLWR

Table 422 Comparison of reactivity change during steam line break

about =0.03 (note that Ap for a 239Pu-fueled VTR will be even more than

that) while a 39pu fueled PTLVVR core exhibits a reactivity increase of only
+0.0178, which amounts to about one half of the PWR value. The table
suggests that the undermoderation in the PTLWR 239Pu-fueled lattice is
significantly smaller than in a typical PVVT, even less than for a 235U-fueled
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PWR. Therefore, using 239pu instead of 235U as the PTLWR fuel should not

pose problems with shutdown margins. Finally, it is to be noted, that the
results in Table 422 were obtained for the fresh fuel and for the infinite
lattice. If the comparison is done for an equilibrium 235U core, and
equilibrium 239pu PTLWR cores, rather than for fresh cores the difference
between these two would be even less, since an equilibrium 235U core
contains a significant amount of 239pu.

Power Peaking.

Higher local peaking in a 39pu core with higher initial Pu
enrichments, due to the thermal flux distribution, is not a problem in the
PTLWR because thermal neutron flux is flat throughout the core. However,
power density peaks will appear in freshly loaded fuel elements because of
the higher content of fissile material. The higher initial Pu enrichment
needed to maximize the transformation rate of Pu and burnup will result in
larger power ripples in the fresh fuel inserted into the channel during on-
line refueling. Bi-directional or other suitable refueling strategies decrease
these power ipples significantly. Nevertheless, the initial enrichment, and
hence the discharge burnup, will be limited by these power ripples.
Burnable poison may help to decrease these ripples, while allowing for
higher enrichment.

Single Assembly Criticality Limit.

A single assembly must satisfy kef < 095 in the credible worst case
condition, i.e., fully immersed in maximum-density light water, fully
reflected on all sides. PTLWR fuel elements have much less fuel than a
typical LWR, and if immersed in water, they are deeply subcritical.
Calculations performed for 235U fuel fully submerged in a square tank
(with sides of 28.57cm) and fully reflected yielded kef--0.6 even for 90%
enrichment 

High-burnup Particle Fuel

Particle fuel used in the PTLWR concept can achieve very high burnup.
Burnups of more than 700,000 MWd/tonne have been demonstrated for both
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235U and Pu particles [Alberstein et. al., 19931; large scale practical
experience has been accumulated for burnups of 80,000 MWd/tonne. Hence,
provided that the core physics characteristics allow one to attain such high
burnups a large absolute destruction level of the charged 239pu can be
achieved in a single pass through the core. The less efficient neutron
economy, however, results in a relatively high fissile content at discharge.
Since on-line refueling is used, fissile content at discharge can be decreased
by increasing initial enrichment (note that the content of the charged 239pu
increases linearly with burnup while the production rate of 239pu from 238U
is small due to the small conversion ratio, and saturates at high burnups).
Increasing the initial enrichment from 4 to 7 reduced the fissile content
at discharge by about 20%. Therefore it is desirable to maximize initial
enrichment, and hence the discharge burnup, to reduce the plutonium
content at discharge. An ancillary benefit of high burnups is that
plutonium at discharge gets more degraded. Unfortunately, initial
enrichment is limited by power ripples when inserting fresh fuel bundles.
Improved on-line refueling schemes to minimize these power ripples would
need to be sought for. Another alternative of reducing the power ripples
would be to use stable fluorite-like compounds from oxides of plutonium,
thorium, and aluminum mixed with zirconium/gadolinium oxide burnable
poison, developed recently by the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute's
Nuclear Fuel Chemistry Laboratory as a high burnup fuel [Nuclear News,
19931.

Small Conversion Ratio.

It is desirable that the Pu burner exhibit a small conversion ratio to
minimize the amount of Pu in the discharged fuel. A 235U-fueled PTLWR
exhibits about 10% lower conversion ratio than the typical 235U-fueled LV;R.
This conversion ratio is significantly decreased if 235U is replaced by 239pu,

due to the higher fission and absorption cross section of 239pu. MCNP
calculations using a one-channel model for the infinite lattice of the
reference PTLWR design showed that the ratio of the neutron capture rate

28,D)AyND),
in 238U to the neutron absorption rate in 239pu, YC _a which is a
good measure of conversion ratio, is about 40% less than the ratio
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28(D)Xy21(D) 235U-fueled core. Comparing the former ratio with that(Y C _a for the

of a Pu-fueled PWR, The PTLWR value is about 15% less, and hence it is
expected that the conversion ratio of the Pu-fueled PTLVV-R will be less than
for the Pu-fueled LWR.

Possibility of Separate Pure Pu and Uranium Dioxide Particles.

MOX fuel. using separated plutonium is more expensive than for low-
enriched uranium fuel ($1300-$1600/kgHM compared to $1000/kgHM).
Therefore there is no strong economic incentive to use MOX. Particles with
Pu fuel may be manufactured solely from 239Pu, and mixed with particles
separately manufactured solely from natural uranium or uranium
tailings, thus avoiding the manufacture of mixed oxides. This may reduce
cost (assuming that the cost of producing MOX is larger than the cost of
producing U(2 and PuO2 separately). However, separation of fissile 239pu

from 238U leads to an undesirable increase of the time constant for the
Doppler effect. This problem may be alleviated by mixing 239pu with erbium

or other resonance absorbers.

4.4.10 Summary

The proposed new type of pressure tube reactor with light water coolant
and a significant volume fraction of void in the calandria exhibits certain
unique reactor physics characteristics. It has been shown that the key
factor distinguishing this reactor from the other reactor types is an
extremely large neutron migration area which significantly increases the
neutronic core coupling, the stability against xenon spatial oscillations, and
the flatness of the thermal flux profile.

The feasibility of the proposed reference PTLVV-R design from the reactor
physics perspective has been confirmed. The reference design satisfies the
objective of achieving an inherent shutdown in accidents leading to a large
core temperature increase by virtue of its strong negative Doppler
coefficient and the negative coolant void coefficient. The advantages of the
reference PTLWR design include the tight neutronic core coupling,
inherent stability against xenon spatial oscillations, no possibility of local
criticality, very long prompt neutron lifetime, inherently flat thermal flux
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profile, and high attainable discharge burnups. The main disadvantages
are high absolute levels of both the fast and thermal fluxes, which result in
high fast fluence on the pressure tubes, and difficulties with xenon
override. The reactor's less efficient neutron economy requires relatively
high initial enrichment, which increases power ripples in the fresh fuel
bundles inserted into the core during on-line refueling. It has been
confirmed that a suitable on-line refueling scheme can reduce these power
ripples to relatively low levels.

A unique feature of the dry calandria design is the flooding of the
calandria space with light water following the loss of coolant or loss of heat
sink accidents. Extensive study of reactivity behavior during these
processes, as well as in case of inadvertent flooding, showed that the
reactivity introduced into the system will always lead to reactor shutdown,
and the PTLVV-R design will not exhibit reactivity excursions.

Using the proposed PTLWR design for weapons-grade plutonium
burning has also been considered. The brief assessment of physics aspects
of a Pu-fueled PTLWR suggests that this reactor concept may be a good
candidate for burning weapons-grade plutonium.

The reference PTLWR design with coated particle fuel is by no means

the only alternative for a dry calandria design. In future work, it is
desirable to decrease fast fluence on the pressure tubes, and to decrease
neutron parasitic losses, and power ripples when inserting fresh fuel
bundles. All these parameters can be significantly improved by increasing
heavy metal loading in the fuel channel. Other fuel alternatives to
accomplish this purpose are explored in the next chapter. The fuel
arrangement with two rings of fuel pins with silicon carbide cladding will
be identified as an attractive design in this respect.
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FUEL MATRIX CONCEPTS

5.1 MRODUCTION

The achievement of the key objective, i.e., surviving the loss of coolant
accident without replenishment of primary coolant by a large power
reactor, requires significant changes in the core geometry and in the fuel
compared to a typical LWR core. The rationale behind this goal, presented
in Chapter 2 identified the main core characteristics which lead to a large
passive pressure tube LWR. The ma or chan es introduced in Chapter 2
include modularity of the fuel, replacement of traditional LWR pins by a
matrix fuel with high thermal conductivity, increase of maximum
temperature limit of the cladding, and improvements in the heat storage
capability of the fuel zone. Except for the fuel modularity, which is achieved
by using pressure tubes dispersed in a heat sink, all other changes apply to
the fuel itself. Hence, the fuel matrix* is a critical component of the
proposed design which deserves special attention. This Chapter will focus
on the evolution and evaluation of the various fuel configurations
considered, which have the potential to satisfy this objective.

To judge the suitability of a fuel matrix design, many factors needs to be
taken into account. Key factors in the areas of reactor physics, materials
compatibility, thermal hydraulics, and performance under accident

* There are two basic types of fuel arrangement within a pressure tube. The first type
consists of cladded fuel pins which are surrounded by coolant but do not employ any solid
matrix, i.e., CANDU-like bundle-type fuel. The second type uses a solid matrix which
contains the fuel and coolant channels. The fuel can be either in the form of fuel pins, fuel
compacts or dis- ersed fuel in the form of small particles. The terminology "fuel matrix" or
"fuel arrangement" will refer to both types of fuel and will be used interchangeably
throughout this Chapter.
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conditions will be summarized in Section 52. Several potential candidates
for fuel configurations which can satisfy the given objective are proposed
and evaluated in Section 53. At this stage the evaluation is more of a
qualitative character rather than a detailed quantitative evaluation. The
advantages and drawbacks of individual fuel arrangements are pointed out
and the reference fuel matrix design is selected.

5.2 BASIC FACTORS WFLUENCING THE SUITABHJTY OF MATRIX
DESIGN

The fuel arrangement within a pressure tube affects a broad spectrum
of core characteristics relating to performance during normal operation as
well as during accidents. It is essential that the fuel matrix parameters are
chosen such that the reactor remains within the prescribed safety limits
under all conditions. It is also desirable that the fuel matrix is designed to
be economically competitive with current LWR fuel and to allow good
uranium utilization. Basic factors having an impact on safety limits and
economic aspects of the fuel matrix design can be divided into four
categories:

• reactor physics,
• thermohydraulics during normal operation,
• thermohydraulics during LOCA (without coolant), and
• materials compatibility during normal operation and during

accidents.

Major factors and the design parameters influencing these factors for each
category are summarized in Table 5-1.

5.2.1 Reactor Physics Factors of Merit

It is essential from the safety point of view that the Doppler coefficient is
negative and prompt. All thermal reactors with low-enriched U02 fuel have
a negative Doppler coefficient. The magnitude of the Doppler coefficient
depends on nuclear characteristics of the fuel, primarily the initial
enrichment and fuel burnup. Lower initial enrichment and higher burnup
make the Doppler coefficient more negative due to the higher concentration
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Table 5-1 Key factors and parameters influencing the suitability of a matrix
design

Reactor physics

Desired factor Fuel matrix design parameters

Negative and prompt *nuclear characteristics of the fuel
Doppler coefficient *moderator/fuel volume ratio

*arrangement of fissile/fertile material
*fuel temperature

Negative void coefficient *moderator/fuel volume ratio
*nuclear characteristics of the fuel (e.g.

enrichment, Pu content etc.)
9 leakage

High reactivity for a given *moderator/fuel volume ratio
enrichment eparasitic losses

Low fast fluence e fuel loading
0 neutron spectrum

High burnup *initial enrichment
9 conversion ratio
*mechanical limits

Thermohydraulics during normal operation

Desired factor Fuel matrix design parameters

Satisfy MDNBR or MCPR eheat transfer surface
*heat flux profile (peaking)
oheat transfer coefficient
*coolant quality
*coolant mass flux

Small fuel channel eflow area
pressure drop *hydraulic diameter

coolant mass flux
:form losses and surface treatment
*coolant quality
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Desired factor Fuel matrix design parameters

Low centerline fuel *path length between fuel center and coolant
temperature *heat flux profile

*fuel and matrix thermal conductivity
*contact resistance between fuel and matrix
eheat transfer coefficient

Thermohydraulics during LOCA

Desired factor Fuel matrix design parameters

Low fuel centerline ematrix and fuel thermal conductivity
temperature ematrix emissivity

*contact resistance between matrix and
pressure tube

*length of conduction path
*large heat capacity
olow linear decay heat rate

Low temperature of omatrix and fuel thermal conductivity
matrix/steam interface o matrix emissivity

O contact resistance between matrix and
pressure tube

olength of conduction path
olarge heat capacity
olow linear decay heat rate

Table 5-1 (continued)

Materials compatibility during normal operation and during accidents

Desired factor Fuel matrix design parameters

Long-term corrosion 0 temperature
resistance in light water * coolant chemistry
coolant ocoolant velocity

*matrix material
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Table 5-1 (continued)

Desired factor Fuel matrix design parameters

Short-term resistance in *matrix material
steam/air mixture at high *steam/matrix interface temperature
temperature

Irradiation stability *matrix material
* fast fluence

No water-material reaction omatrix material
osteam/matrix interface temperature

Structural integrity *temperature gradient
e matrix temperature
*material properties
*load

of fertile isotopes. Also, the neutron spectrum, which depends on the
moderator/fuel volume ratio, affects the Doppler coefficient by changing
absorption rates in the resonances of fertile isotopes, primarily of 238U and
240pu. The arrangement of the fertile material with respect to fissile
material affects the speed with which the negative component of the
Doppler coefficient responds. If fissile isotopes (which have a positive
Doppler coefficient) are mixed with the fertile isotopes, as in low-enriched
U02 fuel, the response of the fertile Doppler coefficient is prompt, as the
heat generated in the fissile material is transferred almost immediately
into the fertile material. Separation of fissile and fertile isotopes increases
the time constant for heat transfer between fissile and fertile material, and
hence delays the negative Doppler response time. Such a situation may
arise in a matrix using particle fuel with particles of highly enriched fissile
material and separate particles containing fertile material, as had been
suggested as one possibility in a Pu-burning version of a PTLWR (see
Section 44.9). All matrices under consideration here use a low-enriched
fissileffertile mixture fuel to avoid this problem. Low fuel temperature
makes the Doppler coefficient more negative since the resonance
broadening is more pronounced at sharp peaks corresponding to low
temperatures. Low fuel temperatures can be achieved by a matrix design
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with short conduction paths between coolant and fuel, and good thermal
conductivity of the fuel matrix.

CANDU reactors have successfully operated with a slightly positive void
coefficient, but this requires reliable function of shutdown systems - a
feature not consistent with the objective of completely passive shutdown in
accidents leading to temperature excursions, as stated in Chapter 1. Hence,
one of the key goals for the fuel matrix design is the achievement of a
negative void reactivity coefficient. The main design parameter responsible
for the magnitude and sign of the void coefficient is moderator/fuel volume
ratio. Hence, the fuel loading and the amount of coolant inside the fuel
channel must be adjusted such that the void coefficient remains negative
for all operating conditions. Void coefficient is also affected by nuclear
characteristics of the fuel. For natural uranium fuel, or fuel with very low
enrichment, the void coefficient can be positive because the decrease of
fission rate in 235U upon spectrum hardening is small. Generally in LWRs,
a higher content of 239Pu hardens the neutron spectrum, which leads to an
increase in resonance absorption in 238U and 239Pu, and a decrease in
fission to capture ratio in 239Pu, and hence to a more negative void
coefficient. PWRs use soluble boron in the coolant to compensate for the
reactivity decrease with burnup. As the concentration of the soluble boron
decreases with increasing burnup, the void coefficient becomes more
negative. Eliminating soluble boron in the dry calandria design avoids this
additional change of void coefficient with burnup and gives the designer
more freedom in optimizing the design. High leakage makes the void
coefficient more negative. The proposed design has a high-leakage core.
Since leakage is primarily a consequence of the voided space in the
calandria, changes in fuel arrangement inside the pressure tubes will have
a small effect on this aspect.

A well-optimized fuel matrix should achieve high reactivity at low
enrichment while keeping void coefficient negative. In the dry calandria
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design* this is achieved by adjusting the fuel loading and the amount of
coolant inside the fuel channel. The disadvantage of the dry calandria
design is the limited space in the fuel channel. Consequently, it is very
difficult to optimize the design for high fuel loading, where more moderator
is needed. A wet calandria design offers an advantage of providing separate
light water moderator outside the fuel channel, thus allowing the designer
to better optimize the design, especially for high fuel loadings.

Low fast fluence is an important factor in pressure tube reactors
because high, fluence shortens the lifetime of the pressure tubes. Two main
parameters decrease the fast fluence - high fuel loading and a well
thermalized neutron spectrum. It is desirable to maximize the fuel loading.
However, the limited space inside the pressure tubes restricts this effort.
Especially, the introduction of a solid matrix significantly reduces the space
left for the fuel. Use of particle fuel exacerbates this problem even more
because of the low loading densities achievable with particle fuels. The
proposed light water moderated reactor has a relatively well thermalized
spectrum. Better thermalization can be achieved by higher moderator/fuel
ratio. It is noted, however, that the best one can do with light water
moderator is to achieve thermalization comparable to a CANDU heavy
water moderated lattice, hence the potential to lower fast fluence through
neutron spectrum thermalization is limited. The option of maximizing fuel
loading is more promising. Several matrix alternatives which strive for
higher fuel loading will be listed in Section 53.

Higher initial enrichment increases burnup, but leads to larger power
peaking, and hence reduction of thermohydraulic margins. Given the fixed
initial enrichment, burnup can be also increased by improving neutron
economy, i.e., by decreasing the parasitic losses. Within the fuel matrix
domain, neutron economy can be improved by use of low-absorption matrix
material and high fuel loading to increase the fraction of neutrons absorbed

*The dry calandria design is defined in this chapter as a reactor having fuel channels
with fuel matrix and coolant/moderator inside the channel and no moderator outside the
channels. Note that this is a more restricted definition than that introduced in Section
4.4.1.
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in the fuel. The conversion ratio for a given fuel depends primarily on
neutron spectrum and parasitic losses. A fuel arrangement with a harder
neutron spectrum increases resonance absorption in fertile material, but
also requires higher enrichment than for a thermal spectrum. Burnup in
conventional LWR fuel pins is also restricted by mechanical limits from
pellet-cladding interaction (PCI) mechanisms. This limit can be
significantly increased by the use of the particle fuel typical of HTGRs.

5.2.2 Therxnohydraulics during Normal Operation

The Minimum Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (MDNBR) and
the Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) are very important design
limits for PWRs and BWRs, respectively. To increase margins to these
limits, the fuel matrix arrangement should have a large heat transfer
surface exposed to coolant, high heat transfer coefficient, low coolant
quality and high mass flux. The heat transfer coefficient can be enhanced
by decreasing hydraulic diameter, decreasing flow area, and thus
increasing mass flux or by surface treatment to break up the boundary
layer and to promote turbulence. Coolant quality is a function of the total
mass flow rate and core power and should be about the same for all
channels if they are well orificed. Within the fuel channel, the matrix
design must avoid large nonuniformities in coolant quality among
individual channels, especially if the coolant channels do not communicate
with each other. Coolant mass flux not only affects critical heat flux ratios
through the heat transfer coefficient, but also through a critical heat flux
correlation, since critical heat flux is typically proportional to mass flux.
Decreased power peaking increases MDNBR. The axial shape of the heat
flux profile is also important. CHF margins can be significantly improved if
the axial shape of the heat flux corresponds to the shape of the critical heat
flux. It will be shown in Section 65.2 that such a correspondence can be
achieved with a reference matrix design using the usual CANDU bi-
directional refueling scheme.

Small pressure drop favors large flow area, large hydraulic diameter,
low form losses, smooth surface, small coolant mass flux and one-phase
flow. Unfortunately, all of these tactics lead to reduction of heat transfer
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and of critical heat flux margins, hence a compromise between the
pressure drop and heat transfer performance must be found. The approach
adopted in this work is to set the maximum limit on fuel-channel pressure
drop equal to that of the CE-CANDU reference design, and to maximize
heat transfer capabilities by changing the design parameters of the fuel
matrix.

Low fuel centerline temperature brings three advantages. It decreases
the energy stored in the fuel matrix, which when released during LOCA
results in lower temperatures of the matrix/steam interface (or cladding in
case of a configuration with fuel pins). Secondly, a large difference between
the operating fuel temperature and the maximum limiting fuel
temperature provides a heat sink for energy storage during loss of coolant
accidents, thus allowing more time to establish a permanent decay heat
removal path. Finally, for arrangements with cladded fuel pins, operation
at low fuel centerline temperature releases less gaseous fission products
and alleviates mechanical interaction between fuel pellets and cladding.
Fuel centerline temperature can be decreased by employing a matrix
arrangement with a small path length between fuel center and coolant,
using matrix material and fuel with high thermal conductivity, increasing
the heat transfer coefficient between the coolant and the matrix, and
decreasing the contact resistance between the fuel and the matrix (or
between fuel pellets and cladding, for fuel pins). Lowering the peaking
factor can significantly decrease the maximum fuel temperature. In the
dry calandria design, peaking arises primarily from the higher content of
fissile isotopes in fresh fuel bundles, and is controlled by on-line refueling.
The matrix design can improve peaking by maximizing fuel loading. High
fuel loading increases the fraction of neutrons absorbed in the fuel, which
results in a lower initial enrichment requirement, and hence lower fission
rates in fresh fuel elements.

5.2.3 Thermohydraulics during LOCA

There are two key constraints for the fuel matrix in loss of coolant
accidents - the temperature of the fuel and the temperature of the
matrix/steam interface (or cladding, for fuel pin alternatives) must remain
below the prescribed limits. Several variables are involved with respect to
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these temperatures. Similarly as mentioned in Section 52.2, it is desirable
that the matrix and fuel have high thermal conductivity and a short
conduction path length. However, the conduction path is different than
during normal operation because the heat sink is no longer coolant, but the
pressure tube wall A large heat capacity of the matrix decreases
maximum matrix and fuel temperatures since it stores excess energy at
less temperature rise. Important parameters are the matrix emissivity and
the contact resistance between the matrix and the pressure tube. Since the
matrix needs to slide through pressure tube to allow on-line refueling, a
gap between-the matrix and the pressure tube is necessary. The primary
heat transfer mode between the matrix and the pressure tube is radiation,
which achieves relatively low rates. Therefore, the gap represents the
primary heat transfer resistance to heat flow and strongly affects the
matrix temperature. Improvements in heat transfer across this region can
be achieved by using matrix material with high emissivity, and sliding
pads with good contact conductance. The dry calandria design with
calandria flooding has another unique feature which decreases matrix
temperature during LOCA accidents by reducing the linear decay heat rate
upon flooding. The large mass of flooding water in the calandria absorbs a
significant portion of the gamma rays emitted by the fuel, thus decreasing
the heat load on the fuel matrix.

5.2.4 Materials Compatibility during Normal Operation and during
Accidents

Materials compatibility issues for the fuel matrix have been discussed
thoroughly in [Hejzlar et. al., 19931 and summarized in Chapter 3 Key
matrix design parameters to strive for are low matrix/steam interface
temperature during LOCA, low fluence, and compatible matrix material.
Silicon carbide or graphite coated with silicon carbide have been identified
as the most promising candidates. In addition to the requirements on the
matrix material reviewed in Chapter 3 the structural integrity of the fuel
matrix must be ensured. Maintenance of this integrity depends on
mechanical and thermal properties of the material, temperature gradient,
matrix temperature and the load. For a matrix with coolant holes, a
minimum web thickness needs to be preserved to maintain the structural
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strength. This additional constraint poses a challenge to matrix design
because of the limited space provided within the pressure tube, especially if
a high fuel loading is desired.

5.3 PROPOSED DRY CALANDR31A FUEL MATRIX DESIGNS

The review presented in Section 52 shows that the requirements are
many and the parameters affecting these factors are closely interrelated.
Moreover, many requirements are contradictory so that all cannot be
satisfied. Hence a compromise needs to be made. This section will describe
several fuel matrix configurations proposed for the dry calandria design
and point out their advantages and drawbacks. Except for the reference
design, these matrix configurations have not been evaluated in detail; they
represent ideas worthy of exploring in the future.

Figure 5-1 shows a flow chart for various combinations of fuel
arrangement in a fuel channel of the proposed passive pressure tube LVVR
concept. There are two main categories - a bundle-type fuel arrangement
and a matrix.-type fuel arrangement. The bundle-type fuel uses the same
geometry as CANDU fuel elements, with fuel pins surrounded by coolant,
while the matrix-type fuel employs a matrix with separate coolant
channels. Both fuel types can use either particle fuel or a traditional fuel
pin configuration. Five fuel configurations, labeled DC-1 through DC-5 are
interesting concepts appropriate for the dry calandria design, and will be
described next. Matrix-type fuels with U02 fuel pins are more appropriate
for the wet calandria design.

5.3.1 DC-1 - A Two-ring Design with TRISO Particle Fuel in an SC Tube

The configuration of the two-ring design with TRISO particle fuel is
shown in Figure 5-2. The fuel arrangement in a pressure tube is the same
as in typical CANDU fuel channels, except for the center fuel rod and the
inner ring which are replaced by an SiC-coated graphite cylinder. The two-
ring arrangement shortens the heat transfer path between the centermost
fuel rod and the heat sink (pressure tube wall) in case all coolant is lost,
which leads to a significant decrease in maximum cladding temperature.
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Calandria tube

El
M
R2

99
M
0

Gap

Pressure tube

Light water coolant

TRISO particle fuel

SiC cladding

Graphite plug

Disadvantages

-low heavy metal loading, hence
high fluence on pressure tube (but less
than for matrix-type fuels with particles)

-low heat removal rates from
voided bundles

-low heat storage capability, hence the
temperature of the matrix and pressure
tube may get too high before the upper
row is flooded

Figure 52 DC I - A two-ring design with TRISO particle fuel in a silicon carbide tube
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Fuel Arrangement DC-1

I Advantages

-uses technology developed in UK for C02 cooled
reactors and which was extensively tested and
showed ood erformance

-uses the same fuel bundle geometry as CANDU,
hence the thermohydraulics is the same

-flatter power density profile allows recovery of
power lost by removing inner fuel rods; there is a
potential to operate at even higher power rating

-high fuel thermal conductivity, hence low
operating fuel temperature and low stored energy



The purpose of the graphite cylinder is to displace the coolant flow into the
fuel region during normal operation. During LOCA accidents, it acts as a
temporary heat sink by storing part of the energy radiated from the inner
ring. This additional heat sink in close proximity to the inner ring also
helps to reduce the temperature of the SiC cladding. The idea of removing
the innermost fuel pins in a CANDU fuel element is not new. AECL
researchers proposed to replace innermost fuel pins by a large diameter
tube either voided or filled with scattering material such as graphite,
beryllium or heavy water [Roshd et. al., 19771. The purpose of such a
modification was to reduce the positive coolant void coefficient, because the
most important factors contributing to a positive change in reactivity - an
increase in fast fission rate and a decrease in the resonance absorption rate
in 238U are the largest for central fuel pins. The motivation behind the two
ring fuel arrangement in the present work is the reduction of maximum
cladding temperature rather than the achievement of negative void
coefficient, since the proposed PTLVVR design with light water coolant does
not have a positive void effect. The disadvantage of this approach is the
slight reduction in bundle average power. This reduction can be recovered,
however, due to the smaller peaking factor in the PTLWR compared to that
of CANDU.

Use of a silicon carbide tube instead of Zircaloy cladding allows one to

increase the temperature limit which can be withstood by cladding in
LOCAs without damage. Fuel is in the form of TRISO particles bound in
graphite, in the form of compacts placed in a silicon carbide tube. A similar
type of fuel (the only difference was that the fuel was coated only by pyrolytic
carbon) has been tested by British investigators for HTGR application with
very good results [Kennedy and Shennan, 19741. Their packed bed of coated
particles, lightly bonded, and contained in a silicon carbide tube operated
successfully at temperatures of 1100'C in a C02-cooled reactor. Large-scale
production of SiC cladding has been also successfully demonstrated
[Kennedy and Shennan, 19741. The advantage of the particle fuel is its good
thermal conductivity, and hence low fuel centerline temperature and low
stored energy. This further improves fuel performance in a LOCA.
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Figure 53 shows the void coefficient calculated for the design with 30
fuel pins of the same dimensions and same geometrical layout as the two
outer rings in CANDU bundles. The calculation was performed with
particle data given in Section 35, for a fresh core with initial enrichment of
2%, an infinite lattice in the radial direction, and an axial graphite
reflector. It can be observed that the proposed two ring design with TRISO
particle fuel has a negative void coefficient, and that the operating point is
close to the optimum.

The power density profile for the fresh core is quite flat. The axial power
density distribution for the fresh core is shown on Figure 54. The axial
peaking factor for the fresh core with uniform fuel composition is only
about 1.18. Such a low peaking would allow a significant increase of the pin
linear heat rate without exceeding the operating fuel centerline
temperature limit of 1300 'C. Preliminary hand calculations suggest that
the reactor has a potential of operating at 1800 MWe at a fuel centerline
temperature of 1300 'C, keeping the same maximum pin linear heat rate as
a CANDU. The problem for these high power ratings would be the necessity
to significantly increase mass flow rate, and hence pressure drop. Also, for
an equilibrium core with bidirectional refueling, the attendant higher
power peaking would reduce the acceptable power rating. The increase of
fast fluence with an increase of power rating must be also taken into
account.

The disadvantage of a two-ring design with TRISO particle fuel is the
high fast fluence on the pressure tube typical of the low heavy metal loading
of particle fuel. However, it is noted that fast fluence for this fuel
arrangement concept is less than the matrix-type design DC-3.

Regarding the thermohydraulic performance during normal operation,
no problems are expected, since the main design parameters correspond to
CE-CANDU. During LOCA, the heat from the fuel pins is removed by
radiation, convection and conduction through bearing pads and spacers.
These modes of heat transfer achieve modest heat rates compared to
conductive hat transfer rates for a matrix-type fuel. other drawback is
the low heat storage capability of the fuel pins, which makes the design less
resilient to late flooding than in the case of matrix-type fuel.
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A simplified transient model [Hejzlar et. al., 19911, based on radiative
heat transfer between fuel rings and pressure tube, has been used to
evaluate the maximum cladding temperature of the two-ring configuration
in a loss of coolant accident without coolant replenishment. The code is
conservative since it neglects convection, conduction through spacers and
bearing pads and the energy carried away by coolant during blowdown. The
cladding temperature traces for the inner and outer ring, as well as for the
pressure tube are shown in Figure 5-5. The data used to generate Figure
5-5 assumed an average channel power which is the same as for the
reference CE-CANDU design, a total peaking factor of 14 (higher than the
previously calculated 1.18 to account for radial peaking and power ripples
from bidirectional refueling), flooding time of 30 seconds, and 20% fraction
of the decay heat generated directly in the flooding water. The results
obtained suggest that the maximum cladding temperature does not exceed
1400'C. This temperature does not pose any problem for SiC cladding or for
the fuel. The actual temperatures are expected to be lower due to the
conservative assumptions outlined above. Hence, this proposed two ring
design with TRISO particle fuel has very good potential to meet cooling
requirements during loss of cooling accidents. Temperature profiles in the
channel at various times are shown in Figure 56. The horizontal axis
represents the radius of the fuel channel; the graphite plug is in the center
(between and 20mm) followed by two fuel rings and the pressure tube and
the calandria tube at a coordinate of about 65mm. It can be observed that
the fuel centerline temperature during operation (at time=O seconds) is
about 300'C below the operating limit of 1300'C for TRISO particle fuel and
by about 8000C less than the fuel centerline temperature of the reference
CE-CANDU design, even though the CANDU pins operate at an average
linear heat rate 20% less than in this concept. This low temperature is due
to the relatively high fuel thermal conductivity and low peaking.
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5.3.2 DC-2 - A Two-ring Design with SiC-Cladded U02 uel Pins

The configuration of the two-ring design with SiC-cladded U02 fuel pins

is shown in Figure 57. The only differences from the DC-1 option are the
replacement of particle fuel by traditional U02 pellets and use of light water
instead of a solid graphite slug in the center. The main advantage of the
fuel change is the significant increase 6 times) in heavy metal loading, and
the consequent reduced fast fluence on the pressure tube. Increased heavy
metal loading requires more moderation in the channel. This is
accomplished by replacing the graphite slug in the center by a more
efficient moderator - light water. To force sufficient flow into the fuel
bundles, the central region of water moderator may be enclosed by a
Zircaloy can (as shown on Figure 57) having small holes in its walls to
provide sufficient flow to avoid boiling from gamma heating. In LOCA, the
moderator escaping from the central region at a slow rate can provide
additional cooling of the bundles.

SiC-clad U02 pellets were tested by British investigators, although only
for modest power density [Kennedy and Shennan, 19741. Fuel performance
was found to be determined primarily by the ability of the silicon carbide
tube to withstand stresses. To alleviate the stress on the SiC tube,
interaction of the fuel pellets with the cladding from fission-product-
induced swelling needs to be avoided. This may limit burnup to low values
or require more research into how to design a conducting gap which would
provide some free volume for fuel expansion without strong mechanical
interaction with the cladding.

The effect of coolant voiding is shown on Figure 5-8. The calculation
was performed with fuel pellet data given in Section 35, for a fresh core
with initial enrichment of 1.5%, an infinite lattice in the radial direction,
and an axial graphite reflector. The design exhibits a negative void
coefficient, but the operating point is too far from the optimum peak.
Shifting the operating point closer to the optimum cannot be achieved for
the dry calandria design (unless the fuel is diluted) because there is no
more space for the moderator inside the channel. Better optimization is,
however, possible with a wet calandria design, which has additional
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- high heavy metal loading, hence lower
fast fluence than for matrix fuel

-high conversion ratio

Figure 5-7 DC-2 - A two-ring design with SiC-clad UC� fuel pins
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moderator outside the fuel channel. Operating the dry calandria design
with a significantly undermoderated lattice requires more enrichment
than would be needed for a better-optimized design. However, comparison
of Figure 5-8 with Figure 53 shows that less enrichment in the
undermoderated DC-2 design is needed than for the well-optimized design
DC-1 to achieve about the same reactivity. This is due to the higher fraction
of neutrons absorbed in the fuel in a high-loading DC-2 design. The DC-2
design will also exhibit a higher reactivity increase upon cold water ingress
than the DC-1 design. On the other hand, the undermoderated DC-2 design
will have a significantly higher conversion ratio. The ratio of captures in
238U to absorption in 235U, which is a measure of conversion ratio, is
increased by 44% as compared to the DC-1 design. This feature can be
utilized in a high-converting version of the PTLWR by replacing the central
H20 moderator region with a solid graphite cylinder as in the DC-1 design.
This modification hardens the neutron spectrum and increases the
conversion ratio even further. Using this alternative and an enrichment of
2% a conversion ratio of 093* was achieved. If U02 fuel pellets are replaced
by UC fuel pellets with higher density, the conversion ratio is increased to
0.97. These are quite high conversion ratios at such low enrichments.
Hence, this fuel arrangement has a good potential to achieve breeding by
tightening the pitch of the fuel pins to squeeze out more water, and by
increasing the enrichment to compensate for the reactivity decrease. The
hardened spectrum, however, increases the fast fluence on the pressure
tubes.

The axial power density profile for the fresh core with uniform
enrichment is shown on Figure 59. Axial and radial peaking factors of the
DC-2 design with U02 fuel pins are higher than for DC-1 (the axial peaking
factor is higher by about 10%). Moreover, there is a difference in power
generation in the inner and outer fuel rings because of the higher thermal

* Conversion ratios cited here were calculated for semi-infinite lattices (i.e., infinite in

the radial direction, reflected in the axial direction) for the fresh fuel without xenon and no

control rods.
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flux diffusing from the central moderator region into the inner ring.
Peaking is still much less than in the CE-CANDU reference design, hence
some uprating of fuel channel power, similarly as for the DC-1 design,
would be possible. The disadvantage is the low thermal conductivity Of U02

pins, which will result in a higher fuel centerline temperature and a larger
stored energy than for the TRISO fuel. Problems with low heat storage
capability and small heat removal rates from voided bundles discussed for
the DC-1 version remain, but based on a preliminary calculation of the DC-1
design, it is expected that the DC-2 design can handle a LOCA without
coolant replenishment as well.

5.3.3 DC-3 - A Fuel Matrix Design with Separate Fuel Compacts and
Coolant Channels

The DC-3 fuel matrix design with separate fuel compacts and coolant
channels is shown in Figure 5-10. The design makes use of the proven
manufacturing technology developed for HTGR fuel elements [Melese and
Katz, 19841. Considerable experience has been accumulated with this type of
fuel, albeit at different operating conditions and for a diffe rent environment
than that experienced in the PTLWR. The fuel region consists of TRISO
particle fuel in a graphite binder and pressed into prefabricated holes in a
graphite matrix. An alternative technology uses a molded graphite block
fuel element instead of a machined block. This allows one to press the fuel

region together with the matrix, creating a monolithic fuel element with
increased heavy metal loading. This technology, developed by
HOBEG/NUKEM [Hrovat, 19781, also eliminates contact resistance between
the fuel region and the matrix.

SiC-coated graphite has been selected as a matrix material. This
selection was based on an extensive literature survey [Hejzlar et. al., 1993c]
regarding the compatibility of matrix material with light water coolant
during normal operation and with steam/air mixtures at the high
temperatures reached during LOCA, as well as on good nuclear and
thermal properties. The primary function of the silicon carbide coating is to
provide protection against graphite oxidation at high temperatures in
steam/air mixtures.
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Disadvantages

-small number of fuel compacts results in
relatively high linear heat rate

-small heated perimeter, hence difficult to
provide sufficient cooling during normal
operation

-small heavy metal loading results in high
fast fluence on pressure tubes
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uses proven manufacturing technology
of MHTGR fuel or HOBEG molded blocks

-has high thermal conductivity and storage
capacity, hence very good performance during
a LOCA accident

-heterogeneous arrangement of fuel and coolant
combined with voided space outside pressure
tubes results in the longest prompt neutron
lifetime, and flattest flux profile versus all
other matrices

Figure 5-10 DC-3 - A Fuel matrix design with separate fuel compacts and coolant channels
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Since the DC-3 design has been chosen as a reference design, its
physics and thermohydraulic performance is detailed throughout this
volume. Reactor physics calculations showed that the DC-3 matrix design
in a voided calandria exhibits a very well thermalized spectrum
comparable to heavy water moderated lattices, long prompt neutron
lifetime, negative void coefficient and flat thermal flux profile. The
disadvantages include low heavy metal loading and hence large fast
fluence on the pressure tubes, as well as relatively high parasitic losses and
hence high initial enrichment to attain the high burnups achievable with
particle fuel., The heavy metal loading in this design is even less than for
the DC-1 design because the space available for fuel is decreased by the
space taken up by the matrix.

Matrix thermohydraulic performance during normal operation poses a
challenge to the designer for the following reasons:

• The total heated perimeter is small as a result of limited space inside
the fuel channel. This leads to higher heat flux and lower CHF
margins.

• The conduction path between the fuel centerline and coolant is
relatively long. Compared to CANDU fuel pins, which are in direct
contact with the coolant, in the DC-3 design the heat must also be
transferred through the matrix, thus increasing the temperature
difference between the coolant and the fuel.

• The small number of fuel compacts results in a high pin linear heat
rate (at fixed total reactor power).

These drawbacks are compensated by smaller peaking factors in the
PTLWR concept and by the high thermal conductivity of fuel compacts.
Heat transfer to coolant is improved by increasing the mass flux. Such an
increase can be afforded without compromising the pressure drop because
the matrix does not need spacers, which are responsible for a significant
portion of the pressure drop in bundle-type fuels.

Thermohydraulic performance of the DC-3 matrix design during LOCA
is excellent because of the good thermal conductivity and high energy
storage capabilities. The low mass of heavy metal compared to the mass of
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flooding water in the calandria significantly decreases decay heat
deposition by delayed gamma rays in the matrix (a portion of gamma
heating is deposited directly in the flooding water) which also contributes to
low matrix temperatures.

5.3.4 DC-4 - A Fuel Matrix Design with Particle Fuel Dispersecl in a Matrix

A fuel matrix design with particle fuel dispersed in a matrix is shown
in Figure 5-11. The design is based on the favorable experience with all-
ceramic fuel developed by British investigators for use in the AGR [Kennedy
and Shennan, 19741. The fuel consisted of uranium carbide microspheres
coated with pyrolytic carbon and dispersed in a self-bonded silicon carbide
matrix. This fuel has been irradiated successfully at high surface
temperatures (1250'C) up to burnups of 50,000 MWd/tonne without any
release of fission products. However, the technology was developed for a

pin-geometry matrix, i.e., the matrix did not contain coolant holes,
therefore additional development for a more complex matrix geometry of
larger diameter with coolant channels would be required.

Although no calculations for this type of fuel matrix have been
performed, it is expected that there will be no problem to achieve a negative
void coefficient and a good optimization for the operating point on the
moderator/fuel volume ratio curve. Compared to the DC-3 design, heavy
metal loading will be increased because of the larger fuel region volume
and because of the smaller volume of the coating layers (only one PyC
coating layer compared to four layers in TRISO particle fuel). Also, the
density of uranium carbide is higher than that of uranium dioxide.
Nevertheless, the high heavy metal loading typical of the reference CE-
CANDU design cannot be achieved with the DC-4 design. The significant
mass of silicon carbide in the fuel channel will require higher enrichment,
since the absorption cross section for SiC is higher than that of graphite.

Thermohydraulic performance during normal operation exhibits
improvement over the DC-3 design. The heated perimeter is increased,
lowering the heat flux to the coolant, and improving the CHF margins. The
enlarged flow area will result in a smaller pressure drop. Maximum fuel
temperature is expected to be relatively low due to the small distance
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Figure 5-11 DC-4 - A fuel matrix design with particle fuel dispersed in a matrix
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between the fuel centerline and coolant, and due to the lower power density
afforded by the large volume of the fuel region. Power peaking will be more

pronounced in the fresh cores of the DC-4 design than in the DC-3 design,
but it may be comparable for equilibrium cores if a proper refueling scheme
is selected.

Significant degradation of the thermal conductivity of silicon carbide
with irradiation may be a concern for this design because low conductivity
increases thermal stresses in the matrix. An assessment of physical and
mechanical property data in the British pin-matrix design indicated that
thermal stresses would impose a limit on the nominal maximum power
rating.

Matrix performance during a loss of coolant accident should not pose
any difficulty due to its good storage capabilities and relatively good thermal
conductivity. Note that the decreased thermal conductivity of irradiated SiC
is still more than sufficient to dissipate the decay heat (several of rated
power) in a low temperature gradient, while a large temperature gradient
is needed during normal operation to conduct full power to the coolant.

5.3.5 DC-5 - A Fuel Matrix Design with TRISO Particles Contained in an
SiC Structure

The concept of a fuel matrix design with TRISO particle fuel in a silicon

carbide structure is shown in Figure 512. The idea behind this concept is to

alleviate the constraints on power rating imposed by thermal stresses in the
silicon carbide matrix in the DC-4 design and to reduce parasitic neutron
absorption in silicon carbide. The main principle is the same as for the
particle fuel-in-a-SiC-tube design (DC-1), but the shape of the silicon
carbide structure is much more complicated than for a simple tube. The
structure has a cylindrical shape with bottom and extruded cylindrical
walls which form coolant channels. The space between the channels is
filled with packed bed of TRISO particles bonded by a graphite binder. The
main disadvantage of the DC-5 concept is that it represents unproven
technology, and it may be difficult to manufacture. It will be also difficult to
ensure alignment of coolant channels between two neighboring fuel
elements.
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Figure 512 DC-5 - A fuel matrix design with TRISO particle fuel contained in an SiC structure
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Figure 513 shows the effect of coolant voiding on reactivity. The results

obtained for the fresh core with uniform enrichment of 25%, particle data
given in Section 35, infinite lattice in radial direction, and axial graphite
reflector, and 37 coolant holes with diameter of 1.1cm, show that the void
coefficient is negative. The operating point is close to the optimum. The
thermal flux profile is relatively flat with slight peaking close to the
reflector; the peaking factor is higher than in the DC-3 design. Heavy metal
loading is increased as compared to the DC-3 design, but it still remains
well below the CE-CANDU reference design. The neutron spectrum slightly
hardens as can be observed from Figure 514, but the fast fluence on
pressure tubes is decreased in the DC-5 design, primarily due to higher
heavy metal loading. The harder spectrum results in a higher conversion
ratio, hence less initial enrichment is required to achieve the same burnup
as in the DC-3 design.
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fuel in an SiC structure
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The thermohydraulic performance issues are similar to those
discussed for the DC-4 design, since the arrangement of the fuel channels
is the same. Because the thickness of the wall of the SiC structures is small
and since the contribution of the fuel region/SiC structure interaction to
stress is small due to the relatively low modulus and strength of the bonded
particle bed (also fission gases are retained in the particles), the fuel can be
run at higher power density than the DC-4 design.

5.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Five alternative fuel configurations inside the channels of the passive
pressure tube reactor have been proposed and qualitatively evaluated. The
options include two bundle-type arrangements in a two-ring geometry and
three matrix-type fuels. Key factors in the areas of reactor physics,
thermohydraulics during normal operation and during loss of coolant
accidents, and materials compatibility affecting fuel design were identified,
and the matrix performance was evaluated against these factors.
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All reviewed alternatives can be designed with negative void coefficient
and exhibit a prompt negative Doppler coefficient. One of the main
challenges in the reactor physics arena is the achievement of low fast
fluence on the pressure tube, especially if particle fuel is employed. The
most promising option in this aspect is the DC-2 design with full-density
U 2 fuel pellets. This design also exhibits a high conversion ratio,
comparable to CANDU reactors, and has a good potential for breeding by
introducing further modifications inside the channel. The DC-2 design is
also a very promising route for the wet calandria version of the PTLVV-R,
with a wellAhermalized spectrum. The drawback common to all fuel
designs for the PTLWR are higher parasitic losses than in a typical
CANDU and LWR, because of relatively high leakage from a voided core,
and low fuel mass to total core mass ratio. Figure 15 shows a comparison
of neutron balances for the proposed designs with typical PWR and CANDU
cores. The ratio of capture rate in 238U to absorption rate in 235U, also
shown in Figure 15, is a good measure of conversion ratio.

Parasitic

U238
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Ratio of capture (in 238 U or parasitic species) to absorption rate in 235U

Note: Values for DC I and DC-2 designs are for semi-infinite
lattice, others are for infinite lattice

Figure 15 Comparison of parasitic captures and captures in 238U for
individual matrix designs, CANDU and PWR
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Regarding the thermohydraulic performance during normal operation,
matrix-type fuel options are more difficult to cool because of the limited
surface area wetted by coolant. The most challenging matrix in this aspect
is the DC-3 design, with separated coolant channels and fuel regions. The
detailed analysis of this reference design shows that the cooling
requirements, fuel centerline temperature limits and the CHF margins
can be satisfied, due to relatively low power peaking and the good
conductivity of particle fuel. Table 52 shows how the main parameters of
individual fuel arrangements compare to the CE-CANDU reference design.

For loss of coolant accidents, the bundle-type fuel configuration provides
a less efficient heat transfer dissipation mechanism compared to a matrix-
type fuel. Preliminary calculation shows that the two-ring design can meet
this challenge. All the proposed designs use silicon carbide instead of the
traditional Zircaloy to withstand the high temperatures reached during
these scenarios.

Design DC-3 with separate coolant channels and fuel regions was
selected as the reference design. The primary motivation for this choice is
the extensive experience with manufacturing of this type of fuel element for
HTGRs and ongoing research for MHTGR applications. The matrix is
based on currently available technology, except for the silicon carbide
coating. More research and development in this area is needed to confirm
the issues of economical production, and coating behavior in a reactor
environment during both normal operation and transients. The molded
fuel element technology developed by HOBEG/NUKEM is especially
attractive due to the excellent thermal properties of the fuel/matrix
interface.
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Characteristic CE-CANDU DC-1 DC-2 DC-3 DC-5

Table 52 Comparison of thermohydraulic characteristics

Average power per fuel
channel (MWO

Peak power per fuel channel
(MWO

Total Peaking Factor*

Average power density in fuel
region (W/cm3)

Peak power density in fuel
region (W/cm3)

Peak heat flux to coolant
(W/cm2)

Average heat flux to coolant
(W/cm2)

Heat transfer surface with
coolant per channel CM2)

Total fuel channel flow area
(cm2)

5.44

10.26

1.9

213

446

114

59.7

5.44 5.44 5.44 5.44

6.8

1.25

263

328

6.8 6.5 7.1

1.3 1.2 1.3

263 277

342 303

115

125

92.5 96.2 118 71.2

74 74 98.2 54.8

90,310 73,230 73,230 54,990 98,490

34.2

0.74

22.1

9.93

23.7 23.7 28.1 49.23

0.74 0.74 0.85 0.96

22.1 22.1 22.1 22.1

Fuel channel hydraulic
- I -- -. L - -- " - - Nulalilewr kulli)

Mass flow rate per fuel
channel (kg/s)

Velocity (m/s) 13.2 13.2 12.1 6.9

* For the fresh core with uniform enrichment; the peaking factor for the
equilibrium core depends on the refueling scheme, and will be different
from these values.
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FUEL MATRIX PERFORMANCE UNDER NORMAL
OPERATING CONDITIONS

6.1 INMODUCTION

The objective of this Chapter is to confirm that the reference fuel
channel design of the PTLWR reactor satisfies the key thermal-hydraulic
limits during normal operation. These include the maximum fuel
centerline temperature and the critical heat flux ratio. The PTLWR uses
TRISO particle fuel which can withstand peak transient temperature up to
1600'C. During normal operation, the limiting fuel temperature is lower, to
reduce fission gas release by diffusion into the primary circuit. To ensure
that the radiation dose resulting from accidental release of primary system
inventory to the atmosphere remains within regulations, the limit on fuel
particle center temperature is 1300 'C at 100% power (Todreas and Kazimi,
19901. PWR reactor designers use for the critical heat flux limit the
Minimum Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (MDNBR), MDNBR 13,

in BWR reactors the comparable limit is the Minimum Critical Power Ratio
(MCPR), MCPR 12. For CANDU units a CHF correlation formulated in
terms of critical quality is used to determine the onset of intermittent fuel
dryout - an approach similar to that used in BWRs. In this work, both
approaches - the local departure from nucleate boiling conditions and the
dryout conditions, which depend on channel history, will be investigated.
In addition to the above limits, it is desirable that the pressure loss across
the core is small to minimize the pumping power. The objective set for the
reference design is to keep the pressure loss in the fuel channel the same
as, or less than, that for the CE-CANDU.

Section 62 will give a brief description of the primary system and the
fuel channel data, Section 63 will describe analysis tools. Putting
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additional material in the form of a solid matrix into the pressure tube
inevitably leads to a lower number of fuel pins (or fuel compacts in the case

of particle fuel) which can be placed in the fuel channel, to a smaller heated
perimeter (in contact with coolant), and to less available flow area than for
typical CANDU reactors, thus posing a challenge for adequate heat
transfer performance during normal operation. To address these issues, a
multi-channel two-phase flow model was developed, which will be
described in detail in Section 64. The results will be discussed in Section
6.5.

6.2 PRMARY SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND COOIANT
CONDITIONS

To utilize existing and proven experience to the maximum extent, and
to avoid the need for detailed calculation of design parameters not central to
key PTLWR features, the PTLWR design was based on the CE-CANDU as
the reference design. The primary heat transport system, shown
schematically in Figure 61, is basically identical to that of CE-CANDU. The
primary heat transport system consists of two independent circuits. The
coolant passes through the core to a steam generator and is then pumped
back through the core into another steam generator; thus the coolant
makes two passes through the core. This arrangement allows refueling
from both sides in the direction of the coolant flow, and compact
arrangement, but makes LOCA thermal-hydraulic analysis more difficult.
Also, note that in case of pump failure, the coolant flow in the circuit can be
maintained high by the other pump in the loop.

The major components are four steam generators, the calandria with
fuel channels, the pressurizer, and the main coolant pumps. CANDU
steam generators cannot be operated with leaks because of the high cost of
heavy water. Since the PTLWR uses light water as a primary coolant,
extreme precautions to avoid all leaks can be relaxed. The pressurizer is
connected to both circuits. The only difference between the reference CE-
CANDU and the PTLWR primary heat transport system designs are some
additional unfueled pressure tubes running through the radial reflector in
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Figure 61 Schematic of the PTLWR primary heat transport system
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Core parameters CE-CANDU PTLWR

Thermal power (MWO 4029 3899

Primary system pressure (MPa) 15.34 15.34

Temperature at fuel channel inlet C) 298.9 298.9

Total number of fueled channels 740 740

Mass flow rate through fueled channels (kg/s) 14,100 14,100

Number of unfueled channels 0 32

Core bypass mass flow rate (through unfueled 0 224
channels) (kg/s)

the latter. Flow through these pressure tubes is orificed to provide sufficient
cooling for the radial reflector. Note that the gamma and neutron heat
generated in the reflector is recovered, hence the thermal efficiency of the
PTLWR is higher than that of CANDUs, where about 5% of the fission
energy is lost in the low-temperature D20 moderator. Key parameters of the
primary heat transport system are summarized in Table 61.

Table 61 Main parameters of the PTLVVR primary heat transport system

6.3 ANALYSIS TOOLS

Exact solution of heat transfer from fuel compacts to coolant is more
complex than for traditional LWR fuel pins because it involves
3-dimensional heat conduction from the fuel compacts through the matrix,
coupled to fluid flow in the channels. The optimum solution would be to
apply a 3-D conduction code for the full-length fuel channel with conjugate
heat transfer capabilities so that the conduction from the matrix could be
coupled to energy and momentum equations for the coolant. The problem is
further complicated by turbulent flow, and two-phase flow and heat
transfer, since boiling occurs at the end of the channels. There are not
many codes with all these capabilities available; moreover, application to a
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6m-long channel would require a very large number of mesh nodes, which
would result in large CPU requirements, even on a massively parallel
computer. Hence a simplified approach will be used.

Since the heat flux in the radial direction is very large and conduction
in the axial direction is negligible, the 3-D heat transfer problem can be
simplified into a 2-D problem by solving the 2-D conduction equation at
selected planes (perpendicular to the fuel channel centerline) of the fuel
matrix, typically at the location of maximum power density. This task can
be accomplished using a 2-dimensional finite element method (FEM) code,
such as ALGOR [ALGOR,19901, provided that the boundary conditions -
heat generation in fuel compacts and coolant parameters are known. The
power density in the fuel compacts, as a function of position, is obtained
from the MCNP models, described in Chapter 4.

The boundary conditions at the coolant interface involve the heat
transfer coefficient to the coolant, and the fluid bulk temperature. These
parameters must be obtained by solving mass and energy balance equations
for the coolant along the coolant channels. A separate code, PARCHANL
(parallel channels), has been developed for this purpose. The PARCHANL
code calculates the flow split in parallel noncommunicating channels and
the bulk fluid properties, as well as the wall temperature and the heat
transfer coefficient as a function of axial position. Besides the total mass
flow rate, inlet pressure and inlet coolant temperature, PARCHANL needs
the heat flux to individual coolant channels as a boundary condition. This
heat flux is obtained, using the ALGOR code, at the plane of maximum
power density, and by combining this result with the axial power density
profile to get the heat flux profile as a function of axial position for every
coolant channel. Since the heat transfer coefficient and coolant bulk
temperature depend on the incident heat flux to coolant, and this heat flux
in turn depends on both these variables, iterations on the heat transfer
coefficient and coolant bulk temperature between ALGOR and PARCHANL
are necessary. Because the heat transfer coefficient to coolant is large, the
convergence rate is very fast, requiring one to two iterations. Figure 62
shows the coupling between the codes and the external boundary
conditions.
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External boundary conditions

-Total mass flow rate
-Inlet pressure
-Inlet temperature
-axial profile of q /q"(z)

I F

PARCHANL

ALGOR
��l

-Maximum power density in the fuel
-zero heat flux at symmetry plane

Interfacing
boundary
conditions

Channel heat transfer
coefficient and bulk
temperature at the
location of maximum
power density

Channel heat flux q"
at the location of max
maximum power density

i

Note the simplification from the true 3-D model achieved by assuming the separation
of the axial heat flux profile in the axial (z) direction from that in the r-O plane

Figure 62 Communication between the thermohydraulic codes PARCHANI, and ALGOR
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The ALGOR code is discussed next; the equations used in PARCHANL
are described in Section 64, and a listing of the code is given in [Hejzlar,
19941.

6.3.1 The ALGOR Code

ALGOR [ALGOR, 19901 is a finite element design and analysis system
package developed by Algor, Inc. It is a robust system comprising a large
number of codes for analysis of various engineering problems such as
stress analysis, analysis of piping systems, kinematic/dynamic analysis,
fluid flow and heat transfer analysis, and many others. With respect to this
section, only the heat transfer package will be discussed. The heat transfer
analysis package enables one to generate complex geometrical objects and
to calculate heat flow patterns and temperature distribution in these
structures. It can be used to solve both the steady state and transient
problems. Material properties may be temperature dependent, either
isotropic or orthotropic. However, it is noted that problems with
temperature-dependent properties require an iterative process between the
ALGOR heat transfer processor and another auxiliary ALGOR processor.
Since these iterations are done by the user in the current version, transient
problems are very laborious and time consuming.

A variety of boundary conditions can be specified including
temperature, heat flux, convection and radiation. The drawback of the
ALGOR heat transfer package is its inability to calculate radiative heat
transfer between arbitrary surfaces. ALGOR also does not include separate
provisions to handle thermal contact resistance across an interface. This
drawback can be, however, circumvented by modeling the interface as a
separate region having properties which yield a given contact resistance.

ALGOR has undergone an extensive verification and validation
program. It is also operated under a Quality Assurance (QA) program
designed to comply with the QA requirements of the United States nuclear
power industry.
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The objective of the fuel channel thermal hydraulics analysis is to
evaluate critical heat flux and pressure drop performance along all coolant
channels. Additionally, the development of bulk coolant temperature and
the heat transfer coefficient as a function of axial position needs to be
obtained to provide boundary conditions for the analysis of fuel matrix
thermal performance using ALGOR. This section describes the procedure
for calculating these thermal-hydraulic characteristics, which are
transferred into the PARCHANL computer code. A listing of the
PARCHANL code is enclosed in [Hejzlar, 19941.

6.4.1 Fundamental Equations and Smplifying Assumptions

Thermohydraulic analysis of the flow through the coolant channels
involves the solution of the transport equations of mass, momentum and
energy. The fundamental conservation equations can be simplified by
eliminating the time derivatives, since only steady state solutions are of
interest in this section. The flow in coolant channels is highly predominant
in one direction, hence the conservation equations can be written in a one
dimensional form, in an average sense. Considering the one-dimensional,
two-phase flow through a channel of constant flow area A at the axial
position z along the channel, the channel average, steady state equations
can be derived from the fundamental conservation-equations [Todreas and
Kazimi, 19901 for:

mass conservation

a (Gm) A= 
az (6-1)

momentum conservation

d G 2m dp PW'CW - PM g os(e)
+ dz Adz PM (6-2)

and energy conservation
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d (Gm h = + q111
dz m A (6-3)

The mass conservation equation 6-1) can be directly integrated to yield

r = Gm A = const. (6-4)

Since the coolant pressure (-15MPa) and the mass flux (-9,000kg/m2_s)
through the channels are high, the homogeneous equilibrium model
(HEM) is the most appropriate choice of flow model in the two phase region.
Hence the dynamic (mixing cup) density defined as

(p, C V2 + p, (I _OC) V2)
P+ 2 V

m Gm (6-5)

corresponds to the mixture density

P+=PM=(I-0C)Pf+0CPg= I-X+ 
m Pf Pg (6-6)

The friction pressure gradient for the two-phase flow, P,/A, can be also
simplified using the HEM mixture density as

,c, P, fTp G2 ff 2 G2 ff, G2
-I = 10 O M - m

A De 2 pf De 2 pf De 2 pm. (6-7)

2
where the two-phase flow multiplier for HEM, fo, was incorporated into
mixture density, i.e.,

T P G 2 G m2 fg]
ft-0 Pf = Ifopf D 2pfD Vf

G2 vf + xvfg = ffo G2
ffo - m

2 pf De Vf 2 pm De (6-8)

The friction factor, ffo, is assumed to have the same value for liquid single-
phase flow at the same mass flux as the total two-phase mass flux (Owen's
approximation), i.e., ffo=fTp=f.

Since all coolant channels in the PTLWR are horizontal, the last term
on the RHS of Eq. 62) can be dropped, and the momentum conservation
equation can be rewritten as
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dp 2d Gm2 ffo

dz dz pm D 2 p (6-9)

The energy conservation equation 6-3) neglects kinetic energy, and the
work done on the fluid by pressure, viscous forces and body forces. The
internal heat generation in the coolant, q ''', by gamma rays and neutrons
is small and can be also neglected. Similarly as for the mixing cup density,
the mixing cup enthalpy in the energy conservation equation

h = I pv oc hv vv + pi (1-oc) hi VI)
m Gm (6-10)

corresponds to mixture enthalpy, which can be written for the HEM model
as a function of equilibrium quality

hm = h9 x + hf (I- x). (6-11)

Employing these simplifications and using Eq. 6-4), the energy equation
(6-3) can be written as

d (hm) = q Ph q Ph

dz Gm A th (6-12)

6.4.2 Flow Distribution in Parallel Non-conununicating Channels

The reference matrix design is shown in Figure 63. It employs three
types of cooling channels. The inner channel #1 has a larger diameter and
is roughened. The purpose of the roughening is twofold. First, it enhances
the heat transfer coefficient in the central channel, where the heat flux to
coolant is the highest. Second, it increases the pressure drop of this open
channel and forces more flow to the neighboring channels. The
characteristic dimensions of the coolant channels are also given in Figure
6-3.

The fuel channel contains a total of 12 fuel elements, each of length
0.5m. To secure the exact alignment of all coolant channels between the two
neighboring fuel elements, keys are provided on one face of every fuel
element, which are inserted into the dowels of the neighboring element, as
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shown on Figure 64*. Although this arrangement does not exclude some
transverse flow of the coolant along axial faces of the elements, this now
will be marginal, hence the channels can be treated as noncommunicating.

The fuel matrix design employs coolant channels of three types - the
central channel, 18 tubular channels in the intermediate ring, and the
annular channel between the matrix and the pressure tube. To be able to
study various fuel matrix designs, the analysis method is written for an
arbitrary number of channel types, each consisting of an arbitrary number
of coolant channels.

The pressure drop is calculated by applying coupled mass and
momentum conservation equations to every channel, and the equality
condition for total pressure drop of every parallel channel. Mass
conservation gives the condition

N

Al= Ali
(6-13)

where rh is the total mass flow rate per the whole fuel channel** and N is
the number of coolant channel types. Note that is the total flow rate
through all coolant channels of the same type, i. Since the fluid in the
channels changes in condition from the subcooled state to two-phase flow,
all channels must be axially nodalized to trace correctly the fluid conditions
along the channel. The steady state momentum equation for channel type i
can then be obtained by integrating Eq. 69) along the channel and by

*Another design approach would be to provide a plenum space between neighboring fuel

elements, which would allow some coolant mixing and could eliminate the necessity of

exact alignment of fuel elements. However, the disadvantage of such an approach is an

increased pressure loss, and erosion of the edges exposed to high coolant velocities.

** A Fuel channel consists of the matrix with coolant channels, the pressure tube and the

calandria tube. The coolant channels are of various types; every channel type can consist

of a number of individual coolant channels.
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2Channel Flow area (cm Hydraulic diameter (cm) Heated perimeter (cm)

#1 4.0471 2.27 8.5451

#2 0.55418 0.84 2.6389

#3 5.75 0.6 36.81

Note: channel #1 has a roughned surface

Figure 63 Coolant channels of the reference matrix design, with their dimensions
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Figure 64 Alignment of two neighboring fuel elements
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replacing the integral by the sum of piecewise constant terms over all
nodes. Separating the friction and form pressure losses, the total pressure
drop for the i-th type channel can be written as

APi = Pfi + APformi + Paci, (6-14)

with the friction pressure losses

NZ A
Apf' = rhi I fj("i De

j=1 2 pjNP? A? -15)(6

the form losses

r.12Apformj = , Y, Kj p2

j=1 2 pjN A? (6-16)

and the acceleration losses

rij?
APac 1

2
j= I (6-17)

NPi is the number of channels of the same type, i, NZ is the total number of

axial nodes, Ai and Dej are the flow area and hydraulic diameter of one
channel of type i, respectively. Form loss coefficients, Kij, were taken from

[Idelchik,19861. If the j-th axial node does not contain any form loss,
coefficient Kij is set to zero. It is assumed that the alignment of coolant
channels between neighboring fuel elements is not perfect, giving rise to
non-zero form losses at these locations.

Coolant density, pj, at each node is calculated from the node bulk
temperature, Tij, and pressure, pij; in the one-phase flow regime

Pi = Tij, pij) (6-18)

using polynomials for subcooled water; and as a function of quality, xij in
the two-phase flow regime, i.e.,

I I

Pij Vfij(Pij + Xij [g'i'j(Pi'j) - Vfij(p 0 (6-19)
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where the thermodynamic equilibrium quality is calculated as

hij hfij(pili)
X "j hgij(pij - hfjj(pij), (6-20)

and the node-average enthalpy is obtained from an energy balance. Note
that the decrease of saturation properties with pressure is taken into
account. Pressure at axial position z represented by the J-th node is
calculated for the i-th type channel

i Az-
fiI2Po Pin I fj 1h,)

j=1 Dei 2 pjNP A?

+ Kij - I +
2 pjNP A 2 NP?� A�, P iJ Pi, (6-21)

The Moody friction factor in the axial node of channel i, fij, is calculated
as a function of Reynolds number and surface roughness, after Idelchik,
[Idelchik, 19861

+k 0.25
68Dhi eij (6-22)

fij 0 I 

where

Re,j ihi Dei
I,- (6-23)

gij = fTij, pij). (6-24)

The dynamic viscosity for two-phase flow has the same value as for single-
phase flow (RTP = gf ) by virtue of Owen's approach in selecting the friction

factor. The condition of equal total pressure drop for all types of channels
can be written in the form

Ap = pi I i=1, . . . N-1. (6-25)

Substituting for friction, form, and acceleration terms from Eqs. 615)
through 6-17) into Eq. 6-25) yields
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rhi+ = rhi i=1, N-1
(6-26)

where

Az
1 - +K. 1Fi(ffii) fijffii) i j i'j

j=1 De 2 pijNP? A 2 pijNP� V 2 N:12V "j- 1
(6-27)

Mass conservation, Eq. 6-13), together with (N-1) equations 6-26), form a
complete set of N. equations with N unknown mass flow rates. The system of
equations 6-26) cannot be solved analytically since functions Fi depend on

mass flow rates through the Reynolds number, as well as through the
coolant properties, which in turn depend on mass flow rates. Hence an
iterative process is applied. First, a guess of mass flow rates is made, then
the fluid properties are obtained from an energy balance, and the friction
factor is calculated. Using Eq. 626), mass flow rates are updated and
compared to old values. The procedure is repeated until the change in mass
flow rate is less than the prescribed tolerance. Note that Eq. 6-26) ensures
equality of pressure drops. To ensure mass conservation, Eq. 6-13), another
iteration loop must be performed. This is accomplished by alternating the
mass flow rate of the reference channel (channel #1 is the reference
channel by virtue of Eq. 6-26)) using the relation

rhk+l rhk1 rh

NPj rhk
(6-28)

where the superscript k denotes iteration index.

6.4.3 Power Density Distribution and Heat Flux to Coolant

To solve the energy balance in the coolant, the heat flux to each axial
node in each type of coolant channel must be known. The axial heat flux
distribution depends on the power density profile in the fuel compacts. This
profile was obtained from fission rates edited from the MCNP model. In
calculating the axial power density profile from MCNP tallies, a scaling
factor with respect to average fission power generated in the fuel is needed.
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Heat generation in: CE-CANDU PTLWR
(MWth)a (MWth)

Fuel elements 3810 3630

Out-of-fuel-channel moderator 18�b 0

Reflector 16.9 43-axial
61-radialc

Calandria tubes 6.3 35

Pressure tubes 14 116

Other losses 14 14

Total out-of-fuel generation counted as loss 219.2 75

Total ssion power 4029 3899

a From [Shapiro and Jesick, 1979].

bBoldface type denotes lost energy, i.e., energy that does not contribute to
power generation.

c Most of the heat generated in the radial reflector can be easily recovered
using additional nonfueled pressure tubes for cooling the radial reflector.
Assuming that all this heat is nonrecoverable makes the fuel channel
analysis conservative because of the higher fission power needed to keep
the same power rating.

The reference CE-CANDU design and the PTLVVR concept differ in power
generation apportionment, and hence in fission power, as shown in Table
6-2.

Table 62 Heat generation distribution in the PTLVR concept and CE-
CANDU

Heat generation in the reflector, pressure tubes and calandria tubes of
the PTLWR were calculated from an MCNP model; other heat losses were
assumed the same as for the reference CE-CANDU design. To obtain the
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total fission power for the dry calandria design, it is assumed that the dry
calandria design generates the same amount of electricity in MWe as the
reference CE-CANDU. To produce the same power rating of 1260 MWe and

assuming that the other primary and secondary system parameters of the
PTLVV-R are identical with those of CE-CANDU, the PTLVVR must generate
the same recoverable power as the reference CE-CANDU unit, i.e.,
381OMWt recovered from fuel and 14MWt recovered from pressure tubes
gives a total of 3824MWt. The total fission power for the dry calandria
design is obtained by adding unrecoverable losses of 75 MWt to 3824 MWt,
which yields 3899 MWt. The heat generation in the fuel channels is then
calculated by subtracting all heat generated elsewhere from the total fission
power, i.e., 3899-43-35-116-75=363OMWt. This approach neglects CE-CANDU
heat losses across the gap between the pressure tube and the calandria tube
which are non-recoverable but are small (about 0.1%, i.e., MWt). Note that

the PTLWR has significantly less nonrecoverable energy losses, primarily
due to elimination of neutron and gamma heating of D20 moderator, and by
recovering energy generated in the end reflector. Note that although a
substantial portion of energy generated in the radial reflector can be easily
recovered, the analysis assumes all this energy as nonrecoverable. This
assumption yields higher heat generation rates in the fuel elements, thus
making the fuel channel analysis conservative. The total fission power of
3899 MWt gives the basis for establishing the correct scaling factor to
acquire the power density profile from MCNP fission rate tallies.

Introducing the axial profile factor for the i-th channel

�j(z = qj(z)/q"ima, (6-29)

the heat flux to coolant at location z, q%(z), can be obtained provided that the

maximum heat flux to coolant, qimax (heat flux into the i-th coolant
channel type at the z4ocation where the maximum is attained*) and the

Note that channel 2 exhibits si nificant azimuthal nonuniformities in the wall heat

flux. These nonuniformities are not considered in the channel thermohydraulics

analysis. Perfect coolant mixing is assumed within every coolant channel, and the heat
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axial profile factor, i(z), are known. The detailed analysis of heat
conduction in the fuel matrix element requires sophisticated codes. As
discussed in Section 63 a full 3-D model of the fuel matrix coupled to fluid
flow in the coolant coolant channels is not practical. Instead, a simplified
approach has been adopted.

First the guess of heat flux to coolant for each channel at the axial
location of the maximum power density can be made as follows:

Using the maximum power density per fuel compact in the inner ring,
q"'maxirl, and the maximum power density per fuel compact in the outer
ring, q ... maxorl, maximum linear heat rate per inner and outer ring is
calculated as

q' q"'maxir, Nir ; qmaxor -q"'maxor, Nor
maxor - R' Ror

ir (6-30,31)

where Nir and Nor are the numbers of fuel compacts in the inner and outer
fuel rings, respectively.

The portion of the heat generated in the inner ring proceeds to the central
coolant channel #1 while the remaining portion flows to the ring of coolant
channels 2. How the heat flow splits depends on the thermal resistance
between the fuel compact and bulk coolant as well as on the magnitude of
the bulk coolant temperatures in these channels. The first guess assumes
that half of the heat generated in the inner fuel ring goes to channel #1 and
the other half proceeds to channel 2 A similar assumption is adopted for
the outer fuel ring. Hence, the maximum heat flux to the coolant for
individual channels can be written as

q I q'maxir q"2,max = q1maxor + q1maxir ; q3,max -- q'maxor
,max - 2 Ph, I 2 NP2 Ph,2 2 Ph,3 632,33,34)

flux and heat transfer coefficient at location z are taken as an average over the channel

circumference. However, the azimuthal wall temperature profile is calculated using the 2-

D finite element code ALGOR.
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where Ph stands for heated perimeter. The axial heat flux distribution in
the i-th channel type can then be obtained by nodalizing Eq. 6-29 as

q"i = �jj qjmax i=1,2,N; j=l,... NZ. (6-35)

The heat flux distribution parameter, ij, in the axial direction,
represented by index j, is known from the axial power density profile
obtained from MCNP. Index i denotes heat flow split into individual
channels, which may differ from the split at the location of maximum heat
flux given as the first guess by Eqs. 632) through 634). Exact
determination of this split in every axial node would require running a
detailed conduction analysis using ALGOR for every axial node. To save
computer time, the exact 2-D heat conduction calculations will be
performed only at the axial location of maximum power density, and the
heat flow split into individual coolant channels obtained at this location will
be assumed to be the same along the entire channel length. Since the
difference of the axial bulk temperature profile between individual coolant
channel types is small and since heat transfer coefficients are large (i.e.,
the main resistance to heat flow occurs in the fuel matrix) the error
introduced by this simplification is small.

6.4.4 Energy Balance and Channel Wall Temperature Profile

Having determined the heat flux to individual channels at each axial
node, the fluid enthalpy at the exit of node j can be calculated by integrating

the energy balance over the node,

hij = hj I q"ij (NPi Phi) AZj
Mi (6-36)

Fluid bulk temperature is computed as a function of node enthalpy and
pressure or as a function of pressure only, if saturated conditions are
reached, i.e.,

Tbj = (hij, pij); Tbj = Tsati = fPO. (6-37)

As schematically shown on Figure 65, channel length can be
subdivided into four regions - a single-phase convection region (1) a partial
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T sat - saturation temperature

TW wall temperature

T b -fluid bulk temperature

ONB - onset of nucleate boiling

FDB - fully developed subcooled boiling

Figure 65 Subcooled boiling regions with temperature profiles
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subcooled boiling region 2) a region of fully developed subcooled boiling 3),
and a saturated boiling region 4). Individual regions can be identified by
the fluid subcooling parameter (to simplify the notation, channel and node
subscripts are omitted in the following discussion)

ATsub(Z = Tsat(z - TbW (6-38)

as follows:

*Single-phase convection region ATsub(z > TsubONB 

*partial subcooled boiling region ATsubFDB < Tsub(z < TsubONB,
*fully developed subcooled boiling region < Tsub(z < TsubFDB, and

,Dsaturated boiling region ATsub(z) 0.

The heat transfer coefficient in the one-phase regime is calculated by
the Dittus-Boelter correlation modified for entrance effects

hc = 0023 ReO.8 PrO.333 I 4400- 0.3 5] k
Dh. (6-39)

Heat transfer in the subcooled boiling region is evaluated by Bowring's
approach [Bowring,19621. In region 1, heat transfer is assumed to be by
pure single-phase convection, even though wall temperature may be above
the saturation temperature. The onset of nucleate boiling can be
determined from fluid subcooling

ATsubONB = " q"n
hc (6-40)

as suggested by Bowring [Collier,19811, where hc is the heat transfer
coefficient for single-phase convection and is a pressure function.
Relation 640) stems from the assumption that the condition for first
nucleation is achieved if the wall temperature obtained from a single-phase
convection correlation equals the wall temperature due to pure subcooled
boiling heat transfer. Applying the Jens-Lottes correlation [Jens and Lottes,
19511

ATj," = 25 exp (p/62) q0.25 (6-41)
at

to the subcooled boiling portion of Eq. 6-40), Eq. 6-40) can be rewritten as
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I I
ATsubONB = - 25 exp (p/62) q0.25 (6-42)

where pressure, p is in bars and the heat flux, q, is in MW/M2.
Alternatively, if Thom's [Thom, 19661 correlation,

Atraht's = 22.65 exp (p/87) q0.5 (6-41a)

is used, Eq. 6-40) has the form

ATSUbONB = - 22.65 exp (p/87) q,,0.5
h, (6-42a)

where again pressure is in bars and the heat flux is in MW/M2.

In the partial boiling region, Bowring assumes that the total average
heat flux consists of two components: the average surface heat flux
transferred by single-phase convection, qSPL, and the average surface heat
flux transferred by bubble nucleation, qSCB, i.e.,

11
q = q"SPL + qSCB. (6-43)

The single-phase component is assumed after Bowring to obey the
relationship

q"SPL = hc (Tsat - TO (6-44)

in region and to be zero in regions 3 and 4 Using Figure 66, the single-
phase component at the location of the onset of nucleate boiling can be
approximated as

q" ATsubONB qSPL.ONB =
(ATsubhw=Tsat (6-45)

while the subcooled boiling component is calculated as

q"SCBONB ATsubO q
(ATsub)Tw (6-46)

by virtue of Eq. 6-43).
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Similarly, at the location of transition between the partial subcooled boiling
and fully developed subcooled boiling regions (boundary between regions 2
and 3 one can approximate

q"SPLFDB = - ATsubFDB q" ; qSCBFDB - ATsubFDB 11
(ATsubhw=Tsat (ATsubhw=Tsat_ (6-47)

q"SpL
q if

I

q"SPL ONB

q

q " SPL FDB

qI I

N.
ATsub

ATsubFDB 0
AT-A, IIXT11)
_ bull

(ATsub)Tw=Tsat I -1 I L.,

Figure 6-6 Approximation of single-phase component of heat
subcooled boiling region, after Bownng

flux in partial

The subcooled boiling component of the heat flux determines wall
temperature at the location of ONB and FDB through Eqs. 6-41) or (6-41a),

i. e.,

TwONB = TsatONB + ATsatONB = TsatONB + W (q"SCBONBP, (6-48)

TwFDB = TsatFDB + ATsatFDB = TsatFDB + W (q"SCBFDBr (6-49)

where the numerical valus of the coefficients xV and n depend on whether
Jens-Lottes' or Thom's correlations are used. The magnitude of subcooling
at which the subcooled boiling becomes fully developed, ATsubFDB is
calculated after Bowring [Bowring,19811

ATsubFDB = - 14 q" �n
1.4 hc 1.4 (6-50)
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In the nodalization scheme, interpolation must be performed to obtain
node wall temperatures and correct locations of ONB and FDB. The
coordinate of ONB is obtained as an intersection of the Tsat curve and the
(Tb + ATsubONB) curve. This is achieved through linear interpolation;
using the nomenclature in Figure 67 and restoring indexing:

ZONBJ = Zj-1 + Tsatij-1 - Twij-l + ATsubONBJ
(Tbij - Tj-IyAzj - Tsati - Tsatij-IyAzj. (6-51)

Similarly, the location of the inception of fully developed subcooled boiling is

calculated

ZFDBj = Zj- I Tsatjj-1 - Twij-l + TsubFDBi)
(Tbij - Tj-,�Azj - Tsti - Tsatij-IyAzj. (6-52)

7 - -

Node j I Node j Node j+1

Figure 67 Schematic of partial subcooled boiling region in the nodalization
scheme
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Finally, the wall temperature of channel type i at node j is obtained by
linear interpolation

Twij --= Tsatij + ATsatONBi +&TsatFDBi - ATsatONBi (Z - ZONBJ
ZFDBj - ZONBi (6-53)

In the fully developed subcooled boiling region 3 Jens-Lottes or Thom's

correlations given by equations 6-41) or (6-41a) are used with full heat flux
applied to subcooled boiling, i.e., the single-phase convection portion is
taken as zero. The program offers the choice between these two
correlations. Jens-Lottes correlation gives, however a ATsat lower by a

factor of two than Thom's correlation. Since there has been some concern
that Jens-Lottes yields lower ATsat at high pressures [Tong and
Weisman,19791, Thom's correlation was used in the evaluation of the
PTLWR fuel channel design. The wall temperature in this region is
calculated as

,,0.5Twij = Tsatij + 22.65 exp (pij/87) q j (6-54)

where

- q"- + q"ij-1
q11jj - " 2 (6-55)

Region 4 represents the saturated boiling regime; the heat transfer
coefficient is calculated by Chen's correlation [Chen, 19631. Chen's
correlation is also described in [Todreas and Kazinii, 19901 and will not be

repeated here.

An alternative simplified approach using Jens-Lottes or Thom's
correlation for the entire subcooled boiling region can be also applied. The
onset of subcooled boiling can be assumed to appear when the Jens-Lottes
correlation predicts a lower wall temperature than the forced flow
correlation. The wall temperature can be first calculated using the Dittus-
Boelter heat transfer coefficient from Eq. 6-39)

T,,,ij = Tbij +h c, ij (6-56)
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Then, if the wall temperature is greater than the fluid bulk temperature,
the wall temperature is calculated by Jens-Lottes or Thom's correlations. If
the wall temperature calculated from Jens-Lottes or Thom's correlations is
less than that obtained from Eq. 6-56), the fluid is assumed to be in the
subcooled boiling regime.

6.4.5 Heat Transfer Coefficient and F)dction Factor for Rough Surface

Central channel #1 experiences the highest heat flux to coolant because
it partially cools fuel compacts with its small available heat transfer
surface. To reduce the heat flux to this channel, the heat transfer surface is
increased by increasing the diameter of the channel. The strategy of
roughening the channel surface is also employed. Roughening increases
the pressure drop in the channel and hence forces more flow into the
neighboring coolant channels. It also breaks down the laminar sublayer of
turbulent flow, induces more turbulence near the wall, and hence
enhances the heat transfer coefficient. Note that, contrary to the typical
target of the highest heat transfer coefficient and the lowest pressure drop,
this arrangement requires both a high pressure drop and a high heat
transfer coefficient in the central coolant channel.

Sand-grain type roughness was chosen for channel #1 because it
provides the large needed pressure drop, it is easy to manufacture, and
data for both the friction factor and heat transfer coefficient are available.
The approaches used for analyses of rough surfaces are based on similarity
considerations developed by Nikuradse 19521. Two surfaces are
geometrically similar if the geometry of their roughness is the same in all
aspects except for a scale factor. For tubes with hydraulic diameter De, a
family of roughened tubes will differ in their e/De values where e is the
roughness height. The model derived by Nikuradse, based on the "law of the
wall" velocity distribution for flow over a rough surface, gives the friction
similarity law

Re'(e+ = V2-/f + 25 In (2e/De) + 375 (6-57)

where Re+ is the roughness function and e is the roughness Reynolds
number defined as
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eue = - -e Re 2 where u*
V De V f P (6-58)

The friction factor in Eqs 6-57) and 6-58) is the Fanning friction factor, and
the hydraulic diameter, De, is defined as the diameter of the base of the
rough surface. The roughness function, Re+, is different for different
families of geometrically similar surfaces. For sand-grain type roughness
and for fully developed turbulent flow, this function was established by
Nikuradse to be

Re+(e+ = 848 = const. for e > 78 (6-59)

Since the Re number in channel #1 is about 2.5xjO6' the flow is far into the
turbulent regime and Eq. 6-59) is valid. Substituting Eq. 6-59) into Eq. 6-57)
yields the Fanning friction factor for sand-grain type roughness,

f = 2
[8.48 3.75 2.5 In (2e/Dh)]2. (6-60)

This value, multiplied by a factor of 4 (to obtain the Moody friction factor), is
used for channel #1 in the momentum equation.

A heat transfer correlation applicable to any type of geometrically
similar roughness was developed by Dipprey and Sabersky [Dipprey and
Sabersky, 19631. By applying the heat-momentum-transfer analogy to flow
over rough surfaces they arrived at the relation

g (e+) PO = (2 St) - I_ + Re+(e+)
ff/2 (6-61)

where the Stanton number is given as

St= h
CP G (6-62)

The above relation is generally valid for geometrically similar surfaces,
however, for different roughness families, there are different g(e+)
functions. For sand-grain roughness, Dipprey correlated his experimental
results as [Dipprey and Sabersky, 19631

g(e+) Pr-0.44 = 519 (e+P.2. (6-63)
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�� Dipprey-smooth
..... Dipprey-rough

- - - Dittus-Boelter

Substituting for the g-function in Eq. 6-61), the Dipprey correlation 6-63)
yields the Stanton number

V2St =
I 012 519 (e+P-2 prO.44 - Re+(e+)] (6-64)

where the roughness function, Re+, is given by Eq. 6-56).

The correctness of Eq. 6-64) can be verified in the limit of e/De=O, i.e.,

for a smooth wall, since it should correspond to forced turbulent convection
correlations. Such a comparison is given in Figure 68. The Dipprey-
Sabersky correlation is compared with the widely known Dittus-Boelter heat
transfer correlation for smooth tubes and with the Gnielinski correlation

I 0�

1-1�4
C'4 1

Ei
C
C.)
U
E
C)0
U
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C
I-Irl
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U

- - X--- Gnielinski e/D =0.04
e

............. ................. ------------ ---------- le -----------------------------------------------

smooth

104

O106

Reynolds number

Figure 6-8 Comparison of Dipprey-Sabersky correlation with Dittus-Boelter
and Gnielinski correlations

V2 (Re - I 000) Pr
Nu =

1 + 1-2.7 ff-/2 (Pr2/3 - 1) (6-65)

which is one of the best correlations available for forced convection regimes
[Kakac et. al., 19871. The friction factor, f, in Eq. 665) is a smooth tube
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friction factor, which was calculated calculated using the explicit Techo
correlation [Kakac et. al., 19871

f= 1

(1.7372 In Re/(I 964 In(Re - 38215�2 (6-66)

considered to be one of the best forced flow convection correlations in smooth
tubes. The comparison is shown for a Re number range in the vicinity of the
operating conditions for channel #1. The agreement between the Dipprey-
Sabersky and Gnielinski correlations is excellent. The Dittus-Boelter
correlation slightly overpredicts the heat transfer coefficient, especially for
lower Re numbers.

Figure 68 also shows the enhancement of heat transfer coefficient using
sand-grain type roughness compared to a smooth tube. The heat transfer
coefficient for the rough tube was calculated using the Dipprey-Sabersky
correlation for an e/De of 004. It can be observed that the enhancement is
significant.

The Fanning friction factor for sand-grain type roughness, calculated
from Eq. 6-60), is compared with the Fanning friction factor for a smooth
pipe, Eq. 6-66), in Figure 69.

Figures 68 and 69 suggest that by introducing sand-grain roughness
with e/De= 004, the increase in friction factor is about 3 times, while the
heat transfer enhancement is about two-fold.

6.4.6 Critical Heat F'Iux

The PTLWR coolant channels operate at high pressure and a high
coolant mass flux. As in the CE-CANDU reference design, saturated
boiling is experienced at the end of the channels, with a low exit quality.
The central channel and the coolant channels in the intermediate ring are
round, channel 3 is of annular shape.

Several CHF correlations have been considered to calculate the critical
heat flux and CHF ratio in the PTLWR coolant channels. These include the
W-3 correlation [Tong,19721, the PI-1 correlation [Pernica and Cizek, 19911,
the Bowring correlation [Bowring,19721, the Shah correlation
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Figure 69 Comparison of Fanning friction factor for smooth and
roughened channels

[Shah, 19871, the Katto correlation [Katto, 19851, and the AECL look up tables
[Groeneveld et. al.,19861. The ranges for which the above correlations are
recommended are summarized in Table 63. Table 63 also shows the
conditions experienced in the coolant channels of the reference PTLWR
design.

Most of the PTLWR channel parameters fall within the specified W-3
range, except for the channel length, mass flux and hydraulic diameter.
The mass flux and hydraulic diameter of channel #1 are slightly above the
given range. Channel length is almost twice as large as the upper limit,
however, the CHF depends primarily on local conditions, represented by
local quality. Since local quality falls within the range of the W-3
correlation, the fact that the channel length is much longer than the W-3
limit should not effect the correlation predictions significantly.

The Pernica and Cizek correlation (PI-1) extends the validity range
compared to the W-3 correlation. However, the increased upper length limit
of 4.44m still does not cover the full PTLWR channel length. Also, channel
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PTLVVrR W-3 PI-1 Bowring Shah AECL Katto

Table 63 Parameters of the PTLWR and the recommended ranges for
considered CHF correlations.

Pressure
(MPa)

15 7-17 2 - 8 2-19 0.031-21.2 01-20 0031-21.2

Mass flux
(kg/m2-S)

7,000-

9,000

-0.29 to

+0.06

-0.29

1,350-

6,470

5 -

7500
136-

18,600

4-29,051 07,500 429,051

Local

quality

Inlet
quality

-0. 1 to

+0.15

-2.6 to

+1.0

-4 to

+0.85

-0. to

+1.0

-2.6 to

+1.0

-1.2 to

+0.3

-4 to 0.81

Length
(m)

5.94 0.254 -

3.66

0.4 -

4.44

0 15-3.7 (1.3-940)D (1.3-940)D

Hydraulic
diameter
(mm)

6 - 22 5.0 -

17.8

1.59 -

129

2-45 0.315-37.5 -a 0.320-37.8

Geometry tube,
annulus

rod
bundles

tube

rod
bundles

tube tube tubea tube

aThe AECL look up table is compiled from data for heated vertical tubes
with inner diameter of mm. Correction factors allowing application of the
method to rod bundle geometries, to geometries with different dimensions,
as well as for other effects are provided.

mass flux slightly exceeds the upper range limit. Further, it is noted that
the PI-1 correlation was tested for bundle geometries, but not for circular or
annular channels. Pernica also compared several correlations, including
the W-3 correlation with experimental data. The W-3 correlation was found
to give a mean CHF value of 0.81, with standard deviation of 0418,
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compared to the PI-1 correlation with a mean value of 102 with standard
deviation of 0117 [Pernica and Cizek,19911. Hence, the W-3 relation should
be expected to yield conservatively lower CHF values.

Bowring's [Bowring, 19721 correlation encompasses high mass flux
values within the verified range. Bowring's correlation was obtained for
water flow in heated vertical tubes with uniform heat flux. It covers very
high mass fluxes, however, the tested lengths are quite below the needed
PTLWR channel length.

The Shah correlation [Shah,19871 and Katto's generalized correlation
[Katto, 19851 cover a very wide range of parameters. They were also tested
on many fluids other than water, including refrigerants, chemicals,
cryogens and liquid metals. The recommended range of both the Shah and
Katto CHF correlations covers all parameters encountered in PTLWR
coolant channels.

The AECL lookup table is based on the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories' CHF data bank, which contains more than 15000 CHF data
points. The table covers a very large range. The mass flux experienced in
PTLWR coolant channels is higher than the maximum mass flux in the
AECL table. Groeneveld suggests that for G>7500 kg/m2-s, CHF values at
G=7500 kg/m2-s can be used. Hence, the CHF predicted at these values of
mass flux will be conservative. Moreover, CHF becomes less important as
the post-CHF heat transfer is usually excellent at such high flows
[Groeneveld et. al. 19861.

All correlations considered are listed and compared in Appendix B. The
PARCHANL code offers the choice of all these correlations. The Shah
correlation, the Katto correlation and the AECL lookup tables appear to be
the most appropriate correlations for the PTLVV-R coolant channels, since
all the parameters of the coolant channels fall within the range of validity of
all these correlations. The AECL lookup table was selected for the CHF
calculations in the PTLWR coolant channels since it was derived from an
extensive experimental data bank and every data point was checked for
consistency using a heat balance. It is considered a significant
improvement over existing correlations because of its much wider data base
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and more consistent trends at all conditions [Groeneveld,19861. It was also
incorporated into the RELAP5/MOD3 computer code [Shumway, 19891.
Also, very recent comparison of CHF correlations, used in major reactor
analysis computer codes, with a large data bank showed that the AECL
lookup table has the best prediction accuracy and the smallest uncertainty
[Lee and Liao, 19941.

There are two fundamental approaches in calculating the CHF
margins in the low-quality region. The first, traditional, approach, used in
PWRs, calculates. critical heat flux at local conditions and then evaluates
the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) as the CHF over the heat
flux at this location. The alternative method varies power input into the fuel
channel (keeping the same flux shape) until critical conditions are reached
at a given location. Then the CHF margin is calculated as the ratio of the
heat flux at this location (which gave rise to critical conditions) over the
operating heat flux at the same location. This method could be termed as
the departure from nucleate boiling power ratio (DNBPR). It is very closely
related to the critical power ratio (CPR) used in BV7Rs and CANDUs, but it
does not take into account changes in the shape of the axial heat flux profile
with changes in power input. PARCHANL gives a choice between these two

methods. The detailed discussion of both methods, given in Appendix ,
concludes that the DNBPR method seems to be more appropriate for
calculating PTLWR CHF margins. Therefore this method will be applied in
the analysis of PTLWR fuel channels, presented in Section 65. The
traditional DNBR will be also shown for comparison.

There are two other issues which have to be addressed with respect to
critical heat flux in the PTLWR fuel channels. They involve critical heat
flux on the roughened surface of the central channel, and the effect of
azimuthal nonuniformities of the heat flux profile in the intermediate ring
of circular coolant channels.

Regarding the CHF on rough surface, Tong[19651 suggests that
roughness improves the CHF values in the low-quality region. However, the
effect of surface roughening on critical heat flux in both pool boiling and
subcooled boiling is small [Griffith,19931. Hence, the CHF for smooth walls,
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calculated from the AECL lookup table, will be used also for the central
roughened channel.

To account for azimuthal nonuniformities in heat flux, critical heat
flux obtained from the correlations is reduced per recommendations of
Collier [Collier, 1981 as

q"CHF = qCHF - fred qCHF (6-67)

where the reduction coefficient, Ged depends on the magnitude of
nonuniformities,.

f,,d = I for I< q q< 1.5
fed = 02 for 1.5 < 20.

q"maxo is the peak heat flux around the channel circumference and q -is the
azimuthal average heat flux calculated as

27t

qVI q"(0) r dO
2,K r (6-68)

6.4.7 Post-CBF Heat Tiransfer

To explore the potential of a SiC-coated fuel matrix to operate in stable

film boiling in case the CHF limit is exceeded, an option for heat transfer
analysis of the post-CHF regime was added to the PARCHANL code. The
heat transfer coefficient in the post-CHF region is calculated from the
Groeneveld correlation [Groeneveld,19691, based on an extensive set of
experimental data. For the round channels (channels #1 and 2), the
correlation based on data from vertical and horizontal flow in round tubes
is applied,

h= 000327 X+P8 (I-X) 901 Cpg[Ig 1 32 Y-1.5Dh

gg Pf kg 11 kg, (6-69)

where

Y = ]max Io 1. - I (I _X)0.4 P f

I P g (6-70)
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For the annular channel 3 a similar equation to Eq. 669), based on
annuli data,

h= 0052 X+Pg (I-X) Cpg�lg 126 y-1.061)h

gg Pf kg all kg, (6-71)

is used.

In Eqs. 670) through 671), thermal conductivity in the Nusselt
number and properties in the two-phase Reynolds number are evaluated at
saturation temperature, while the Prandtl number is evaluated at the wall
temperature.

6.5 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The results of the thermal-hydraulic analysis will be presented in two
major sections. The first section will analyze the fresh core with almost flat
power density profile. The second section considers the equilibrium core
with bidirectional refueling scheme.

6.5.1 Fresh Core

As has been demonstrated in Chapter 4 the fresh core exhibits an
almost flat power density profile, with slight peaking at the ends of the fuel
channels. The analysis of the PTLWR fresh fuel channels was performed
by the PARCHAN-L code combined with the 2-D finite element code ALGOR.
The input data used for the reference PTLWR design are given in Table 61
and in Figure 63. The power density profile in fuel compacts, obtained from
an MCNP model, is given in Chapter 4.

6.5.1.1 Thermohydraulies during Normal Operation

Figures 610 and 611 show the profile of bulk coolant temperature
"T-fluid", and wall temperature "T-wall" along each coolant channel.
Numbers in parentheses denote channel number according to Figure 63 It
can be observed that the central channel #1) remains slightly subcooled at
the exit, while the intermediate coolant channels (#2) and the outer
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annular channel (#3) reached the saturation state close to the channel
outlet. Saturation temperature, "Tsat", is slightly decreasing because of the
decrease in local pressure. The development of the wall temperature profile
indicates clearly the location of the onset of subcooled boiling.

Subcooled boiling is experienced in all channels. Note that the wall
temperature in Figure 611 is the azimuthal-average temperature. The
azimuthal temperature profile for each channel will be shown in Section
6.5.1.2.

Figure 612 'shows local equilibrium quality as a function of axial
position. The exit quality is 0.5%, which is less than the average exit quality
for CANDU of 2. The highest exit quality for CANDU is 473%. Figure
6-13 shows the pressure decrease along each channel. The total channel
pressure drop is about 07 MPa, which is less than the pressure drop of the
reference CE-CANDU design by about 03 MPa. The smaller pressure drop
is primarily due to significantly lower form losses in the PTLWR fuel
channel. Development of the heat transfer coefficient is shown in Figure
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channels
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6-14. The heat transfer coefficient of the central coolant channel is
significantly higher than that of the other channels due to its sand-grain
type roughness. Roughness height was chosen to be mm. At the end of the
channels, the heat transfer coefficient is significantly increased as the heat
transfer regime changes from single-phase convection to fully developed
subcooled boiling.

Figure 615 shows the critical heat flux profile, calculated by the heat
balance method using the AECL lookup table and the heat flux profile along
each channel. The difference between the CANDU and PTLVVR axial heat
flux profiles results in quite different shapes of the departure from nucleate
boiling power ratio (DNBPR) curve, shown in Figure 616. Since the heat
flux in the PTLWR fresh core is essentially flat, except for a slightly higher
heat flux at channel ends, burnout will always occur at the channel exit.
From the point of view of CHF, the PTLVVR design with a fresh core has a
disadvantage, since it exhibits the highest coolant temperature at the
location of the highest heat flux, while in CANDU, the highest coolant
temperature is at the point of the lowest heat flux. This problem is
compensated by a small peaking factor, resulting in a much smaller
maximum heat flux (for the same core power) and by the higher mass flux
of the coolant. Figure 616 also shows the operating point for CANDU
reactors, which maintains the MDNBPR at about 1.5 during normal
operation. It can be seen that the lowest DNBPR point at the end of the
channel corresponds to the CANDU operating point. Moreover, post CHF
calculations show that the matrix can operate at full power in the post CHF
regime while fuel and matrix temperature stay quite below the prescribed
limits. Also, it will be shown in Section 65.2 that for the equilibrium core,
the problem of having the highest heat flux at the location having the
highest coolant temperature can be eliminated by the bidirectional
refueling scheme.
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6.5.1.2 Fuel Matrix Analysis

The objective of this section is to evaluate fuel centerline temperature,
radial temperature profile across the fuel matrix, and the heat flux
distribution into individual coolant channels. Heat flux to coolant channels
is an important input parameter for the thermal hydraulic analysis
performed by the PARCHANL code.

Heat conduction across the fuel matrix was modeled in 2-D geometry at
the plane of the largest power density (at the channel outlet for the fresh
core), using the finite element code ALGOR. Only one quarter of the matrix
was modeled (due to symmetry) with boundary conditions of zero heat flux
at symmetry planes. A cross section of the ALGOR 2-D model with
boundary conditions is shown in Figure 617. Coolant boundary conditions
were obtained from PARCHANL. Peak power densities were obtained from
MCNP in Chapter 4 Since ALGOR does not provide any special capabilities

to model contact resistance, contact resistance between the fuel region and
the graphite matrix was modeled as an additional gap, with effective
properties, to yield the prescribed contact resistance value. The thermal
properties of the graphite matrix were modeled as temperature dependent
at high fluences to account for the decrease of thermal conductivity with
irradiation.

The matrix temperature profile is shown in Figure 618. Figure 618
shows that the maximum fuel centerline temperature is about 1081 'C,
which is less than the limit of 1300'C. Azimuthal profiles of heat fluxes
and wall temperatures for each channel are shown in Figures 619 through
6-21. The direction and location of the azimuthal profiles are marked in
Figure 617. It can be observed that the central and outer channels exhibit
only small nonuniformities in both temperature and heat flux profile while
the intermediate coolant channel exhibits large nonuniformities. This is
not very surprising since the heat transfer coefficient in the coolant
channels is large, hence most of the heat flow proceeds from fuel compacts
directly to the coolant along the shortest path. Heat flux profiles from
Figures 619 through 621 are used in Eq. 6-68) to obtain the average heat
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Boundary conditions:

h - heat transfer coefficient

T - bulk coolant temperature

q" - heat flux
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A - A Cut for presenting temperature profile

Figure 617 Boundary conditions for a 2-D finite element model
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Fuel matrix temperature profile
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Figure 6-18 Maximum fuel matrix temperature profile for the fresh core
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coolant channel

flux to individual coolant channels needed in thermohydraulic analysis.
The ratio of maximum azimuthal heat flux over the azimuthal-average
heat flux is used to obtain the correction factor for the CHF ratio
calculations.

6.5.1.3 Matrix Performance in Post-CHF Regime

This section will explore the potential of the fuel matrix to operate in
stable film boiling in case the CHF limit is exceeded. Typically, concern
over low DNBR arises in a main coolant pump trip, in particular, pump
seizure is of primary concern since dryout occurs. Analysis of a pump
seizure event in CANDUs showed that transient dryout occurs
[Shapiro,19791. Since the pump is presumed to seize in only 2 seconds 
even if shutdown systems are available, they cannot alter short term flow
response, resulting in dryout. Shutdown system function will, however,
prevent centerline melting. In the case of the proposed matrix fuel, the low
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initial stored energy in the fuel and the additional storage capabilities of the
matrix, together with matrix-coating resistance to high temperature
should eliminate concerns of fuel damage should the matrix operate in the
post-CHF regime.

To confirm good performance of the fuel matrix in the post-CHF
regime, the mass flow rate was decreased to one half of nominal value,
while the power was fixed at its nominal value. These conditions lead to the
establishment of post-CHF regimes at the end of all three channels. The
location of the sudden transition to the post-CHF regime can be observed in
Figure 622, which shows the development of the heat transfer coefficient
along each channel. Heat transfer coefficients and bulk temperatures at the
end of the channels (location of highest power density) calculated by the
thermohydraulic code PARCHANL were used in a 2-D heat conduction
model to obtain the temperature distribution in the fuel matrix. The
resulting temperature profile along the cut plane A-A, shown in Figure 6-
17, is presented in Figure 623.

The results show that the reactor could operate at full power with a
large portion of the channels in the post CHF regime without exceeding
either the fuel centerline temperature or the matrix coating temperature
limits. In fact there are still large margins to reach the transient fuel
centerline temperature limit of 1600'C and the SiC-coated wall temperature
limit of 1300'C. Hence, the traditional MDNBR limit is not of crucial
concern in the PTLWR.

6.5-1.4 Flow Instability Considerations

Parallel channels with two-phase flow may be susceptible to various
instability phenomena. Two kinds of parallel channel instabilities are
possible - between individual fuel channels and instabilities within the fuel
channel. Potential instabilities between the fuel channels can be handled by
proper orificing and should not pose a problem. CANDU reactors have
operated successfully in a stable regime. The PTLWR fuel channels,
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however, differ from those of CANDU by having parallel non-
communicating coolant channels, which may give rise to flow instabilities
within the fuel channel.

There are two major instability types - excursive (Ledinegg) instability,
and density wave oscillations. Ledinegg instability is important in low-
pressure systems; high-pressure systems such as the PTLWR concept are
less susceptible to this phenomenon. To check the susceptibility to Ledinegg
instabilities, channel operating characteristics of all channels have been
calculated for the range of flow rates between 30% and 150% at nominal
power, as shown in Figure 624. It can be observed that even at low mass
flow rates (exit equilibrium quality approaches 1.0 for the lowest mass flow
rates), no reverse trend in pressure drop (bottom of the S-shaped curve)
occurs.
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Figure 624 Operating characteristics of coolant channels at nominal power
input

Of greater importance are density wave oscillations, which may appear
in systems consisting of combined sections of single-phase and two-phase
flow, such as the PTLWR fuel channels. Density wave oscillations depend
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on many factors. High inlet velocities, high system pressure, large inlet
pressure losses and large inlet subcooling increase channel stability to
density wave oscillations. Conversely, large channel length, high heat flux
and large bypass flow in parallel channels tend to destabilize the channel
[Borkowski et. al., 19931. Density wave oscillations are much more
complicated phenomena than the Ledinegg instability and their
comprehensive analysis is beyond the scope of this study. The PTLWR
coolant channels are relatively long and operate at high heat flux, which
favor instability. On the other hand, they possess stabilizing factors since
they operate at high inlet velocity, large inlet subcooling and high pressure.
Also, the two-phase flow section is very small (about 15cm compared to a
580 cm-long single-phase section). Hence it is not expected that the PTLVVR
parallel channels will be susceptible to density wave oscillations. This can
be confirmed using the simplified stability criterion of Saha [Saha et. al.,
19761. Saha recommends construction of a stability map in an equilibrium
phase change number-subcooling number space where the equilibrium
phase change number is defined as

Npcheq -Pf - Pg q Ph L
Pg rh hfg (6-72)

and the subcooling number is defined by the relation

- Pf - Pg hf - hin
Nsub � � hfg

Pg (6-73)

The map consists of two lines. The first line is a line of constant phase
change number obtained at zero subcooling, NpcheqO. This number has
been obtained using the simplified stability criterion of Ishii [Ishii, 19711

Pf - g 2 Kin+ 2 Dh + Ke
- Xeeq I

P9 + 2 De + 2K, (6-74)

as

Npcheq -Pf - g Xeeq
Pg (6-75)
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where Kin and Ke are form losses at channel inlet and exit, respectively,
xeeq is equilibrium channel exit quality and fTp is a two-phase friction
factor. The two phase friction factor was calculated using the HEM model.
To obtain exit equilibrium quality at the onset of density wave oscillations,
coolant conditions at the channel inlet were set to saturation and the power
into the channel (keeping the axial heat flux profile fixed) was increased
until the equality in Eq. 6-74) is reached. Note that iterations are necessary
since both the RHS and LHS of Eq. 674) vary with changes in channel
power. Moreover, redistribution of mass flux in the parallel channels due to
power changes must be also considered. Intermediate cooling channels
were found to be the first to reach the density wave instability for zero
subcooling at 190% power with exit quality xeeq=0.57, which yields
Npeheq,0=2.84 by virtue of equation 6-75). This number establishes point A
on the stability map, as shown in Figure 625.

The second line is a constant subcooling number line, established by
intersection of equilibrium phase change number and subcooling critical
number calculated from nonequilibrium theory [Saha et. al., 19761, i.e.,

N,,,b., = 00022 Pe A Nph,,qO for Pe 7xlo4 and
Ph L (6-76)

N,,,b., = 154 Pe A NpcheqO for Pe >7xIO4
Ph L (6-77)

where Pe is the Peclet number. This intersection is shown as point in
Figure 625. The last point, C, is calculated as an intersection of the critical
subcooling number line and Ishii's stability criterion line, i.e.,

Npcheqc = Nsubcr +Pf - Pg qcr Ph L hf - hg
Pg rh hfg h9 (6-78)

where qr is the average channel heat flux at 190% power, i.e., the power
which initiates density wave instabilities at zero subcooling. The complete
stability map, including the operating point, is shown in Figure 625 As
expected, the operating point, obtained from Eqs. 6-72) and 6-73), is deeply
in the stable region. Calculations showed that at nominal subcooling, onset
of density wave instabilities within the fuel channel would not be reached
even at 200% power. Note that CANDU channels begin to oscillate at about
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180% power [Banerjee and Hancox, 19811. Therefore, density wave
oscillations within a fuel channel are not a limiting factor to channel
power.

N sub

Nsubcr=O 15

�pchxq

Npcheqc = 1. 5N pcheqO =2.84

Figure 625 Simplified stability criterion for thermally induced flow
oscillations in intermediate coolant channel

6.5.2 Equilibriuin Core

The thermohydraulics of the equilibrium core differs from that of the
fresh core due to its different power density profile, which depends,
primarily, on the refueling scheme. Various on-line refueling schemes and
their effect on the power density profile were studied in Chapter 4 A bi-
directional, online refueling scheme with partial reshuffling has been
selected as a reference refueling scheme. The arrangement of the bundles
for this scheme is shown in Figure 451, and the corresponding power
density profile in Figure 452. Thermohydraulic analysis of the fuel channel
was performed in the same manner as for the fresh core. The power
density profile was taken from Figure 452, and a 2-D heat conduction
analysis using ALGOR was done in the plane at the location of maximum
power density (140cm from the channel inlet).
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6.5.2.1 Thermohydraulics during Normal Operation

The bulk coolant temperature profile and wall temperature profile
along each coolant channel are shown in Figures 626 and 627. Both the
bulk and wall temperature profiles differ from the almost linear profiles for
the fresh core, shown in Figures 610 and 611, reflecting the different
power density profile. The major difference in thermohydraulic
performance between the fresh core and equilibrium core is in the CHF
margins. Figure 628 shows the heat flux and CHF profiles calculated by
the heat balance-method for each coolant channel. Since the shape of the
operating heat flux profile corresponds to the shape of the CHF profile, CHF
margins are increased. Figure 629 plots the DNB power ratio along each
channel. It can be observed that the DNBPR is almost constant along the
last two thirds of the channel. The DNBPR margin is also increased by
about 10% (compare Figure 616 and 629). Almost constant CHF margins
are even more evident using the traditional DNBR (i.e., when CHF is
evaluated by the local method).
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Figure 626 Bulk coolant temperature profile in the PTLVvrR channels for
equilibrium core
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This can be seen from Figure 630, which shows the DNBR along each
coolant channel. The MDNBR is at the location of the highest heat flux,
while the minimum DNBPR is at the end of the channel. Also note the
much higher CHF margins using the local method compared to the heat
balance method (around 3 compared to 16).

6.5.2.2 Fuel Matrix Analysis

The matrix temperature profile in the plane at the axial position of the
highest power density is shown in Figure 631. Compared with the results
for the fresh core, presented in Figure 618, the peak fuel centerline
temperature is increased by about 100 C due to higher peaking. However, it
still remains well below the limit of 1300 'C. Figure 631 shows that there is
a large temperature jump across the fuel compact-matrix interface. This
jump can be eliminated by using an alternative technology for
manufacturing the fuel elements, developed by HOBEG [Hrovat, 19751,
[Hrovat, 19781.

HOBEG (Hochtemperatur-Brennelement GmbH) developed molded
block fuel elements which consist of an isotropic highly-crystalline graphite
matrix, with coolant channels and fuel regions with TRISO particles
embedded in a graphite matrix. The important characteristics are the
elimination of the gap between the fuel compact and graphite matrix typical
for MHTGR blocks, excellent thermal contact between fuel particles, and
highly dense graphite matrix material. This allows operation at a higher
power density while keeping the maximum operating fuel temperature
relatively low. The thermal performance of the PTLWR fuel matrix using
HOBEG monolithic blocks is shown in Figure 632. The decrease in the fuel
centerline temperature by eliminating the contact resistance between the
fuel region and the matrix is significant (about 300'C).
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Putting additional material in the form of a solid matrix into the
pressure tube leads to a lower number of fuel pins in the fuel channel, to a
smaller heated perimeter, and to less available flow area than for typical
CANDU reactors, thus posing a challenge for adequate heat transfer
performance during normal operation. Fewer fuel pins per channel
results in a higher average linear heat rate in the fuel compacts. However,
the peak linear heat rate, which sets limiting values for the fuel centerline
temperature, is slightly lower than for CANDUs due to the flatness of the
power density profile. Moreover, the thermal conductivity of fuel compacts
is higher than that for U02 pins. Consequently, the operating temperature

of the fuel compact at the location of maximum power density, is relatively
low. The decrease in heated perimeter is again compensated by the flat
power density profile, so that the local peak heat flux, and hence CHF
margin is comparable to CANDU A smaller flow area generally yields
higher velocities, and thus higher pressure drop, for fixed mass flow rate.
However, coolant channels in the matrix do not require spacers (except for
the bearing pads in the annular channel between the matrix and the
pressure tube). Hence, even for higher mass velocities in the coolant
channels, the pressure drop is about 30% lower than in a CANDU reactor.

Thermohydraulic parameters of the reference PTLWR fuel channel
design are compared to CE-CANDU parameters in Table 64 Overall, the
thermohydraulic parameters fall within the range of the the reference CE-
CANDU design. Dryout is expected to occur at power levels of 160 of
nominal power for the equilibrium core and 146% for the fresh core.
However, it is to be appreciated that the fuel matrix can operate in the post-
CHF regime, while the temperatures of both the fuel and matrix-coolant
interface remain substantially below safe limits. Hence, the traditional
DNBR limit of 13 is of less importance in the matrix fuel, and concerns of
burnout-related problems during pump coast down or pump seizure are
practically eliminated.
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Fuel channel parameters CE- PTLWR PTLVTR
,CANDUa (fresh) (equilibrium)

Maximum channel power (MWth) 6.16 5.3 5.3

Maximum fuel centerline 1500 1081(780P 1215(912P
temperature (C)

Pressure drop (MPa) 1 0.7 0.7

Mass flow rate per fuel channel (kg/s) 23 19.05 19.05

Average channel inlet velocity (m/s) 9.34 10.54 10.54

Average channel mass flux (kg/m2_s) 6802 7684 7684

Core average exit quality 2% -0.2% 0.9%

Maximum local exit quality 4.73% 0.5% 2%

MDNB power ratio (AECL lookup 1.5 1.46 1.6
table)

Table 64 Comparison of PTLWR thermal-hydraulic characteristic
parameters with CE-CANDU (in the hottest channel)

a Data from [Shapiro and Jesick, 19791.

b Number in parentheses applies if HOBEG molded fuel elements are used.
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FU T MATRICK PERFORMANCE IN LOSS OF COOLANT
ACCIDENT

7.1 EVMODUCTION

One of the key characteristics of the PTLWR fuel is its capability to
survive the total absence of primary coolant without exceeding temperature
limits for the fuel, the matrix and the pressure tube. The objective of this
chapter is to study the performance of the fuel channel in loss of coolant
scenarios and to confirm that the reference PTLWR fuel satisfies the
prescribed limits. These constraints include the following temperature
limits:

• 16000C for TRISO fuel particles to avoid excessive fission product
release,

• 13000C for SiC coating to avoid excessive oxidation, and

• 500'C for pressure tube and calandria tube to minimize stress-
induced deformation and assure their reusability.

A fuel channel in a loss of coolant scenario with the prescribed limiting
temperatures is shown in Figure 71. The design basis accident for the
PTLWR is postulated as the loss of all primary coolant with simultaneous
failure to scram the reactor. At the same time, no emergency core cooling
system delivers makeup coolant into the fuel channels. However, reliable
functioning of the calandria flooding system is required. Processes during
such a sequence involve inherent reactor shutdown due to negative fuel and
coolant temperature feedbacks, deposition and storage of excess energy
from fission and decay heat in the fuel matrix, and removal of this excess
energy by conduction and radiation from the fuel channel into the flood
water in the calandria.
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The PTLWR with flooded calandria has a small fuel channel-to-flood
water mass ratio. Hence the decay heat generated inside the fuel matrix is
less than that in a typical LWR, and must be evaluated. Decay heat
generation in the PTLWR fuel matrix is studied in Section 72. Section 73
discusses possibilities of enhancement of the heat transfer rate across the
gap between the matrix and the pressure tube by increasing contact
conductance. Section 74.2 describes the simplified 1-D model developed to

analyze the transient performance of the fuel channel. The computer
program TMATRIX, which implements this model, is listed in [Hejzlar,
19941. Sections 7A.3 and 74.4 present the discussion of the results for the
fresh and equilibrium core, respectively. Section 74.5 verifies the
temperature profile obtained from the simplified model using a more
detailed 2-D finite element quasi-steady-state model.

j Fuel limit T= 16000C

Pressure tube
limit T=5000C

low

Air/steam
mixture

/Matrix limit T=1300'C

Figure 7-1 PTLWR fuel channel in LOCA scenario and its temperature
limits
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7.2 DECAY HEAT GENERATION IN THE FUEL MATRIX

The maximum temperature of the fuel and the matrix are strongly
dependent on the decay heat generated in the fuel matrix. Once the
calandria is flooded, the mass of the flooding water in the core is very large.
Moreover, the mass of the fuel is relatively small due to the small heavy
metal loading. These two factors affect the decay energy from gamma
emission deposited in the fuel matrix. Since the energy deposited in the fuel
matrix from gamma rays is proportional to the fuel matrix mass fraction,
it is expected that the decay heat generation in the fuel will be decreased, as
compared to a typical LWR (note that in LWRs most of the gamma heat is
deposited in the fuel). The objective of this section is to estimate the fraction
of decay heat deposited in the fuel matrix.

Table 71 shows the cell volume fractions, specific density and absorption
coefficients of various materials in the PTLWR cell. Decay heat is generated
by delayed gamma and beta emissions. Typical values are:

• delayed gammasy = 697 MeV = 348% of the total of 20OMeV,

• delayed betas Pd = 6 MeV = 3 of the total of 200 MeV.

The total decay heat from both gamma and beta emission is 12.97 MeV or
6.48%. Note that the contribution from delayed neutrons is small and is
neglected.

It will be assumed further that all beta particles are absorbed in the fuel.
Using the data from Table 71, the fraction of gamma rays absorbed outside
the pressure tube can be estimated as

1: Pi fo (9a/P)i
fCT+flood =i=floodCT 0.605

Pi fvi 4a/P)i
(7-1)

i.e., 0605 (6.97MeV = 405 MeV. Hence, once the calandria is flooded, the
total decay heat which must be removed from the fuel matrix and the
pressure tube is decreased from 12.97 MeV to 892 MeV, or by about 30%.
From the point of view of the decay heat removal from the fuel matrix-
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Material p g/cm3) f, (cell volume fraction) ga/p (CM2/g)

Flood water 0.972 0.746 0.023

Calandria tube 6.55 0.0094 0.023

Fuel (UO2) 10.97 0.007998 0.033

Graphite 1.78 0.1136 0.021

Pressure tube 6.55 0.0978 0.023

Silicon carbide 3.18 0.00257 0.022

pressure tube configuration, this represent an advantage, since much less
heat needs to be transferred across the gap between the pressure tube and
the calandria tube.

Table 71 Important parameters for gamma heat deposition in the reference
PTLWR cell

Note: Total lost of coolant is
coolant.

assumed, i.e., there is no absorption in the

Regarding the heat removal from the fuel matrix, the decay heat is
decreased even further by the amount of delayed gammas deposited in the
pressure tube. Applying Eq. 7-1) and adding the pressure tube to the
denominator, the fraction of gamma heat deposited in the calandria tube,
pressure tube and flooded water, fCT+PT+:n,,od, can be calculated to give
fCT+PT+flood = 0755 yielding 506 MeV of delayed gammas deposited outside
of the fuel matrix. The total heat rate to be removed from the fuel matrix,
and across the gap between the fuel matrix and pressure tube (which is the
most limiting thermal resistance) is 0245 6.97)+6 = 791 versus 12.97, or a
decrease of 40%.

The above simplified estimate was further checked by MCNP
calculations. Using the detailed MCNP cell model #1 with fully flooded cell,
the gamma heating of the fuel matrix, calandria tube, pressure tube, and of
flood water is summarized in Table 72.
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,Yprompt+c 'Ydelay Ydelaycor

I (M (M (M
Fuel matrix including fuel 26.7 14.3 26.5

Pressure tube and calandria tube 16.1 8.6 16.2

Flood water 48.8 26.1 48.5

Table 72 MCNP results for gamma heating of flooded cell

MCNP calculates only prompt gammas including capture gammas,
i.e., 7prompt+c- These results are given in the first column. Heating from the
delayed gamma emissions, given in the second column, was calculated
using the typical apportionment of prompt, capture and delayed gammas
as

7delay :-- 7prompt+c 17delay /7prompt + 7capturdl

= 6.97MeV/(6.72MeV+6.33MeV) 7prompt+c = 0.537prompt+c (7-2)

The third column in Table 72 corrects the delayed gamma heating values,
obtained from Eq. 7-2), to account for the different MCNP tallies of a non-
critical system. The fully flooded cell is deeply subcritical with
multiplication coefficient of 027. Hence the tallies obtained from MCNP do
not correspond to actual values which would have resulted from a (prior to
flooding) critical reactor. Hence, the total heat generation due to the delayed
gamma rays is scaled to the rated power of the MCNP cell as

7delaycor = 7delay 0.0348
7de laytot/Pce I Irated (7-3)

where 00348 is the known fraction of delayed gammas, 7delaytot is the sum

of all delayed gamma heat generated in the cell (from the second column)
and Pcellrated is the fission average rated power of one half of the fuel
channel (the MCNP cell models only half of the fuel channel). This
approach assumes that the distribution of gamma heating among the
tallied components (fuel matrix, tubes and flood water) for a subcritical cell
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is the same as for the critical cell. Also note that gamma rays will also be
partially absorbed in the reflector, hence the actual gamma heating of the
fuel channels will be less than the above estimates.

From the third column of Table 72, the total delayed gamma heating of
a cell can be found as

� 26.5 16.2 48.5 = 91.2 kW (7-4Ydelaycortot

from which Ydelaycorrest = 64.7 kW is deposited in the pressure tubes,
calandria tubes -and in flood water. Adding the heat generation from
delayed ,

Odelay = Prated 6MeV/20OMeV = 003 Pcellrated = 003 2634 = 79.0 kW,(7-5)

the decay heat generated in the fuel matrix can be calculated as

Pdecayfuel =Ydelaycorfuel + Nelay = 26.5 79.0 = 105.5 kW (7-6)

which corresponds to about 4 of rated power. The rest is generated outside

the fuel matrix, i.e.,

Pdecayrest = Ydelaycorrest = 64,7 kW, (7-7)

which amounts to 24 of rated power. Hence, 62% of the total decay heat
is deposited in the fuel matrix while 38 is deposited outside the fuel
matrix. This result corresponds very well with the simplified estimate of
60% and 40 presented earlier.

7.3 CONSIDERATIONS OF INCREASED CONTACT SURFACE

BETWEEN MATTUX AND PRESSURE TUBE

CANDU fuel elements slide inside the pressure tube on bearing pads.
Bearing pads are located at both ends and at the fuel element midplane.
Another option available with the fuel matrix is to provide runners which
extend along the entire length of the fuel element. Since these runners have
relatively large contact surface with the pressure tube, they could
significantly contribute to the heat transfer capabilities of the gap, provided
that the contact resistance between the runners and the pressure tube is
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small. The purpose of this section is to evaluate the potential of gap heat
transfer enhancement using full-length runners.

One possible arrangement of full-length runners is shown in Figure
7-2. The fuel matrix is equipped with three sliding pads (runners) which
provide for the annular clearance between the matrix and the inner wall of
the pressure tube. The heat rate transferred through the pads depends
primarily on the contact conductance, which is typically much lower than
the conductance of the runner material. Experiments [Williamson and
Majumdar,19921 show that the contact conductance is directly proportional
to the pressure exerted on the surfaces that are in contact. Using the total
mass of the matrix, M, from Figure 72 and assuming that the top runner
is not in contact with the pressure tube, the normal force exerted on one
bottom runner is given as

F = G/2) cos 60 = NV2) g cos 60 = 360 N. (7-8)

Using the apparent cross-sectional area (contact area) of the runner A
0.075m contact pressure can be calculated to be

p = /A = 360/0.075 = 4794 Pa. (7-9)

In addition to the pressure dependence, contact conductance also depends
on the roughness of contact surfaces and the number of pressure load
cycles. Typically, if pressure is applied to rough surfaces and then released,
the contact conductance is increased due to plastic deformations. However,
in case of matrix runners, no pressure load prior to fuel bundle insertion
can be applied, hence this conductance gain cannot materialize. Regarding
the surface roughness, the smoother the surface, the better the contact
conductance. But even if smooth surfaces are considered, Williamson's
experiments [Williamson and Majumdar,19921 show that the contact
conductance corresponding to such a low contact pressure is smalli.e.,
h=110 W2-K for a smooth aluminum surface in contact with smooth
aluminum or stainless steel. The above experiments were performed in
vacuum, hence there was no interstitial gas present. Since an air/steam
mixture will be present in the runner-pressure tube interface, the contact
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Graphite matrix Fuel compacts Total

3
Volume (cm 42,440 19,283 61,723

Mass (kg) 74.27 72.32 146.59

I
11-1

Volume and mass per fuel channel:

ength
�rs

Figure 72 Fuel matrix with 3 full-length runners
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conductance will tend to increase compared to vacuum experiments. This
increase can be significant. Madhusudana's calculations [Madhusudana,
19931 suggest, that the gap conductance with air as an interstitial gas can be
increased by about 70 times compared to vacuum only. This value can be
also confirmed by taking a typical roughness of machined surface of �=5gm

(coarse) and a typical thermal conductivity of air, k=0.035W/m2-K, which
yields for gap conductance h9 = 0.035/5x10-6 = 7000 W/m2-K, i.e., about 70

times higher than the value obtain by Williamson in a vacuum.

To judge the potential of this gap conductance on heat transfer
enhancement, the comparison with a pure radiation mode will be made.
Heat flux from the matrix surface at the 3 decay power level is about
76,OOOW/M2. Assuming the pressure tube temperature is 300'C, the
temperature needed to transfer this heat flux can be evaluated from the
radiation equation

Tmat TEMPT + (�,at I/Cmat + Dmat WEPT - )
DpT

o4 1/0.8 + 604 1/0.7 - ) 1203K
10-8 6.4 (7-10)

or about 9300C, which gives a temperature drop across the gap of about
630'C, and the effective gap conductance due to radiation

76,000
hg-rad = - = 121 W/m2-K.AT 630 (7-11)

While this value is comparable to gap conductance in a vacuum, it is about
55 times less than the gap conductance with air present. Since the contact
surface of the runners is only 15 times less than the total matrix outer
surface and since the temperature drop across the matrix is relatively
small, the runners would be capable of transferring the entire heat load
with the maximum matrix temperature lower than in the pure radiation
mode.

Although the potential for heat transfer improvement is promising, one
needs to consider practical implementation. To guarantee good heat
transfer capabilities of the runners, the entire runner surface must be in
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good contact with the pressure tube. This is not possible to assure because
pressure tubes bend and the matrix dimensions change with irradiation.
Bending of the pressure tube would cause the runners to contact the
pressure tube only at the ends or middle. A increase in the gap between
the pressure tube and runner in the middle region to 03 mm would
decrease gap conductance 70 times, back to the values achieved by pure
radiation. Such a decrease would eliminate any gain in the thermal
performance through the use of the runners. Moreover, the full-length
runners may prevent smooth axial motion of fuel elements inside a bent
pressure tube during the refueling process. Therefore, full-length runners
have been rejected as an option to increase heat transfer across the gap
between the matrix and pressure tube. Instead, bearing pads, similar to
those used for CANDUs, at both ends of the fuel elements, are proposed.
The contribution of these pads to the heat transfer across the gap is very
small because they provide only localized contact. This contribution will be
neglected in the further analysis, yielding thus conservatively higher fuel
matrix temperatures.

7.4 ANALYSIS OF TRANSIENT E[EAT TRANSFER PERFORAIANCE

7.4.1 Introduction

Following the loss of coolant from the fuel channels, the PTLWR reactor

shuts down due to the negative coolant void coefficient. Decay heat
generated in the fuel matrix is stored in the matrix at first, increasing its
temperature. About 30 seconds after the initiation of LOCA, the calandria
space becomes fully flooded with light water, which provides a heat sink.
The decay heat is transferred from the fuel matrix through conduction,
convection in the steam/air mixture present inside the fuel channels, and
radiation to the pressure tube, calandria tube, and finally to the flooding
water in the calandria.

The detailed analysis of this scenario would require a transient 2-D heat
conduction model through the fuel matrix, coupled to radiative and
convective heat transfer in the gap between the matrix and pressure tube.
Although a large number of 2-D transient heat transfer codes are available,
their treatment of radiative heat transfer is rather limited. Moreover, the
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fission power after LOCA is determined by the magnitude of temperature
coefficients, and its determination requires the coupling of the neutron
kinetics equation with the heat transfer model. Therefore, a simplified 1-D
heat transfer model of the fuel channel coupled to neutron kinetics,
described in Section 74.2, has been developed. The model describes heat
transfer from the matrix outer surface to the flood water very well and
conductive heat transfer within the fuel matrix fairly well. To study the
detailed temperature profile at selected times during the transient, a 2-D
finite element model of the fuel matrix was also used. The 2-D model is
based on the ALGOR package, and was used to verify the simplified 1-D
model, as described in Section 74.5. Transient analysis of the reference
PTLWR fuel channel design is presented in Sections 74.3. and 74.4.

7.4.2 A Simplified 1-D Model for Analysis of Transient Heat Transfer in a
Fuel Matrix-Pressure Tube Configuration

The purpose of this section is to develop a simplified model capable of
analyzing the transient response of the proposed fuel matrix-pressure tube
arrangement in LOCA without scram.

7.4.2.1 Fundamental Equations and Simplifying Assumptions

Decay heat removal from the PTLWR voided fuel channel to the flood
water involves four modes of heat transfer - conduction through solid
material, radiation, natural convection in an air/steam mixture, and
boiling on the outer flooded surface of the calandria tube.

Conduction results from a temperature gradient within a homogeneous
substance (fuel matrix, pressure tube and calandria tube). A general 3-D
heat conduction equation

P p(rT) aT(rj) = V . k(rT) VT(rj) + q'(rj)
ar (7-12)

can be rewritten, neglecting the heat flow in the axial and azimuthal
directions in cylindrical coordinates as
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DT(rj) a aT(r,,T)-P c (rT) _ - k(rT) + q ... (rj)
P ar ar ar (7-13)

The heat flux in the radial direction is given by Fourier's Law as

q"(rT) = - k(rT) VT(r,,c). (7-14)

The radiative heat flux is based on the Stefan-Boltzman Law

q = a (7-15)

where a is the Stefan-Boltzman constant, a=5.6697xlo-8 W2-K In
calculating the net radiative heat flux between the two surfaces, the
reflective properties of the surfaces and the view factor must be taken into
account. Net radiative heat flux between gray surfaces of two infinite
concentric cylinders, each of uniform temperature T and T2, and uniform
radiation characteristics can be written as

(T4
q nD, L 2) (7-16)

where the effective emissivity has the form

- _+DI I.
C el D2 �E2 (7-17)

and subscripts and 2 denote the inner and outer cylinders, respectively.
For finite cylinders, Eqs. 7-16) and 7-17) will be altered due to the change in
view factor. However, the length-to-gap width ratio is very large for both
gaps in the PTLWR fuel channel, hence the concentric cylinders can be
treated as infinite. Also the axial temperature profile along the cylinders is
not uniform, but exhibits peaking. Since the peaking is small using Eqs.
(7-16) and 7-17) for the analysis of the PTLWR fuel channel introduces only

small errors. Moreover, the results will be conservative because the net
radiative heat exchange will also proceed in the axial direction between the
hot spot and colder regions, phenomena not captured by Eqs. 7-16) and
(7-17).

In the convective heat transfer mode, energy is carried away by the
fluid whenever a solid body is exposed to a moving fluid having a
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temperature different from that of the body. The heat transfer rate is
governed by Newton's Law

q = h (T - TO (7-18)

where Tb is the bulk temperature and Tw is the wall surface temperature.
The heat transfer coefficient, h, depends on many parameters and will be
given for each case separately.

The boiling heat transfer mode occurs at the outer surface of the
calandria tube once the calandria space is flooded with water. Heat flux in
the boiling regime is governed by equation

q = h Tsat (7-19)

where the ATsat is the temperature difference between the wall and fluid
saturation temperature*.

During the flooding phase, two situations can be theoretically
encountered - nucleate boiling and film boiling, depending on the heat flux
and the initial temperature of the tube surface.

Typical regions on a boiling curve are shown in Figure 73. The most
important points on the curve are the minimum film boiling point,
designated as E and the critical heat flux point C. Both the point E and point
C need to be quantified to identify the correct heat transfer regime.

Point E, also known as the Leidenfrost temperature, can be theoretically

calculated from the minimum heat flux which will maintain film boiling,
q"min- If the flood water in the calandria is at saturation condition, this
heat flux is given in the form [Zuber and Tribus, 19581

*Saturated temperature of flood water is assumed although the flood water is subcooled by

60'C, immediately after it enters the calandria. This assumption has been adopted because

it yields conservatively higher temperatures of fuel channels.
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q i = C hfg )4 a pf_pg )g

M f g (Pf+pg� (7-20)

where C is a non-dimensional constant between 009 and 0.18. Using the
value of C=0.13 and properties of flooding water at atmospheric pressure,
Eq. 7-20) yields the minimum film boiling heat flux of 27 kW/m2.

The heat transfer coefficient for film boiling outside a horizontal cylinder is
defined by the Bromley correlation [Bromley,19501

h = 062 kg
(7-21)

where D is the outer diameter of the cylinder, i.e. calandria tube.

W M 1 MIN
qI I

I

qI I

CHF

Film boiling
region

ATsat CHF ATsat min ATsat

Figure 73 Regions on a boiling curve

If the temperature of the calandria tube at the outer surface is higher
than Tsat+ATsatmin, heat transfer will be controlled by film boiling and the

heat transfer coefficient is determined from Eq. 7-21). On the other hand, if
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the surface tube temperature is lower than Tsat+ATsatCHF, the heat
transfer coefficient is determined from the nucleate boiling correlation
[Rohsenow, 19521

2 CPf 3
h = hfg R G Cs hfg ATsat2

(7-22)

where C; is a constant depending on liquid-surface combination. A typical
value of Cs=0.013 for a water-metal combination was used.

The CHF point is determined from the intersection of the nucleate
boiling correlation, Eq. 7-22), and the CHF correlation outside a horizontal
cylinder Whalley 19871

q" P9 P �f- P g Yg (7-23)

ATsatCHF at point C can be determined by substituting the critical heat flux

from Eq. 7-23) into Eq. 7-22 as

fg gfy /3 (pf-pg) g_ 2/3 CPf
ATSatCHF = (h - qCHF

a C, hfg Prf (7-24)

Since the process is controlled by the surface temperature, the heat flux in
the transition region will be increased towards the point of CHF once ATsat
drops below ATsatmin, as shown by arrows on Figure 73. In this region, the
heat flux can be obtained directly from linear interpolation,

qCHF - qmin - (ATsat - ATsatcHF)
q qCHF - ATsatmin - ATsatCHF (7-25)

The major uncertainty lies in the exact determination of the
temperature difference between the wall and saturation temperatures at
the minimum heat flux, ATsatmin. The theoretical value of ATsatmin can be

obtained by substituting Eqs. 7-21) and 7-20) into Eq. 7-19) to solve for
ATsatmin = 80'C. However, this result does not correspond to that found in
experiments. In practice, the minimum film temperature is affected by the
surface conditions and liquid contaminants, resulting in much higher
values for both the minimum heat flux and the minimum film boiling
temperature. Whalley [Whalley,19871 states that the typical value for
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minimum film boiling temperature for water at a pressure of bar is
290'C. This corresponds to ATsatmin of 190'C. Bergles and Thompson's
[Bergles and Thompson,19701 measurements yielded substantially higher
minimum film boiling heat fluxes than the values obtained by Eq. 7-20).
The minimum film boiling temperature for water at atmospheric pressure
obtained in Bergles and Thompson's experiments was found to be about
400'C, which is even higher than the value stated by Whalley. Accordingly,
it seems that there is no well defined minimum film boiling temperature.

If the flood water is subcooled, the Leidenfrost temperature is also a
function of the degree of subcooling. The most realistic estimates of the
Leidenfrost temperature as a function of subcooling were obtained by
Bradfield 19671 and Dhir and Purohit 19781. Their data were obtained by
quenching spheres in water at atmospheric pressure. Dhir and Purohit
correlated the data by

ATsatmin = 101 + 8 ATsub (K). (7-26)

Correlation 7-26) agrees very well with Bradfield's data. More recently, the
effect of moderator subcooling on heat transfer conditions in CANDU fuel
channels has been investigated [Gillespie, 19821. These investigations
conclude that for moderator subcoolings larger than 300C, no film boiling

should occur. Since the flooding water in the PTLWR has a temperature of
400C, or a subcooling of 60'C, nucleate boiling is expected to occur on the

outer surface of its calandria tubes.

Because of the uncertainties in the application of the correlations
resulting from material and geometric differences, and because of the
uncertainties in the actual value of the local subcooling, our model offers
the choice among halley, Bergles and Thompson, and Bradfield values
for ATsatmin. To bracket the performance, calculations are made for the
best-estimate case, which preserves the nucleate boiling regime, and for the
hypothetical case with Whalley data and delayed flooding, resulting in the
film boiling regime.
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7.4.2.2 Transition from a 2-D problem to a 1-D model

The ideas used in the transition from the 2-D heat transfer to 1-D model
are layed out, in Figure 74. Circular fuel compacts, arranged in two rings,
are transformed into fueled annuli such that the fuel volume is preserved.
The graphite matrix body is also reshaped into a set of annuli which
interlace the fuel annuli and annular coolant region. Using the
nomenclature from Figure 75, the outer radius of the first matrix annulus,
R2, can be calculated from the preservation of matrix volume (volume to be

preserved is shown by shaded area in Figure 76 as

2
R2 R2 - Nfj Rf] arcsin (y I Rf I)

ml IC (7-27)

where the y-coordinate of the intersection between the coolant hole and
radius Rml can be derived from the geometry shown in Figure 76,

Y = Rf, Rf,
4 R2ml (7-28)

It follows from Figure 76 that the graphite material from between the fuel
holes, which is within the circle connecting the centers of the fuel holes, is
assumed to be lumped in the first graphite annulus, i.e., the annulus
between radii R1 and R2. The outer radius of the first fuel annulus, R3 is
calculated to preserve the fuel volume,

R3 =V W2+�fj R fj (7-29)

Radius R4 is calculated by a similar procedure as for radius R2. Lumping
the material outside the circle Rml and inside the circle RM2 into the
second graphite annulus between radii R3 and R4 yields

R 2 R 21 arcsin (y I Rf I) 2 R2 - R2 arcsin (y
R4 f f + RM - Nf2 Q f2 2/Rf2)

TC 71 (7-30)

where
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asterM Calandria tube

Gap

Pressure tube

Particle fuel in compacts

Light water coolant

Matrix

-material volume preserved
-power densities preserved
-heat transfer coefficients preserved
*geometry factor for the fuel to pres(
correct temperature difference in th(

Boundary conditions and connective junctions:

Steady state:
Region I - center coolant hole
Region - coolant ring
Region 9 - coolant gap
-heat transfer coefficient
-bulk temperature

Region 1 - PT-CT gap
-massless conductor with
effective conductivity

Transient
Region I - center coolant hole

-zero heat flux

Region - coolant ring
-massless conductor with effectiv(
conductivity obtained by Selengu
formula (Han et. al., 1989)

Region 9 - coolant gap
-massless conductor with
effective conductivity calculated
from radiation and convection I

Region 1 - PT-CT gap Region numbers
-massless conductor with
effective conductivity

Figure 74 Transition to simplified 1-D fuel matrix model for steady state and transient analysis
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Figure 76 Lumping of graphite matrix material into the first ring

Rf2
Y = Rf2

4 R2m3 (7-31)

The above procedure preserves volumes, and hence the energy storage.
However, the temperature distribution in the fuel is not preserved since the
thin fueled annulus exhibits a smaller temperature difference than the
cylindrical fuel compact, given the same power density. To correct for this
deficiency, a geometry factor is introduced. From the conduction equation
the temperature difference in the cylindrical fuel compact can be expressed

as

q" R2
ATc f

4k (7-32)

The fuel annulus can be treated as a slab of thickness Asiab, with the
temperature difference of
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_ q... A2
AT, slab

8 k (7-33)

To preserve the temperature difference in the fuel, the slab temperature
difference needs to be corrected by factor Fg, derived as follows:

q"' R 2 8k
AT, = Ts 4 k f 'A 2 ATs A2 AT, Fg

q... slab I slab (7-44)

where the geometry factor Fg can be written in terms of annulus radii and
the number of fuel compacts in a ring

F 2 (R3 + R2) ;F = 2 (R7 + R6)
9 Nfl (R3 - R2) 9 Nf2 (R7 - R6) (7-44,45)

for the inner and outer fueled annuli, respectively.

The central coolant hole, coolant ring and coolant gap (regions 1, 5 and
9 on Figure 74) are treated for steady state analysis as convective or boiling
boundary nodes with boundary conditions of the heat transfer coefficient
and the bulk coolant temperature (or saturation temperature in case of
boiling). The intermediate ring of coolant holes, modeled as region 5, has a

graphite web between individual holes. During normal operation, there is
practically no heat transfer radially across this web because all the heat is
transferred to the coolant. However, following a loss of coolant accident,
when no or negligible cooling is available via these cooling passages, the
web becomes the primary contributor to heat dissipation out of the fuel
matrix. To properly account for this phenomennon in such situations,
region is treated as a massless conductor (since all mass is already
lumped into neighboring graphite annuli) with effective thermal
conductivity calculated from Selengut's formula [Han et. al., 19891

k I +yj k, + I y,) kg k
eff,5 -1-y,) k, + I+y,) kg9 (7-46)

where k, is the conductivity of the air/steam mixture in the coolant holes
and kg is the conductivity of solid graphite, and the volume fraction of
cooling holes over the total ring volume is calculated as
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NnR 27 = c2
n [(R, 2 Rd - R21. (7-47)

A similar situation occurs in the coolant gap between the matrix and the
pressure tube except that the heat transfer is primarily due to radiation,
convection and gas conduction. Since this gap represents the key resistance
to heat transfer, it is desirable to estimate the effective conductivity of the
gap as accurately as possible. To be conservative, any contribution from the

heat transferred by conduction through the bearing pads to the pressure
tube is neglected. The effective conductivity of the gap due to radiation,
natural convection and gas conduction is calculated as follows:

1. Using radiation Eqs. 716) and 7-17), calculate radiative heat flux
across the gap

(Y (4 I IF

_ 4q,,,d = 2 c R8 + R8 1/6 _ )
R9 (7-48)

2. Calculate the heat flux due to convection and gas conduction using
the Kuehn and Goldstein 19761 correlation, qconv+cond, described in the
next section.

3. Calculate the effective thermal conductivity of the gap which is
further treated as a massless conductor

11 Ikeff,9 = q" + qconv+rad cond) R� In Y1-9-
R8 (T8 - T) (7-49)

The gap between the pressure tube and the calandria tube is also
treated as a massless conductor with an effective conductivity which is
given in the input data.

Boundary conditions at the outer surface of the calandria tube comprise
the boiling heat transfer coefficient and saturation temperature. These
were thoroughly discussed in Section 74.2.1.
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7.4.2.3 Natural Convection Heat Transfer in the Gap between the Matrix
and Pressure Tube

The heat flux due to convection and conduction through the air/steam
mixture between the two horizontal annuli, qconv+cond i calculated from the
Kuehn and Goldstein correlation, which is one of the best correlations
proposed for this geometry. Their correlation is based on extensive
experimental and numerical heat transfer results and includes laminar
and turbulent layer flow as well as the conduction regime. Using the
nomenclature from Figure 75 (subscripts and 9 for matrix and inner
diameter of pressure tube) the correlation for the convection part is given as

h D8 I 2/Nu
NUD8,conv - - = 2 In

k I - 2/Nu (7-50)

where

NUD = [0.518 Rao .25 f2(Pr)] 15 +(0.1 Ra'/3)15�1/15
D8 D8 (7-51)

NUD = 2 5/3 + 0.587 Rao -25 f3(Pr)]5/3 35 15 + (0.1 Ra 1/3)15 1115
- - 0.25] D9 D9f-e (7-52)

with

f2(Pr) = [I + (0.559/Pr)3/5 I- 5/12 (7-53)

f3(Pr) = [(I 0.6/PrO.7) -5 + 0.4 +2.6PrO.7) -5]-1/5 (7-54)

3
RaD8 - g p J8 - Tq) D 8

(7-55)

3
RaD9 - g p J8 - Tq) D 9

�1 c (7-56)

and e is the eccentricity, which was taken to be zero in this analysis.

The conduction part is given by

NUD8,cond 2
2 2 2cosh-'(ID28 + D - D - D��2] /(2D8D9))

L 9 9 (7-57)
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The combined Nusselt number, which includes both convection and
conduction, is given as

NUD8,tot = [ NUD8,conv ]I + (NUD8,cond)] 5)1115 (7-58)

Finally, the heat transfer coefficient due to convection and conduction,
based on the inner cylinder diameter, sets the heat flux transferred across
the gap,

q"conv+cond = h (T8 - T = NUD8,tot k/D8 J8 - T). (7-60)

Since the pressure of the steam/air mixture is low and the temperature
is high, Dalton's Law can be assumed to be valid. Given the mass fraction
of air, xai,, the mole fractions of air and steam can be calculated

Yair Xair/Mair ; YH20 (I XairYMH20
Xair/Mair (I XairYMH20 Xair/Mair (I XairNHM (7-61)

to obtain the partial pressures

Pair = P Yair PH20 = P YH20. (7-62)

Properties of air and steam are calculated as a function of the average
temperature in the gap and the partial pressures. The specific volume of
the mixture can be calculated from Dalton's Law [Gyftopoulos and
Beretta,19911

V = Yair Pair Vair + YH20 PH20 VH20
P P (7-63)

To obtain the effective transport properties of the steam/air mixture,
simplified mixing laws [Rosner, 19861 are applied

Yair kair MI/3 kH20 MI/3
k air YH20 H20

MI/3
Yair Mair' + YH20 H20 and (7-64)

MI�2 MI/2
g Yair gair air YH20 9H20 H20

MI/2 m1/2
Yair air YH20 H20 (7-65)
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7.4.2.4 Numerical solution of Heat Conduction Equation

To solve the conduction equation in cylindrical coordinates, 7-13), the
approach used in the RETRAN computer code is utilized [McFaden et. al.,
19841. Every radial region j is divided into NO) subnodes, as shown in
Figure 77. Integrating Eq. 7-13) over the volume about the i-th mesh point
yields

P CP ar dV = q... (rj) dV

. 766)

Using the divergence theorem to convert the volume integral
temperature gradient to a surface integral yields

of the

k(rT) ar ii dS +P cp k dV = q... (rj) dV

(7-67)

Assuming that the material properties and temperatures are constant over
the half mesh intervals hli/2 and hri/2 (see Figure 77 for nomenclature),
Eq. 7-67) can be written after performing the integration as

[(p cp)li hv + (p cp�j hv.] dT _I i ri - -dr

= kjj�k T- I Ti)
h1i

+ krihsr' Tj+ -T.
hri

i) + q ... j hvi q111 ri hv.ri
(7-68)

where for inner nodes

hv = 2 hr R + h"
ri 2 4 , (7-69,70)

(7-71,72)

and for boundary nodes

hv = ; hi = In Ri ; hv = ; h = 7c Ri.1i ri ri (7-73,74,75,76)
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Substituting for the time derivative

dT _ Tm+1 - TIT
- i AT (7-77)

and adopting a fully implicit scheme, Eq. 7-68) can be written for an inner
mesh point

- AT (q ... " h qll'r�+I hvri).H ri
(7-78)

For the total number of mesh points

2

Nmesh --= I NO)
j=1 (7-79)

there are Nmesh equations which can be written in matrix form

R T = R (7-80)

where T is an Nmeshxl vector of unknown temperatures, R is an
NmeshxNmesh matrix of coefficients, and R is an Nmeshxl vector of right
hand sides. The elements of matrix 
follows:

for inner mesh points:

and RHS vector R are given as

S
Aij- = A kll

h1j, (7-81)

cp)li hv - p cp�i li'�Ii ri
(7-82)

hs.
Ajj+ = AT kri-ri

hri,

Ri = TT [P Cp)jj hv - P p�j hv- - A (q ... M+1 h qllvr�+I hvri);I Ii n I ri

(7-83)

(7-84)
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hsi Ili _ khsri 4P C,
TT+ A k1i + TT+' AT kjj

I-I h1i I h1i h
ri

hsr = V [P cp)li hv - P p�j hv.

T!n A kri I Ii nI hri

p�j h - p p�j h�ri

Aii = AT -kihs - k hr _P
h1i rih

ri



Aii I = A keffli 2 ic (Rj + Rj-1�2
(Rj - Rj-,) ,

Aij =AT -keffli 2 7c (Rj + Rj-1�2
(Rj - Rj-,)

for left boundary mesh points with convective heat transfer boundary
conditions:

(7-85)

S
Ajj+ = Ac kri- ri

hri, (7-86)

Ri = Tim - p cp�j h. - c (h, T, hjjri + qlllr�+Iri livri ); (7-87)

for right boundary mesh points with convective heat transfer boundary
conditions:

hs
Aii-I = A'C k1i 

h1j, (7-88)

Aii = kjj h'j _
h1i (7-89)

Ri = Tin [- Cp)jj hv - T (q ... m+1 h + h, T, hs);I Ii Ii ri

for mesh points with massless conductor on'the left side:

(7-90)

(7-91)

(7-92)

hs.
Aii+ = AT k n

rih
ri,

R = TT - p cp�j vri - c ( q ... n�+' hvj
I ri n ;

and for mesh points with massless conductor on the right side:

hs
Aii-I = A'C k1i 

h1j,

(7-93)

(7-94)

(7-95)
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Ajj = c kj h', k 2 n (Rj + Rj42 _ p cp�i hvj
h e ri (Rj+l - Rj)]i (7-96)

Ajj+ = Ar kettri 2 n (R + Rj+IY2
(Rj+l - Rj) (7-97)

Ri = TT [- (p Cp)jj bv Ar (q... M 1 hj. (7-98)1 ii I 

In Eqs. 781) through 798), hc is the heat transfer coefficient due to
convection or boiling, Tb is the bulk temperature of the fluid or saturation
temperature depending on the heat transfer mode, and index j designates
the node number (see Figure 77) which neighbors the i-th mesh point.
Material properties cpli, pli, k1i, pri, Pri, kri are evaluated at the i-th mesh
point temperature Ti. The calculation of effective thermal conductivities for

massless conductors, keff, and of boundary conditions was given in the
previous section. The initial conditions can be calculated from the same set
of equations by setting all terms (p cp) to zero and time step A to 1.0. The

solution of the system of equations 780) is performed by the Gauss
elimination method. Depending on the state of the nodes and 9 equation
system 780) varies. In the steady state, nodes and 9 are generally
boundary nodes with heat transfer coefficient and bulk coolant temperature
as boundary conditions. Hence the conduction temperature field in the
group of nodes 2 3 and 4 is independent of the group of nodes 67,8, which
in turn do not depend on the nodes 10,11 and 12. In such case, Eq. 7-80 is
solved in three independent blocks

Rk Tk = Rk k=1,3 (7-99)

with various matrix sizes

4 8 2

Nmeshj I NO) Nmesh,2 NO); Nmsh,3 Y, NO)
j=2 j=6 j=10 (7-100,101,102)

Once the conduction across the gap becomes prevalent, e.g. if all coolant is
lost, the entire matrix-pressure tube-calandria tube arrangement becomes
coupled, and the entire system of equations 7-80) is solved in one block.
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Control of the computer program is provided to rearrange matrices into
various blocks depending on the state of the coolant nodes.

7.4.2.5 Power Generation in the Fuel Matrix

To close the system of equations 780), power densities need to be
provided as a function of time. Power densities in nodes 3 (inner fuel ring),
7 (outer fuel ring) 10 (pressure tube) and 12 (calandria tube) are calculated
from the expression

q ... j(,c = q('r=O) Fpeakr Fdj(T) Pr) j=3,7,10,12i (7-103)

The steady state power densities in the fuel rings, c1 ... j('C=O)) j=3,7 were
obtained using MCNP model #1 at the axial location of maximum power
density, i.e., axial peaking is already included. Steady state maximum
power densities in the pressure tube and the calandria tube (nodes 10 and
12) from neutron and gamma heating were also obtained from MCNP.
Fpeakr is the radial peaking factor. The radial peaking factor for both the
fresh core with uniform enrichment or the equilibrium core is small. The
value of Fpeakr=1.1, obtained for the fresh core using a full-core MCNP
model was used in the analysis.

The factor Fdj('C) takes into account the redistribution of gamma decay
heat during flooding. This redistribution is significant for flooded
calandria, and results in a substantial decrease in the heat load on the fuel
matrix. It was shown in Section 72 that the fraction of decay heat deposited
in the fuel matrix for a fully flooded calandria is only about 60% of the total

decay heat prior to flooding. Adopting the assumption that all the decay
heat which is deposited in the fuel matrix is generated in the fuel
compacts*, the decay heat factor for the fuel rings takes the value Fd-flj =

*Note that this assumption will yield slightly conservative results since some of the decay

heat will be deposited in the graphite matrix and it consequently needs to overcome less

resistance when removed to the matrix periphery.
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0.6, j=3,7, where subscript fl stands for a fully flooded calandria. Assuming
that the amount of gamma decay heat absorbed in the flooding water is
proportional to the flooded volume, the factor Fdj(r) can be calculated as

Fdj('T = I - -Fd-flj) V(Nros)N(30) j3,7,10,12 (7-104)

where V(Nros) is the flooded volume corresponding to the number of
flooded rows Nrows, and V(30) is the volume of the fully flooded calandria,

i.e., for 30 flooded rows. The number of flooded rows as a function of time
was obtained from the dynamic model of flooding described in Chapter .

Normalized core power P(r), can be written as the sum of normalized

fission power, Pf, and normalized decay power, Pd

P(T = PKT) I I - Pd(T) + Pd(0. (7-105)

Normalized decay power is calculated from the 11-decay group model used
in the RETRAN02 code [McFaden et. al., 19841

1 1

Pd('T) Y, Edj exp (�-dj T)

j=1 (7-106)

with decay constants and energy yields given in Table 73.

Normalized fission power is calculated from the point kinetics equations

dP�,T) p (T) 6�� P�r)
dr +A j=I (7-107)

d&i(T)
dr PKr) Xi Ei(r)

A (7-108)

with initial conditions

Pf('T=O) = I pi PKr=O) =1 .... 6

A ki (7-109,110)

where E- are normalized precursor concentrations. T pical LWR delayed
I y

group parameters, listed in Table 74 were used. The prompt neutron
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Group Dec-ay constant, Xd (11s) Relative yield, Ed

1 1.172 0.00299

2 0.5774 0.00825

6.743x 0.01550

4 6.214xlo-3 0.01935

5 4.739xlO-4 0.01165

6 4.810xlo-5 0.00645

7 5.344x10-6 0.00231

8 5.726x10-7 0.00164

9 1.036xlo-7 0.00085

10 2.959xlo-8 0.00043

11 7.585xlO-10 0.00057

Table 74 Delayed group constants

Group Decay constant, ki (1/s) Fraction,

1 0.0124 0.00022

2 0.0305 0.00142

3 0.111 0.00127

4 0.301 0.00257

5 1.14 0.00075

6 3.01 0.00027
Total - 0.0065

lifetime for the PTLWR was calculated from MCNP to be 1.5x10-3 seconds,
which differs considerably from a typical LWR value.

Table 73 Decay group constants for the 11-decay group model
(from McFaden, 1984)

Reactivity, p, is computed from the expression

P(T) = PDp(r) + Pcol('C) + Pfld(C).

The reactivity change due to the Doppler effect is given by

(7-111)
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MO MI l + M2 i�col
PDop(r) PC (Tf - Tfo)

f T (7-112)

where Pcoi is the average coolant density, Tf is the core integral average fuel
temperature and Tfo is the core integral average fuel temperature prior to
disturbance. Coefficients MO, Ml and M2 express the dependence of the
Doppler coefficient on coolant density, and are given in Chapter 4 Core
integral average temperature is approximated as

(R? - R?) (Ti, l ,r + T ,r) Y2

iE: fuel nodes Fpeakr Fpeaka Afuel (7-113)

where Fpeaka is the axial peaking factor and Afuel is the total cross section
area of the fuel.

Reactivity feedback from the coolant density change is calculated from
the reactivity vs. coolant density curve obtained from the full-core MCNP
model, presented in Chapter 4 Density variation with time is calculated as

Pcol('C = Pcol' fcol(T) (7-114)

where Pcoio is the nominal core-average density and fpcol(r) is the fraction
of nominal density following an accident initiation. Obtaining the change of
coolant density in a LOCA scenario is a major undertaking, beyond the
scope of this work. Therefore, the fraction fp,01(,r) was assumed to be the
same as for CANDU reactors, for which a LOCA analysis is available
[Pasanen,19801. A hypothetical 100% break of the inlet header is assumed
as a reference LOCA scenario.

Finally, the reactivity change due to flooding, Pfld(r), is given from the

flooding reactivity curve as a function of the number of flooded rows.
Flooding reactivity curves were calculated in Chapter 4.

The solution of Eqs. 7107) and 7108) is performed in a similar
manner as for the system of conduction equations. Substituting for the time
derivatives of normalized fission power and normalized precursor
concentrations and adopting a fully implicit scheme, Eqs. 7-107) and 7-108)
can be written in matrix form
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N P = C (7-115)

where P is the W vector of unknowns

= Pfm 1 F + 1 F2 + 1 - - -,E6+ II (7-116)

C is the 7xl vector of right hand sides

C = PfM 3, F � F , . -,E61 1 (7-117)

and is the 7x7 coefficient matrix

R =

1-(P-P�A -XI AT -k2 AT -X3 AT -X4 A -X5 AT _X6 AT -

A P/A I + I A 0 0 0 0 0

AT P2/A 0 1 +k2 AT 0 0 0 0

AT P3/A 0 0 1+213 AT 0 0 0

AT /A 0 0 0 1 +k4 AT 0 0

AT P5/A 0 0 0 0 1 +k5 AT 0

- AT P6/A 0 0 0 0 0 I +X6 A - (7-1 A)
- - '. ___1

The Gauss elimination method is used to solve the system of equations
(7-115).

In addition to decay heat generation, the graphite matrix will release,
during the heat up process, its Wigner energy. Although this energy will be
small, since the matrix operates at high irradiation temperature, it must
be included in the heat transfer performance analysis. Wigner energy
stored in the matrix will be assumed conservatively high, equal to its
saturated value after a long irradiation period at an irradiation
temperature of 300'C, W.= 50cal/g A more detailed discussion on this topic

is given in [Hejzlar et. al., 1993c]. Further, it is assumed that all Wigner
energy is released linearly during heat up between the initial matrix
temperature and the temperature of 1000'C, i.e.,

fit W_ dTj W
qj (c = - M3] , ie matrix nodes,1000 - Ti dC (7-119)

where Toi is the initial operating temperature of the i-th matrix node.
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7.4.2.6 Contact Resistance between Fuel Compacts and Graphite Matrix

Contact resistance between the fuel compacts and the solid graphite
matrix depends on the manufacturing technology of the fuel elements. A
typical procedure used to manufacture HTGR fuel elements is to machine
the graphite matrix complete with fuel holes and to separately prepare fuel
compacts which are then pressed into the pre-machined holes. This
technology leads inevitably to imperfect contact between the fuel compacts
and the matrix, and consequently to a temperature jump across the
compact-matrix interface. Contact resistance between the fuel compact and
the matrix can be estimated as the ratio of the effective thermal conductivity
of the gap and the gap thickness. The effective conductivity of the gap is
primarily a function of the conductivity of the interstitial gas and the
average interface temperature. It can be approximated by the equation

-3keff = kod(T) + kad(T) = kgas(T) 4 Ax -eff T (7-120)

where

Eeff +
Efc Emat (7-121)

Equation 7-120) is plotted in Figure 78, using for the effective emissivity of
the fuel compact-graphite matrix gap a typical value Of ceff--0.88 [Ambrosek,
19931, air properties, and the gap thickness of 25gm.

An alternative fabrication technique of fuel elements with separate fuel
and matrix regions was developed by HOBEG (Hochtemperatur-
Brennelement GmbH) [Hrovat, 19781. The HOBEG technology loads fuel
particles into a prepressed graphite matrix with subsequent heating, final
pressing and heat treatment of the entire block. Contact resistance is
practically eliminated in these molded block fuel elements. Calculations of
thermal performance during normal operation, presented in Section 65,
showed a significant improvement if the molded fuel elements are used
instead of machined fuel elements. The analysis performed in this chapter
employs the contact resistance from Figure 78, since large scale
experience has been gained in the production and operation of the
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traditional HTGR fuel blocks. However, it is to be noted that molded block
fuel elements would improve the thermal performance of the PTLWR
matrix considerably. Therefore, HOBEG fuel elements are recommended
for use in the PTLWR fuel channels, if at all practicable.
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Figure 78 Contact conductance between fuel compacts and graphite matrix

7.4.3 Analysis of the Fresh Core

Input parameters for the transient fuel channel analysis involve
geometrical variables, power densities, reactor physics characteristics, and
material properties. The PTLWR reference fuel channel geometry, with
dimensions, is given in Chapter 2 reactor physics characteristics are
calculated in Chapter 4 and power generation parameters are discussed in
the previous section. Material properties are summarized in Table 75.

The purpose of the gap between the pressure tube and calandria tube is
to provide protection of the pressure tube from thermal shock during
flooding. Therefore the gap should provide some insulation to protect the
pressure tube from sudden cooldown. On the other hand the gap must
retain sufficiently high thermal conductivity to allow decay heat removal
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from the fuel channel at pressure tube temperatures below 500'C.
Maximum heat flux needed to be transferred across the gap is about 6xjO4
W/m2' which constitutes about 1.5% of rated channel power (note that this
relatively low heat flux is due to the high heat storage capabilities of the
matrix and the significant portion of decay heat from gammas deposited
directly in the flood water).

Table 75 Material properties used in the fuel channel transient analysis

Property Reference

15a W/m-K [Ambrosek, 19931

[Stacey et. al., 19821

[Hohorst et. al., 19901

[Irvin,19841

Figure 78

0.85 [Breitbach and Barthels, 19801

[Hohorst et. al., 19901

2 W/m-K

Thermal conductivity of fuel compacts

Thermal conductivity
graphite

of irradiated

Thermal conductivity of Zircaloy

Air properties

Contact conductance between fuel
compact and graphite matrix

Emissivity of SiC coating

Emissivity of'pressure tube

Effective thermal conductivity of the
gap between the pressure tube and
calandria tube
a Typical average value for fully loaded compacts. For the fresh load, the
conductivity can be up to 20 W/m-K. Thermal conductivity changes with
fluence, but for high fuel operating temperatures, the change is very small.
The exact correlation is proprietary information.

Figure 79 plots the effective thermal conductivity of the gap between the
pressure tube and the calandria tube for various gases and gap widths. The
effective conductivity includes the heat transfer contribution from
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radiation, gas conduction and natural convection, and was evaluated by the
same procedure as described in Section 74.2.2. The convection part was
calculated from the correlation introduced in Section 74.2.3, except for the
air properties, which were replaced by the properties of the appropriate gas.
The heat flux from the outer surface of the pressure tube is also plotted. It
can be seen that the heat flux is enhanced by increasing the gas
conductivity and by decreasing the gap width. However, even if the gap is
small (2mm wide) and is filled with a high-conductivity gas such as
helium, the required level of heat flux cannot be achieved. Therefore,
alternative gap -design options are needed to irease gap effective
conductivity. Possible solutions are a packed bed of graphite pebbles,
proposed by Tang [Tang, 19921, zirconia spheres as proposed by Dutton
[Dutton, 19931, or a duplex tube, similar to those used in EBR-II sodium-
water steam generators. The detailed gap design will be postponed for
future work, and the analysis will assume that the gap is designed to have
a thermal conductivity of 2W/m-K, as listed in Table 75.
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7.4.3.1. Adiabatic Matrix Heatup

To evaluate the heat storage capabilities of the fuel matrix, adiabatic
heatup of the fuel channel due to decay heat was calculated. For the reactor
operating at nominal power, the following actions were taken at time'r=O to
initiate adiabatic heatup:

• the fission power was set to zero (heat up is assumed solely from
decay heat),

• the heat transfer coefficients in all coolant channels were set to zero
so that no heat is carried away by the coolant, and

• the heat transfer coefficient at the outer surface of the calandria tube
was kept at zero during the entire heatup period.

The results are plotted in Figure 710 and Figure 711. Figure 710
shows the temperature traces for the inner fuel ring (T-fuell), the outer fuel
ring (T-fuel2), the matrix coating of the surface of the central coolant
channel and the pressure tube. Fuel temperature decreases during the first
15 seconds due to the drop in power generation while the matrix surface
temperature rapidly increases until about 800'C because there is no heat
transfer to coolant. Subsequently, the whole fuel matrix slowly heats up due
to the decay heat generation. Even after 200 seconds fuel temperature does
not achieve its original values and there is still a very large margin to
1600'C, which is the transient limit on TRISO fuel particles. Also, the
matrix surface temperature still has a large margin to the limiting value of
1300'C for the SiC coating in a steam/air mixture environment. Figure 711
shows the matrix temperature profiles at several selected times. It can be
observed that after 30 seconds elapse, the temperature profile in the matrix
is almost flat due to the good effective thermal conductivity of the matrix.
Figure 710 shows that pressure tube temperature is more limiting than the
fuel matrix temperature since the pressure tube temperature limit of 500'C
is reached in about 70 seconds.

Two conclusions can be drawn from these results. First, the large
thermal constant of the PTLWR fuel matrix allows a relatively long time
before action needs to be taken. Compared to a typical LWR, where cladding
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failure would occur in a matter of several seconds in such a severe
hypothetical scenario, the PTLWR fuel matrix does not exceed safe limits
for several hundred seconds. It will be shown in Chapter 8, that full
calandria flooding is accomplished in about 30 seconds, hence there is still
ample time left for potential flooding delay. Secondly, the largest
temperature drop is across the gap between the matrix and the pressure
tube, where the heat transfer is due to radiation and gas convection only.
Therefore the gap between the matrix and the pressure tube is the
dominant heat transfer resistance, the decrease of which could
significantly reduce fuel matrix temperature. Such a decrease is, however,
not necessary because the fuel matrix retains large margins to its
temperature limits. Moreover, the trace of the pressure tube temperature
clearly shows that this temperature would be the limiting factor, if flooding
was not initiated, since at about 70 seconds, it exceeds the prescribed limit
of 500'C. Any reduction of heat resistance between the fuel matrix and the
pressure tube would lead to accelerated heatup of the pressure tube, hence
improvements in the matrix-pressure tube heat transfer are not desirable.

7.4.3.3. LOCA without Scram

The following accident sequence was simulated for a reactor operating
initially at nominal power:

• at = s

- 100 break of the inlet header in both loops,
- no scram and no control rod movements, and
- heat transfer coefficients in all coolant nodes were set to zero so

that no energy is carried away by the coolant;

• atr=5 s

- flooding process is initiated;

• at =35 s

- flooding water reaches the last (upper) row of fuel channels.
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Note that zero heat transfer coefficient is a quite conservative
assumption since significant energy will be carried away by the coolant
during blowdown. Although the temperature of flood water is quite below
saturation, it was assumed to be saturated to investigate the potential for
establishment of film boiling. The Leidenfrost temperature from Bergles'
measurements was chosen, i.e., Tsatmin = 300'C. Figure 712 shows the
temperature traces of the inner fuel ring, matrix surface at the central
coolant channel, the pressure tube, and the calandria tube. Figure 713
plots the steady state temperature profile at seconds and at 160 seconds,
i.e., the time when maximum fuel matrix temperature is reached.
Locations of limiting temperatures are also marked.

At the time flooding water reaches the last row of fuel channels, Figure
7-12 illustrates that the calandria tube surface temperature is 435'C which
is slightly higher than the Leidenfrost point determined from Bergles'
experiments. Initial cooldown through the film boiling regime (after about
5 seconds) reduces the calandria wall temperature below the Leidenfrost
point. Consequently, the calandria tube is rapidly quenched and its
temperature drops close to the saturation temperature of flood water and is
then maintained at this level until the end of the transient. The
temperature of the pressure tube quickly follows that of the calandria tube,
and the channel slowly cools down. Matrix and fuel centerline
temperatures reach their peak at 160 seconds.

Figure 714 plots the linear heat transfer rates in the gap between the
matrix and the pressure tube, Qgap, from calandria tube to flood water,
Q'out, and the linear heat generation rate in the fuel matrix, Qgen (decay
heat, fission power and released Wigner energy). The heat rate across the
gap increases at first due to the matrix-surface temperature rise, then it
slightly decreases because the growth rate of the pressure tube temperature
exceeds the growth rate of the matrix temperature. Upon flooding, the
pressure tube temperature drops, which leads to an increase of the heat
transfer rate across the gap. The linear heat rate into flood water jumps to
high levels after flooding, because both the temperature difference between
the calandria tube and the saturation temperature, and the nucleate boiling
heat transfer coefficient are high. As the calandria tube temperature is
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reduced, the heat rate to flood water is reduced as well. It can be observed
that the rate of cooldown is controlled by the high heat transfer resistance of
the gap between the fuel matrix and the pressure tube.

Reactivity changes and relative power are plotted in Figure 715. As the
primary coolant is lost, the rapid decrease in coolant density results in a
large negative reactivity insertion and reactor shutdown. The contribution
from the Doppler coefficient is positive because the fuel temperature drops,
but is very small compared to void reactivity. Hence, the total reactivity is
driven almost exclusively by coolant conditions in this scenario. Inherent
reactor shutdown during LOCA without scram is a favorable characteristic
different than for CANDU reactors, which exhibit a positive void coefficient,
and must rely on reliable shutdown systems. Flooding brings additional
negative reactivity into the system, which renders the reactor deeply
subcritical ( by about 200 P).

4.0 104
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Operation in Film Boiling Regime

Because of the uncertainties with the minimum film boiling heat flux,
the worst possible scenario - one having sustained film boiling at the outer
surface of the calandria tube, was studied. To achieve film boiling, the
Leidenfrost temperature was decreased below Bergles' values to 290'C (as
cited by Whalley), and the flooding initiation was set at a later time so that
the upper row is flooded at the 50th second.

Figures 716 and 717 show the time history of critical temperatures and
linear heat rates. Both the fuel and maximum matrix surface
temperatures reach higher maximum values than for the nucleate boiling
case, but the difference is small (only about 20'C). The peak is reached at a
later time 280 seconds compared to 1680 seconds in the nucleate boiling
case). Pressure tube temperature rises to about 5000C, until 50 s, when the
flooding water reaches the last row. Since the calandria tube outer surface
temperature is quite above the Leidenfrost point, heat transfer to flooding
water is by film boiling, and the pressure tube temperature remains at
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about 500'C. However, the heat flow from the matrix is controlled by the
large heat transfer resistance of the gap between the matrix and the
pressure tube (note that the gap linear heat rate has the lowest values). At
the time of about 270 seconds, decay heat generation is smaller than the
heat rate transferred from the system, causing a reverse in the matrix
temperature trend.

An important conclusion from this hypothetical scenario is that even if
the calandria tube does not quench below the Leidenfrost point, there is no
problem in removing the heat load. In fact this scenario is preferable from
the thermal stress point of view. Also note that there is no traditional CHF
concern since the system can remove the heat under film boiling
conditions. The only difference is higher pressure tube temperature, but
one which does not exceed the 500'C limit. The effect of film boiling on fuel
matrix temperature is negligible, even though the pressure tube
temperature is almost 400'C higher. The reason for this is the prevailing
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surface

radiative heat transfer mode (about 80%) across the matrix-pressure tube
gap. The radiative heat transfer is proportional to the difference of upper
temperature to the fourth power and lower temperature to the fourth
power. Since the lower temperature to the fourth power is a much smaller
number than the upper temperature to the fourth power, the increase in
lower temperature, even if this decrease is relatively large, does not
influence the heat rate significantly, compared to the effect of changes in
the upper temperature. Consequently, the matrix is not affected by even a
large temperature change of the pressure tube.

7.4.4 Analysis of Equilibrium Core in Bi-dfi-ectional Refueling Scheme

The equilibrium core exhibits a different power density profile and
higher peaking than for the fresh core. Hence the only difference in a
transient fuel matrix analysis lies in its higher power density. Using the
data for the online refueling scheme with partial reshuffling (see
arrangement of bundles in Figure 451 and power density profile in Figure
4-52), the results are presented in Figures 718 and 719. The scenario s
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assumed to be the same as for the fresh core, i.e., LOCA without scram.
Bergles' value of Leidenfrost temperature is taken for the outer surface of
the calandria tube. All limiting temperatures reach higher peak values
than those for the fresh core (by about 30'C) due to the higher local peak
power density, but they all remain well below the limits.

7.4.5 Finite Element 2-D Model for Quasi-steady Analysis of Fuel Matrix

The simplified 1-D model, described in Section 74.2, models well the
heat transfer from the matrix outer surface to flood water, since the heat
transfer is basically one dimensional in this region. However, heat transfer
within the fuel matrix is a 2-D phenomenon, and the transformation to a
1-D model introduces significant simplifications. Therefore it is desirable to
validate the 1-D model on a more exact solution of the heat conduction
equation within the matrix. Such a validation is given in this section. A
detailed 2-D temperature profile of the voided fuel matrix at the time when
the peak is reached is also presented.

7.4.5.1 Benchmark of 1-D Simplified Model against 2-D Model

The finite element system package ALGOR, introduced in Chapter 6 is
used to validate the simplified model. A full time-dependent validation of
the 1-D model with ALGOR is not feasible because the available version of
ALGOR requires a manual iterative process between two processors to
handle temperature dependent properties. Therefore, only quasi-steady
state temperature profiles obtained from ALGOR and the 1-D model will be
compared. This approach is deemed to be sufficient since most of the
approximations introduced into the simplified model come from geometry
transformations, which do not change with time. It is to be noted that the
most challenging case is the steady state at full power because it exhibits
the largest temperature gradients. Hence, the benchmark will be
performed for the conditions during normal operation, i.e., prior to LOCA
initiation.
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Using the same boundary conditions for both models, the temperature
profile has been calculated using both the 1-D and ALGOR 2-D model with
fresh core data. The results are plotted in Figure 720. It can be observed
that the agreement between both models, with respect to temperature
magnitude, is excellent. The shift of the 1-D curve is caused by geometrical
transformations, which are necessary to preserve material volume, and
hence the heat storage capacity. The 1-D model gives conservative results
since it yields a slightly higher fuel centerline temperature.
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Figure 720 Comparison of 1-D model with ALGOR 2-D model for the fresh
core at steady state

7.4.5.2 Detailed Maximum Temperature Profile of Voided Fuel Matrix

A detailed temperature profile of the voided fuel matrix is shown in
Figure 721. The snapshot was calculated for an equilibrium core at 200
seconds (the time when peak fuel matrix temperature is reached), using
the boundary conditions obtained by the 1-D model. Boundary conditions
include power density in the fuel and the matrix surface temperature
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at the outer periphery. Similarly as in Figure 719 a fairly flat matrix
temperature profile can be observed, with a maximum-minimum
temperature difference of about 1400C. The webs between the voided coolant
channels transfer all the heat, since the contribution of radiation and
convection through the tubular coolant channels was neglected.

7.4.6 Summary

The transient analyses presented in Sections 74.3 through 74.5 show
that the decay heat in a LOCA without scram scenario can be removed
without exceeding safe limits on the fuel, matrix and pressure tube, and
without an emergency core cooling system. This capability of the proposed
fuel-matrix-in-a-pressure tube design to passively dissipate the excessive
power generated in the fuel to the heat sink without exceeding safe
temperature limits, even if the fuel channel is voided, is the key advantage
of the PTLWR. Furthermore, even one of the worst accidents which could
hypothetically occur - LOCA without scram - does not result in
temperatures which would lead to fuel channel damage. These
characteristics are primarily due to:

• the arrangement of the fuel in small modules distributed in a heat
sink, having a very short conduction path between the fuel and the
heat sink,

• the introduction of the fuel matrix which
- retains high effective thermal conductivity in the absence of

coolant,
- reduces initial energy stored in the fuel, and
- provides for high additional energy storage,

• a relatively flat power profile throughout the entire core, which
decreases thermal limits imposed by the hot spot,

• a large flooding water-to-fuel matrix mass ratio, responsible for the
deposition of a substantial portion of the gamma decay heat directly
in the heat sink, hence reducing the decay heat load on the fuel
matrix, and

• a large negative void coefficient, responsible for inherent reactor
shutdown following LOCAs.
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CALANDRI[A PASSIVE FLOODING

8.1 WrMODUCTION

Flooding the calandria space with light water is a unique and very
important feature of the PTLWR concept. It provides a heat sink
independent of reactor primary coolant, and redundant reactor shutdown.
Once the calandria flooding process is initiated, it is a fully passive process
since it is driven solely by the gravity head between two pools with different
water levels. A crucial issue is the initiation of the flooding process. The
initiation should be:

• reliable,

• passive (i.e., conform to the definition of passive systems-see
Chapter 1),

• resistant to spurious initiations,
• able to be initiated in both the loss of coolant and loss of heat sink

accidents, allowing for sufficient prescribed deadbands,
• and as simple as possible.

Two possible flooding initiation systems are proposed. The first system
is a passive, fluid-operated valve which works from primary system
pressure. The valve is fully passive since it relies only on the stored energy
in the fluid. To enhance the reliability, four redundant valves are employed.
The second alternative is a dc-powered blower which maintains the gas
pressure in the calandria during normal operation and releases the
pressure upon switching off the blower power supply. This scheme cannot
be classified as fully passive since it employs rotating machinery, but it is
fail-safe in the sense that when the blower stops, water can enter. Both
flooding initiation concepts and their advantages and disadvantages are
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described in Section 82. The flooding system concept using the passive
valve for flooding initiation will be shown in Section 83.

The most important parameter needed for the analysis of the PTLWR
fuel channel performance in LOCA scenarios is the time at which the last
(upper) row of fuel channels becomes fully flooded, i.e., immersed in a heat
sink. To evaluate this parameter, a simplified flooding model has been
developed. It tracks the water level in the calandria as a function of time
and provides the possibility to study various flooding scenarios. The
description of the. model and the results of the analysis results are given in
Section 84.

8.2 FLOODING MTIATION SCHEMES

During normal operation, the calandria is filled with gas at elevated
pressure to keep the water pool outside the calandria, while during an
accident the gas pressure is released allowing for passive calandria
flooding. The task of maintenance of the pressure at a prescribed level and
its release at prescribed conditions may be accomplished in various ways.
Two possible schemes are proposed in this work - a passive fluid-operated
valve, and a dc-operated blower. In the passive-operated vlve scheme, the
calandria is sealed by a seal closure and the pressure is maintained at a
preset level by a separate calandria pressure control system using a supply
of available pressurized gas. The valve senses the accident conditions from
the primary system and if these conditions exceed the prescribed limits, the
valve opens the seal closure, thus releasing the gas pressure. This
alternative has been selected for the reference PTLWR design. The second
proposed alternative employs a de-powered blower which provides both the
maintenance of the gas pressure at a prescribed level during normal
operation and gas release during an accident. The signal leading to the gas
release is provided electronically from sensors indicating primary system
conditions. Both schemes will be described next.
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8.2.1 Passive Fluid-Operated Valve

One possible solution using a passive fluid operated valve for flooding
initiation is shown in Figures 8-1 and 82. Figure 8-1 is a schematic of the
valve during normal operation and Figure 82 shows the valve in an open
position during a loss of normal heat sink accident. The valve consists of a
pilot valve and an air-operated main valve which create one body. The pilot
valve part includes the main piston, the balancing piston, nuts and springs
for dead band positioning, and a nitrogen pressurized balancing tank. The
air-operated part. comprises an air-pressurized tank of pressure P2 (much
lower than pl), the loading piston and the release piston, both on the same
shaft as the pistons of the pilot valve, and the acting piston connected with
the calandria closure seal.

The valve works on primary system pressure, pl. The dead bands are
set such that they envelope all conceivable pressure disturbances and
transients which do not require reactor shutdown. In case of a "low
pressure" accident, e.g. loss of coolant accident, the primary system
pressure decrease leads to the movement of pistons to the left due to the
difference between the force exerted by pressure in the balancing tank and
the force from primary system pressure. This movement is opposed by
spring 2 and continues without any action until the lower pressure limit,
proportional to force kAX2 exerted by spring 2 (where k is the spring
constant) is reached. At this point, the loading piston of the air-operated
valve switches the air passages in such a way that the air pressure is
released from the space above the acting piston and introduced below the
acting piston, hence the acting piston moves upward and opens the
calandria closure seal. In case of a "high pressure" accident, e.g. loss of
heat sink, the primary system pressure acting on the main piston area, S1,
moves the pistons to the right until the upper limit proportional to force
kAxj, exerted by spring is reached. At this point, the passage around the
main piston is opened allowing primary system pressure to act additionally
on area S2. The resulting force to the right is increased since it becomes
proportional to area S2, and moves the pistons to the right. This leads to
reswitching of air passages and opening of the closure seal, as shown in
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Figure 82. The ultimate safety spring lifts the closure seal in case of the
failure of the air tank, although it is noted that calandria pressure can lift
the seal in such a scenario.

The valve is designed such that all identified failures of various valve
parts lead to valve opening. These include

• break of pressure junction from primary system,
• break of pressure junction from nitrogen pressurized tank or break of

the tank itself,
• break of spring or spring 2,
• break of air tank or low pressure junction to air tank, and
• failure of the ultimate safety spring.

Jamming of the piston is very improbable, however, it cannot be excluded.
If the pistons can be designed such that the possibility of jamming is
eliminated, the valve could be designated as fail-safe in the sense that any
failure results in the desirable action, i.e., valve opening. Four redundant
passive valves, each of 50% capacity, are proposed. Additionally, another
100% capacity valve which can be opened from the control room is proposed

to provide the operator with the capability to flood the calandria and shut
down the reactor if all means fail.

8.2.2 DC-Powered Blower

A schematic of the gas-filled calandria during normal operation with a
dc-powered blower is shown in Figure 83. The blower operates at nominal
speed at all times to provide the gas pressure needed to keep the flooding
water outside the calandria. It is sized such that at nominal speed it
provides exactly the head needed to keep the flooding water outside the
calandria at the desired level, h. The power rating of the blower can be
determined from the relation

P= Q Pair g h (8-1)

If the water level difference h=14.5m and volumetric flow rate Q=O.1 m3/s
(selected such that it takes about hour to push all water out of the fully-
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flooded calandria), the blower needs to be rated at about 36W - a quite
modest power rating.

Calandria flooding is initiated by turning off the blower. The turn-off
signals are provided electronically using a logic unit and sensors of
primary system parameters, i.e., temperature and pressure. If primary
system parameters exceed the limits which envelope all allowed pressure
and temperature disturbances and transients, the logic unit sends the
turn-off signal. The advantage of this approach is the possibility to use more
parameters than. in the passive valve alternative, which relies only on
pressure. On the other hand, the blower scheme requires dc power and
reliable sensors. Initiation is also not fully passive since it requires rotating
machinery (albeit in its non-operating mode). Similarly as for the passive
valve alternative, four blowers, each of 50% capacity are proposed. To
enhance diversity, it is also possible to combine 2x5O% capacity passive
valves and 2x5O% capacity dc-powered blowers. If air is used to pressurize
the calandria, then argon-41 activity will be vented into the containment
during the flooding process.

8.3 DESCRIPTION OF PASSIVE CALANDRIA FLOODING SYSTEM

Figure 24 in Chapter 2 shows the overall arrangement of the dry
calandria submerged in the pool of flooding water. The schematic is a quite
simplified sketch intended to show the principle. The real arrangement,
although the same in principle, differs from that shown in Figure 24 It
must provide for sufficient neutron shielding of upper decks, and space for
refueling machines, as well as other equipment rooms. Furthermore, the
water level below the calandria bottom should not be openly exposed to
neutron flux in the calandria space to minimize parasitic losses. One
possible alternative arrangement of flooding water in the containment is
shown in Chapter 11, in Figure 11-1. Calandria shielding can be achieved
in the same manner as in existing CANDU reactors, by a light water shield
in the concrete vault which supports the calandria. In the dry calandria
design, the vault needs to be larger due to its additional graphite reflector.
Figure 84 shows a cross section of the calandria, concrete vault and
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graphite reflector with the proposed arrangement of the passages for the
intakes of flooding water and as exhausts.

The layout of the passages for flooding water and gas exhaust, with
main dimensions, is shown in Figure 8-5. There are three openings at the
bottom of the reflector through which the flooding water is brought into the
calandria. The thickness of the reflector at the bottom is extended
downward to compensate for the decrease of reflector thickness due to the
space needed for the passage. During normal operation, flooding water is
kept below the reflector bottom as shown in Figure 84. Four pressure relief
pipes which penetrate through the shield tank and concrete vault are
equipped with valves located outside the calandria vault. Figure 84 shows
only the acting piston and sealing disc of the valve; the rest of the passive
valve was fully described in the previous section. Flooding is initiated by
opening of these valves. In addition, safety valves (not shown) are installed
to prevent calandria overpressurization in case of a pressure tube rupture
accident.

8.4 FLOODING ANALYSIS

The adiabatic heat up analysis of the PTLWR fuel channel in Chapter 7
has suggested that the pressure tube temperature is the first component to
reach its reusability design limit of 500'C. To prevent pressure tubes from
exceeding this limit in LOCA accidents, the calandria flooding system
needs to be designed to provide sufficiently fast flooding. The key parameter
of interest in the calandria flooding process is the time at which the top row
of fuel channels can be flooded. To evaluate this flooding time, a simplified

flooding model has been developed. This model and the discussion of the
results obtained from the model are the subject of this section.

8.4.1 he Siinplified Flooding Model

The following assumptions have been introduced:

0 Constant temperature of gas in the calandria during the entire
transient. The exact solution of pressure in the calandria as a
function of time would require application of the energy equation to
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the gas space. Since the gas space contains a mixture of gas and
vapor which escapes from the pool, the energy equation would have to
be written for a two-component mixture. This leads to rather
complicated formulations which are not desirable to implement at
this preliminary stage of investigation. Instead a simplified
approach is used which omits treatment of the energy equation in the
gas space and includes only the mass conservation equation for the
gas-vapor mixture. This simplification is satisfactory, since the
pressure has a marginal effect on the process of calandria flooding,
i.e., only during the first second following the valve opening.

• No density change due to voids in the water in the calandria is
introduced into the buoyancy term of the momentum equation.
Although an exact treatment would require calculation of void
distribution along the vertical coordinate, this is a conservative
assumption since the reduced pool density in the calandria (due to
voids) will increase the driving force for water flow and speed up the
flooding process.

• Pressure drop across the tube bundle is treated as for one-phase flow.
Although the presence of bubbles in the water increases the pressure
drop, which would conversely decrease the water flow rate, the
results will show that the pressure drop across all pressure tubes, is
by several orders of magnitude, less than the inlet pressure losses.
Hence including a two-phase multiplier in the pressure loss term
has no visible effect on the final results.

• A prescribed fraction, (1-fsteam), of decay heat is assumed to
contribute to the pool heatup while the rest of the decay heat, fsteam is
assumed to generate vapor which is assumed to be released instantly
into the upper space. Because the pool remains strongly subcooled
during the reflooding process, most of the vapor will condense inside
the pool. Two cases are investigated: the case where all decay heat
contributes to steam generation (fsteam=l) and the case where 70 of
decay heat is transferred into the P001(fsteam=0.3).

A schematic of the flooding model is shown in Figure 86. There are
four sections with different constant flow areas - section #1 of height H,
section 2 representing the horizontal passage, section 3 between the
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horizontal passage and the reflector, and section 4 which represents the
passage through the reflector. The calandria space has a variable flow area
and is treated separately. Using the postulated assumptions the behavior of
the medium in the calandria space can be described by a set of conservation
equations as follows:

mass conservation for the lower, flooded space

dMf = r - hvap
dT (8-2)

with initial condition M,c=O)=O, mass conservation for the upper, gas space

dM
- G A rhvapdr 9 9 (8-3)

with initial condition Mg(T=O)=(V Po MC02)/(R Tgo), and the simplified
energy conservation equation for the flooded space

d(Mf h) -
dT = Qflood + Gf Af hi, (8-4)

which can be rewritten for subcooled liquid in terms of temperatures

dT= I dr Mf c Qflood + Gf Af (Tin-T)) (8-5)

with initial condition Tc=O)=To. Heat transferred from the fuel channels
into liquid, (flood, i computed as

Nro.,s
(flood= Qwall (1-fsteam) Ni

Ntubes (8-6)

where Nros is the number of submerged rows and Ni is the number of
tubes in the i-th submerged row. The fraction 1-fsteam is the prescribed
fraction of decay heat which contributes to pool heat up. Qwall is the heat
rate transferred from the hot walls. It includes both the decay heat and the
stored energy released from the fuel channels. The mass flow rate of the
steam generated by this heat rate is thus
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Nrows
1hap - Qwall fSteam Ni

hfg Ntubes (8-7)

The mass flow rate of flooding water is calculated from the momentum
equation

I ah I v DP 2
K f p g sino

ax A 5s as De) (8-8)

where v is velocity. Eq. (8-8) can be written after integration along the path

coordinate, s as

2 N N

Pat - P 1h I 1 - - h W 7' + pi Ahi
2 2 2 Ki + fi

drh PN AN p, Al 2pi A,

dr N ii

Ai .(8-9)

with initial condition rh(,r=O)=O, where N is the number of sections (along the
path counted from section #1 at the location of the water level in the
containment up to the current location of the tracked water level) with
different constant flow areas, Ai; Ki is the total form loss in the i-th section
and fi is the friction factor in the i-th section.

The friction factor is calculated using Idelchik's relation [Idelchik, 18961.
Inside the calandria, pressure losses across the tube rows are calculated
using the pressure drop relation for horizontal bundles with equal vertical
and horizontal spacing

Nro�vs G?
APIoss-rows = 096 (Dev)"' P I i -

P Dev p(pT) 9.145j=1 Rej (8-10)

where

GDv p - C
Rej i 'Jev - qT

�t J, p) 2 7r RCT (8-11,12)

and the number of submerged rows is

Nrw = (h-h4 /P. (8-13)
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The mass flux through the j-th row of calandria tubes (CT) is given as

Gj = Gf f
Sj (8-14)

and the flow area of all gaps in the j-th row is given as

Sj = (P - 2 RCT) Lc Nj + [j - (Nj - 1) P - 2 RCT] LC) (8-15)

where Nj is the number of tubes in the j-th row and j is obtained from

geometrical relations

Ij = 2 Rc sin (xj/2) ; ocj/2 = arccos (1-hj/Rc). (8-16,17)

The distance of the j-th row from the bottom, hj, is calculated as a multiple
of channel pitch, P, i.e., hj = 0)(P).

The height of the water level in the containment, H, is calculated from
the ordinary differential equation

dH rh
dc Al pf (8-18)

with initial condition H(,c=O)=Ho. If the flooded water level, h, is below the
calandria bottom it is calculated from the equation

dh=+ M
dr Ai pf (8-19)

with initial condition hc=0)=ho. Ai is the flow area at the location of the
current water level. Once the flooded water level reaches the calandria
bottom, it is computed from geometrical relations. First the volume
occupied by water,

Vf = Vbot + (Mf - Vbot PO
p(pT) (8-20)

is obtained, where Vbot is the volume below the bottom of the calandria
which has been flooded since the time flooding has been initiated. Volume
Vf is then corrected by the density of calandria tubes
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Denscr = n R�
Ntubes 71 2 T (8-21)

as Vfilled = Vf (I+DenSCT). (8-22)

Water volume, Vfffled, from Eq. 8-22) can be used in a geometrical relation
for angle x

a = 2Vflied / (Lc R�) + since (8-23)

where Lc is the length of the calandria, and Vfllled/Lc is the cross sectional
area of the lower calandria space filled by water. Eq. 8-23) is solved for
angle iteratively. Finally, the water level is calculated using the relation

h = + R, [I - cos(oc/2)] . (8-24)

Gas mass flux from the calandria is calculated from a quasi-steady flow
equation through the valve using isentropic expansion of an ideal gas:

G9 = 0.9 Pg 2 P (E2/y_F(,ft1)/,j)

7 g (8-25)

where -=Pat/P is the pressure ratio and y--cp/cv is the isentropic expansion
coefficient. The coefficient 09 in Eq. 8-25) represents losses. If the pressure
ratio is less than the critical ratio, the critical pressure ratio

2 /Y-

Y+ (8-26)

is substituted into Eq. 8-25) to obtain critical flow. Note that the properties of
the as/steam mixture are assumed to be equal to those Of C02 since,
during the flooding process, steam content in the upper space is small (see
Section 84.2).

The remaining closure relations can be written as follows:

volume of the gas space

V9 =V - f/Pf for h<h4

V = V - Vbt + (Mf - Vb0t Pf) for h4
p(pT) (8-27,28)
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specific volume of the gas

V = V91mg, (8-29)

and the pressure in the gas space

= RT9
V9 MC02 (8-30)

Integration of the system of ordinary differential equations 8-2), 8-3), (8-5),
(8-9), (8-18), and. 8-19) is performed using a the 4-th order Runge-Kutta
method with automatic time step control.

8.4.2 Estixnate of the Steaxn Arnount Escaping from the Flooded Space to the
Upper Gas Space

The fraction of steam released into the gas space during the flooding
process can be assessed from a simple estimate of bubble condensation rate

and bubble rise velocity. It can be derived from the Rayleigh-Plesset
equation that in the thermally dominated regime, the vapor bubble radius
in the subcooled pool decreases with time as

R=RO - 2 (Tb-T_) p, Cp�--Ccr
hfg PV (8-31)

where T_ is the temperature of the liquid in the pool and af is the thermal
diffusivity of the liquid. Pool temperature is changing with time due to
heat-up of the pool but the change is very slow due to the large sensible heat
of water and relatively low power density, hence the temperature can be
treated as constant in this assessment. To estimate the initial bubble
radius, the force balance between buoyancy and surface tension can be
applied

R = V6 sin p
2 �V (8-32)

Eq. 832) yields for water properties at atmospheric pressure and for
assumed wetting angle p=45' the radius R:--0.002m. It can be assumed that
the vapor inside the bubble typically overheats 10'C above saturation before
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it detaches, i.e., Tb=110'C. Using this value, a pool temperature of T-=40'C,
RO=0.002m, and the properties of water at atmospheric pressure, Eq. 8-31)
gives the time to bubble collapse (i.e., when R=O) of about

,rcOj=2xjO-4 S.

Since the bubble rise velocity is

Ub 0.71 g2ROP'-Pg =0.15m/s
Pi

it is evident that the bubble, once it is detached, will be able to travel only a
very short distance (less than 1mm) before it collapses. Deep subcooling of
the pool during the reflooding process is the main reason for such fast
bubble collapse. Hence the vapor fraction which escapes the pool into the
upper gas space will be very small during the reflooding process (only from
the upper tube row which is in contact with the water free surface). The
largest steam escape rate can be estimated at the time when the water level
reaches the center of the calandria, i.e., the water surface is in contact with
the highest number of hot fuel channels. At this time the number of bubble
sites on hot tubes near the surface can be estimated (using the surface of
tubes up to 4 mm below water level and the bubble detachment radius of
2mm) to be about 1.2xJ05. Using the typical bubble detachment frequency of

30 detachments/second [Collier, 19811, the number of vapor bubbles
escaping into the upper calandria space can be estimated as 3.4x106
bubbles/second, which yields about 0 12 3 of vapor per second. This
compares to the gas volume of the upper calandria space of 160 3 (one half
of the total calandria free volume). Hence the contribution of the steam in
the gas space is negligible and the gas space can be treated as pure gas.

8.4.3 Discussion of the Results

Three cases were considered. Case #1 is a hypothetical case, which
assumes that all the heat from the hot fuel channels generates vapor
bubbles which all escape to the gas space (fsteam=1)- Case 2 assumes a
partial steam escape of 30% from the lower flooded space, i.e., fsteam=0.3.
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Case 3 investigates the impact of the failure of the two valves to open at the
flooding time.

The results for the first case are presented in Figures 87 through 8-10.
Figure 87 shows the water level in the calandria, h, and in the
containment, H, as a function of time. It can be seen that flooding of the top
row of fuel channels is achieved in about 24 seconds. This time scale
compares very favorably with the fuel heat up time scale, where the fuel
matrix can withstand an adiabatic heat up from decay heat for hundreds of
seconds without. exceeding allowed temperature limits. It is also three
times less than the time when the maximum pressure tube temperature
reaches the limit of 500'C, in an adiabatic heat-up scenario. Figure 8-8
shows inertial water level oscillations on an expanded scale. The
oscillations decay with time and do not result in transitional uncovery of the
top row. The difference between the containment water level and the
calandria water level is due to the pressure difference needed to force the
steam flow through the valve and associated piping.
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Figure 8-8 Water level oscillations for calandria flooding Case 1

Figure 89 plots the sum of friction, form and acceleration terms of
pressure losses in the inlet sections, i.e. sections 1,#2, and 3, (Ap-inlet)
and inside the calandria (Ap-cal). Most of the pressure loss occurs at inlet
sections; friction and form pressure losses on the tube rows, which are not
plotted separately in Figure 89, are negligible (lower by 4 orders of
magnitude). Hence, even in case of severe vapor blanketing on the tubes,
which would result in increased pressure losses on tube rows, the effect on
the final result would be negligible. An interesting feature is a large
pressure gain inside the calandria due to the acceleration term. The
acceleration term is the dominating pressure term inside the calandria
and contributes to the speedup of the flooding process. Figure 810 shows
the mass flow rate of flooding water and calandria pressure (in the gas
space) as a function of time. It is evident that the depressurization is very
fast and after about one second the pressure in the calandria does not affect
the flooding process. Hence the simplification in the treatment of the
dynamics of the gas-vapor space by omitting the energy equation did not
introduce significant errors in flooding time.
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The results for Case 2 are summarized on Figures 8-11 through 813.
Figure 8-11 shows that the water level covers the top tube row in 23 seconds,
which is only second faster than for the first case. Hence, the potential
steam release into the gas space does not affect significantly the flooding
time. However, since the steam flow rate from the calandria is very small,
the water level reaches a higher level and can even get into the gas release
pipes as the first oscillating peak suggests. In the long term, the water
temperature will reach saturation level and all the steam generated inside
the pool will be released through the valve as in Case #1. This will lead to a
water level decrease due to the higher pressure in the upper calandria
space. On the other hand, the lower density of the saturated water will tend
to increase the water level. An additional factor which needs to be taken
into account in the long term is sufficient condensate return rate into the
containment pool to maintain the water level in the containment pool
sufficiently high. These issues will be addressed in Chapter 11.

Figure 812 plots the water flow rate and gas pressure as a function of
time and Figure 813 shows the time dependence of bulk liquid temperature
in the flooded space. It can be seen that the liquid during the entire phase of
flooding remains deeply subcooled and the temperature increase rate is
very small. This is due to the large sensible heat of the flood water and
relatively low power density.

Figure 814 compares the flooding curve for Case 3 which assumes the
failure of two valves to open, with the flooding curve from Case 2. Both

curves were calculated for 30% steam release into the upper gas space. It
can be observed that the failure of two valves to open extends the flooding
time by about 10 seconds - to completion at 33 seconds. This increase in
flooding time is insignificant and there is still plenty of time left before the
pressure tube would reach the limit of 500'C.
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The PTLWR concept requires flooding of the calandria space during
accidents. The flooding process is passive, driven by the gravity head. The
difference with typical LV;Rs lies in the separation of the primary system
from the low pressure heat sink. While LWRs need to depressurize the
primary system to deliver a low pressure coolant inventory into the core, the
passive flooding in the PTLWR is done always at low pressure, close to

atmospheric, and does not require primary system depressurization. This
eliminates the large dynamic forces exerted upon the piping during
depressurization and allows simpler design of the flooding initiation
devices.

Two schemes for flooding initiation have been proposed. The first
scheme involves a dc-powered blower which maintains the gas pressure in
the calandria during normal operation and releases the pressure by
switching off the blower upon electronic signals from primary system
sensors. The second scheme employs a fluid-operated valve, working from
primary system pressure. The valve relies only on stored energy and the
signal is transferred directly by the primary system fluid. The latter
scheme has been adopted for the PTLWR reference design.

A simplified model for the analysis of the passive flooding process has
been developed. The analysis shows that the calandria can be flooded in
about 24 seconds if all four valves open and in 33 seconds if 2-out-of-4 valves

fail to open. This is a sufficiently rapid process taking into account that the
adiabatic heat up (from decay heat) of the fuel matrix to its limiting
temperature (1300cC) takes hundreds of seconds, and heat up of pressure
tubes to their limiting temperature of 5000C takes about 70 seconds.
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FU_ EL CHANNEL CONSIDERATIONS UNDER
PERFORMANCE-LIMITING CONDITIONS

9.1 MODUCTION

It has been shown in Chapter 2 that the postulated goal of passive decay
heat dissipation fr om the fuel in the absence of primary coolant can be most
effectively achieved through fuel modularity, which is best accommodated
in a practical design by using fueled pressure tubes, where the pressure
tube constitutes the pressure boundary. The advantage of pressure tubes
over a massive thick-walled pressure vessel is that their individual failure
can be tolerated as a design basis, and they can be replaced if they are
damaged. Their drawback is that they are subjected to high stress and full
neutron flux, which poses a challenge to their design. The PTLWR fuel
channels use the same material in a very similar configuration to those in
CANDU units. Significant experience with operation of CANDU fuel
channels has been accumulated over a period of about 30 years. However,
the fuel channels of the PTLWR reference design operate at higher primary
coolant pressure and temperature and higher fast neutron flux. The effects
of these parameters on fuel channel performance will be the subject of this
Chapter.

Section 92 gives a brief description of the fuel channel, and Section 93
discusses the key parameters affecting the channel lifetime and channel
behavior during plant lifetime. A significant difference between the
CANDU fuel channels and the PTLWR channels is the latter's high
operating calandria tube temperature, and calandria tube quenching upon
flooding. Thermal stresses arising during flooding are addressed in Section
9.4. Section 95 presents an analysis of stress in the pressure tube during
flooding.
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The fuel channel design adopted for the PTLWR concept is in essence,
the channel used in CANDU reactors. The main reason for this choice is
the goal to use proven technology. Substantial operating experience with
CANDU fuel channels has been accumulated since the 1960s; moreover
considerable attention is being directed at AECL towards extending
channel lifetime and improved performance. New advances in this area
can be directly incorporated into the PTLVV-R fuel channels. The CANDU
fuel channel consists of [Brooks and Price, 19881

epressure tube,
ocalandria tube,
oannulus spacers, and
9 end fittings.

As in CANDU reactors, the PTLWR pressure tube holds the fuel
element and withstands pressure loads under high temperature and fuel
weight. The material for pressure tubes used in later CANDU plants is
Zr-2.5% Nb. Since the pressure tube is exposed to both high pressure and
high fast neutron flux, it is the component which controls the life of the fuel

channel.

The purpose of the calandria tube* in the present design is to protect the
pressure tube from excessive thermal shock during calandria flooding with
cold water. This purpose is quite different from that of a CANDU design,
where the calandria tube isolates the pressure tube from cold moderator
during normal operation. Calandria tubes are made of Zircaloy-2 and
connected to calandria tube sheets by rolled joints. Rolled joints proved to be
an effective leak-tight joint of zirconium alloy to ferritic stainless steel,
which has about twice as large a thermal expansion coefficient as
Zircaloy-2. In the dry calandria design, the calandria tube operates at high

*A more appropriate name for the thin-walled tube surrounding the pressure tube in the

PTLWR application would be 'protective tube", nevertheless the designation 'calandria

tube" is retained to preserve continuity with CANDU terminology.
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temperature and is occasionally cooled down during flooding, while in
CANDU units calandria tubes are kept at low temperatures at all times.
Hence, some design modification of calandria tube joints may be necessary
to allow for thermal contraction during flooding.

Spacers in the gap between the pressure tube and calandria tube
maintain separation between tubes. In CANDUs, this separation is
important to minimize heat loss to cold moderator and to prevent
temperature gradients in the pressure tube, which are the cause of
increased concentration of zirconium hydride and the consequent delayed
hydride cracking. In the PTLWR concept, maintenance of perfect
separation is not such a concern during normal operation since there are
no heat losses to the moderator and both tubes operate at high
temperatures, hence no significant thermal gradients in the pressure tube
can develop. As mentioned in Chapter 2 the detailed design of the gap for
the PTLV;R fuel channel remains to be finalized. A narrow gap filled with a
packed bed of zirconia spheres and C02 gas is envisaged.

The purpose of end fittings is the same as in CANDU reactors. They are
made of martensitic stainless steel and provide a transition between
Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tubes and the carbon-steel feeder piping. It also
ensures the capability of on-line refueling. End fittings, including the
closure seals and feeder connections are also under primary system
pressure, however, they are exposed to lower neutron flux than pressure
tubes, and hence they do not control fuel channel lifetime.

'u's9.3 FUEL CHANNEL CHALLENGES AND CANDU EXPERIENCE

The life of a fuel channel is determined by the lifetime of the pressure
tube since it is exposed simultaneously to high pressure and high neutron
flux. Pressure tube lifetime as the controlling factor for the life of a fuel
channel has been confirmed by Canadian experience [Brooks and Price,
19881. Therefore, the discussion in this section will be focused on pressure
tubes.
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Condition CANDU PTLVTR

Pressure (MPa) 10 15

Outlet Coolant Temperature M) 300 339

Core-average fast flux, E >lMeV (n/s-cm2) 1.97x1013 6.5x1013

Coolant/chemistry D20/reducing H20/reduc

9.3.1 Comparison of Key Conditions Affmting Presmire Tube Lifetime

The main conditions having a negative effect on pressure tubes are
operating temperature, operating pressure and fast neutron flux. Primary
coolant chemistry is also important but this can be, generally, adjusted to
meet the required criteria. Comparison of these conditions for a typical
CANDU reactor and the PTLVVR reference design is given in Table 91.

Table 91 Operating conditions for CANDU and PTLVVR pressure tubes

Higher pressure and temperature for the dry calandria design are
dictated by the higher secondary system pressure selected. The choice of
secondary system pressure was driven by the desire to achieve plant
efficiency comparable to current PV;Rs. Although the coolant of the PTLWR
design is different from that of CANDU, both coolants contain hydrogen
and both use reducing chemistry, i.e., an excess of hydrogen to suppress
oxygen.

The average CANDU fast flux in Table 91 was calculated using an
MCNP model of a CANDU cell. It is evident that the average fast flux on the
PTLWR pressure tubes is considerably higher than the average fast flux on
CANDU pressure tubes. Because of the lower fast-flux peaking, the
difference between the peak values of PTLWR and CANDU fast flux on
pressure tubes is less, nevertheless still significant. This fact can be
observed in Figure 91, which compares the axial fast flux profile on the
pressure tube along the high-power channel in BRUCE B station [Gendron
et. al., 19921 and the fast flux profile on a pressure tube for the PTLWR
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design. The fast flux on the PTLWR pressure tube was obtained from an
MCNP model for an equilibrium core. Fluences resulting from the average
fast fluxes in Table 91 are shown in Table 92. Note the excellent agreement
between the reported fluence value and MCNP results for CANDU. The
effect of higher fluence, as well as of other parameters will be discussed

next.

9.3.2 Effects of Elevated Fast Neutron Flux

As shown above, the pressure tubes of the PTLV-TR reference design are
exposed to substantially higher fast flux, i.e., 3 times higher than the
CANDU pressure tubes. The reasons for high absolute fast flux levels were
discussed in Chapter 4 High flux is the consequence of the low heavy metal
loading achievable with particle fuel and is the major drawback of the dry
calandria design. Fast flux affects the life of pressure tubes primarily
through [Brooks and Price,19881

ochanges in dimensions, and
Ochanges in properties.

9.3.2.1 Dimensional Changes

Dimensional changes from fast irradiation are manifested by

• axial elongation,
• diametral growth, and
*tube sagging.

The rate of axial elongation is linear with fast neutron fluence and is
independent of the tube pressure. Channel elongation is typically
accommodated in CANDU reactors by bearing travel allowance [Brooks and
Price,19881. The higher fast neutron flux in the PTLWR concept will require
a larger travel allowance. Nevertheless, it is not anticipated under these
conditions that the fuel channel life could reach the desired power plant
lifetime of 60 years, projected for advanced LWR plants. Therefore, one
replacement of fuel channels per plant lifetime would be necessary. As of
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1992, over 100 individual fuel channels have been replaced in CANDU
reactors, so some experience with channel replacement is available. Large-
scale retubing has also been performed to replace all fuel channels in the
Pickering units. However, the retubing required a long shutdown (about 20
months to replace 390 channels) because the channels were not designed
with anticipation of large-scale retubing, and because the retubing was
done for the first time without extensive experience in this procedure. The
CANDU 3 fuel channel program, which is in the detailed design phase, is
focused on high-power channels and has the capability of quick
replacement of each fuel channel. This fast and easy replaceability is
achieved by employing a single-ended refueling scheme and integral design
of the pressure tube and calandria tube into a single module which can be
removed and installed as a unit into its lattice position [Brooks and
Price,19881. AECL fuel channel experts project the period needed to retube
the entire CANDU 3 core to be about 3 months. The PTLWR concept would

require employment of these integral channel designs, currently being
developed at AECL, to allow for fast replacement of fuel channels and
thereby reduce the cost of the associated outage.

Diametral expansion occurs primarily from irradiation-enhanced
creep due to the hoop stress at high temperatures. The diametral
(transverse) creep rate per hour, of pressure tubes operating in the range of
conditions in CANDU reactors is given by [Evans et. al., 19711

-t K t (T 160). (9-1)

where

K=5.8xlo-25 for cold worked Zircaloy-2.
K=2.lxlo-25 for cold worked Zr-2.5%Nb.

K=3.2xlo-25 for heat treated Zr-2.5%Nb.

The above expression is valid for transverse stress 60 Mpa at 200 MPa,
fast neutron flux 1013 n/cM2_s 0 < 3.5x1013 ncM2_s (E>1 MeV) and

temperatures 250 C T 300 'C.
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Since the tube thickness is increased for the present conceptual design
to accommodate higher pressure, the hoop stress in the tube will be about
the same as for CANDU reactors. However, as can be seen from equation
(9-1), the slightly higher proposed coolant temperature will lead to an
increased radial creep rate. A more significant factor than the
temperature is the fluence, since the increase in fast flux results in a
larger contribution to creep rate than the proposed increase in operating
temperature. Note that the fast flux and operating temperature of the dry
calandria design exceed the verified validity range of Eq. 91), hence
verification of are extended correlation would be necessary. Nevertheless,
the trend with temperature and fluence is expected to be preserved for these
higher parameters. The expansion is linearly proportional to the fast flux,
hence higher diametral creep rates are expected than in CANDU reactors.
The maximum diametral expansion rate of pressure tubes in BRUCE
station are reported to be about O. 1mm per year and are not expected to limit
fuel channel lifetime [Cheadle et. al., 19931. However, the higher diametral
expansion rate due to both higher temperature and higher fluence may be
the most limiting factor for the lifetime of the PTLVVR pressure tubes. Note
that the limits of expansion in diameter in both the CANDU and the
PTLWR designs are established by coolant flow considerations. An
excessive gap between the bundle (or the matrix in the proposed design) and
the pressure tube inner wall leads to flow depletion in the center of the
channel. A more detailed investigation of the effects of these parameters
and probably more research into the means to limit this growth will be
necessary in the future evaluations of this concept.

Tube sagging results from irradiation-assisted creep due to bending
stresses from fuel weight and primary coolant mass. Higher fast flux levels
which tend to increase the tube sagging rate will be offset by the much
smaller weight of the fuel matrix and the lower coolant mass in the PTLVVR
conceptual design compared to a CANDU fuel channel. On the other hand,
the higher operating temperature of PTLWR calandria tubes will promote
channel sagging, so that some support structure may be necessary.
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9.3.2.2 Property Changes

Property changes associated with neutron damage are

• an increase in strength,
• a decrease of ductility,
• a decrease in fracture toughnessand
• an increased rate of oxidation.

The strengthening of the pressure tube is an advantage. The rate of
increase is high at the beginning of life and saturates at higher fluence as
shown in Figure 92. Reduction in ductility for Zr-2.5%Nb is not large
enough to be of concern [Price, 19841. The rate of decrease is fast in early life
and then it stays almost constant for higher fluence. Fracture toughness,
which determines critical crack length, behaves similarly to ductility; it
decreases rapidly in early life to about 50% of the as-manufactured value
[Cheadle, 19891 and at a much smaller rate with increasing fluence as
shown in Figure 93. These data indicate that the critical crack length
remains much larger than the tube thickness even for high fluences. Such
large cracks are easily detected and should not pose a safety problem.
Taking into consideration the trend and magnitude of change of the above
properties with fluence, it is not expected than the higher fast flux of the
proposed dry calandria design would lead to unacceptable property
deterioration.

Irradiation enhances oxidation of Zirconium alloys if high oxygen
concentration exists. Hence, reducing chemistry is proposed for this
conceptual design to suppress radiolytic oxygen production, the same as for
CANDUs or PWRs. For deoxygenated coolant, the thickness of the
oxidation layer increases only marginally with fluence. Cold worked
Zr-2.5%Nb material has much smaller oxidation rates than Zr-2.
Specifically, in later stages when the oxide thickness reaches about 15 to 20
microns, the corrosion rate for Zircaloy-2 exhibits an increase, while for Zr-
2.5%Nb, the growth rate of the oxide thickness remains low, i.e. the trend
typical for thin oxide conditions is retained even if high oxide thickness is
reached. Figure 94 shows the growth of the oxide layer for Zr-2.5%Nb with
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The negative consequences of high neutron flux on pressure tube
lifetime are evident. Significant progress in the development of materials
resistant to high neutron flux is not expected in the near future, hence the
best approach to mitigate irradiation damage is to decrease the level of the
neutron flux. The alternative fuel configuration in a two-ring
arrangement, presented in Chapter 5, can reduce core average fast flux
levels and alleviate fast fluence problems.

9.3.3 Effects of Elevated Coolant Fli-essure and Temperature

In addition to neutron flux, the key parameters affecting the
performance of pressure tubes during normal operation are stress and
temperature. To accommodate higher primary system pressure in the
PTLWR, pressure tube thickness is increased. Hence the stress in the
PTLWR pressure tubes is about the same as in CANDU pressure tubes, and
higher coolant pressure should not have a significant effect on the pressure
tubes.
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Higher coolant temperature influences diametral growth. The negative
consequences of higher coolant temperature on enhanced diametral growth
have been discussed in Section 93.2, since the growth is closely related to
fast neutron fluence. Elevatedtemperature may also increase the growth
rate of the oxide layer on the pressure tube inner wall.

Another concern is the byproduct of the oxidation reaction -hydrogen -
which is partially absorbed by the pressure tubes. Absorption of hydrogen in
the metal of a pressure tube, also known as hydriding, depends also on the
oxide thickness. In reducing water chemistry, thin oxides pick up 30 to 50%
of the theoretically-evolved hydrogen for Zr-2, but only up to 5% for Zr-

2.5%Nb material [Price, 19841. For larger oxide thickness, the percentage
pick-up is increased above 50% for Zr-2, while there has been no evidence of

increased hydrogen pick-up for Zr-2.5%Nb tubes [Price, 19841. Hence, it is
not expected that the higher temperature of the primary coolant will
produce a noticeable effect on hydrogen pick-up in the Zr-2.5%Nb tubes.

Currently, an extensive research and development effort is underway
at AECL to decrease hydrogen pick-up and corrosion of CANDU pressure
tubes [Cheadle, 19931. The advances in this area could be directly applied to
the PTLWR fuel channels.

9.3.4 Effects of the F"MV;R Fuel Channel Design on Hydrogen and Delayed
Hydride Cracking

As manufactured, pressure tubes contain typically between and 5
ppm of hydrogen by weight [Price, 19841. Solubility of hydrogen in
zirconium alloys (or terminal solid solubility) is, for temperatures above
180'C, very strongly dependent on temperature. At operating temperatures,
dissolved hydrogen precipitates if the hydrogen concentration builds up
beyond the solubility limit. During cooling, in essence, all the hydrogen
precipitates 

Hydrogen, once dissolved in zirconium, can move because of thermal,
stress or hydrogen concentration gradients into certain regions and become
concentrated there in the form of zirconium hydride. Among these
variables, thermal gradient is the primary driving force for hydrogen
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transport. If the volume of zirconium hydride exceeds the volume of parent
metal in a certain location, zirconium hydride blisters, which can cause
crack initiation, are formed. This gradient was the primary reason for the
failure of a pressure tube in the Pickering 2 unit. Misplaced garter springs
allowed the pressure tube to sag and contact the calandria tube, hence
providing the thermal gradient responsible for the formation of crack-
initiating zirconium hydride blisters [Hydro, 19841. This problem is
eliminated in the dry calandria design, since the calandria tube operates at
high temperature - close to the temperature of the pressure tube; therefore
even if these tubes are in contact, no large thermal gradients could develop.
Moreover, the direction of the heat flow in the PTLVVR fuel channel is from
the calandria tube to the pressure tube and ultimately to the coolant. This
results in a negative thermal gradient (taking the positive direction with
increasing tube radius). Since hydrogen moves from hot regions to cold
regions, and since most hydrogen is picked up from the coolant side, this
thermal gradient, which also opposes hydrogen movement due to the
concentration gradient, should prevent significant hydrogen penetration
through the tube to the outer surface.

9.4 STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE PRESSURE TUBE

Flooding of the calandria by cold water results in a rapid temperature
decrease of the pressure tube wall and increased thermal stresses. In a loss
of coolant accident, the stress in the pressure tube from primary pressure
is small since the primary pressure is lost, hence the thermal stress from
flooding does not lead to excessive stresses in the pressure tube. However, if
the flooding process is initiated while the pressure tubes are under
operating pressure or even higher (as may be the case in a loss of normal
heat sink accident), thermal stress from primary pressure is increased by
the thermal stress, which could lead to unacceptable stress levels. To
mitigate stress excursions in such scenarios, the pressure tube is
surrounded by a protective calandria tube which absorbs the first thermal
shock wave and thus protects the pressure tube. This section will evaluate
the stress level in the pressure tube during such scenarios.
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The following stress analysis assumes that the fuel channel undergoes
LOCA while the pressure acting on the pressure tube remains at the
nominal level. This hypothetical scenario was chosen because LOCA
without emergency coolant delivery leads to high pressure tube
temperatures, and hence, lower yield strength, and high thermal stress (a
conservative approach compared to inadvertent flooding during normal
operation). The analysis will be performed for the hottest pressure tube at
the location of highest temperature. The analysis is one-dimensional,
therefore it is assumed that the highest temperature is uniform along the
entire length of the pressure tube. Te thickness to radius ratio

t/R=5.79/64=0.09 (9-2)

is less than 0.1, therefore the pressure tube can be treated as a thin-shell
vessel. The average hoop stress, axial tensile and radial stress from
primary pressure are expressed as

(To =R p , az = R p , and ar p
t 2 t 2, (9-3)

respectively.

Introducing the auxiliary coordinate z with its origin in the middle of the
wall of thickness t, and having positive direction towards the outer surface,
and using for the average thermal strain the definition

(x (T(z)-Tref)
t (9-4)

where Tref is an arbitrary reference temperature and oc is the thermal
expansion coefficient, thermal stress can be calculated as

Oth E p(z) = E I (x (T(z)-Tef - F-W
1-V I- t

(9-5)

where

F_(z) oc (T(z)-T,,f). (9-6)
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The transient temperature profile, T(z), is obtained from the numerical
model of the fuel channel described in Chapter 7.

Equation 9-4) can be numerically integrated as

L Npr Ti + Ti+
t (Xi 2 h - T,,f

(9-7)

which yields for thermal stress

NPT
Ei Ti + Ti+j hi

Gthj Y, (X i (xi T, i=1,...NPT + 1
,- I-V - i=1 2 t (9-8)

where NPT is the number of nodes for the pressure tube wall and hri is the
thickness of the i-th node (see Figure 77 in Chapter 7 The temperature
dependence of the coefficient of thermal expansion for Zircaloy, cc, and
Young's modulus, E, are calculated using the relations [Tipton, 19601

aj Q (6.106 001398 T) 10-6 PIOCI, and (9-9)

E (T Q 9.5xIOIO - 6.15xI07 T [Pa], respectively. (9-10)

The principal stresses due to primary pressure and thermal stress are then
calculated as

GI = (To Gthi 2 = CTz + Gthj, G3 = (Tr (9-11)

where i=1 at the inner radius and i=Npt at the outer radius. The Von Mises
stress

(Teff IV(02 - GI)2 + G3 - 1)2 + (3 - 2)2
f2 (9-12)

is used as the effective stress which is then compared with material limits.
Two criteria are typically used for design stress in pressure tubes Ross-
Ross, 19681

13 of the ultimate tensile strength,
92/3 of yield strength 0.2% offset).
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Sometimes the stress to produce a creep rate of -5 %/hr is also used.
Design stress versus temperature curves, given in [Ross-Ross, 19681 show
that the criterion of 13 of ultimate tensile strength gives the lowest value for
heat-treated Zr-2.5%Nb. Therefore this criterion will be adopted in further
evaluations. Equations 9-3) through 9-12) have been incorporated into the
computer code TMATRIX discussed in Chapter 7.

Figure 95 shows the effective Von Mises stress as a function of time in
the hypothetical "pressurized LOCA" using a calandria protective tube. It
can be observed. that the peak at the outer radius is relatively small.
Although the peak exceeds slightly the design stress of 13 of ultimate
tensile strength for heat-treated Zr-2.5%Nb it only exists for a short
duration (about 10 seconds) Moreover, this high stress is only at the outer
radius; most of the tube wall will remain below the design criteria, since
further from the outer radius, thermal stress has negative values, which
reduces the magnitude of the effective Von Mises stress. Temperature
profiles at various times during the accident are plotted in Figure 96.
Flooding of the top row of fuel channels comes at 35.1 seconds, hence the
temperature at the time of 35 seconds, i.e., just prior to flooding is the
highest because of the heat up from gammas and heat transferred from the
fuel matrix across the gap. The temperature of the outer surface is about
402'C at the time when the stress peak at this location is reached. At this
temperature, 13 of the ultimate tensile strength of heat-treated Zr-2.5%Nb
is 200 MPa [Ross-Ross, 19681. This value is shown in Figure 95.

Figure 97 plots the results for the same hypothetical scenario if the
pressure tube is not protected. The peak due to thermal stress is too large in
this case, almost reaching the tensile strength, thus confirming the need to
protect the pressure tube from sudden quenching.

The results suggest that PTLWR pressure tubes should withstand the
flooding process without impairment to their reusability. The stress peak at
the outer surface of a pressure tube resulting from flooding is modest and
has short duration. Hence the fact that the stress slightly exceeds the 13 of
ultimate tensile strength criterion for several seconds should not lead to
any significant consequences. Moreover, the real scenario will be less
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severe because flooding of fuel channels under pressure will occur at lower
pressure tube temperatures due to the presence of primary coolant.

9.5 QUENCHNG OF HOT CALANDRIA TUBES

The key difference between the PTLWR fuel channel and CANDU fuel
channels is the high operating temperature of the calandria tube, since
there is no cold moderator outside the calandria. The heat generation rate
in the calandria tube from gamma and neutron heating was calculated
using the MCNP model of the PTLWR channel, and is listed in Chapter 6,
Table 62. The steady-state operating temperature of the calandria tube at
the hottest spot was calculated from the fuel channel heat transfer model in
Chapter 7 to be 3780C. During the flooding process, calandria tubes are
suddenly submerged in cold water and quenched. Rapid temperature
changes in the calandria tube will induce thermal stresses. The purpose of
this section is to evaluate these thermal stresses and to confirm the
capability of the calandria tube to withstand this process.
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A transient analysis of the thermal stress in the calandria tube during
flooding was performed in the same manner as for the pressure tube, using
Eq. 98). Since no pressure load is exerted on the calandria tube, only
thermal stress is evaluated. The procedure to obtain the time-dependent
temperature distribution in the calandria tube wall was described in
Chapter 7 Three scenarios have been analyzed. The first case involves
inadvertent flooding of a calandria tube during normal operation,
assuming a nucleate boiling regime without any limitation on critical heat
flux, i.e., the critical heat flux is assumed to be infinite. The second case
assumes the same process taking into account the CHF limit. The third
scenario takes also into account the CHF limit, but involves a LOCA
without scram sequence, in which the calandria tube heats up to
temperatures above its normal operating temperature and then is flooded.
The last scenario is fully described in Chapter 7.

Several comments on the critical heat flux need to be pointed out. The
CHF correlation for pool boiling applicable outside a horizontal cylinder
[NVhalley,19871, Eq. 7-23) in Chapter 7 was used to obtain the critical heat
flux at the outer surface of the calandria tube. The critical heat flux
equation 7-23) is valid for saturated conditions. This equation was applied
to the analysis of fuel channel temperatures in Chapter 7 since it makes the
temperature analysis conservative, i.e., leads to earlier occurance of CHF
and hence higher wall temperatures, as it does not take into account the
subcooling of flooding water. For the thermal stress analysis, subcooling
must be accounted for because it leads to enhanced critical heat flux, and
hence faster cooling rates, i.e., delayed occurance of CHF and hence lower
wall temperatures. The effect of subcooling was incorporated in the
thermal stress analysis using the relation proposed by Ivey and Morris
[19621

Pf 0.75 CPf Tsub
qcFH qCFHsat I 0 I 

Pf hfg (9-13)

where qCFHsat ls the critical heat flux obtained from Eq. 7-23) at saturated
conditions and Tsub is the subcooling. Bradfield's 19671 data, which yield
the highest minimum heat flux, were utilized to obtain the minimum heat
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flux on the boiling curve (see Section 74.2.1 for a detailed discussion of the
key points on the boiling curves). The heat flux in the transition region
between the minimum heat flux and the critical heat flux is obtained by
linear interpolation, described in Section 74.2.1.

The results for the first case are presented in Figure 98 and 99. Figure
9-8 plots the temperature development in the calandria tube wall. The wall
has been divided into eight annuli of equal width, hence there are nine
curves, each curve representing one cylindrical surface. Since nucleate
boiling is assumed during the entire process, the heat transfer coefficient at
time zero is extremely high (because it is proportional to Tsat squared) and
the outer calandria surface is cooled almost instantly while the inner
surface temperature still remains unchanged. This establishes a large
temperature difference across the wall, and consequently leads to high
thermal stress at the outer surface, as shown in Figure 99. It can be
observed that the outer surface exceeds the 13 ultimate tensile strength
criterion while the rest of the wall remains below this criterion (the
criterion shown is for the outer surface temperature at the time when the
maximum stress at this location is achieved). If Zr-2.5%Nb material is
used, the outer surface would remain below the 13 ultimate tensile
strength criterion. However, it is noted that this scenario is a hypothetical
case, because the heat flux from the outer calandria surface exceeds at an
early time and by far the CHF, which would alter the unrealistically rapid
cooldown rates assumed.

To simulate a more realistic case, the critical heat flux limit for the
heat transfer from the outer tube surface must be taken into account. This
is shown in Figures 910 and 911. When the cold water hits the hot tube
surface, the difference between the wall and saturation temperatures,
ATsat, is large and sets the operating point in the transition region, between
the minimum and critical heat flux. The heat flux in the transition regime
is sufficiently high to cause cooldown of the outer surface, albeit at a much
smaller rate than in the previous case. The lower cooling rate at the outer
surface allows more time for the inner surface to decrease its temperature
by heat conduction to the outer surface, resulting in a less steep wall
temperature profile, and hence smaller stress. Figure 911 shows that the
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peak stress at the outer surface exceeds the criterion of 13 ultimate tensile
strength for Zr-2 by MPa for a very short period of time (about 0.1s). This
is a quite satisfactory situation.

The LOCA scenario was also selected for investigation because it
results in a higher initial temperature of the calandria tube at the time the
tube is flooded with cold water. The results are shown in Figures 912 and
9-13. To show the quenching process in more detail, only a short time span
of second, following the time when the top row of calandria tubes is
flooded, is plotted. A interesting observation to note is that the thermal
stress in this process is even less than in the second case, even though the
initial temperature of the calandria tube is higher. The reason for this
behavior lies in the lower heat flux due to the higher Tsat in the transition
region in this LOCA case (note that in the temperature-controlled
transition region, heat flux is inversely-proportional to Tsat).
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The above analysis of thermal stress in the calandria tube from cold-
water flooding suggests that calandria tubes should be able to withstand the
quenching process undamaged. Thermal stress depends strongly on the
boiling regime and on the value of critical heat flux and minimum heat
flux. Experiments would be needed to determine the boiling curve for
calandria tubes more exactly. Relatively high peak thermal stresses may
require the use of Zr2.5%Nb instead of Zr-2 as a matrial for calandria tubes.

9.6 SUAMARY

The PTLWR fuel channel is of similar design to that of CANDU units.
However, it operates at higher primary system conditions and higher fast
neutron flux. The issues associated with fuel channel operation under
these performance-limiting conditions have been discussed. The key
parameters affecting the fuel channel lifetime are higher fast neutron flux
and elevated temperature. Over time fast flux increases axial elongation of
the fuel channel, which could be accommodated by increased bearing travel
allowance. Accelerated diametral expansion due to higher flux and
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operating temperature may be a limiting factor for the life of PTLWR
pressure tubes. It is expected that the pressure tubes would need to be
designed for easy replacement, once in a plant lifetime. Problems with
pressure tube cracking initiated by zirconium hydride blisters from
enhanced hydrogen transport due to thermal gradients are eliminated in
the PTLWR fuel channel since there are no cold spots.

Flooding of the calandria space with cold water poses a challenge to the
fuel channels due to significant thermal stresses. Stress analysis of both
the pressure tube and the calandria tube has been performed. It has been
shown that the maximum stress in the hottest pressure tube does not
exceed the 13 ultimate tensile strength criterion. Hence, pressure tube
reusability should not be affected by the flooding process. Also, calandria
tube can withstand the quenching without excessive thermal stresses. The
analysis also confirmed the need to protect the pressure tube from direct
contact with cold flooding water.

Finally it is noted that in the detailed design stage, experiments on
critical heat flux and minimum heat flux would need to be carried out to
eliminate the uncertainties in these two variables, which have a significant
impact on thermal stress in the calandria tubes. Also, stress concentration
areas would have to be analyzed, in particular, at the connection of the
calandria tube to the calandria side wall. Regarding the high fast fluence,
alternative fuel arrangements with a higher heavy metal loading should be
considered in any future work.
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11311IATL-ECTOR AND CONTROL ROD COOLING
CONSID RATIONS

10.1 EVIRODUCTION

The proposed PTLWR concept employs a graphite reflector surrounding
the gas-filled calandria space. This feature differs from CANDU reactors
which use a D20 reflector. A D20 reflector was not used in the PTLWR
design because of concerns with reactivity excursions, should the
separating wall between the calandria space and the reflector breach
causing calandria flooding with D20. As discussed in Chapter 4 the
graphite reflector is neutronically equivalent to a D20 reflector. However, it
is more difficult to cool than the liquid reflector. This Chapter will briefly
discuss the issues of reflector cooling; Section 10.2 will evaluate energy
deposited in the reflector and Section 10.3 will propose some cooling
concepts and assess their thermal performance.

Another issue, discussed in Section 10.4, is the cooling of control rods.
PTLWR control rods are inserted in silicon carbide guide tubes penetrating
downward through the end reflector and are cooled primarily by radiation
to the guide tubes, and then by conduction of the heat through the graphite
reflector to the primary coolant in the fuel channels. This differs from
CANDU units where the control rods are inserted in the guide tubes, which
are immersed in a cold moderator.

10.2 REFLECTOR BEATING

The reflector is heated by gamma rays and neutrons escaping from the
core. Neglecting neutron heating, since the neutron contribution is small
compared to gamma heating, a simplified estimate of gamma heating can
be obtained using a rule of thumb, stating that all photons within 1/4th of a
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mean free path escape from the outer surface of the core. Therefore, the
fraction of gamma radiation escaping into the reflector, fX, can be
approximated as

Qescy V4 it D L
fy =

QY D2/4 L D (10-1)

where D is core diameter and is photon mean free path in the core. The
photon mean free path can be calculated from the homogenized core density
and a mass absorption coefficient. Homogenizing the core solid material
and coolant with the voided space, the homogenized core density can be
evaluated as

N

I Vi Pi
Phom =1 - 3.4979x IO' g1cm = .55 g/CM3

Nicore n 4502 CM2 (10-2)

Assuming a typical value for mass absorption coefficient-to-density ratio

4 = 0025 CM2/g (10-3)

which is almost the same for all materials, the mean free path for gamma
rays can be estimated as

X I -- 1 - - = 72.7 cm
g,, 0025 Phom 0.025 (0.55) (10-4)

Finally, the fraction of gamma rays escaping from the core to the
cylindrical reflector can be evaluated by virtue of Eq. (10-1)

f = 72.7Y � = 0.08
D 900

The total gamma heating from fission, including delayed gammas is 11%,
which yields for the rated power of 3899 MWt, total gamma heat generation

Q = 429 MWt. From this heat rate, the fraction f = 0.08 escapes, i.e.,

0.08*429 = 34 MWt or 0.88% of rated power.
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A more exact calculation of reflector heating including both the neutron
and gamma heating can be obtained using MCNP. The detailed MCNP full-
core model 2, described in Chapter 4 has been used to accomplish this
task. Edits of neutron and gamma heating in the reflector from prompt and
capture gammas yielded the following values:

*neutron heating q = 0.0188 W/g, and
*prompt and capture gamma heating Yprompt +capture = 00455 W/g.

To incorporate delayed gamma heating, gamma heating from prompt and
capture gammas can be corrected by a coefficient obtained from a typical
gamma heating apportionment in light water reactors

Oprompt gamma Yprompt 6.33 MeV,

• capture gamma Yeapture 6.72 MeV, and
• delayed gamma Ydelay = 697 MeV.

The scaling coefficient is thus:

_ Yprompt + Ycapture + Ydelay - 633 672 697
ctot = 153

Yprompt + Ycapture 6.33 672 (10-5)

which gives for the total gamma heating

Ytotal Ctot (7prompt + Ycapture) -= 153 0.0455 = 0.0696W/g. (10-6)

Using the total mass of the radial graphite reflector, mg = 69X108 1
reflector heating from neutrons and all gamma rays can be calculated as

Mg (Ytotal + % = 6.9x 1 08 0.0696 0.0188 = 6 X I 06W = 61 MWt. (10-7)

from which 48 MWt is by gamma heating and 13 MWt by neutrons.
Comparing gamma heating of 48 MWt to the simple estimate of 34 MWt it
can be seen that the simple estimate yields about 30% lower values. This is
not very surprising since homogenizing the core underestimates the escape
of gamma emissions by streaming through the void space.

The MCNP result for total gamma and neutron energy deposition in the
two end reflectors is 43 MWt. Hence, the total power generated in the radial
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and axial reflector is 103 MWt, or 26% of rated power, which compares to
5.4% generated in CANDU D20 moderator. However, the heat generated in
the reflector has high availability (i.e., high temperature) and can be
virtually all recovered, while in CANDU units, heat generated in the cold
moderator does not contribute to power generation.

The power density profile in the radial reflector can also be obtained
using MCNP full-core model 2 by editing gamma and neutron heating in
various radial segments of the reflector. The results are presented in
Figure 10-1. Sinc 'e most of the reflector heating results from gamma rays,
the curve should resemble the conventional exponential attenuation
equation. The best fit to MCNP data in the form of the attenuation equation,
with attenuation coefficient g=0.04, is also shown in Figure 10-1. Figure 10-1

shows that the heating curve deviates from the attenuation equation near
the inner surface of the reflector where the power density tends to be
higher. This is due to the increased neutron heating in the inner portion of
the reflector and the smaller volume of the inner regions caused by the
annular shape of the reflector (the reflector is not exactly a slab, for which
the cited attenuation equation is valid)
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Figure 10-1 Power density distribution in the radial reflector
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10.3.1 Cooling of the Axial Reflector

The axial reflector is cooled by the primary coolant flowing inside the
pressure tubes. The reflector operates at temperatures higher than the
temperature of the fuel channels and the heat generated in the reflector is
transferred to coolant across the calandria tube, the gap between the
calandria'tube and pressure tube and the pressure tube wall. Part of the
fuel channel lattice, penetrating the reflector, is presented in Figure 10-2.
Figure 10-2 also shows a 2-D computational cell used for the analysis of the
cell temperature profile. The boundary conditions are zero heat flux at
symmetry planes, bulk temperature of the coolant and heat transfer
coefficient between the pressure tube and the coolant.

The analysis was performed using the finite element package ALGOR
at the plane with maximum power density. The power density in the
reflector, q ... max, was obtained from MCNP and coolant boundary
conditions were calculated from the steady-state thermohydraulics model of
a fuel channel, described in Chapter 6 The variable with the largest
uncertainty is the contact conductance between the graphite reflector and
the calandria tube. At this stage, a contact conductance of 300 W/m2-K,
corresponding to a 1mm helium-filled gap, has been utilized. Detailed
design of the calandria tube-graphite reflector interface needs to consider
dimensional changes of graphite due to irradiation as well as thermal
expansionand to provide for fuel channel replacement. One possible
arrangement is shown in Figure 10-3. It is based on the experience
acquired in the RBMK reactors, where the thermal bridge between the
pressure tubes and graphite moderator blocks is provided by an array of
inner and outer graphite rings.

Analysis results are plotted on a 3-D graph in Figure 10-4, where the x
and y coordinates correspond to those shown in Figure 10-2. The largest
temperature jump occurs across the graphite-calandria tube interface,
which is the controlling heat transfer resistance. Better design of this
interface could reduce this temperature jump, and hence reduce the
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maximum reflector temperature. Nevertheless, the maximum
temperature of about 650'C is satisfactory for graphite if the reflector is
maintained in an appropriate gas environment to prevent oxidation. The
maximum temperature of 650'C is comparable to the operating
temperature of the graphite moderator in the RBMK reactors (about 700'C),
which have a mixture of helium and nitrogen between the graphite
columns.

Gap with packed bed of Zr particles
Calandria tube Pressure tube

.71INIW

No- Flow

Grap te block Graphite ring-outer Graphite ring-inner

Figure 10-3 Possible arrangement of graphite reflector and fuel channel

10.3.2 Cooling of the Raclial Reflector

One possibility to cool the radial reflector is from the outer side by
transferring the heat to the shield tank. The maximum temperature of the
inner reflector face can be estimated analytically by deriving a temperature
profile from the attenuation equation,

q ... x = q ... 0) exp (tax). (10-8)
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Substitution of Eq. (10-8) into the 1-D steady state heat conduction equation
for a slab yields

d2 _ q ... x _ q ... (0) exp (9a X)

dx2 k k (10-9)

Integrating for a zero heat flux boundary condition at x=O, gives the
temperature gradient

dT _ q (0) exp (9a X -q (0)
dx k 9a - k 9a (10-10)

and integrating again with boundary condition T(x=t)=Tt, yields the
temperature profile

T(x = exp (9a 0 - exp (9a X) +
k g�, 9a (10-11)

Substituting for constants q ... 0 = 06 W/CM3 and ga=0.04 cm-1 (from Figure

10-1), graphite thermal conductivity k=0.4W/cm-K, reflector thickness
t=100cm, and the outer surface temperature Tt=100'C, results in a
maximum temperature at the inner reflector surface Tmax=3767'C. This
clearly shows that it is not feasible to cool such a thick reflector from the
outer surface only.

One possible reflector cooling scheme is shown in Figure 10-5 It
employs pressure tubes running through the radial reflector. To minimize
parasitic capture in the light water coolant and to make thermohydraulic
conditions close to those in fueled channels, the pressure tubes contain
twelve SiC-coated graphite plugs sliding on bearing pads and forming a
cooling water annulus between the plug and the pressure tube. No
calandria tubes are needed for these channels. The pressure tubes are
located close to the inner reflector surface, where the heat generation is
high. The scheme in Figure 10-5 proposes cooling of the outer portion of the
reflector by transferring the heat to the shield tank. The other alternative
would be to employ an additional ring of pressure tubes farther from the
inner surface and recover all the heat with coolant.
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A 2-D computational cell, shown in Figure 10-5, has been modeled
using ALGOR. The power density profile as a function of the coordinate x
is taken from Figure 10-1. The bulk temperature of the light water in the
shield tank, Ts, was assumed to be 40 'C and the heat transfer coefficient
between the reflector and the shield water, hs, was taken to be 200 W/M2-K.
The total heat transfer coefficient between the coolant in the pressure tube
and graphite inner surface takes into account the contact resistance
between graphite and the pressure tube, the heat transfer resistance of the
pressure tube, and the heat transfer resistance between the bulk coolant
and the inner wall temperature. It was evaluated from the relation

I = I In (RprO/Rprj) + Rpro
htt hc (kpT/RpTi) hcontact RPTi (10-12)

where RPTo and RPTi are the outer and inner radii of the pressure tube*,

respectively. The earlier discussion of contact resistance (see Section
10.3.1)) hcontact, between the pressure tube and graphite, applies here as
well. The results are plotted in Figure 10-6. It can be seen that the pressure
tubes are very effective in decreasing reflector temperature (compare to
37670C if the reflector is cooled from the outer surface only). However, the
maximum graphite temperature of 1000'C, achieved in this cooling scheme
is still too high. The reason for this high peak is the large spacing between
the pressure tubes. To decrease this maximum temperature, more
pressure tubes (the number of pressure tubes for the scheme shown in
Figure 10-5 is 36) need to be employed. Doubling the number of pressure

tubes in the ring would decrease this temperature sufficiently to about
6000C, while still having much larger pitch than the minimum pitch
needed for plumbing of the feeder connectors.

* The dimensions of the pressure tubes are assumed the same as for fueled channels.
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Control rods slide in vertical guide tubes between the fuel channels,
penetrating the reflector, as shown in Chapter 4 Cooling of control rods is
achieved primarily by radiative heat transfer to their channel wall and by
conduction through the graphite reflector and pressure tubes to primary
coolant. The location of control rod guide tubes with respect to the fuel
channel in the computational cell is shown in Figure 10-2. Figure 10-4
shows that the temperature of the reflector at this location is about 600'C.
The temperature of a control rod can be calculated from the radiation
equation between two concentric cylinders

4
1 RGC� � + - ( I q 4

TCRD ECRD RCRD EGC + T
2 it RCRD cic (10-13)

where subscripts GC and CRD stand for the guide tube and control rod,
respectively. The linear heat rate from gamma and neutron heating in
control rods was obtained from the MCNP model, i.e.,

neutron heating 4.2 W/g,

gamma heating 0.22W/g, and
total heating 4.42 W/g,

which yields, for a boron carbide density of 175 g/cm3 and control rod
radius RCRD=3.5cm a linear heat rate of q= 25,50OW/m. Using RGC=3.8cm,
typical values of emissivity for the stainless steel cladding of the boron
carbide rods and silicon carbide guide tubes, and a temperature of 600'C for
the guide tube, Eq. 10-13) gives a control rod temperature of 1113 'C. This
temperature is below the melting temperature of stainless steel (1420'C).
The tensile strength of stainless steel is severely reduced, however, at such
high temperatures. Cobalt based alloys are suitable for applications up to
1100'C, but cobalt poses activation problems. Silicon carbide cladding can
easily withstand these temperatures, but requires more research into its
compatibility with boron carbide and its resistance to brittle fracture. A gap
is needed between the SiC cladding and the control rod to allow for B4C

swelling due to helium release. A 1mm helium-filled gap leads to a
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temperature rise of 200'C. Hence, the corresponding rod surface
temperature is 1313'C. The temperature difference between the surface and
the centerline is small (22'C) due to the high thermal conductivity of boron
carbide 90W/m-K). The centerline temperature of 1335'C is well below the
melting temperature of boron carbide (2470'C). Finally, it is noted that the
conventional steel cladding of boron carbide control rods could also be used
if the guide channels are actively cooled by flowing gas. A variety of other
approaches is possible - for example cermets. Hence feasibility seems
assured even though important details will be left for future work.

10.5 SUMMARY

The issues of reflector and control rod cooling have been briefly
explored. Two methods of evaluating the gamma and neutron heating of
the reflector have been described. The energy fraction deposited in the
reflector is about one half of the energy fraction generated in the CANDU
D20 moderator. The high operating temperature of the graphite reflector
enables one to recover virtually all this energy, and thus to reduce the heat
loss during normal operation.

The axial. reflector is cooled by the primary coolant flowing through the
fuel channels. Cooling of the radial reflector is proposed by introduction of
non-fueled pressure tubes containing dummy SiC-coated graphite elements
to displace the flow of primary coolant to the pressure tube wall and to
decrease parasitic neutron losses. The preliminary study suggests that
sufficient cooling of both the axial and radial reflectors can be achieved.

PTLWR control rods move in vertical guide tubes penetrating the end
reflector between fuel channels. The material proposed for guide tubes and
for boron carbide absorber cladding is silicon carbide. Calculation
confirmed that using these materials, control rods can be cooled by
radiative heat transfer. The alternative option is to employ conventional
stainless steel cladding of the control rods and add additional cooling of the
guide channel cavity by forced convection gas flow. The detailed design of
the control rods and their associated cooling system remains as part of
future work.
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PASSIVE CONTAINMENT DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

11.1 ENTRODUCTION

The reactor containment is a low-leakage boundary enclosing the
calandria vessel, all reactor coolant system components, in-containment
water storage pools and other supporting systems. Its primary purpose is to
mitigate the consequences of accidents. It also provides the ultimate
barrier to fission product release.

Containment is employed in all currently operating power reactors of
western design. The proposed passive pressure tube LWR uses particle fuel
which retains all fission products if the maximum fuel temperature
remains below 1600'C. The analysis presented in Chapter 7 has
demonstrated that even during large LOCA without ECCS and without
scram the maximum fuel temperature is far below this limit. In the
MHTGR, the silicon carbide coating of TRISO particle fuel is considered as

a containment. The passive PTLWR has an additional barrier in the form of
the silicon carbide coating of the fuel matrix, thus decreasing the
probability of fission product release even further. Therefore, it would be
theoretically possible to consider using confinement in lieu of the
containment in the proposed concept; however the more conservative option
to retain containment has been adopted.

There are two primary reasons for retaining the traditional defense in
depth philosophy, with containment as an ultimate barrier. First, one
cannot exclude catastrophic events, e.g., tornadoes or large earthquakes
which could lead to loss of flooding water, and consequently to high fuel
temperatures and fission product release. Second, in the current political
environment, it would be almost impossible to build and license a nuclear
power plant without containment. The importance of containment was also
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amplified by the accidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl. The
presence of containment at the Three Mile Island plant prevented the
release of radioactivity while the absence of containment at Chernobyl lead
to significant release of fission products. The fear of accidental release of
radioactivity to the environment is one of the main concerns of the general
public, and one of the causes for the opposition to construction of new
nuclear power plants. The goal to strive for is a nuclear plant which would
rule out the need for evacuation and the possibility of significant land
contamination even in severe accidents. Using the proposed PTLVVR with a
two-barrier fuel element enclosed in a passively cooled containment could
accomplish this objective.

This Chapter describes the proposed conceptual design of a passively
cooled containment for the PTLWR and the analyses performed to evaluate
this design. Several options for simple passive cooling by air are studied
and compared. The primary goal of this Chapter is to confirm that the
maximum pressure reached in a passively air-cooled containment after
LOCA remains within current practice for large dry containments.
Correspondingly, the main body of the Chapter is devoted to Design Basis
Accident (DBA) containment analysis with emphasis on long-term
pressurization. Four cases of breaks in the containment are analysed using
the computer code CONTAIN. To gain more insight into natural
circulation patterns and thermal stratification effects inside a
containment, the GOTHIC computer code is employed. The capabilities of

the GOTHIC code are also used to evaluate the long-term behavior of the
water level in the calandria as it is affected by returning condensate.

11.2 PRINCIPAL CONSIDERATIONS

In assessing the suitability of a containment configuration, the
following principles were considered:

*Retention of structural integrity and acceptable leak tightness during
normal operation, anticipated transients, design basis and severe
accidents. To maintain structural integrity, the maximum
temperatures and pressures which will be achieved during the most
challenging event must remain at acceptable values. Additionally,
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behavior under severe seismic events must be taken into
consideration. Containment must also be designed such that its
properties do not degrade with time e.g., by corrosion, and the crucial
components should be made accessible.

*Passive cooling. To maintain consistency of passive decay heat
removal throughout the overall plant design, it is highly desirable that
the containment shell cooling in the accidents leading to containment
pressurization can be achieved by natural phenomena only. This
requirement limits the choice of primary containment shells to free
standing steel containment. The thick prestressed-concrete
containments can be readily excluded from further considerations
because of the inherently low thermal conductivity of the concrete and
their large wall thickness (around 1m). These lead to marginal heat
transport rates through the wall. An important consideration
associated with passive cooling is stratification of the containment
atmosphere. The in-containment layout should provide pathways
promoting natural circulation of the hot containment atmosphere to
the air-cooled containment walls.

*Simplicity, easy construction and low cost. The containment design
should take into consideration industrial experience regarding
constructability and associated cost and schedule. The cost of the
containment depends on its size, complexity and speed of
construction. Containment size is related to power rating, size and
configuration of the primary system, design pressure and passive
cooling requirements. Higher power rating is associated with a larger
Reactor Cooling System (RCS) and a higher coolant inventory which
leads to higher containment pressures following blowdown in large
LOCAs. The arrangement of the RCS components is typically
optimized to minimize the containment space needed for enclosure.
Too confined space around the RCS components makes operation and
maintenance work more difficult, which leads to longer maintenance
time and higher &M cost. Hence, the current trend is to incorporate
more free space into the design, following the example of German
plants with large spherical containment as well as the ABB-CE new
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containment for the System S80+ plant. This approach requires larger
containments. The requirement of passive cooling also necessitates
large containments to provide sufficient heat transfer area and a
large free volume. Higher design pressure allows for containments
with smaller free volumes to accommodate blowdown, but
necessitates a thicker pressure boundary and higher cost. Finally, it
is desirable that the containment configuration be simple, to reduce
the cost and shorten the construction schedule.

11.3 CONTAROMNT CONFIGURATION

There are several basic PVVR containment configurations which have been
built so far. These include:

*cylindrical reinforced concrete containment with steel liner,
*cylindrical double wall reinforced concrete containment 

*free standing cylindrical steel containment with concrete shield
building, and

*free standing spherical steel containment with concrete shield
building.

Adoption for this application of either of the first two configurations, with
concrete primary shell, have to be eliminated since they do not provide a
passive cooling option. The choice between configurations 3 and 4 was
made in favor of configuration 3 due to its larger heat transfer surface and
the easier design of passive cooling passages compared to option 4 It is a
proven design except for the air annulus, which needs to be modified to
allow for passive air cooling. The shield building, which typically has
limited venting capabilities, must now accommodate enhanced continual
venting and cooling of the primary steel shell. The proposed configuration
of a free standing cylindrical steel containment with concrete shield
building, in an arrangement adapted to the passive pressure tube LVrR is
shown in Figure 11-1.

The in-containment arrangement of primary system components for
the conceptual pressure tube LWR design is very similar to that of CANDU
reactors, and is based on the optimization study for the CE-CANDU done by
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Combustion Engineering, Inc.[Shapiro and Jesick, 19791. Since the power
of the CE-CANDU is uprated to 1260 MWe, as compared to the typical 600
MWe of conventional CANDUs, the size or the number of primary system
components must be scaled up. The CE study considered two approaches of
scaling up - six steam generators in a three-loop arrangement and two
steam generators in a two-loop arrangement. The latter version is the same
arrangement as in current CANDUs, except for the larger capacity.
Therefore some development of larger-size steam generators and main
coolant pumps, would be required. These are, however, still slightly
smaller than those for current large LWR units, and within technology
experience. Hence no problems are expected. The optimization study
concluded that four steam generators in a two loop arrangement
configuration is economically advantageous over the three-loop
arrangement. In this arrangement, the containment diameter was found
to be established by the length of the calandria and on-line refueling
equipment space requirements; a containment shell inner diameter of
44.4m was found to be sufficient [Shapiro and Jesick, 19791. For the
presently proposed concept, two additional meters of diameter are needed to
accommodate the side reflector. Moreover, some additional space is needed
for flooding water located outside the calandria. The passive cooling
requirement favors a large heat transfer surface, and hence large
containment diameter. On the other hand, the large heat exchangers and
pumps of CANDU moderator cooling systems are eliminated. Taking into
consideration all these factors, and in particular, the desirability of a large
heat transfer surface for passive cooling, a containment shell inner
diameter of 60m was chosen. The minimum height of the containment is
established by the space needed for the steam generators, and was taken to
be the same as for CE-CANDU.

The resulting containment is a free standing cylindrical steel shell with
a hemispherical dome surrounded by a vented annulus and reinforced
concrete shield building. The steel shell has an inner diameter of 60 m,
total height of 81 m, and thickness of 4 cm. It has an ellipsoidal shell at the
base embedded in the reinforced concrete foundation mat. Part of the
vertical cylindrical portion of the steel shell is also embedded in the
reinforced concrete mat. This part has a height of about 16m. The upright
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air-cooled cylindrical portion of the steel shell measures 35m. The
hemispherical-shaped dome has a height of 30 m. The shield building is
made of reinforced concrete of thickness of about 2m. Its main purpose is to
protect the primary steel shell from external events, e.g. tornado or aircraft
impact. It also provides radiation shielding if fission products are released
into the containment. A annulus between the steel shell and the shield
building is equipped with air intakes and air outlets to permit now of
ambient air. The air intakes are located above the ground level to avoid
plugging by wind-entrained debris. Both the air intakes and the air exhaust
are protected by grates to prevent the accidental entrance of large objects
into the annulus. In addition to the large air outlet at the center of the
containment dome, there are 20 small circular air outlets above the
annulus gap. These outlets are dimensioned such that they accommodate
about 40% of total air flow, thus decreasing air flow around the steel dome
where flow area is limited. This design increases air velocity due to the
smaller pressure drop at the exit. The chosen containment design is in
many aspects similar to the concept studied by Ebasco for the New
Production Reactor (NPR) [Williams et. al., 19931, or the concept studied by

the Joint Siemens-Framatome venture - International Nuclear Power
(NPI) [Erbacher and Neitzel, 19921. Therefore, more development in this
area is expected, the results of which would be readily applicable to the
proposed pressure tube LWR concept.

An important characteristic of this containment design involves the
location of primary system components relative to the air-cooled portion of
the containment. Figure 11-1 shows the calandria and, especially, the
entire pool with flood water located below ground level and not cooled by air.
The purpose of this arrangement is twofold. First, it prevents rapid loss of
fiood water, should a severe seismic event disrupt the steel shell*. Second,
all primary system components and piping are located in the lower region
of the containment, which fixes the locations of potential breaks in the

*Note that in such case, even if the steel shell and concrete mat are disrupted, the leakage

of flood water through the gaps in the concrete and into the soil would be small, thus giving

the operators more time to replenish the water.
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lower region. This assures good mixing of containment atmosphere
following primary system blowdown. Full scale experiments have proven
that in LOCAs with break locations in the upper containment region, the
atmosphere in the containment does not get mixed and remains stratified
[Wolf, 19931. Such a situation is highly undesirable in a passively cooled

containment because the effective heat transfer surface would be
significantly decreased, since the substantial low-elevation portion of the
containment wall which is not exposed to the hot steam would remain at
low temperatures, and consequently yield very low heat transfer rates in
this region. On the other hand, the HDR experiments showed that in
LOCAs where the break is in the lower region, the containment
atmosphere remains well mixed during the entire transient. Therefore
placing primary system components subject to potential breaks in the lower
region, as shown in Figure 11-1, significantly reduces the possibility of
stratification. Nevertheless, a high-location break is possible in case of the

rupture of steam lines from steam generators.

To prevent potential stratification, two features are designed into the
containment. First, a crane wall supporting a polar crane creates a
passage for promoting natural circulation in the passive cooling mode. As
the arrows in Figure 11-1 show, the heated atmosphere rises inside the
crane wall, is cooled along the containment shell and returns outside the
crane wall. Condensate on the shell is returned back to the pool, while
carry-under noncondensibles are recycled back through passages placed at
low elevation. The crane wall also provides protection against missiles and
fluid jets. A second important feature which would play a key role in
eliminating eventual stratification is the low-elevation location of the steam
exhaust lines from the calandria. Upon opening of a passive valve, which is
followed by calandria flooding, all decay heat is removed in the form of
steam released from the calandria. This steam will establish circulation
patterns by entrainment of stagnant containment atmosphere in turbulent
buoyant plumes rising from the valve exhaust piping to the top of the
building. The importance of this fact will be emphasized by the analysis
given in Section 11-5.3, which shows that the first pressure peak from the
blowdown is of minor importance compared to the secondary pressure peak
from decay heat. The secondary pressure peak sets the limit on passive
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cooling performance, and at this critical time, the location of the steam
exhaust responsible for this pressure peak is guaranteed always to be at a
low elevation regardless of the break location. Both features would also
facilitate hydrogen mixing, although it is noted that hydrogen release is
very unlikely*.

Another important feature associated with the PTLWR containment is
the flooding pool. As was shown in Chapter 8, its primary purpose is to
flood the calandria and to provide a heat sink for the fuel. In the long term,
it also absorbs significant energy as sensible heat and decreases heat load
on the containment shell. The volume of the flooding pool is sized 4200 m3)

to release its sensible heat gradually during the long-term pressurization
period until the pressure peak is passed, thus decreasing both the rate of
pressure rise and the magnitude of the peak. This approach has the
advantage of allowing early steam release (after the flood water in the
calandria, not the whole pool, reaches the saturation temperature) from the
calandria in the form of a jet, thus promoting containment atmosphere
mixing. An alternative approach is to employ a vapor suppression system
similar to Turricchia's LIRA containment design [Turricchia, 19931,
where the entire pool is brought to saturation first, thus significantly
delaying the long-term pressurization phase. The same function can be
accomplished in the proposed design by directing the exhaust pipes
downstream of the passive valve back to the flooding pool, and by increasing

the pool driving water head to maintain a sufficiently high calandria water
level.

11.4 PASSIVE COOLING CONSIDERATIONS

Passive cooling of the containment is a challenge to the designer since
relatively high heat transfer rates need to be removed by natural
phenomena only, while the maximum design pressure, and hence the

* There is no hydrogen release from ceramic fuel. Hydrogen could be released from

reaction of zircaloy calandria tubes with water if flooding comes later than about 

minutes.
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temperature difference between the containment wall and ambient, is
limited. Consequently, the means to enhance the heat transfer rate is
limited to only two variables - the heat transfer area and the heat transfer
coefficient. Various passive cooling options have been reviewed in [Hejzlar
et. al., 1993a] and analyzed in [Hejzlar et. al., 19911. These options included:

oenhancement of the heat transfer coefficient
-by replacing air cooling of part of the containment wall with an

evaporating water pool,
- by the use of a high chimney, and
- by augmentation of the heat transfer surface (e.g. grooves,

dimples or ribs);

*enhancement of the heat transfer surface area
-by finning of the containment shell and
- by increasing containment dimensions, i.e., diameter and height.

The above options are briefly summarized on Figure 11-2 A large
containment shell with bare wall at a uniform temperature of 1300C having
a diameter of 60m and an effective height of 65m was used as a reference
case. The other alternatives considered use the same dimensions, but
employ additional design changes to augment heat transfer, as shown on
Figure 11-2. Decay power removable from each concept is also shown. The

analysis tools used to evaluate these power levels are described in
Appendix C.

The configuration with an evaporating water pool attains the highest
removable power 50MWt). Another advantage of this configuration is that
the power removed from the containment wall is the highest at the
beginning of the transient, when the decay heat level is high, while at the
later stage when the decay power is small the water has been evaporated,
and heat energy is removed indefinitely by the air only. Problems associated
with this design are threefold. First, to make eicient use of the high heat
transfer potential of the pool, great care must be taken to maintain the
containment atmosphere well mixed, so that the low portion of the
containment shell facing the pool at the outside is exposed to a sufficiently
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high driving temperature to initiate nucleate boiling. Second, the pool is
vulnerable to large seismic events. Finally, the pool requires protection
against freezing as well as maintenance and control of the steel shell to
prevent its corrosion. Although these problems could be overcome, this
option was rejected for the proposed concept. Moreover, the passive
pressure tube LWR has a large quantity of water for flooding inside the
containment, which provides a large heat sink and decreases the heat load
on the containment shell. Hence the large heat transfer rates provided by
the water pool at the outside are not needed. Note that the increase of heat
transfer coefficient can be also accomplished by wetting the containment
shell as in the Westinghouse design for AP600 [Slember, 19901. Although
this option provides an effective heat transfer enhancement and is not so
sensitive to containment atmosphere stratification*, it requires a large
amount of water located at high elevations, making it even more vulnerable
to strong seismic events than the pool at the bottom. It also requires
initiation of water flow at the right time-not an easy task to accomplish if
completely passive actuation is required. In view of the above
considerations, the choice of air cooling only was made.

Use of a high air chimney (attached for example to the cooling tower)
was rejected for the following reasons. The attainable power (18 MWt is
less than some other alternatives, such as fins; moreover about the same
power increase can be achieved by ribbing the containment wall - a much
simpler technique. Additionally, such high structures would be prone to
failure in large seismic events, and costly.

Fins can provide a significant enhancement of the heat transfer
coefficient to the air. This was previously shown in scoping studies for LVVR
containments [HeJz1ar et. al., 19911 as well as for the alternative cooling of a
prestressed pressure vessel for the HTGR [Hejzlar et. al., 1993b]. However,
they add complexity and increase the cost. Note that although the attainable

*This statement refers to the sensitivity to temperature stratification, i.e., from the heat transfer viewpoint,

not to hydrogen stratification.
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power (27MWt), shown on Figure 11-2, is large it is achieved by relatively
long aluminum fins which would be difficult to weld to the steel shell.

A cheaper and easier to manufacture alternative is the use of ribs rolled
into the outer surface of the steel plates from which the containment shell
is assembled. Contrary to fins, which achieve heat transfer augmentation
primarily by providing a larger heat transfer surface, repeated horizontal
ribs on the hot containment wall disturb the laminar sublayer of turbulent
flow and introduce more turbulence near the wall hence increasing the
effective heat transfer coefficient. Thermal-hydraulic performance of ribs
depends on Reynolds number, rib height to hydraulic diameter ratio, pitch
to height ratio, rib shape and the flow attack angle. For a given Re number,
the optimum performance was found to be for a pitch to height ratio of 0
and attack angle of 45' [Han, 19701. Using Han's correlation [Han, 19701
and the optimum geometry parameters, rib height and annulus gap were
optimized to maximize the removable power (see Appendix C for details).
This maximum power (19MWt) is shown on Figure 11-2. The increase is

about 80% compared to the bare-wall configuration.

The simplest alternative - an air-cooled large bare steel shell - was
chosen as a containment for the passive pressure tube LWR. The analyses
presented in Section 11.5 will show that adequate passive cooling of the
proposed pressure tube LWR containment can be achieved at pressures
which fall within the range of design pressures for large dry containments.
Hence, the use of more complex alternatives is not warranted.

11.5 CONTAINMENT ANALYSIS

The purpose of this analysis is to show that the containment pressure
in the limiting accident remains below the design limit using only passive
cooling. Note that active systems such as containment sprays and fans are
available, but no credit for the functioning of these systems is taken. First, a
design basis accident for containment analysis will be defined.
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11.5.1 Cont Design Basis and Beyond Design Basis Considerations

The U.S. code of federal regulations states that "the reactor
containment structure, including access openings, penetrations, and the
containment heat removal system shall be designed so that the
containment structure and its internal compartments can accommodate,
without exceeding the design leakage rate and with sufficient margin, the
calculated pressure and temperature conditions resulting from any loss-of-
coolant accident" [10 CFR 50, 1993, Appendix A, Criterion 501. These
margins should reflect the effects of potential energy sources which have
not been included in the determination of the peak conditions (e.g. the
energy in steam generators, energy from metal-water and other chemical
reactions that may result from degradation but not total failure of the
emergency cooling system), and limiting experimental data available for
defining accident phenomena as well as the conservatism of the
calculational model and input parameters.

Since the containment response must be satisfactory in any loss-of-
coolant accident, the entire spectrum of postulated LOCAs, including size
and location, needs to- be evaluated and the limiting LOCA with respect to
containment conditions identified. In LWRs, typically the most important
postulated LOCAs include either loss-of-primary coolant, steam line break
or feedwater line break. Multiple breaks (e.g. LOCA and steam line break)
are beyond the design basis scope. Detailed analysis of the entire spectrum
of potential accidents including various break sizes is beyond the scope of
the present work, moreover it is not fully possible at this stage of conceptual
design since data on all systems involved are not available. Typically, the
design pressure in both PWRs and CANDUs is derived from the primary
system LOCA, but the steam line break accident (SLB) may also result in
high pressures. In SLB accidents, the discharged steam becomes
superheated if the SG water level falls below the top of the tube bundles, and
can cause higher containment wall temperatures. Hence, these two
accident scenarios - primary system LOCA and steam line break, both
with double ended breaks - will be considered.

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (USNRC)
acceptance criteria specify that "the loss-of-coolant accident analysis
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should be based on the assumption of loss of offsite power and the most
severe single active failure in the emergency power system (e.g. diesel
generator failure), the containment heat removal systems (e.g., a fan,
pump, or a valve failure) or the core cooling systems (e.g., a pump or valve
failure)"[USNRC,19871. In the dry calandria design, these criteria are more
than satisfied, since the PTLWR employs no diesel generators, nor does it
need an ECCS. Regarding the active containment cooling systems such as
sprays and fans, no credit for their function will be taken in the analysis.

The design o f the CE-CANDU primary system, also adopted in the
PTLWR, employs an isolation valve, placed in the line connecting the two
independent loops to the pressurizer, which isolates the unbroken loop on
containment high pressure. Hence not all the primary system inventory
would be blown down. Nevertheless, since the USNRC acceptance criteria

for containment analysis of postulated secondary system pipe ruptures
requires one to take into consideration the most severe active failure of
secondary system isolation provisions (e.g. main steam line isolation
failure) USNRC,19871, complete failure of this isolation valve in the PTLWR
primary system loop will also be assumed.

For the CE-CANDU reactor, the limiting design basis accident for
containment analysis was identified to be a double-ended rupture of a hot
header at the surge line connection [Shapiro and Jesick, 19791. The
schematic layout of the primary system with break location is shown in
Figure 11-3. Since the primary system of the PTLWR, except for fuel
channels, is identical to the CE-CANDU primary system, the same
scenario of primary system break will be assumed for the PTLWR In
accordance with the the USNRC criteria, simultaneous failure of the
isolation valve between the loops is also assumed.

Four cases will be analyzed:
1.Double-ended rupture of a hot header at the surge line connection,

with isolation valve functioning.
2.Double-ended rupture of a hot header at the surge line connection

combined with isolation valve failure.
3.Main steam line break with main steam isolation valve (MSIV)

failure.
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4.Combined double-ended rupture of a hot header at the surge line
connection with isolation valve failure and main steam line break
(cases 2 and 3 combined).

Case is the most likely scenario if a primary system break occurs, and
is included for comparative purposes. Case 2 assumes isolation valve
failure to comply with USNRC acceptance criteria. Case 3 assumes a main
steam line break with simultaneous MSIV failure. The higher pressure or
temperature resulting from either case 2 or case 3 will establish the DBA
conditions. Case 4 assumes coupled failure of both primary and secondary
systems, which could hypothetically happen during a severe seismic event.
The purpose of the last case is to evaluate containment response beyond the
DBA scenario.

Finally, it should be noted that recently, strong attention has been paid
to containment performance in severe accident sequences resulting in core
melt. Although these scenarios are in the category of beyond DBA, it is
desirable that the containment barrier retains its protection function even
under the extreme conditions posed by these events. Again, the detailed
severe accident analysis of the proposed containment concept is beyond the
scope of this conceptual design, as the detailed layout and dimensions of all

containment compartments and equipment would be needed. Moreover, it
is expected that core melting in the proposed reactor would be possible only
should the calandria flooding hypothetically fail. This is very unlikely
because

• the system is passive, works at low pressure and does not depend on
electric power,

• there are several redundant and diverse valves,
• there is a long time available for the operator to initiate flooding

manually, if everything else fails.

Even if core melt was initiated, the corium, would fall into the large cool
water pool which is in direct communication with the calandria space,
where it would be quenched, and the decay heat would be ultimately
removed. This would be accomplished by boiling and steam evaporation and
condensation on containment walls. The advantage of this design is that
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the flooding water is already available to mitigate the consequences of a
severe accident with corium melt.

Regarding hydrogen issues associated with severe accidents, the
following comments will be made at this stage of the study. First, hydrogen
generation from the fuel matrix will be very small and only at high
temperatures, because the kinetics of the SiC and graphite reactions are
much slower than for the Zircaloy-water reaction. Thus the total amount of
both the heat and hydrogen gas per kg are significantly less than from a
typical LWR fuel. However, there is a hypothetical possibility of 2

generation from the Zircaloy pressure tubes and calandria tubes should
these reach the temperature for significant Zircaloy-water reaction (about
1200'C), if flooding fails. To prevent hydrogen concentration buildup from
reaching explosive limits, catalytic igniters and recombiners developed by
Siemens [Heck et. al., 19911 can be deployed in the containment. These
devices do not require any external power source and remain fully
functional during the entire accident, which is in accord with the overall
passive concept.

11.5.2 Analysis tools

There are two computer codes used for the analysis of the proposed
PTLWR containment - CONTAIN and GOTHIC. The CONTAIN computer
code [Murata et. al., 19901 was selected as the main analysis tool for long-
term pressurization. The GOTHIC computer code [George et. al., 1991] was
primarily used to study thermal stratification effects inside the
containment. In addition, a separate computer code RISRAD was
developed to calculate passive air cooling of a containment wall. The results
from this code were coupled to the CONTAIN 1-cell model and to scale the

heat transfer coefficient in GOTHIC from natural turbulent convection heat
transfer correlation values to the values appropriate for an air annulus.
The code RISRAD is described in Appendix C.
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11.5.2.1 CONTAIN Computer Code

The CONTAIN code was developed at Sandia National Laboratories under
sponsorship of the USNRC. In addition to the capabilities of calculating
physical conditions in DBAs (analyzed in this work), it can predict
chemical, and radiological conditions inside the containment building
following the release of radioactive material from the primary system
under severe accident conditions. The phenomena modeled include:

• steam/air thermodynamics,
• aerosol behavior,

• fission product behavior,
• intercell flow,

• condensation/evaporation on structures and aerosols,
• heat conduction in structures,
• radiative heat transfer,
• core/concrete interactions,

• radioactive heating, and
• thermal-hydraulic and fission product decontamination aspects of

engineered safety features.

It is clear from the above review that the CONTAIN code is a rather
robust tool for DBA analysis where severe accident phenomena do not come

into play. The DBA analysis could be done by CONTEMPT [Hargroves, 19791
or GOTHIC. Nevertheless, the CONTAIN code was chosen as the main
analysis tool because it can calculate a long-term pressurization transient
in less CPU time than GOTHIC. Another advantage of CONTAIN is that it
employs logic which enables switching between natural convection and
forced convection for heat transfer between structures and atmosphere,
where appropriate. The current version of GOTHIC employs only a natural
convection correlation which leads to significant underestimation of the
heat transfer coefficient from the containment shell to air in the present
situation. The input data structure of CONTAIN enables the user to invoke
only those models which are needed for the analysis. Hence, the models
which are not pertinent to the analyzed case are easily eliminated from the
computational flow.
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CONTAIN treats a containment system as a network of interconnected
cells which communicate with each other by means of gas flow, liquid flow
and/or heat flow. Each cell is divided into two subcells - the upper cell,
which consists of a gaseous atmosphere and the heat transfer structures,
and the optional lower cell, which can include a coolant pool, layers of fuel
debris, molten metal, molten concrete and a concrete floor. The upper
atmosphere is assumed to be thoroughly mixed. The drawback of this
lumped parameter approach is the difficulty in correctly predicting flow
patterns within the volume, and handling stratification effects. Although
the proposed PTLWR containment is designed to avoid potential thermal
stratification, it is necessary to verify that the design is working correctly
regarding this aspect and that the assumption of a well-mixed atmosphere
holds. To handle stratification effects in CONTAIN, the containment
volume must be subdivided into a large number of smaller cells. This would
result in high CPU requirements and still would not necessarily guarantee
correct results since the buoyant plume behavior requires solution of a
finite difference nodalization of the momentum and energy equations,
including turbulence. Thermal stratification phenomena will be assessed
in a separate Section 11.5.5 using the GOTHIC code.

The CONTAIN code has been extensively verified and validated with
experimental data. Some validation exercises are reviewed in [Murata et.
al., 19891. With respect to large LOCAs within the scope of the DBA

investigated here, some of the most important validation data sets were
obtained from German tests at HDR [Wind,19831. The thermal-hydraulic
conditions for a full scale steam blowdown LOCA simulated at HDR were

calculated by CONTAIN in a blind prediction mode. Temperatures and
pressures predicted for this design basis accident over a wide range of time
scales were in excellent agreement with experimental data [Murata et. al.,
19901. This test, however, did not result in stratified conditions. As
mentioned above, care must be taken if the containment atmosphere
becomes thermally stratified. In such cases, the assumption of a
thoroughly mixed atmosphere does not hold, so that incorrect containment
wall temperature predictions would result.
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Two models of the PTLWR containment were built - a 1-cell model and
a 9-cell model. The 1-cell model describes the entire containment as one
cell with boundary conditions at the containment walls. Boundary
conditions are calculated by a separate code RISRAD. It is intended for fast
parametric studies. The 9-cell model describes the containment by cells
and the passive cooling configuration with outside environment by 4 cells.
It is used to confirm the results of the 1-cell model and to check the flow
patterns inside the containment.

11.5.2.2 GOTHIC Computer Code

GOTHIC is a general purpose thermal-hydraulic code package for
analyses of nuclear plant containment/confinement buildings. The code is
based on the COBRA-NC [Wheeler et. al., 19861 package for containment

analysis, but a significant amount of improvements of both the models and
modeling capability has been done since [George et. al., 1991].

GOTHIC solves mass, momentum and energy balances for three
separate phases - vapor, continuous liquid and droplets. The phases can be
in thermal nonequilibrium, with each phase having its own temperature
and velocity. Interface mass, momentum and energy transfer is calculated
by mechanistic models. In addition, the vapor phase can consist of a
mixture of steam and noncondensible gases, and a separate mass balance
is maintained for each component of this multicomponent mixture. The
code incorporates heat conduction in structures and specific models for
engineered safety equipment, such as pumps, heat exchangers, fans,
valves and vacuum breakers. The drawbacks of the current version are the
absence of radiative heat transfer and limitation of the convective heat
transfer correlation between a structure wall and the fluid to a natural
convection-type, which is not appropriate for strong buoyancy-induced flows
such as encountered in passive air cooling.

A major advantage of GOTHIC is the option for 3-D analysis of the
thermalhydraulic behavior of containment atmosphere in selected
volumes. Full treatment of momentum transport, including the option of a
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one-parameter anisotropic turbulence model, enables the analyst to
simulate buoyant plumes and to correctly predict the temperature
distribution and natural circulation patterns inside a containment with a
stratified atmosphere. Lumped parameter modeling or combination of
lumped parameter models with 2-D or 3-D models of selected volumes is

also possible. The code has been verified on a wide range of analytic tests
and large-scale experimental tests, the latest being the tests performed on
the HDR containment in Germany [Wolf, 19931. GOTHIC results show
relatively good agreement with experimental data [Wolf et. al., 19941 which
includes stratified containment conditions.

11.5.3 A 1-Cell CONTAIN Model

The 1-cell model treats the entire free volume of the containment as one
cell. The cell is enclosed by a cylindrical wall and a spherical dome-shape
wall, both air-cooled at the outside, and contains internal concrete and steel
heat sinks.

Passive cooling of the containment shell is calculated by a separate code
RISRAD described in Appendix C. RISRAD calculates buoyancy-induced
air flow through the annulus between the containment shell and the shield
wall and heat transfer from the containment shell by convection and
radiation. The advantage of RISRAD is that it can use very fine
nodalization, and hence evaluate buoyancy driving force better than it
would be possible with CONTAIN (fine nodalization of the air riser would
require excessive computer run time). It also uses a heat transfer
correlation obtained experimentally on a riser geometry under conditions
very close to those experienced in the PTLWR annulus. Boundary
conditions in RISRAD are either axial heat flux profile or hot wall
temperature profile. The coupling between CONTAIN and RISRAD is
established via hot wall temperature at the outer surface as follows. Using
the axially constant containment shell wall temperature and optimum
annulus gap thickness (see Appendix C for the discussion of optimum gap),
RISRAD is run to obtain power removable from the shell. Then the effective
heat transfer, coefficient with respect to air inlet temperature, Tairin is
calculated as a function of the wall temperature only, i.e.,
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heff(Twall) = Qtot(Twaii)
Swall (Twall - Tairin) (11-1)

where Ot.t is the total power removed from the containment shell and Swall
is the heat transfer surface of the containment shell,

Swall :-- ic Dwallo Hwall-air + 1 4K tDwallo
2 k�2 � . (11-2)

Hwall-air is the height of the air-cooled cylindrical portion of the
containment shell. Note that the effective heat transfer coefficient includes
both convection and radiation. Both the power and the effective heat
transfer coefficient from Eq. (11-1) are shown as a function of containment
wall temperature on Figure 11-4. Power deviates from linear dependence
due to the increasing contribution of radiation, since radiative heat transfer
varies with the fourth power, compared to convective heat transfer which is
proportional to the first power.
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Key annulus parameters used as input data in RISRAD are also shown
on Figure 11-4. The performance of air cooling is strongly dependent on the
design of air inlet and outlet ducting. It is desirable that the flow area of
both the inlet and outlet ducting is large and the form losses small, to
minimize pressure losses across these ducts. The flow area is, however,
limited to maintain good structural integrity of the concrete shell. Figure
11-5 shows the proposed design of air inlet and outlet ducting. There are 20
inlet passages evenly distributed around the circumference and provided
with grates. Form losses of inlet and outlet air passages with grates were
taken from [Idelchik,19861 as 24 and 3 respectively. Air outlet ducting
consists of two different passages - the central hole and 20 much smaller
passages above the annular gap, as shown in Figure 11-5. This
arrangement decreases the pressure loss at the outlet without making the
central passage too large, and still provides sufficient cooling of the dome.
The dimensions of the central hole and small passages are chosen such
that 60% of the flow proceeds through the central hole and 40% is via the
passages. The results presented in Figure 11-4 are based on this
arrangement of inlet and outlet passages.

The reference air inlet temperature in Eq. (11-1) was chosen because
CONTAIN allows only one input variable to vary with time - either heat
transfer coefficient or the air bulk temperature, but not both. The air inlet
temperature, which remains constant during the entire transient, is used
as a constant boundary condition in CONTAIN, and the effective heat
transfer coefficient is the time-dependent boundary condition. Power
removed from the containment thus exactly corresponds to the power
calculated by RISRAD. However, iterations between RISRAD results and
CONTAIN are necessary as the containment wall temperature, which
depends on heat transfer coefficient to air, is not known a priori. This is
accomplished using an estimated heff-time curve for the first containment
run and updating the curve using Figure 11-4 and the Tall-time curve
obtained by CONTAIN. Since the time constant of the wall is large, only 
iteration is necessary, i.e., two CONTAIN runs are sufficient to converge.
To facilitate this process, an interface program was written, which
processes CONTAIN output and RISRAD output to create the heff-time
curve used as input data for the next CONTAIN run.
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Time Event
(seconds)

0 Double ended rupture in a hot leg at the surge line
connection, coupled with station blackout

5 Calandria flooding is initiated from low primary pressure

7 Unaffected loop and pressurizer are isolated by a valve
which closes on containment high pressure (0.14MPa). The
valve closure time was assumed to be 6 seconds, including 
second actuation delay

10 Blowdown of the entire affected loop ends

30 Flooding of the entire calandria is accomplished.

550 Decay heat and released stored energy from reflector and
fuel matrix starts the evaporation of steam from the
calandria

CONTAIN Input data

To be able to evaluate containment response to a LOCA, an evaluation of
the mass/energy releases from the ruptured primary system must be
made. Mass and energy inventory in the primary and secondary systems
were taken from CE-CANDU data [Shapiro and Jesick, 19791, and are
summarized in Table 11-2. The primary system for the proposed dry
calandria design is kept identical to CE-CANDU except for fuel channels.
The fuel channels for the dry calandria design are longer by 2 meters
because of the side reflector, but have less flow area. There are also
additional unfueled pressure tubes for the cooling of the radial reflector.

11.5.3.1 Case Double-ended rupture of a hot header at the surge line
connection with isolation valve functioning.

The first case to be analyzed represents a typical primary system LOCA

for the CE-CANDU reactor. The accident sequence is given in Table 11-1.

Table 11-1 Accident sequence for containment analysis-Case 
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Component Coolant Coolant Coolant Metal
Volume* Mass (kg) Energy Energy

(m3) (J) (J)

Affected Loop - Primary 214.8 146,817 2.1x1011 1.5x1011

Affected Loop - Core 1.6x1010

Unaffected Loop - Primary 214.8 146,817 2.1x1011 1.5x1011

Unaffected Loop - Core 1.6x1010

Pressurizer & Surge Line 2.6x1010

Liquid 38.7 22,964 3.7x1010

Steam 27.6 2,809 7.4x109

Steam Generator (1 of 4 4.0x1010

Liquid 67.1 48)801 6.3x1010

Steam 114 4,653 1.1X1010

*Volumes in the table include the increase to account for pressure and
temperature expansion from operating conditions to room temperature.
Relative to O'C

Taking into account all these differences results in a slightly larger volume
(by about 15%) of dry calandria channels compared to the CE-CANDU
design. Since, the channels constitute only 5% of the total primary coolant
inventory, this difference is negligible, i.e., 07%. More significant is the
difference between light water and heavy water density. Light water is
lighter by about 9 than heavy water at the same operating conditions,
which makes the H20 coolant inventory smaller compared to a D20

inventory in the same volume. Nevertheless, the analysis in this study will
use the CE-CANDU heavy water discharge data, i.e., conservatively slightly
higher discharge -mass rates. Other conservatisms employed in generating
the CE-CANDU discharge data are:

Table 11-2 Mass and energy inventory for the proposed pressure tube LVTR
(adapted from Shapiro and Jesick, 1979)
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PWR CANDU CE-CANDU PTLWR

Power (MWth) 3411 2180 4029 3899

Volume* of primary coolant 3.4x105 1.2x105 2.9x105 2.9x105
(M3)

Pressure (MPa) 15.5 10 15 15

Average coolant temperature 308.5 288.5 318 318

(OC)

Average density (kg/m3) 708.35 810 684 680

Coolant mass (kg) 2.4x105 9.7x104 2xjO5 2x1O5

Coolant mass per MWth 70.6 44.5 49.6 51.3
(kg/MWth)

Energy (J) 3.3x1011 1.2x1011 2.9x1011 2.9x1011

Energy per MWth (J/MWth) 9.7x107 5.7xJ07 7.2x1O7 7.

*no credit for flow resistance from the affected primary loop to the
break was taken,

*no credit for steam binding.

CANDU reactors, as well as the dry calandria design, have smaller
primary coolant inventory than PWRs. As shown in Table 11-3, which

Table 11-3 Comparison of mass and energy primary system inventory
for PWR, CANDU, CE-CANDU and PTLWR *.

* Before expansion
** Parameters for CANDU and PWR taken from [Knief, 19921,

for CE-CANDU taken from [Shapiro and Jesick, 19791.
parameters

compares primary system coolant mass and energy inventories for the
PWR a typical CANDU, the CE-CANDU and the dry calandria design, the
mass inventory of the dry calandria design is about 25% less than the PWR
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inventory. Moreover, if the isolation valve closes, a substantial portion of
primary coolant will not be released into the containment. Hence, the
pressure peak from primary system blowdown is expected to be relatively

low.

Mass/energy release data (obtained from CE-CANDU analysis [Shapiro
and Jesick, 19791) are given in Figures 11-6 through Figure 11-9. Figure 11-6
and Figure 11-7 represent the release from the unaffected loop. The
unaffected loop and the pressurizer are assumed to be isolated from the
containment at the 7th second. Isolation is based on second delay time to
reach the containment pressure setpoint of 135 ata a second
instrumentation delay, and seconds for valve closure. Figures 11-7 and 11-
8 give the release data from the affected loop. The loop blows down
completely during a 10 second period [Shapiro and Jesick,19791. No metal to
water heat transfer was considered during the blowdown.
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Besides the energy from the primary coolant, other energy sources need
to be taken into account. USNRC acceptance criteria specify that the
following sources of energy should be considered in analysis of loss-of-
coolant accidents:

• reactor power,
• decay heat,
• stored energy in the core,
• stored energy in the reactor system metal, including the reactor

vessel and reactor vessel internals,
• metal-water reaction energy, and
• stored energy in the secondary system including the SG tubing and

secondary water. [USNRC, 19871

Reactor power will be calculated in the LOCA without scram scenario,
i.e., no credit for the functioning of shutdown systems is taken. Contrary to
CE-CANDU, which begins the reflood phase at 10.1 seconds, there is no
energy release from reflood in the dry calandria design, because no
emergency cooling system is present. All decay heat, and stored energy in
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the core and reactor vessel including stored (Wigner) energy released from
graphite is deposited in flooding water in the calandria with subsequent
boil-off. This time-dependent energy source, i.e., steam flow from the
calandria, is obtained from the separate model described in the next
section. Stored energy in the reactor system metal outside the vessel is
typically removed during the ECCS reflooding phase in LWRs. Primary
system piping remains dry after blowdown in the absence of ECCS cooling
in the proposed dry calandria design. Hence its energy release to the
containment atmosphere will be through direct heating and evaporation of
water droplets from hot surfaces. This hot primary system metal will be
modeled separately by slab heat sources of initial uniform temperature
corresponding to the average temperature of out-of-core primary system
metal, having two representative thicknesses, tl=0.5cm and t2=5cm. The
effective surfaces of the slabs were determined from the metal energies
given in Table 11-2 and an initial uniform temperature, Tinit,

SI = Ej�cp (Tinit - O'Q] ; S =E2�Cp (Tinit - O'Q]
P tj P t2 (11-3,4)

where El is the stored energy in the metal with representative thickness tl,
and E2 is the stored energy in the metal with representative thickness t2 No
metal water reaction in the proposed design was considered, since the
maximum Zircaloy temperatures do not exceed 5000C.

Masslenergy release from calandria

The decay heat from the fuel and stored energy from the core metal and
reflector are removed through the heatup and boil-off of flooding water. The
sequence of mass/energy release from the calandria is assumed according
to Table 11-4.

The following stored energy is assumed to be released immediately into
the flooded calandria:

oenergy stored in pressure tubes

2 ) p C,(TFr)EpT = Nch Lc (D2, - DIri Tpr Tpro
4 (11-5)
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Table 11-4 Events assumed to calculate mass/energy release data from
calandria

Time period

O-Tfiood-end

Tflood-end-Tsatur

Tsatur-Tinfinity

'Flooding of calandria, all energy stored in the calandria
tube, pressure tube and reflector liner are released into flood
water (no steam is released from calandria)

Energy from fission and Wigner energy release are stored in
fuel matrix

Decay heat*, initial stored energy in fuel matrix, including
Wigner energy release, and fission energy and heat
transferred from the reflector, heat up the flood water in the
calandria until saturation temperature is reached (no steam
is released from the calandria)

Decay heat, initial stored energy in fuel matrix, including
Wigner energy release and fission energy and heat
transferred from the reflector, evaporate the steam escaping
from the calandria into the containment

*The decay heat curve is the ANS curve including decay heat from gammas
directly heating the flood water (compare to decay heating of fuel matrix
which is less by the portion of gamma heat deposited in the flood water).

eenergy stored in calandria tubes

ECT = Nch Lc (�T - D' ) pz, cz,(T-r) TC- - Tcro), and4 Cri (11-6)

O energy stored in reflector liner

ER = Lc n Dc tRL 2 D2 tRL PZy CZy ( ) (TRL- TRu)
4 (11-7)

Energy release from the reflector is calculated using the following
simplifying assumptions:
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reflector wall can be represented by a lumped parameter model with
average integral temperature

tR

TR T(x) dx
tR (11-8)

• thermal resistance of the reflector liner and thermal resistance of
liner wall-flood water interface (subcooled boiling or saturated
boiling) can be neglected compared to the resistance of the thick
reflector wall,

• the effective conduction length can be taken as 13 of the reflector
thickness, and

• the bulk temperature of the flood water in the calandria is kept
constant, and equal to the saturation temperature, throughout the
entire transient.

Figure 11-10 shows the calculational model of the reflector. The time
dependent conduction equation with AT as the main dependent variable can
be written

d(AT) AT
MR CpR - - =kR SR

dr tR/3 (11-9)

t

Figure 11-10 Simplified representation of reflector wall for calculation of
energy release
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where AT is the temperature difference between the reflector lumped-
parameter temperature, TR, and bulk flood water temperature, Tsat- SR is
the heat transfer surface of the reflector in contact with flood water, and kR
is the thermal conductivity of the reflector, which is assumed constant.
Equation 11-9) can be solved for AT

AT ATO exp ( 'C ) with time constant TC= MR CpR tR/3
TC kR SR (11-10)

where ATo=AT(,c=O) represents initial conditions. To account for the
assumed Wigner'energy release, the initial average reflector temperature
is increased as

tR

EWG
TR - TO(x) dx +

tR MR CpR

to obtain the initial temperature difference AT = TR - Tsat. Note that this
assumption is highly conservative, since a large temperature increase in
the reflector would be needed to release the stored energy. The reflector
cooling is partially lost upon LOCA (part of the reflector is cooled at the
outside by shield-tank water). Loss of cooling would have the tendency to
increase the temperature. However, the fission gamma and neutron
heating of the reflector disappear following shutdown and most gammas
from decay heat are absorbed in flood water once the calandria is flooded.
Hence the temperature of the reflector will be decreasing, and the release of
Wigner energy is very unlikely. Nevertheless, it is assumed that all the
Wigner energy stored in the graphite is immediately released leading to the
temperature increase of the reflector. The amount of Wigner energy
decreases with increasing irradiation temperature, and increases with
fluence; and saturates for high fluences. Various portions of the reflector
operate at temperatures between 300'C and 800'C. The saturation value of
Wigner energy (i.e., after very long exposure) for the lowest temperature of
3000C will be taken, [Nightingale, 19621

eWG = 50caYg; EWG = MR eWG (4.1855J/cal) (J) (11-12)
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Again, this is a conservative value since most of the graphite in the
reflector will operate much higher than 300'C where Wigner energy is
considerably lower, and not all the stored energy is released in temperature
excursions.

The heat rate from the reflector into flood water in the calandria can be
written

QR(U = kR SR ATO exp
tR/3 tR/3 TC (11-13)

Initial stored energy in the fuel matrix, Emat, was calculated using the
temperature distribution obtained by the simplified 1-D model described in
Chapter 7,

N

Emat = Nchl Avi (Ti - 0) pi i(Ti)
i=1 (11-14)

where Vi are volumes per unit length and T is core average temperature
for the i-th node. Note that the properties pi and cpi refer to either graphite
matrix or fuel compacts depending on the node number.

Fission energy, EfIss, was integrated in time using the power history
from the point kinetic equations for the LOCA without scram scenario
described in Chapter 7.

T1

Pn I +Pn
Ef = Prated P�,r) d - rated I f - L&C

n 2
(11-15)

where l represents the time where relative fission power is zero and Prated
is rated reactor power.

Wigner energy released from the matrix during the temperature
excursion is calculated as

EWGmat = Mmat eWG 4.1855 J/cal) (J), (11-16)
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where eWG is, similarly as for the reflector, conservatively taken at an
irradiation temperature of 300'C (the matrix operates in the range of
310-7000C).

Release of initial stored energy, Wigner energy released to the graphite
matrix and integrated energy from fission into the flooding water is
controlled by the large thermal resistance of the gap between the fuel
matrix and the pressure tube (see Figure 713 in Chapter 7 Hence, the
thermal resistance of the matrix, pressure tube and calandria tube walls
can be neglected.compared to the thermal resistance of the gap. Using a
lumped parameter model with uniform matrix temperature, Tmat) the heat
conduction equation can be written

Vmat (PcOmalell d(ATmat - kgap-eft ATmat Smat
dT tgap (11-17)

where ATmat represents the temperature difference between the matrix
temperature, Tmat, and the pool temperature. The effective thermal
conductivity of the gap, kgap-eff, due to conduction, convection and radiation

was obtained from the model described in Section 74. The effective heat
capacity of the matrix is calculated by volume averaging of the fuel
compacts and graphite

(P COmat.eff Vg (P CA f (P CP)f
V + Vf (11-18)

Equation 11-17) can be solved, similarly as for the reflector, for the
temperature difference

ATmat M = ATmato exp with Wmat= Vmat (P Cmateff tgap
TCmt kgap-eff Smat (11-19)

where the initial temperature difference is calculated from the previously
considered energies evaluated in Eqs. 11-14) through 11-16)

ATmato = Emat + EWGmat + Ef
Vmat (P Cp6ateff (11-20)

Finally, the total heat rate released from all energy sources into the flood
water is calculated as
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Qmat (T = kgap-eff Smat Tmat(T) (11-21)

where Tmat('O is given by Eq. 11-19).

The decay heat curve can be expressed by fitting the decay heat source to
a polynomial of eleven exponentials [McFagen et. al., 19841

1 1

Odec('C = Omted 1: Ej exp Xdj T)
j=1 (11-22)

with the group decay constants and relative yields given in Table 73.
Equation 11-22) has been compared with the ANS standard curve and the
differences did not exceed 4 [McFagen et. al., 19841.

The time when the saturation temperature in the calandria is reached
is obtained from an energy balance equation

MFLW CpFLW (Tsat - TFLWO = ECT + EpT + ERL
Tsatur

+ IoDec(O + OR(T) + (mat(r)] dr
(11-23)

where the mass of flood water in the calandria mFLW, is given as
' (D2 - NCT D2

MFLW = PW I CTJ Lc
4 (11-24)

and TFLWO is the initial flood water temperature. The integral in Eq. 11-23)
can be readily evaluated using Eqs. 11-13), 11-21) and 11-22), i.e.,

XII

ej
[(Dec(r) + OR(T) + Qmat('0 d = Rated +

i=1

+ ATO TC I exp (-Tsat)] + kgap- ff Smat ATmatO Wmat I exp ( -Tsat
tR/3 I TC tgap Wmat (11-25)

Substituting Eq. 11-25) into Eq. 11-23) yields an equation which can be
solved for the unknown Tsat- Starting with time Tsat, steam is released from
the calandria into the containment according to the equation

Ths(r = -- (Dec(r) + (R(T) + (mat(r)
Isub cpFLW (Tsat-TFLWO) + hfg(Psteam) (11-26)
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where Isub is the subcooling flag, which is equal to 1.0 until the time when
all the flood water from the containment passes through the calandria and
equals 0.0 beyond this time (it is assumed that the condensate returning
from the condensing surfaces in the containment is saturated. The steam
evaporated from the calandria is assumed to be saturated carrying the
enthalpy

h�(,O = hg(Psteam) (11-27)

The partial steam pressure, Psteam, in Eqs.(11-26) and 11-27) is not known a
priori, hence the steam mass flow rate and enthalpy are recalculated using
the pressure from a previous CONTAIN run (note that 2 runs are
necessary because of the iteration between RISRAD and CONTAIN). A
short computer program was developed to solve the above equations in time.
The output of the program writes mass/energy release data from the
calandria in the format which can be used directly by the CONTAIN code.
Decay heat rate as well as the heat rate from the reflector and from the fuel
matrix and their integrated counterparts are shown in graphical form in
Figure 11-11. It can be seen that, in the long term, the reflector and matrix
contributions are small compared to the decay heat. Steam flow rate from
the calandria is shown on Figure 11-12. Figure 11-13 summarizes all mass
release sources for Case 1. Loopl represents the unaffected loop, loop2
represents the affected loop. It is interesting to note that although the steam
flow rate from the calandria is small in magnitude, the integrated mass
released from calandria to containment is large at later times, and it is the
main contributor to long-time pressurization of the containment.

Free Volume and Internal Heat Sinks

Free containment volume represents very important input data. Since
the detailed layout of the containment design is not available, the free
containment volume was obtained by scaling up the CE-CANDU data. The
CE-CANDU containment has the same shape as the proposed containment
for the PTLWR with a gross volume of 89,878M3 and free volume of
76,455M3. Using the dimensions given in Figure 11-1 one obtains for the
gross volume
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Figure 11-11 Decay heat and heat rates from stored energy in the reflector
and fuel matrix released into calandria water

To obtain the free volume, the above number is scaled down by the ratio of
free volume to gross volume for CE-CANDU, i.e.,

76,455
Vfree = Vgross = (1.98xjO5) 0.85 =1.7xlo5 M3

89,878 (11-29)

This is a fairly large free volume. The largest large dry PWR containments
have typical free volumes of about jx105 3, hence the proposed

containment has a 70% larger free volume than the large dry PWR
containments. Thi's trend is consistent with the large advanced passive
containment design proposed for Nuclear Power International's (NPI)
large next generation LV;Rs [Erbacher and Neitzel,19921.
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In the long-term pressurization scenario, heat sinks inside the
containment 'become an important factor in reducing containment peak
pressure. Considerable effort would be required to determine the exact
value of heat sink capacity that would properly represent the proposed
conceptual design. Hence, the estimates summarized in Table 11-5 were
made. Table 11-6, which compares the mass of the heat sinks used for the
PTLWR containment with available data from other commercial plants,
shows that both the concrete and steel heat sinks were chosen such that
they fall within the range of commercial LVVRs.

Discussion of the results

The calculated history of the containment pressure for the 1-cell model
is given in Figure 11-14. Saturation temperature (corresponding to partial
steam pressure), gas temperature, and containment wall temperature at
the outer surface are shown in Figure 11-15. Containment pressure
exhibits two peaks. The first peak results from primary system blowdown,
the second peak represents long-time containment pressurization from
steam carrying decay heat released from the calandria. The maximum
peak of 337 bars is reached at about 2x105 seconds (55 hours). Heat rates to
internal structures, containment walls, pool and decay power are shown in
Figure 11-16. At the time of 55 hours, i.e., when the pressure peak is
reached, decay heat is equal to 16 MWt, the heat removal rate from the
containment wall is about 10.5 MWt, 3.8MWt is being transferred to
concrete, and the remaining 17 MWt is being stored in the pool. Even at
this long time, a significant heat rate is absorbed in the concrete, hence, the
mass and total surface of internal concrete structures are very important to
the accuracy of long-term pressurization computations. At 5x105 seconds,
all latent heat available in the pool is exhausted. This results in the tertiary
pressure peak. The trace of saturation temperature, "T-sat," on Figure
11-15 correponds to the history of the partial pressure of steam. The real
temperature of the gas/steam mixture, designated as "T-gas", exhibits an
additional peak at time of 1000 seconds. This peak results from heating of
the containment atmosphere by the hot primary metal. Note that the hot
primary metal heats containment atmosphere directly; this differs from
typical LWRs where most of the primary metal stored energy is released
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Heat sink Shape/material Area (m2) Thickness (m)
number

1 Slab/concrete(floor) 2500 1.2

2 Slab/concrete 8000 1.2

3 Slab/concrete 14000 0.3

4 Slab/concrete 9000 0.1

5 Slab/steel (cold) 2000 0.06

6 Slab/steel (cold) 30000 0.01

7 Slab/steel (hot) 41000 0.006

8 Slab/steel (hot) 3800 0.04

Material/Plant Surry* Zion* Bellefonte* PTLVVR

I

Steel 2x106 kg 3x106 kg qx106 kg 3.3xjO6 kg

Concrete 4OxjO6 kg 4OxjO6 kg 6OX106 hE 4OxjO6 kg

during the reflood phase in the form of steam at saturation temperature,
hence superheat is not present. Containment wall temperature follows
saturation temperature with significant delay.

Table 11-5 Summary of internal heat sinks

Table 11-6 Comparison of internal heat sink mass for various commercial
LVVT containments and PTLWR heat sinks used in the analysis

*Data taken from [Williams et. al., 1993].
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Several important conclusions can be drawn from Figures 11-14 and
11-15. First, both pressure peaks are relatively low, hence a containment
with a design pressure of 0.42MPa 60 psi) could handle this DBA accident.
Secondly, the peak from the blowdown is small compared to the long term
pressurization from decay heat. Moreover, passive containment wall
cooling does not participate in blowdown-pressure peak reduction, as can be
seen from the containment wall temperature trace. Therefore, even if the
containment atmosphere becomes stratified as a result of the blowdown,
any potential impairment of containment passive cooling from
stratification would not have a visible effect on the magnitude of the first
peak. Thirdly, the long-term pressurization peak is limiting for the design
pressure and for the performance of the passive air cooling system. Since
the steam released from the decay heat is always released at a low
elevation, natural circulation will be established such that the hot steam
escaping from the calandria will rise to the top of the containment and
condense along the cooled walls, breaking up potential stratification (see
[Wolf, 19931 and Section 11.5.5.3 for experimental and theoretical
confirmations of this hypothesis, respectively). As a result, all of the air-
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cooled containment wall will be exposed to high containment temperature
and the heat transfer to air in the annulus should not be impaired.

11.5.3.2 Case 2 Double-ended Rupture of a Hot Header at the Surge Line
Connection, with Isolation Valve Failure.

The Case 2-scenario is the same as described for Case except for the
mass release data from the unaffected loop. The unaffected loop is assumed
to blow down completely. The blowdown rate, however, is significantly
slower than the blowdown rate of the affected loop due to the longer path
and the large flow resistance of the piping. The analysis performed for the
CANDU-CE design [Shapiro and Jesick, 19791 showed that it would take
about 300 seconds to release all mass and energy from the unaffected loop
and pressurizer. Since the time dependent release data were not reported
beyond the 7th second, the total mass and energy integral was released in
the time interval between zero and 300 seconds as shown on Figures 11-17
and 11-18. The slopes and intersection time of the two lines were chosen
such that the total integrated mass and energy match the known total
integrals.

The containment pressure history is shown on Figure 11-19. Compared
to case 1, the first pressure peak is increased by about 20% and shifted to
longer time. This change is consistent with the different release data than
for case 1. The increase of the second, limiting, peak is negligible-only 2.
Gas temperature, saturation temperature and containment wall
temperature at the outer surface are shown in Figure 11-20. Conclusions
given for case apply also for case 2.

The importance of the mass and surface of concrete internal heat sinks
can be seen from Figure 11-21. Figure 11-21 compares the pressure history
of the base Case 2 with a Case 2 in which the mass and surface of concrete
internal heat sinks are reduced by 50%. This 50% reduction in concrete
mass leads to a significant increase of the pressure peak (by about 38%).
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Hence for long-term containment pressurization, the accurate
determination of internal concrete heat sinks will be very important in
more detailed analyses.

11.5.3.3 Case 3 Main Steam Line Break with Main Steam Isolation Valve
Failure.

The Case 3-scenario differs from Case in its mass/energy release
data. Mass and energy release sources from affected and unaffected loops
are replaced by mass/energy release data from a steam line break. The data
were taken from the analysis for the CANDU-CE design [Shapiro and
Jesick, 19791 and are shown on Figures 11-22 and 11-23.

Figures 11-24 and 11-25 show containment pressure and temperature
histories. The pressure peak from blowdown is comparable to the pressure
peak from blowdown of the entire primary system (Case 2 the pressure
peak from decay heat is affected only marginally. The main difference from

the previous cases is higher gas temperature, which also persists for a
longer time. Superheated steam coming from steam generators with
uncovered tubes is the primary contributor to this peak.

11.5.3.4 Case 4 Combined Double-ended Rupture of a Hot Header at the
Surge Line Connection, with Isolation Valve Failure and Steam
Line Break with Main Steam Isolation Valve Failure

Case 4 assumes all previously considered failures to occur
simultaneously. Moreover, no credit for containment active cooling systems
is taken. According to current standards, this is clearly beyond the design
basis accident case. Containment pressure and temperatures histories are
shown in Figures 11-26 and 11-27. Even in this case, blowdown pressure
does not exceed the decay heat pressure peak, which reaches a maximum
value of 0.356MPa 5.6% higher than for Case 1). Considering the severity of
the accident, the increase in the second pressure peak is relatively small. A
slight increase in the containment design pressure (by 56%) would be
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required to handle this accident. Adding 10% margin to the calculated first
peak would set the containment design pressure at 0392 MPa (57psi),
which falls within the range for the design pressure of 0.07-0.65MPa
[Gavrilas et. al., 19941 in currently operating plants with large dry
containments..

11.5.4 A 9-cell CONTAIN Model

11.5.4.1 Model Description

The 1-cell model allows coupling of a passively-cooled annulus pre-
calculated by a separate code) to a CONTAIN 1-cell model in a simple
manner, while decreasing CPU and memory requirements for CONTAIN.
The model assumes that a natural circulation pattern will be established
such that the hot steam from decay heat will rise to the top of the
containment and return, while condensing, through the gap between the
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Cell Description Volume (m3) Height (m)

1 Calandria vault 3.8x104 14

2 Mid-portion 4x104 30

3 Dome 7x104 35

4 Upper downcomer 1.1x104 15

5 Lower downcomer 1.1X104 15

6 Lower air annulus 1427 15

7 Middle air annulus 1427 15

8 Upper air annulus 3370 35

9 Environment 1X1030 20

crane walls and the air-cooled shell, yielding a perfectly mixed atmosphere.
To confirm that the expected natural circulation patterns will establish,
and hence the adequacy of the 1-cell model, a 9-cell CONTAIN model shown
schematically on Figure 11-28 was developed. The 9-cell CONTAIN model
also allows for the independent comparison of the performance of the
passive air cooling system with the RISRAD code.

The model consists of a calandria cavity cell (cell 1), containment mid-
region cell (cell 2 containment dome cell (cell 3 2 cells representing the
space between the crane wall and an air-cooled shell (cell 4 and 5) 3 cells
representing the passive air cooling system (cells 67 and 8) and the
environment cell (cell 9 Cell volumes and heights are given in Table 11-7.

. Table 11-7 Cell volumes and heights for the 9-cell CONTAIN model

Bold arrows in Figure 11-28 represent flow paths between the cells. Flow
path data are summarized in Table 11-8. The model is set up such as to
avoid any dead cells by having more than one flow path connecting every
volume. To approximate natural circulation in the CONTAIN code, both
center of mass and flow path elevations were defined for all cells [Murata
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Figure 11-28 A 9-cell CONTAIN model of the containment for the
passive pressure tube LWR
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Junction Junction area (m2) Inertial Elevation (m)
length(m)

(1,2) 800 40 14

(2,3) 1800 60 44

(3,5) 710 35.5 44

(5,4) 710 47 29

(4,2) 200 8 14.5

(4,1) 20 1.4 14

(6,7) 95 6.3 29

(7,8) 95 4.75 44

(8,9) 72 14.4 81

(9,6) 100 40 14

et. al.,19901. Internal heat sinks from the 1-cell model were proportionally
distributed among containment cells as shown in Figure 11-28. Structures
that provide a common conduction boundary between two cells were divided
approximately according to their half-thickness and half of the structure
was placed in each cell. Structures in adjoining cells were thermally
connected using the "structure connect" option in CONTAIN input. For
example, in Figure 11-28, half of the steel wall between the containment
dome and upper air annulus, i.e., structure 2 within cell 3 is thermally
connected to another half of the steel wall, i.e., structure #1 within cell .

Table 11-8 Junction data for a 9-cell CONTAIN model
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11.5.4.2 Analysis of Case 2 with the 9-cell Model.

Case 2 - double-ended rupture of a hot header at the surge line
connection, with isolation valve failure - was analyzed using the 9-cell
CONTAIN model. The input data for the 9-cell model are listed in [Hejzlar,
19941. Figure 11-29 compares the pressure history calculated by the 9-cell
model to the pressure history obtained by the 1-cell model. The 9-cell model
yields lower pressures for the entire time span, hence the 1-cell model gives

conservative results. The first peak is lower primarily for two reasons.
First, the blowdown occurs into the calandria vault cell, which has a large
concentration of internal heat sinks. Hence the condensation rate on the
heat sinks is increased due to a larger temperature difference between cell
atmosphere and heat sink walls, as compared to the 1-cell model. Secondly,
circulation of the atmosphere inside the containment enhances heat
transfer between the containment atmosphere and heat sinks, which also
leads to lower containment pressures. The smaller, and earlier, second
pressure peak is the consequence of the higher CONTAIN heat transfer
coefficient between the containment shell and air compared to the heat
transfer coefficient from the ANL heat transfer correlation applied in the
1-cell model through the use of the RISRAD code (see comparison of
correlations in Appendix C). Histories of selected temperatures are shown
in Figure 11-30 A significant difference between temperatures in cell and
cell 3 can be observed up to 104 seconds However, at the time when the peak
is reached, temperatures in all in-containment cells are close together, i.e.
containment atmosphere is well mixed. The temperature in cell exhibits
an additional peak at about 1000 seconds due to energy release from hot
primary metal located in the calandria vault. Temperature "Tair-out"
designates air temperature at the outlet , "Twall-7" is the outer containment
wall temperature in cell 7 and "Tconc-7" is the inner-surface temperature
of the concrete shield building wall. Velocities through selected junctions
are shown in Figure 11-31. Significant atmosphere circulation in the space
between the crane wall and containment shell junction J3-5) can be
observed. Air velocity in the annulus junction J7-8) compares very well to
the velocity obtained using the RISRAD code.
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Figure 11-31 Velocities through selected junctions from the 9-cell model

11.5.5 Investigation of Effects of Thermal Stratification Inside Containment
on Passive Containment Cooling Using GOTMC

11.5.5.1 Introduction

The main goal of this section is to further verify the hypothesis of a well
mixed containment atmosphere for the proposed design. Section 11.3
explained the rationale behind the containment arrangement to avoid
potential thermal stratification problems which could lead to deterioration
of heat transfer from the containment steel shell to air. It was suggested
that significant thermal stratification should not occur in the proposed
PTLWR containment arrangement. A CONTAIN 9-cell model discussed in
Section 11.5.4 confirmed the expected circulation patterns inside
containment. However the CONTAIN lumped parameter approach has its
limitations with regard to the detailed prediction of thermal stratification.
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Because CONTAIN cannot predict flow patterns within a volume, a large
number of small subvolumes would be needed to increase the resolution.
Such an approach would result in an extremely large CPU requirement
while still not fully capturing directional momentum transport including
turbulent effects - factors important in handling buoyant plumes. This can
be accomplished by the GOTHIC computer code which incorporates full 3-D

treatment of the field equations.

This Section is divided into two parts - the first part gives the
comparison of the GOTHIC lumped parameter model with the CONTAIN
model and long-term water level behavior in the calandria, and the second
part deals with thermal stratification issues. To gain more understanding
of thermal stratification phenomena in a containment, various factors
influencing thermal stratification are identified and explored.

11.5.5.2 Lumped Parameter GOTHIC Model

Before proceeding to a multicell containment model for studying
thermal stratification, it is of interest to build a lumped parameter
GOTHIC model for comparison with CONTAIN results. Such a model is
shown on Figure 11-32. Containment free volume is modeled as one cell
(cell 2 with the same internal heat sinks as in a 1-cell CONTAIN model.
The air annulus is represented by 7 subvolumes thermally connected to the
containment atmosphere by 7 heat conductors (1 through 7 representing
the containment shell. Junctions and 2 connecting the annulus with
ambient represent air intakes and outlets. Volumes 4 and model the
flooding pool and calandria space, respectively, interconnected by a gas lock

(junction 6 Condensate from the heat sinks is collected at the bottom of the
containment and returned to the flooding pool via junction 5. Junction 7
represents exhaust piping from the passive valve. Boundary conditions 3
and 4 modeling blowdown from affected and unaffected loops are identical
to those in the CONTAIN model described in Section 11.5.3. Long-term
time-dependent heat generation is modeled by a heat conductor 14,
submerged in the pool inside the calandria. The time-dependent heat-
generation curve corresponds to the sum of all the energy sources as given
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Volumes: - Environment
2 - Upper containment
3 - Air annulus
4 - Flooding pool

- Calandria

BC junctions: 3 - Blowdown from unaffected loop
4 - Blowdown from affected loop

x -junction numbers

2

9-thin concrete
10-thick steel
II -tmn steel
12-hot primary system metal
13-intermediate concrete

14-decay heat and stored eergy

Figure 11-32 Schematic of lumped parameter GOTHIC.model of PTLWR containment
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by Eqs. 11-13), 11-21) and 11-22). Since these Eqs- already incorporate time
constants of the reflector and the matrix, the properties of the heat
conductor 14 are set such that the heat generated in the conductor,
including the heat transfer coefficient between the conductor and the pool,
is released immediately into the pool (i.e., very small conductor heat
capacity and very large conductor thermal conductivity and heat transfer
coefficient 

The current version of GOTHIC does not include a forced convection-
type correlation needed for the heat transfer coefficient between the shell
and air nor radiative heat transfer. These drawbacks were solved in a
similar manner as for the 1-cell CONTAIN model. The RISRAD code was
used to produce the curve of the effective heat transfer coefficient, including
radiation, as a function of outer containment wall temperature. The
effective heat transfer coefficient is defined similarly as in Eq. (11-1) except
for the reference inlet temperature, Tairin, which is replaced by air
temperature at the midplane. Using this known function of effective heat
transfer coefficient versus wall temperature, the heat transfer coefficient in
GOTHIC was scaled up by the time-dependent multiplier (ratio of the
effective heat transfer coefficient to the GOTHIC heat transfer coefficient)
using a "forcing function" feature available in GOTHIC. Similarly as for
the CONTAIN 1-cell model, two runs of GOTHIC are needed because the
wall temperature versus time curve is not known a priori.

Comparison of GOTHIC and CONTAIN results

The pressure histories for the Case 2 scenario calculated by GOTHIC
and the CONTAIN 1-cell model are compared in Figure 11-33. Three main
differences can be observed - the difference in magnitude of the blowdown
peak, the time difference in the initiation of long-term pressurization and
the absence ofthe tertiary peak.

First, the blowdown peak (and consequently the maximum pressure
peak) calculated by GOTHIC is about 15% less than the peak obtained by
CONTAIN. The reason for this discrepancy lies in the different
condensation heat transfer coefficients used. The CONTAIN condensation
heat transfer is based on basic condensation processes given in [Collier,
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19811. GOTHIC model employs Uchida's correlation [Uchida et. al., 19651,
which has been experimentally verified on typical PWR blowdown
scenarios. However, the PTLWR blowdown scenario for Case 2 differs from
a typical LWR scenario in that it exhibits a fast blowdown phase of the
affected loop (see first subpeak) and a prolonged blowdown phase at a
slower rate from the unaffected loop. This second phase is responsible for
the main blowdown peak, and it is here where the discrepancy occurs.
Since the CONTAIN condensation heat transfer model incorporates the
physics of the phenomena, while Uchida's correlation is based on
experiments with a limited range of validity (not verified on a double-peak
blowdown case) the CONTAIN results may be better suited for this
scenario. CONTAIN also gives more conservative results.
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Figure 11-33 Comparison of pressure histories for Case 2 by CONTAIN and
GOTHIC models

The GOTHIC model predicts a later time (800 versus 500 seconds) for
the long-term pressurization initiation. This difference is the consequence
of simplifying assumptions in the model for generation of the steam mass
flow rate from the calandria, as presented in Section 11.5.3 which assumes
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constant saturation temperature of the water in the calandria, i.e., the
increase of saturation temperature due to a pressure increase is not
included. Therefore, evaporation begins conservatively earlier in the
CONTAIN model.

The CONTAIN tertiary peak at 4x105 seconds is not observed in the
GOTHIC results. This is also the consequence of the simplifying
assumption of constant saturation temperature of the pool water employed
in the model. Also, the higher pressure in the pool (as compared to the
pressure of the containment atmosphere) due to the water head was not
included in CO NTAIN calculations. Because of these assumptions
introduced into CONTAIN input data, the pool reaches the saturation state
earlier. The sensible heat of the pool above a temperature of 100'C, for
pressure above atmospheric pressure, is therefore not taken into account,
which results in a tertiary pressure peak from the increased steam
generation. A more exact treatment of the integrated pool-calandria-
containment system using GOTHIC shows that the pool will reach
saturation at a later time. Thus the CONTAIN results are conservative.
The temperature histories of the flooding water in the calandria and the
pool are shown in Figure 11-34. Water in the calandria reaches the
saturation temperature at about 1000 seconds (this corresponds also to the
initiation of long term pressurization on Figure 11-33), afterwards the
temperature is maintained at the saturation temperature corresponding to
the partial steam pressure. The temperature of the pool remains below
saturation temperature during the entire transient.

Long-term Tracking of Calandria Water Level

Maintenance of the water level in the calandria above the top row of fuel
channels over the long term is an important consideration. The water level
in the calandria depends on a sufficient supply of returning condensate to
the flooding pool. The GOTHIC code offers the capability to model the water
level in the main pool coupled to te flooded calandria including the
condensate recirculation. The lumped parameter GOTHIC model shown
on Figure 11-32 was used to verify that the amount of condensate mass
returning to the pool is sufficient during the entire transient.
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Figure 11-34 Histories of liquid temperature in the pool and calandria for
Case 2 from GOTHIC

The pool is designed as a sump which collects all the condensate from
containment walls and structures. The upper end of junction 5, which
simulates the returning condensate is located 006 m above the floor level.
This allows accounting for about 1.4x105 kg of condensate losses, which are
assumed not to return to the pool. The calandria flooding system is
designed such that at the end of the flooding process, the water level in the
calandria is in equilibrium with the water level in the pool with a water
column level about 5cm above the upper row of calandria tubes. This state
was set as an initial condition, with water level of 9m, for both pools. The
results are illustrated in Figures 11-35 and 11-36. Figure 11-35 shows the
water level in the calandria and the pool. At first, a water level increase in
the calandria is caused by the decrease of water density due to heat up. The
later increase follows the water level of the pool, which also exhibits an
increase as excess condensate returns to the pool. The important
conclusion is that the calandria water level remains above the top row of
fuel channels during the entire transient. Note that in the final design, the
behavior of the water level can be optimized by changing the flow area of the
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outer pool and changing the resistance to steam flow in the exhaust piping.
Figure 11-36 shows the history of flow rates for vapor evaporated from the
calandria ("J7-steam"), returning condensate ("J5-condensate") and liquid
flow through the gas lock ("J6-liquid"). Following the pressure wave from
blowdown, the flow in junction 6 exhibits oscillations because of the
different inertia of the pools, and the difference in pool surface areas
exposed to the pressure wave; at later times the flow reaches a balance with
steam flow evaporated from the calandria.

Alternative Design of Flooding Pool with Vapor Suppression System

Section 11.3 suggested another alternative for the calandria flooding
system using the available flooding pool also as a suppression pool and
redirecting steam from the calandria through the suppression pool,
delaying in this manner long-term containment pressurization. Potential
advantages of this alternative are shown on Figure 11-37. Figure 11-37 was
generated using a GOTHIC model identical to the model shown on Figure
11-32, except for the pool volumes 4 and which were lumped together into
one pool with heat source representing release of the decay heat and stored
energy from the core.

Figure 11-37 suggests that using the flooding pool for vapor suppression
results in about a 10 hour delay in the initiation of the long-term
pressurization and in a 17% decrease of the maximum pressure peak. The
maximum pressure peak is reached at a much later time, i.e. 5.8 days,
compared to 2 days for the reference case. Therefore, with respect to
containment design, the vapor suppression system is preferable. The
design of such a flooding system, however, would be more complex to
ensure reliable functioning.

11.5.5.3 Key Factors Affecting Thermal Stratification

The containment analysis performed so far assumed a well-mixed
containment atmosphere. Potential thermal stratification in a passively-
cooled containment would have a negative impact on air cooling of the shell
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Figure 11-37 Potential improvements for the performance of calandria
flooding using a vapor suppression system

and could significantly increase the maximum pressure peak. Section 11.3
described the design features employed to avoid, or at least to minimize,
this problem. The main objective of this section is to confirm that these
features work as expected, and that the assumption of a thoroughly mixed
atmosphere in the containment holds. To gain more insight into this issue,
key factors influencing thermal stratification are identified and explored.

GOTHIC Model with Full 3-D Nodalization of PTLVVR Containment

The GOTHIC model used to analyze thermal stratification effects is
shown schematically in Figure 11-38. Containment free volume is divided
into a calandria space (volume 3 comprising the calandria, vault, flooding
pool, refueling system and associated equipment, and an upper
containment (volume 4 The calandria space, which is represented by a
lumped parameter model, is located below the main floor and is not in
contact with the air-cooled wall, as shown on Figure 11-1. The upper
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Figure 11-38 Schematic of a GOTHIC multidimensional model for the PTLWR containment
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containment space is subdivided by a x7x7 mesh into 343 subvolumes. The
mesh size is a compromise between the goal of obtaining sufficient
information on natural circulation patterns while keeping the CPU
requirements reasonable. Major equipment such as steam generators, RCS
pumps, the upper part of the calandria vault and crane walls are modeled
by blocking the appropriate flow areas using the GOTHIC "variable table"
option. Internal heat sinks are the same as described in Section 11.5.3, and
they have been split between the calandria space and upper containment as
shown on Figure 11-38. The air-cooled annulus (volume 2 is modeled by 7
vertically stacked subvolumes. Vertical meshing of the air annulus
corresponds exactly to the vertical meshing of the upper containment. The
thermal connection between the air annulus and upper containment is
provided by 196 external thermal conductors (each subvolume of upper
containment facing the containment wall is equipped with a thermal
conductor as shown schematically in the top view). The heat transfer
coefficient on the air side is modified using the time-dependent multiplier
from the RISRAD code in the same manner as in Section 11.5.5.2. The
calandria space is thermohydraulically connected to the meshed upper
containment by a set of junctions shown in the expanded top view in Figure
11-39. Figure 11-39 also shows the designation of cut planes used later to
show velocity vectors in various containment regions. The arrangement of
boundary conditions shown in Figure 11-38, i.e., blowdown from affected
and unaffected loops, and steam generated from decay heat and
discharging into the calandria space will be considered a reference case.

GOTHIC Runs to Studv Factors Affecting Thermal Stratification

The following factors having influence on thermal stratification inside
a passively cooled containment have been identified:

• elevation of the long-term steam release,
• break elevation,
• presence of crane walls or baffle, and
• form of long-term steam release (e.g., plume or jet).
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Run Break Elevation of long- Crane Form of long-term
, elevation term steam release walls steam release

1* Low- Low Yes� Plume

2 High Low Yes' Upward jet

3 High High Yes' Upward jet

4 High High No Upward jet

5 High Middle No Upward jet

To investigate the effects of these individual factors, five* GOTHIC runs
listed in Table 11-9 and .shown schematically in Figure 11-40 were
performed.

influencing thermalTable 11-9 List of GOTHIC runs with the key factors
stratification

*Reference case.
I Crane walls on the
north.

east and west faces, no crane walls on the south and

Run 1

Run #1 is a reference case with the break in the primary system located
at a low elevation (the Case 2 scenario described in Section 11.5.3.2 was
considered), low-elevation long-term steam release in the form of a plume
and with crane walls to promote natural circulation along the containment
walls. Release of steam in the form of a plume is achieved by discharging
the steam into the calandria space as shown in Figure 11-38 and turning-off
the option of momentum transport for junctions connecting the calandria
space and upper containment. Figure 11-41 shows the history of

* Two additional models were run for different configurations with adiabatic walls and
with adiabatic walls at the top and cooled walls at the bottom. Since these runs do not pertain
to this design, they will not be detailed further. It suffices to say that adiabatic walls sustain
thermal stratification and that cooling at the bottom only does not break the stratification
once established.
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Run 1 Run 2

I -- -
� KY I

Run 3 Run 4

Run 5

release in the

release in the

Long-term steam
form of a plume

Long-term steam
form of a jet

v Main steam line break location
AM
RY Primary system break location
r"El Crane wall

Figure 1-40 GOTHIC runs and factors affecting thermal stratification
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atmosphere temperatures in the calandria space T-cal.space", and three
axial levels, "T-levell", "T-level4", and T-level7", where levels and 7
designate the bottom and top level, respectively. It can be observed, that
after blowdown, the atmosphere in the upper containment is well mixed.
Figure 11-42 shows the axial inner-wall temperature profile along the
containment height at 1.95x105 seconds (time of the maximum pressure
peak). The temperature difference between the top and the bottom of the
containment shell is small. The reason for such a uniform temperature
profile can be observed on Figure 11-43, which shows velocity vectors of
vapor projected'onto four selected cut planes (see Figure 11-39 for
designation of these cut planes). Hot steam from decay heat rises from the
calandria space through the center of the upper containment to the top and
returns down along the air-cooled containment walls, thus exposing, the
entire steel shell to high temperature. Circulation behind the crane wall
seems to be more pronounced than near the wall without the crane wall.
This can be seen from velocity vectors at plane NS-1(with crane wall) and
EW-1 (without crane wall).
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106

Figure 11-41 Histories of selected containment atmosphere temperatures
for Run# 1
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Figure 11-42 Temperature profile at inner surface of containment shell at
1.95xJ05 seconds for Run#1

Run #2

Run 2 explores the effect of the location of the break. It assumes that a
steam line break (Case 3 scenario described in Section 11.5.3.2) is located
40m above the main deck. Long-term steam release is assumed at low-
elevation in the form of a jet directed upward and located in channel 26 (see
Figure 11-38 for channel numbers). The configuration of crane walls is the
same as for Run #1. Following the blowdown at high elevation, thermal
stratification was established to some extent*, but broken by the long-term
hot steam arising from the jet. Figure 11-44 shows the velocity profiles at

* The extent of thermal stratification at the end of blowdown from the steam line break was

very small since the violent discharge of the steam from the break promotes mixing of the

entire containment atmosphere. Also note the different cut planes shown in Figure 11-44.

This change in cut planes was made to avoid showing large velocities near the jet, which

would make other velocities too small to see.
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1805 seconds. Significant natural circulation patterns can be observed with
vapor entrained by a jet stream rising from the jet to the top and returning
down along the wall. Once the natural circulation patterns are established,
a state of well mixed containment atmosphere is retained beyond 1805
seconds, and the scenario was not calculated further to save computer
time. The conclusions to be drawn from this run are twofold. First, thermal
stratification resulting from the blowdown at high elevation is not
significant due to very high steam velocities from the break, which promote
atmosphere mixing in the whole containment. Second, the low-level
location of the long-term decay heat release breaks thermal stratification
which may eventually result from the high level break.

Run 3

Run 3 is a hypothetical case which assumes that the steam from decay
heat is released at the top of the upper containment. The steam jet was
directed upward and placed in the central volume of the highest layer of
nodes (under the roof). The break location and the crane walls are the same
as those described for Run 2. Figure 11-45 shows the time development of
the inner-wall (west wall) temperature profile. Significant axial
nonuniformities can be observed as the wall heats up. At 12,000 seconds,
the upper half of the containment wall is hot, while the lower portion
remains substantially cooler, with its first 10 meters 50 'C cooler than the
upper half. The hot front moves very slowly downward as time progresses,
but a large temperature difference between the top and the bottom remains.
The reason for this situation is observed on Figure 11-46. The hot steam
cannot reach low elevations since the atmosphere in the containment
creates circulation cells in the upper portion of the containment. The
location of long-term steam release is thus a very important factor in
containment pressurization events.

Run 4

Velocity vectors on Figure 11-46 suggest that the crane wall may impair
the development of circulation cells between the cooled containment wall
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Figure 11-45 The development of inner-wall temperature profile for Run#2

and the center, and thus make the situation worse once thermal
stratification has been established. To evaluate the effect of crane walls,
Run 4, which uses the same configuration as Run 3 but without the
crane walls was run. The results, presented in Figure 11-47 show that the
crane wall used in the proposed concept does not have any significant
impact on the scenario once thermal stratification has been established.
Note, however, that this conclusion is not general, since a higher crane
wall may have a more pronounced effect.

Run 5

Release of the steam from decay under the roof is a hypothetical
situation. A more realistic location of a high-elevation long-term release
point in an LWR containment would be somewhere in the midplane
depending on the break location. Run #5 gives the assessment of such a
scenario. The steam is released in the form of a jet directed upward and
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placed in the axial center of the subdivided upper containment. Velocity
patterns in Figure 11-48 show significant natural circulation. No thermal
stratification is evident for this case, however, caution should be exercised
regarding the generalization of these results because different containment
arrangements with obstructions preventing communication between the
space below and above the jet may yield a quite different situation.
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Figure 11-47 Comparison of inner-wall temperature profile at 12,000
seconds for arrangement with and without the crane wall

11.5.5.4 Conclusions

The results of reference Run #1 confirm that the assumption of a well
mixed atmosphere in the proposed design holds even if the steam from
decay heat is released in the form of a plume. This is an important
conclusion with respect to the proposed design, which guarantees low-
elevation long-term steam release. Moreover, the release of the steam from
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the exhaust piping will be in the form of a jet directed upward. This will
promote natural circulation and atmosphere mixing to a larger extent than
that observed for a plume.

The lessons with respect to the key factors influencing thermal
stratification, learned from the described runs, will be summarized next:

Elevation of the lona-term steam release (from decay heat

Elevation of the long term steam release is the dominant factor with
respect to thermal stratification. A high-elevation release results in
significant thermal stratification while a low-elevation release leads to
stratification breakup and ensures a well-mixed containment atmosphere.
In the dry calandria concept, long-term steam release at low elevation is
guaranteed by the design. Consequently, the atmosphere should be well-
mixed in the long-term.

Mid-elevation release leads also to good atmospheric mixing, but one
needs to consider the details of in-containment arrangement. Note that
containment arrangement in relation to the location of long-term steam
release can also affect thermal stratification. If the steam release from
decay heat occurs in the upper portion of the containment and the
communication between the upper and lower part is restricted by internal
structures, thermal stratification can result. This factor was not evaluated,
since the detailed containment design which would be needed to quantify
this factor is not available.

Elevation of the break.

Blowdown elevation is of minor importance for two reasons. First, the
passive cooling of the containment shell does not play any significant role
during the short blowdown period. Hence cooling cannot be impaired by
thermal stratification. Secondly, the high velocity of the coolant escaping
from the break leads to relatively good atmosphere mixing in the entire
volume. However, this conclusion may not be true for all containment
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configurations, as it also depends on the arrangement of rooms and
structures inside the containment.

Crane walls or baffle.

The crane wall is used in the proposed design to promote natural
circulation. Calculations showed that it can enhance circulation if the long-
term heat source is located at low elevation. If the long-term steam release
is at high elevation, a crane wall or other baffle-like constructions do not
improve natural circulation. They can even have the reverse effect, because
they can break up circulation cells between the center of the volume and the
cold walls. In any case, crane walls or baffles can not be used as the only
means to break up thermal stratification. In the dry calandria design, the
use of crane wall is warranted as it enhances the already established
natural circulation pattern in the desired direction.

Form of long-term steam release

Two forms of steam release have been investigated - a plume and a jet.
An upward-directed jet of steam located in the lower portion of the
containment significantly enhances natural circulation and mixing. The
contribution of the jet located at high elevation to stratification breakup is
negligible. Releasing the steam in the form of a plume at the bottom is
sufficient to establish natural circulation and to attain a mixed
atmosphere.

11.6 SUAMARY

Analyses presented in this chapter confirm that the maximum
pressures reached in the proposed containment with passive air cooling
remain within the range of design pressures for large dry containments of
currently operating PWRs. The main reasons for the feasibility of air
cooling only is the large free volume, the large heat capacity of the water
pool and the large heat storage capability of internal heat structures,
primarily concrete.
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Future work should also optimize the design, taking into account
economic considerations. A large containment shell with bare walls was
chosen because of its simplicity and satisfactory performance. Simple
solutions are generally less costly. Nevertheless this may not be true for the
large containment, since increasing the containment size leads to a larger
shield building, and hence an increase in cost and construction time for
these structures. A detailed optimization study based on containment
performance and the overall economics may show other passive cooling
options to be preferable. In particular, an option with vertical fins would
allow a significant decrease in containment volume, and cost, while
retaining a high heat transfer rate. Preliminary studies performed by
Babcock Wilcox (B&W) confirmed such a trend [Menaker et. al., 19901.
The alternative of flooding coupled with a vapor suppression system also
offers reduction of containment free volume, and hence cost reduction, as
the preliminary results from Section 11.5.5.2 suggest. Based on similar
studies by Turricchia [Turricchia,19931 a larger in-containment pool
might also prove beneficial and cost effective.

The susceptibility of the air cooling system performance to various
external events such as strong wind effects, tornadoes or blockages of air
inlets and outlets should be also further investigated. However, based on
ANL studies of the Reactor Vessel Auxiliary Cooling System (RVACS) for
LMR applications [Tzanos and Hunsbedt, 19931, the effects of wind are
expected to be small, and can be compensated for by air-intake design.

The CONTAIN run for a 50% reduction in the volume of internal
concrete structures revealed significant sensitivity of the containment
pressure to the amount of concrete present. More detailed design work
needs to take into account more exact consideration of the amount of
concrete and its distribution inside the containment to decrease the
uncertainty associated with concrete heat sinks. Extensive sensitivity
studies with respect to other system data should be also performed in order
to estimate prediction uncertainties, to evaluate the effect of these data on
containment pressure, and to identify the most important variables which
have the best potential for improving containment performance.
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Xxk� QSESSMENT OF ly WR SYSTEM RESPONSE TO
ACCIDENTS

12.1 INTRODUCTION

The main thrust in the conceptual design of the passive pressure tube
LWR was directed towards its performance in a loss of coolant accident
without the replenishment of primary coolant. In practice, there is an
entire spectrum of accidents and situations a reactor must withstand
without core damage, and without releasing any radioactive substances
into the environment. The purpose of this chapter is to assess the PTLWR's
response to the various scenarios which could potentially threaten the core
integrity or the environment, or the economic investment. A
comprehensive evaluation with supporting calculations is a task which
cannot be accomplished within the scope of this work. Therefore, the
evaluation will be done in a comparative manner. The PTLWR concept is
based extensively on CANDU design and has some features common to
PWRs. Consequently, many PTLWR accidents or transients will be almost
identical to those in CANDU or PWRs. Since the CANDU and PWR
scenarios have been extensively analyzed, and are well understood, it will
be assumed that the accidents which do not significantly differ (or are less
challenging) from those of CANDU or PWR can be handled in a satisfactory
manner by the PTLWR concept as well. Only the accidents which are
substantially different from CANDU or PWR scenarios will be pointed out
and studied in more detail.

The accidents will be classified according to EPRI specifications
[Harrison et. al., 19861 into four event categories:

• condition I - normal operation,
• condition II- incidents of moderate frequency,
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• condition III - infrequent events, and
• condition IV - limiting faults.

Normal operation envelopes all modes of planned plant operation
including startup, power operation, refueling, and shutdown. Incidents of
moderate frequency are defined as conditions beyond normal operation
which are expected to occur during one calendar year of plant life. These
incidents should be accommodated with, at most, a reactor shutdown, with
the plant able to return to normal operation after corrective action is taken.
Infrequent incidents are the scenarios that can affect one or more of the
radioactive material barriers. Although these events are not expected to
occur, their occurrence cannot be excluded during the plant lifetime.
Partial fuel element damage may occur but loss of function of the reactor
cooling system or containment barriers is not included in this group.
Limiting fault events are not expected to occur in any nuclear power plant.
These scenarios are postulated events for determining the design basis.

There are other accidents wich are in the beyond design basis category
for current WRs, but may require special analysis. These accidents will be
discussed separately as special events even though they may be handled
within the design basis domain for the PTLWR. Incidents of moderate
frequency, infrequent events, limiting faults, special events and important
design criteria for each event are summarized in Table 12-1.

PTLVV-R primary system performance during normal operation has
been analyzed throughout this work, and will not be further discussed.
Incidents of moderate frequency will be covered in Section 12.2, infrequent
events will be discussed in Section 12.3, limiting fault events will be the
subject of Section 12.4, and special events will be covered in Section 12.5.
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DNBR, system
pressure, FDL'

DNBR, dose

DNBR, FDL

DNBR, system
pressure, FDL

DNBR

System pressure

Time to
pressurizer filling
for operator action

DNBR, system
pressure, dose

DNBR, FDL

DNBR, FDL

Dose

DN-BR

DNBR, FDL, dose

DNBR, FDL

DNBRFDL

Table 12-1 Summary of accidents considered in the PTLWR

(adapted from Harrison et. al., 1986)

Event Criteria

.Incidents of moderate fi-equency

Uncontrolled CRD withdrawal (loss of regulation in
CANDUs)

Inadvertent opening of SG relief or safety valve

Excessive increase in secondary steam flow

Turbine trip, loss of external electrical load,
inadvertent closure of MSIV

Partial loss of forced reactor coolant (RC) flow

Loss of feedwater flow

Chemical and volume control system malfunction

Loss of auxiliary ac power

Increase in feedwater flow or decrease in feedwater
temperature

Inadvertent opening of pressurizer safety or relief
valve

Instrument line break

hffi-equent events

Complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow

Refueling incidents

Flow blockage of a coolant channel

Small break loss of coolant accidents
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Table 12-1 (continued)

I Limiting faults

aFuel Design Limits

12.2 INCIDENTS OF MODERATE FREQUENCY

12.2.1 Uncontrolled CRD Withdrawal (Loss of Regulation)

Inadvertent reactivity insertion by control rods in current LWRs could
be caused by control rod motion or by control rod ejection. Ejection of control
rods is not possible in CANDUs and in the PTLWR since control rods do not
penetrate the pressure boundary (in CANDU, control rods move in guide
tubes submerged in low-pressure, low-temperature moderator; in the
PTLWR control rods move in guide channels in the end reflector).
Therefore the only unplanned reactivity insertion by control rods could be
caused by uncontrolled withdrawal of control rods. Such a transient could
be a result of a reactor control system malfunction. In CANDU units, this
incident is termed "loss of regulation" event. Since the control system of the

Steam line break DNBR,
containment
pressure, dose

RC pump shaft seizure DNBR, system
pressure, dose

Feedwater system pipe break System pressure,
pressurizer water
volume, dose

Large break loss of coolant accident DNBR, FDL

Special Events

Station blackout Core cooling

Anticipated transients without scram Pressurizer
pressure, core
cooling
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PTLWR resembles that of CANDU reactors more than that of PWRs a
comparison with CANDU units will be performed.

In CANDUs, the maximum reactivity insertion rate which can be
obtained from all control rod devices being driven simultaneously out of the
core is 035 mk/s Banerjee and Hancox, 19811. Fast loss of regulation events
are detected and counteracted by neutron power log rate trips, while the
slow events are detected by high neutron power trips. Extensive analyses of
these events show that even reactivity insertion rates of 2mk/s result in
modest neutron power transients before being terminated by the shutdown
systems.

Following CANDU practice, the PTLWR also employs neutron power
log rate and high neutron power trips to terminate power excursions from
uncontrolled withdrawal of control rod banks. The larger magnitude of the
Doppler coefficient in the PTLWR compared to that of CANDU reactors
combined with a large margin to fuel centerline temperature limit would
significantly limit power excursions in the PTLWR concept. Since the
PTLWR fuel is capable of operating in the post-CHF regime, DNBR can be

exceeded without causing fuel damage. Hence, it is expected that events
with uncontrolled withdrawal of control rod banks in the PTLWR concept
should pose ss of a challenge than in CANDUs or in PVYRs.

12.2.2 Inadvertent Opening of SG Relief or Safety Valve

An inadvertent opening of the turbine bypass, relief, or safety valves
with failure to close may cause the depressurization of the main steam
system. This results in an increase in heat removal by the secondary side
and consequent reduction in primary coolant temperature. Since the
PTLWR concept has a negative coolant temperature coefficient, the
cooldown of the primary system leads to reactivity insertion. This process is
similar to that of PWRs, hence the comparison will be made with PWRs
(note that in CANDUs, the process is reversed due to the positive void
coefficient).

An inadvertent depressurization of the main steam system in PWRs
typically leads to an automatic reactor trip on high power level, low DNBR,
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or low SG water level. Pressure and temperature of the primary system
decreases, which leads to a reactivity increase. Typically a secondary
criticality is reached with all scram rods inserted. The safety injection
system is initiated, generally on low steam line pressure, which injects
borated coolant. An increased boron concentration in the coolant then
renders the reactor subcritical.

In the PTLVV-R, cooldown of the primary system results in less reactivity
insertion because the reactivity versus average coolant temperature curve
(from the operating point towards lower temperatures) is flatter than that of
PWR. For a typical temperature decrease of 60 'C for a PVVR, the reactivity
insertion is about 31 mk [Harrison et. al., 19861. It can be deduced from
reactivity versus coolant density curves, presented in Chapter 4 that for the
same temperature decrease of 60'C in the PTLWR concept the reactivity
insertion is about 8mk for the fresh core and 19mk for the equilibrium core.
This much smaller reactivity insertion does not exceed shutdown margins,
and no boron is necessary to make the reactor subcritical. Furthermore the
large decrease in primary system pressure in this scenario will initiate
calandria flooding, and render the reactor deeply subcritical.

12.2.3 Excessive Increase in Secondary Steam Flow

Excessive increase in secondary steam flow is a rapid increase in steam
flow that causes power mismatch between the reactor power and the steam
generator load demand. Typically, the reactor control system is designed to
accommodate a limiting step load increase and ramp load increase (values
depend on reactor vendor). An increase which exceeds the predefined
values leads to reactor trip. In PWRs, excessive increase in secondary
steam flow leads to an increase in reactor power due to negative coolant
temperature feedback, similarly as in the previously discussed case, except
that the transient is much milder. The DNBR is the key criterion to be
satisfied.

In the PTLWR concept, this scenario will result in a smaller power
increase at a lower rate than in a PWR due to the smaller reactivity
insertion upon cold water ingress (see Section 12.2.2). Moreover, the DNBR
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is not a crucial concern for the PTLWR fuel, since it can operate without

damage in the post-CHF regime.

12.2.4 Turbine Trip, Loss of External Electrical Load, and Inadvertent
Closure of AWn Steam Isolation Valve

In the turbine trip event, the turbine stop valves close rapidly (typically
0. 1 second) on loss of trip fluid pressure actuated by one of several possible
turbine trip signals. The reactor is tripped directly (unless below 50%
power) from a signal derived from the turbine stop valves. If a direct reactor
trip signal is not transmitted, the reactor would typically trip on high
primary system pressure. Closure of the turbine stop valves results in a
loss of steam flow and an immediate rise in secondary system pressure and
temperature. The automatic turbine bypass system is initiated to limit the
pressure rise. In U.S. PWRs, it can typically accommodate up to 85 of
rated steam flow. If the turbine trip is, however, actuated by a loss of
condenser vacuum signal, steam dump to the condenser is precluded, and
the turbine bypass system is not available. For such situations, the excess
steam is released to the atmosphere, the main feedwater flow is lost and
feedwater flow is supplied by the auxiliary feedwater system.

A similar scenario to the turbine trip event is a loss of external
electrical load, which results in an automatic fast closure of the turbine
control valves. Since the closure time of these valves is longer than the
closure time of stop valves (approximately 03 seconds), this event leads to a

less severe transient in primary system parameters than for the turbine
trip scenario. Another scenario with similar consequences is the
inadvertent closure of main steam line valves. Since the closure time of the
turbine stop valves is shorter than that of the MSIVs, the turbine trip event
is more limiting. The worst case - turbine trip actuated by loss of condenser
vacuum - will be considered.

The PTLWR concept is similar to CANDU, hence its behavior in a
turbine trip scenario will resemble the behavior of CANDU units, if the
reactor trip is initiated directly from the turbine trip signal. If this trip is
not initiated, the PTLWR reactor will trip from high primary system
pressure, while CANDU reactors may experience a trip from high neutron
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power due to their positive coolant temperature coefficient. A similar
situation is present in Combustion Engineering (CE) or Babcox&Wilcox
(B&W) plants at BOL, since they have a positive coolant temperature
coefficient at BOL. If feedwater is also not available, the PTLWR steam
generators provide a heat sink in the SG secondary side water inventory for
about 25 minutes to remove decay heat (similar to CANDUs), which provide
the operator with sufficient time to establish an alternate heat sink, such as
the shutdown cooling system. The shutdown cooling system has a heat
removal capacity of 7 of operating power and is capable of removing the

heat at full operating pressure.

The question to be resolved in the final design stage is whether to
initiate calandria flooding in a turbine trip event. Since the frequency of this
scenario is not negligible, it is preferable to avoid calandria flooding and to

handle this event by reactor trip and the shutdown cooling system. Hence,
the dead band of the means for flooding actuation should be selected to be
above the pressure peaks expected in turbine trip.

12.2.5 Partial or Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

A partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow can be caused by
mechanical or electrical failure in a reactor coolant pump, or from a fault
in the power supply to the main coolant pump. Partial loss of reactor
coolant flow in CANDU or PTLWR units, e.g., if one main coolant pump
fails, does not significantly affect core cooling because the coolant flow in
the affected circuit can be maintained at approximately 70% of the nominal
value. This characteristic is due to the presence of two main coolant pumps
in one loop; hence if one pump fails, the second pump can maintain the
flow.

In a partial loss of forced flow, an increase in coolant temperature may
occur due to the impaired heat removal rate from the fuel bundles. Hence
the reactor power needs to be decreased to compensate for lower heat
removal rates. This can be accomplished by power cutback to 70% power.
Because of the temporary mismatch between the heat flux and the
decreasing flow through the affected fuel channels, the DNBR margin is
temporarily reduced. The management of this incident is similar to that in
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a CANDU and should not pose any challenge to the PTLVM. The negative
coolant temperature coefficient in the PTLWR will be beneficial since it will
assist in the reduction in neutron power. Failure of both coolant pumps in a
circuit constitutes a complete loss of cooling event, described in Section
12.3.1.

12.2.6 Loss of Normal Feedwater Flow

A loss of normal feedwater can be caused by feedwater pump failure,
valve malfunctions or loss of offsite ac power supply. It results in a
reduction in the heat removal capabilities of the secondary system. The
reactor is tripped on low water level in the steam generator (SG) or on high
pressurizer pressure. Steam generator pressure rises until it is relieved by
atmospheric valves which are automatically opened to the atmosphere. The
condenser for turbine bypass is assumed to be unavailable in this scenario.
The secondary water inventory in steam generators begins to decrease and
auxiliary feedwater pumps are started automatically, typically on low
water level in the SG. If the auxiliary feedwater delivery fails, the CANDU
and PTLWR SG secondary side water inventory provides a heat sink for
about 25 minutes to remove decay heat*. This allows for sufficient time to
establish an alternate heat sink through the shutdown cooling system.
Calandria passive flooding is not necessary, but it is available as a backup if
the shutdown cooling system fails. Handling of this event is similar to
CANDU practice. The negative coolant temperature coefficient in the
PTLWR is beneficial prior to shutdown.

12.2.7 Chemical and Volume Control System Alalfimction

Operator error or a false electrical signal may result in an increase in
reactor coolant inventory through chemical and volume control system
charging pumps. In PWRs, an addition of unborated primary grade water
to the primary system can also lead to boron dilution, and hence to an
addition of positive reactivity. This type of accident is not possible in

*Note that the SG tubes are designed to withstand the full primary system pressure and can

be boiled dry.
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CANDU or PTLWR units because they do not have any chemical shim in
the coolant. An inadvertent increase in reactor coolant inventory is
characterized by increased pressurizer pressure and water level in the
pressurizer. In the most limiting case - if the pressurizer level channel
used for charging control fails in the low direction while charging is under
automatic control - charging flow is at maximum level and the letdown
flow is isolated. The worst postulated failure for this event is typically the
failure of the pressurizer level channel, thus defeating the reactor trip on
two-out-of-three high pressurizer level channels. To prevent filling the
pressurizer solid, the operator must be relied upon to terminate the
charging. In the PTLWR concept, this incident does not differ from that of
CANDU, hence no additional provisions are needed.

12.2.8 Loss of Auxiliary AC Power

A complete loss of nonemergency ac power may result in the loss of
power to the plant auxiliaries, such as the reactor coolant pumps,
condensate pumps, etc. The loss of power may be caused by a complete loss
of offsite grid and simultaneous turbine generator trip. This scenario is
typically more severe than turbine trip since the decrease in heat removal is
accompanied by a flow coastdown, which further reduces the capability of
the primary system to remove heat from the core. The reactor trips and the
plant vital instrumentation is supplied from emergency dc power sources.
Bypass to condensers is assumed unavailable. The steam generator
pressure rises as there is no steam removal until automatic relief valves or
safety valves relieve the secondary steam to the atmosphere. The standby
diesel generators begin to supply plant vital loads, including motor-driven
auxiliary feedwater pumps. Decay heat removal from the core to steam
generators is provided through natural circulation.

The loss of nonemergency ac power event in the PTLWR concept is
similar to that in CANDU. The main difference is in the absence of diesel
generators in the PTLWR concept. Hence the auxiliary feedwater pump
needs to be turbine driven. Passive calandria flooding can serve as a backup
for residual decay heat removal.
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12.2.9 Increase in Feedwater Flow or Decrease in Feedwater Temperature

In PWRs, an increase in feedwater flow results in reduced reactor
coolant temperature and consequently in an increase in reactor power due
to their negative coolant temperature coefficient. This event may be caused
by full opening of a feedwater control valve due to a feedwater control
system malfunction or an operator error, an increase in feedwater pump
speed, or startup of an auxiliary feedwater pump. Similar effects are
experienced to those in events with decrease in feedwater temperature,
which may be caused by a failure of feedwater heaters. The reactor is
typically tripped on high neutron power.

The PTLWR response is comparable to that of a PWR. However, the
power increase will be much less than in a PWR since the reactivity
insertion in cold water ingress events is much smaller than that in PWRs
(see Section 12.2.2 for more details). Moreover, the capability of the fuel
matrix to operate in the post-CHF regime reduces the concern with
decreased DNBR. It is expected that reactor trip will not be needed for these
events.

12.2.10 Inadvertent Opening of Pressurizer Safety or Relief Valve or
Instrument Line Break

The inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve can be
caused by a mechanical failure of the valve, a spurious electrical signal, or
an operator error. It leads to a decrease in reactor coolant system inventory
and a decrease in reactor coolant system pressure. As the pressure drops,
the water in the pressurizer flashes to steam, which is discharged into the
pressurizer relief tank. Pressurizer water level begins to decrease. In
PWRs a reactor trip is typically initiated on low primary system pressure
while in CANDUs the reactor would be tripped on high neutron power.
With respect to its negative coolant void coefficient, the PTLWR behavior in
this scenario would resemble that of a PWR. The reactor will be tripped on
low reactor coolant pressure, however, the pressure decrease with time
would correspond to CANDU behavior due to the similarity in primary
system geometry. Since the pressure decrease is significant in such a
scenario, calandria flooding would be initiated if the operator does not
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identify the problem in time, and does not isolate the discharge by shutting
off the block valves.

Another incident resulting in a similar response of the primary system
is an instrument line break. If the failed instrument line penetrates the
containment, an additional criterion is dose released outside the
containment. Since the PTLWR fuel elements have two barriers to fission
product release to the coolant - SiC coating of fuel particles and SiC coating
of the matrix, the probability of coolant contamination from fission products
should be less than for conventionally clad fuel. The higher neutron flux
results in a higher N16 activity per kg of coolant. Although the amount of
coolant in the core is less than in the CANDU (by about 20%), the coolant
activity is expected to be slightly higher in the PTLVVR than in CANDU.

12.3 ROMQUENT EVFNTS

12.3.1 Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

A complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow may result from
simultaneous loss of electrical supplies to all reactor coolant pumps. Since
it poses a greater challenge to safety limits than the partial loss of forced
reactor coolant flow, it is this event that is typically analyzed. In a complete
loss of forced flow, a rapid increase in coolant temperature may occur due

to the impaired heat removal rate from the fuel bundles. To mitigate this
rapid reduction in coolant flow rate, the pumps are provided with high
rotational inertia. In both CANDUs and PWRs, this increase is terminated
by tripping the reactor to prevent departure from nucleate boiling. The
negative coolant temperature coefficient in a PWR assists in the reduction
in neutron power, early in the accident. However, because of the thermal
capacity of the fuel, the heat flux is reduced more slowly than neutron
power and also slower than the rapid decrease in coolant flow. Therefore,
the DNBR margin is temporarily reduced.

The PTLWR concept retains the CANDU primary system layout, hence
this scenario will be handled in a similar manner as in the CANDU.
CANDU shutdown systems must be designed to respond promptly to
prevent a neutron power increase from its positive coolant void coefficient.
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The negative coolant temperature coefficient in the PTLVYR may allow one
to relax requirements on the scram system. A significant advantage of the
PTLWR concept is the ability of its fuel to operate in the post-CHF regime.
Therefore, even if the CHF margins are not satisfied, the fuel would not
sustain any damage. It is expected that the reactor should be able to
withstand even complete loss of flow without scram while safe fuel matrix
limits are not exceeded. In this scenario, the reactor would be inherently
shut down by the negative Doppler coefficient (enhanced upon voiding) and
negative coolant void coefficient. This expectation needs to be confirmed,
however, by detailed analysis.

12.3.2 Refueling Incidents

On-line refueling requires temporary connection of the fueling
machines onto the primary system. Since during this procedure, the
machines become part of the pressure boundary, failure of the refueling
machines may constitute a breach of the primary system boundary. There
are also failures associated with reclosing the fuel channel. Because these
failures lead to breaks in the pressure boundary, they are considered as
small LOCAs, and will be discussed under small break LOCAs.

Another possible scenario considered in CANDU safety analysis is the
discharge of an entire fuel string of 12 bundles into the containment. The
resulting temperatures of the discharged fuel elements and release of
radioactive material into containment was found to be well within the
containment capability [Banerjee and Hancox, 19811. The high-heat
capacity of the PTLWR fuel elements can accommodate significant heat
generation without cooling before the limiting fuel temperature of 1600 'C is

reached. The analysis of adiabatic fuel matrix heat up from decay heat
generation, presented in Chapter 7 showed that the matrix can remain
without any cooling for several minutes before the temperature at which
increased fission product release is expected, is attained. This could give
the operator time to flood the refueling floor and establish sufficient cooling
of the discharged elements and thus prevent any fission product release. If
no action is taken, the accident would be similar to that analyzed for
CANDU units. However, the amount of fission products contained in the
discharged fuel elements is higher than in CANDU fuel because PTLWR
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equilibrium burnup is about 10 times more while the amount of heavy
metal contained in the fuel elements is only 6 times less. At very high
temperatures, the graphite matrix may catch fire and contribute to the rate
of fission product release. Detailed analysis of this accident should be
performed in future work.

12.3.3 Flow Blockage of a Coolant Channel

Since the CANDU and PTLWR concepts employ separate fuel channels,

which do not communicate in a transverse direction, as do PWR fuel
bundles, hypothetical blockage of the coolant channel during normal
operation could lead to impairment of heat removal from the fuel, and
consequent fuel damage. To prevent the blockage of coolant passages in
CANDU fuel bundles, CANDU units employ inlet strainers with a mesh
size less than the smallest passage in the fuel bundle. Hence, the total
blockage of the fuel channel is highly unlikely. As in CANDUs, the PTLV7R
concept employs inlet strainers to prevent the blockage of the coolant
channels. However, since the parallel coolant channels within a fuel
channel do not communicate in the transverse direction as CANDU coolant
passages do, a hypothetical blockage of one coolant channel is more
challenging than for the CANDU fuel bundle.

To investigate the behavior of fuel elements with blockage of a coolant
channel, a heat transfer model was developed using the finite element
package ALGOR. The model assumes total blockage of one out of eighteen

intermediate coolant channels, which have the smallest flow area and are
thus the most likely to suffer flow blockage. Further it is assumed that the
blockage of this channel is complete, i.e. there is no coolant inside the
channel. This situation was modeled by setting the heat transfer coefficient
in this channel to zero. Figure 12-1 shows the temperature distribution for
an equilibrium core at the plane of maximum power density. The
temperature of the matrix at the coolant channel circumference is raised
from its nominal value of 341'C to 8310C and the maximum fuel centerline
temperature in the fuel compacts in the proximity of the plugged channel is
increased from 1215'C to 1295'C. Both the matrix and fuel centerline
temperature remain below the design limits. Therefore, the PTLWR fuel
element is tolerant to single coolant channel blockage. The plausible
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Figure 12-1 Temperature profile in the PTLWR fuel matrix with one-out-of-
eighteen coolant channels plugged
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performance of the PTLWR fuel in this scenario is the consequence of the
high temperature limits of the matrix and effective heat redistribution to
neighboring coolant channels*.

12.3.4 SmU Loss of Coolant Accidents

Small loss of coolant accidents may be caused by various breaks. In the
CANDU and in the PTLWR, small pipe ruptures are more likely to occur
than in PWRs since the total length of small-diameter primary system
piping is larger. Small LOCAs can occur by failure of a main reactor
coolant pump seal, the failure of a steam generator tube, the failure of a
fuel channel end fitting, and the failure of a feeder. Small LOCAs result in
a loss of reactor coolant system inventory and a primary system pressure
decrease. Since these incidents are similar to inadvertent opening of
pressurizer safety or relief valves, described in Section 12.2.10, they will not
be discussed here.

One particular incident which requires special attention is the
simultaneous break of a pressure tube and its calandria tube, since the
discharge of reactor coolant into the calandria space cover gas may affect
the flooding process. It should be noted that the catastrophic failure of the
pressure tube is highly unlikely since the critical crack length is less than
the wall thickness of the pressure tube. Gas between the pressure tube and
calandria tube serves for continual monitoring of any leak so that crack
initiation can be identified early. The calandria tube may contain the
pressure tube rupture. This has been confirmed by the Pickering accident
where the pressure tube ruptured but the calandria tube remain intact.
However, no credit for calandria tube integrity will be taken in the analysis.
The analysis has been performed using the GOTHIC containment model,
shown in Figure 12-2.

*Note that during normal operation, the azimuthal heat flux profile in the intermediate

coolant channels shows a relatively low heat flux at the location facing the neighboring

coolant channel. Hence, this portion of the heat transfer surface, which is not very effective

during normal operation, becomes efficient if the neighboring channel is plugged.
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Double-ended rupture of a pressure tube is assumed at time zero. The
ruptured pressure tube was selected to be in the top row since this
represents the worst case (note that ruptures at low elevations are
submerged by flood water early, and the steam escaping from the break will
condense, substantially decreasing the pressure rise. The pressure set
points were selected at 028 MPa 0.04 MPa above operating calandria
pressure) for both the flooding valves and safety valves. Since the primary
system pressure is the same as in PVVRs a typical PWR value of the critical
mass flux through the break (Gbreak = 11,400kg/m2-s) and enthalpy at break
discharge have been assumed. The value of mass flux was selected at the
time of the break, i.e., when it is at its maximum, and kept constant
throughout the transient. Similarly, the largest enthalpy value achieved in
PWR blowdown has been chosen and kept constant throughout the entire
transient. Both these assumptions are conservative. In particular, the
mass flux decreases with time, and the pressure tubes have a relatively
large length-to-diameter ratio, which will result in reduced critical flow
rates.

The water level and the calandria pressure following the simultaneous
rupture of the pressure tube and calandria tube are shown in Figure 12-3.
The discharge from the break results in a pressure rise in the calandria.
The higher calandria pressure pushes the water pool into the containment
(not seen on the water level because the water flows through a horizontal
pathway, located at zero elevation) until the pressure set point for both the
flooding valves and safety valves is reached. Mter the valves are opened, the
pressure falls and the calandria space is flooded. The flooding time is only
slightly longer than for the normal flooding process without the in-core
break. This is due to the significantly higher additional flow area of the
safety valves. If the total flow area of the safety valves is decreased by 50%,
flooding of the top rows could not be achieved because of the elevated
calandria pressure needed to discharge break flow through the valves. On
the other hand, it is noted that in case of a pressure tube break, the rate of
discharge of primary system inventory is small, hence the rapid
submergence of the top rows is not crucial, as in the case of a large LOCA.
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2 - Upper containment
3 - Air annulus
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Figure 12-2 Schematic of GOTHIC model for calandria flooding following
in-core pressure tube rupture
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Figure 12-3 Water level in calandria and calandria. pressure following
pressure tube rupture

Rupture of the fuel channel may lead to damage of a neighboring fuel
channel. It has been shown that a channel failure in CANDU units will not
propagate to other pressure tubes [Muzumdar, 1987]. This conclusion
would need to be, however, confirmed for the PTLWR design because the

absence of the moderator outside calandria tubes may make this design
more susceptible to such scenarios.

12.4 LIAHTING FAULTS

12.4.1 Steam Line Break

Postulated hypothetical rupture of a secondary system steam line would
result in a rapid depressurization of the main steam system, and
consequently to a reduction in primary coolant temperature and primary
system pressure. In CANDUs reduced coolant temperature leads to power
reduction while in PWRs and in the PTLWR, it results in reactivity
insertion due to their negative coolant temperature coefficient. The PWR
analysis typically assumes that the most reactive control rod is stuck in its
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fully withdrawn position. In this case, there is a possibility that after
reactor trip, the reactor will become critical and return to power. Since the
reactivity cannot be reduced by control rods, the only means for ultimate
shutdown is an increase of boron concentration. The boric acid is delivered

through the safety injection system. Once sufficient boron is present in the
core to balance the excess positive reactivity from the decreased
temperature of the coolant, the reactor power is reduced until the reactor is
shutdown.

The PTLWR behavior will differ since there is no boron and because of
the different magnitude of the coolant temperature coefficient. The
reactivity insertion will be much less than in a PWR because the PTLWR is

designed to operate closer to the peak on the reactivity versus fuel-to-
moderator volume ratio curve. A typical temperature drop in this event is
about 100'C for a PWR, which corresponds to a reactivity insertion of about

54 mk [Harrison et. al., 19861. For the same temperature decrease of 100'C,
the reactivity insertion for the PTLV;R concept is about 8nik for the fresh
core and 22mk for the equilibrium core. This compares to the 0mk
shutdown margin provided by the scram system. This margin is available
even if all control rods in the power cutback group are stuck. Hence, the
reactor has ample margin to remain subcritical without the need for boron.
Moreover, the large decrease in primary system pressure in this scenario
(typically by 50%) will initiate passive calandria flooding, which will render
the reactor deeply subcritical by 1300nik-

12.4.2 Reactor Coolant Pump Shaft Seizure

Reactor coolant pump seizure is a highly improbable event but it may be
hypothesized that the pump impeller might severely rub on its stationary
member and seize. Following the instantaneous seizure of a reactor coolant
pump shaft, the flow through the affected loop is reduced very rapidly,
leading to a heat transfer mismatch between the heat generation in the fuel
and heat removal from the fuel to coolant, and a consequent drop in the
DNBR. The reactor is tripped on low reactor coolant flow. In CANDUs, the
event is accompanied by an initial power increase due to the positive void
coefficient. CANDU analysis, which assumes one shutdown system
unavailable, shows that transient dryout will occur (MDNBR=0.5) but the
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shutdown system will prevent fuel centerline melt [Shapiro and Jesick,
19791.

In CANDUs, the flow rate in the affected loop is typically reduced to 60%
of its nominal value. Chapter 6 showed that the PTLViR fuel elements can
operate at full power with 50% flow rate, which is a more limiting case than
that resulting from pump seizure. Therefore, the PTLVYR fuel elements are
not affected by this scenario due to their ability to operate in the post CHF
regime.

12.4.3 Feedwater System Pipe Break

A major feedwater line rupture is defined as a break in a feedwater line
which prevents the addition of feedwater to the steam generators to
maintain their shell side fluid inventory. Fluid from the steam generator
may also be discharged through the break. Typically, a break location is
postulated such that it prevents subsequent addition of auxiliary feedwater.
Depending on the size of the break and the plant operating conditions, the
break can cause either an RCS cooldown by an excessive energy discharge
through the break, or an RCS heatup. The latter scenario will be considered
here since excessive RCS cooldowns have been discussed under the steam
line break section.

The event is typically analyzed on the basis of a limiting scenario which
assumes failure of the feedwater control system, the decrease of water
levels in all steam generators until the low-low steam generator level
reactor trip setpoint is reached, and a double-ended rupture of the largest
feedwater line [Harrison et. al., 19861. The residual heat is removed
through boiloff of SG secondary side inventory supplied by auxiliary
feedwater to intact steam generators. The main concern is that no
substantial overpressurization of the primary system occurs. The PTLWR
behavior will be similar to that of CANDU except for the inherent neutron

power decrease due to its negative coolant void coefficient, prior to reactor
trip. In addition to heat removal by boiloff of auxiliary feedwater in the
intact steam generator in a loop, the shutdown cooling system can be
aligned to remove the decay heat. Calandria flooding remains as a passive
backup.
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12.4.4. Large Break Loss of Coolant Accidents

Large loss of coolant accidents may be initiated in the CANDU or
PTLWR by breaks in the reactor inlet header, reactor outlet header or a
pump suction header. LOCA analysis is more complicated in CANDU
systems than in PV;Rs because of the increased complexity of the primary
system. Due to the specifics of CANDU primary system layout, limited
breaks of large pipes may lead to more severe fuel conditions than a full
double-ended break. For example, a 20% break of the inlet header is a
critical stagnation break size which results in a sustained period of flow
stagnation and the highest fuel temperatures, while a 100% break of the
inlet header results in an immediate large flow reversal [Banerjee and
Hancox, 19811. The PTLWR primary system will experience similar
phenomena since its layout is identical to that of CANDU. Since the PTLWR
fuel channels can withstand LOCA regardless of the coolant conditions in
the fuel channels, this situation is of no concern. Analysis in Chapter 7
showed that all critical temperatures in the fuel channel are well below
their design limits even if there is no coolant inside the fuel channels.

The inlet header break is the largest primary system component which
can fail. The capability to accommodate the break of the largest primary
system component in a design basis accident spectrum is an advantage of
the PTLWR over PWRs where the hypothetical catastrophic failure of the
pressure vessel is beyond design basis. Note that failure of pressure tubes,
which replace the pressure vessel in a sense, is also handled as a design
basis accident. Catastrophic failure of the calandria vessel is highly
unlikely since it is a low-pressure vessel (pressure 0.17MPa above
atmospheric). But even if the calandria ruptures it would release the
pressure of the cover gas and result in calandria flooding and reactor
shutdown. The long-term cooling would not be affected, because the
calandria is enclosed by a light water-filled calandria vault with concrete
walls which serves as a shield tank and would prevent the leak of flood
water and subsequent decrease in containment pool water level.
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12.5 SPECLAL EVENTS

12.5.1 Station Blackout

For current LWRs, station blackout is a beyond design basis accident in
a severe accident category which may lead to core damage and ultimately to
containment failure. The accident is characterized by loss of off-site and on-
site power and a failure to start diesel generators. The complete failure of
ac power renders all ac-powered ECCS trains unavailable. The only power
supply available is dc power from batteries until they are depleted (typically
after 34 hours) Both turbine and reactor are tripped, but because the core
decay heat cannot be removed, reactor coolant system pressure and
temperature increase until the point where the primary system inventory
will be released through the pressurizer relief valve. If the offsite power is
not restored or the diesel generator is not recovered, there are no means to
replace the lost inventory and the core will eventually uncover and sustain
damage. If no mitigating measures are applied, the molten corium may
melt through the vessel (or even through the containment wall) and
pressurize the containment which may fail. In CANDU reactors, decay
heat from the fuel channels can be removed to the moderator, which
provides a heat sink for several hours, even if all coolant is lost while the
fuel channel boundary remains intact. Fuel will be severely damaged in
such an event but would not melt. However, if the cooling of the moderator
cannot be maintained in the long term, the moderator would begin to boil
and be eventually expelled from the calandria, which would lead to
overheating of the fuel channels and their slumping onto the calandria
bottom [Snell et. al., 19881.

The PTLWR design does not rely on any ac power source for ultimate
decay heat removal. Therefore, it can cope with the station blackout
sequence indefinitely without sustaining core damage. This scenario can be
included in the design basis domain. It is noted, however, that a risk
analysis of the core damage frequency needs to include a very unprobable,
but physically possible event - failure to initiate flooding. Failure to flood
the calandria would lead to core damage and is beyond design basis.
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12.5.2 Anticipated Transients without Scram

An anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) is an expected incident
with a concurrent failure of the reactor protective system (RPS). The RPS,
which automatically trips the reactor if variations and trends of important
plant parameters indicate the existence of a situation potentially damaging
to the reactor, is very unlikely to fail because it is actuated by numerous
independent and diverse system parameters, it consists of several
redundant channels, and is fabricated to the highest possible standard for
power reactor euipment. ATWS events are not design basis events.

Since the ATWS scenarios encompass a wide spectrum of anticipated
transients, they will not be described here. Instead, only common
characteristics of two different groups of accidents - ATWS transients
which result in RCS pressure increase and ATWS transients which lead to
RCS pressure decrease will be discussed.

The ATWS events with increasing pressure are characterized by a
mismatch between the reactor power and the heat removal from the reactor
coolant system. In PWRs the events of greatest concern are typically the
complete loss of feedwater flow or the complete loss of flow event. The
heatup of the RCS depends on reactor power, which in turn depends on
reactivity feedback dictated by the fuel and coolant temperature changes as
well as coolant density changes. In CANDUs, the positive coolant void
coefficient exacerbates the pressure peak. The increase in primary system
pressure typically causes opening of pressurizer relief valves and primary
safety valves. The increase in the primary system pressure is expected to be
high. For example, a complete loss of feedwater ATWS in a CE PWR results
in a pressure increase of about 80% in time period of about 90 seconds
[Harrison, 19861.

An ATWS with pressure-increase-type event in the PTLVTR is expected
to be much less severe than in a PWR or CANDU for the following reasons:

the operator has an independent, diverse shutdown system by means
of calandria flooding (note that in addition to passive flooding
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initiation, the operator can always initiate flooding from the control
room),

• automatic flooding is initiated by high reactor pressure (although
later than could have been done by the operator) if the operator does
not initiate passive flooding, and consequent reactor shutdown, and

• the PTLVV-R has a higher negative Doppler coefficient (about 60%)
which is further increased on coolant density reduction,
accompanied by primary system heatup.

On the other hand, the negative coolant temperature coefficient is about
40% less than in a PWR, thus leading to a smaller power reduction from
coolant feedback. Overall, the combined feedback from the Doppler
coefficient and coolant temperature coefficient is higher due to the higher
Doppler coefficient. Therefore, the maximum pressure peak is expected to
be less, even if the negative reactivity insertion from flooding is not
considered. The key factor in reducing the primary pressure peak is,
nevertheless, the flooding process which can shut down the reactor in
several seconds (note that full reactor shutdown is achieved once the flood
water covers two bottom rows of fuel channels, which happens in less than
2 seconds from the time of passive valve opening). Therefore, the coolant
system pressure rise in the PTLWR is expected to be much less than that of
a PWR or CANDU.

The decreasing pressure category of ATWS events is characterized by
uncontrolled removal of energy from the primary system through a stuck
open pressurizer relief valve or a small primary system pipe break. Reactor
coolant system pressure and reactor density decreases. In PWRs, this
results in a negative reactivity insertion. When saturation pressure is
reached, increased void formation further reduces reactor power due to the
negative void coefficient. On the other hand, in CANDUs this accident leads
to positive reactivity insertion from the positive void coefficient, and CANDU

designers must rely only on the Doppler coefficient to terminate the neutron
power rise.

As in the case of ATWS with pressure increase events, the PTLWR
concept is able to handle this accident without exceeding fuel channel
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design limits. This has been confirmed in Chapter 7 where the more
severe loss of cooling scenario without scram has been studied.

12 6 SUbMARY

This Chapter has discussed the behavior of the proposed PTLWR
concept in various accident scenarios. The accidents were treated in three
categories according to EPRI specifications - incidents of moderate
frequency, infrequent events, limiting faults and a separate category of
special events. The discussion has been conducted in a comparative
manner with PWR and CANDU reactor types.

In the incidents with an increase in heat removal by the secondary
system, the PTLWR behaves similarly to a PWR, but it will exhibit less of a
neutron power increase prior to reactor trip due to smaller reactivity
insertion for the same coolant temperature drop. For accidents with a
decrease in heat transfer by the secondary system, the PTLWR retains the
capability of CANDU units which employ a shutdown cooling system able to
remove decay heat at full pressure, and large shell side SG inventory,
which provides a heat sink for about 25 minutes before boiloff, thus allowing
adequate time to align the shutdown cooling system. In addition, the
PTLWR has an independent passive flooding system as a backup. The
power peak prior to reactor trip will be less than that of CANDU due to the

negative coolant temperature coefficient.

Accidents with decrease of reactor coolant flow rate do not pose any
particular challenge to the PTLWR concept because its fuel elements can
operate in post-CHF condition even at full power without exceeding fuel
design limits. Therefore, even in the event of a hypothetical main coolant
pump shaft seizure, no damage of the PTLWR fuel elements occurs while
for a PWR and CANDU, partial fuel damage is predicted. The ability of the
PTLWR fuel elements to operate in the post-CHF regime is a significant
advantage, which makes the PTLVVR fuel resistant to failure in most of the
accidents where the DNBR criterion is challenged.

Potential reactivity accidents in PWR, CANDU and PTLWR units are
summarized in Table 12-2. An advantage of the PTLWR over a PWR is that
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no pressure assisted control rod ejections are possible. Also, all the
reactivity incidents associated with the dilution or removal of coolant or
moderator poison are eliminated.

The major contribution of the PTLWR is its capability to handle ATWS
and station blackout - the major contributor to the core damage frequency
in current PWRs and CANDUs - without sustaining core damage. This is
primarily due to the redundant, diverse reactor shutdown provided by
means of passive flooding, which concurrently provides a heat sink for
long-term decayheat removal. Moreover, the path which links the heat
sink to the core is entirely independent of the normal reactor core cooling
system, hence it does not require any depressurization, and is not
interfered with by the coolant escaping from the core through the break in
the form of a two-phase mixture or steam flow. Also, the absence of a large
pressure vessel eliminates the hypothetical catastrophic failure of a large
pressure vessel and allows us to handle a break of the pressure boundary
anywhere in the plant as a design basis event.

Table 12-3 gives a summary of behavior for various classes of accidents
for the PTLWR and the key advantageous factors.

Table 12-2 Potential reactivity accidents in PVVR, CANDU and PTLWR

(adapted from IAEA, 1993)

Class of PWR CANDU PTLWR
accidents

Control system Control rod bank Control rod Control rod
failure withdrawal bank bank

withdrawal or withdrawal
drain of liquid
zones

Control rod Pressure assisted N/A N/A
(cluster) ejection control rod cluster

ejection due to housing
failure
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Class of
accidents

PWR CANDU PTLWR

Table 12-2 (continued)

Coolant/
temperature and
void effects

Dilution or
removal of
coolant/
moderator poison

Miscellaneous

Increase in heat
removal by
secondary side

*Steam line break

Transients during
operation with
positive moderator
temperature
coefficient

*Inadvertent poison
removal

*Injection of diluted
accumulator or
refueling water at
shutdown

eInjection of diluted
water after LOCA

9 Loss of
primary
coolant

e Core coolant
flow rate
decrease

eIncrease in
heat removal
by secondary
side

*Steam line
break

9 Inadvertent N/A
poison
removal

*Channel
rupture
when the
moderator is
poisoned

e Ingress of secondary
water

*Restart of primary
coolant pumps with
cold dilute water in
loop

Misloading fuel
assemblies

*Accidents
when control
rods are
grossly
misPositioned

None
identified
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Class of accidents PTLWR
behavior
similar to:

Major advantageous aspects

Mechanism New limits Ultimate

Table 12-3 Smmary of PTLWR behavior for various class of accidents with
the key advantageous aspects.

Uncontrolled CRD
withdrawal

Decrease in heat
removal by the
secondary system

Increase in heat
removal by the
secondary system

Decrease in reactor
coolant system flow
rate

CANDU except
for positive void
coefficient

CANDU except

for positive void
coefficient

PWR

CANDU except

for positive void

coefficient

Can
operate in
post-CHF
regime

No pressure
ejection,

large
negative
Doppler

coefficient

Negative void
coefficient

Small
reactivity

insertion on
coolant

temperature
decrease

Negative void

coefficient

Can
operate in
post-CHF
regime

Can
operate in
post-CHF
regime

Flooding

Flooding

Can
operate in
post-CHF
regime
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Table 12-3 (continued)

IDecrease in reactor
coolant inventory

Increase in reactor
coolant inventory

Channel plugging

Refueling accidents

LOCAs

Accidents with
ATWS

Station blackout

CANDU except
for positive void
coefficient

CANDU

CANDU

CANDU

CANDU except

for positive void
coefficient

CANDU except
for positive void
coefficient

CANDU except
for positive void
coefficient

Negative void
coefficient

Can
operate in
post-CHF
regime

Flooding

No boron

Can
operate in
post-CHF
regime

Can
operate in
post-CHF

regime

Negative void

coefficient

Negative void
coefficient

No ac power

source
needed

Fuel does

not require
presence l

coolant

Can
operate in
post-CHF
regime

Fuel does
not require
presence 

coolant

Flooding

Flooding,
diverse

shutdown

Flooding,
decay heat

I. dump to
ambient

indefinitely
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ECONOAHC CONSIDERATIONS

13.1 MMODUCTION

Although the primary thrust in the development of the passive pressure
tube LWR was increased safety, one needs to bear in mind that the reactor
must first be economic and then be safe. Hence, an approximate economic
evaluation is needed to establish a baseline for its economic performance
and compare it with other operating reactors.

Power costs from nuclear power plants have three primary
components:

*fuel cycle cost,
*capital cost, and
*operation and maintenance cost.

The purpose of this Chapter is to make an assessment of these components.
The latter two items represent an extensive project, which cannot be
addressed in detail within the framework of this work. Therefore, only
qualitative estimates, based on comparison with currently operating
CANDU reactors, will be given.

13.2 FUEL CYCLE COST ESTENIATE

Figure 13-1 shows the calculational schematic for a materials balance
for the once-through fuel cycle and the nomenclature used in this Chapter.
The assessment of fuel cycle cost assumes no fuel reprocessing, as is
current practice in the U.S. The only cost from the back end materials
balance is the cost of indefinite storage of the spent fuel, which is the de
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M 1 (kg)U02

1 (losses)

N12= ml 1.11) 270/238

U02

M3= M2/(I-J�) 352/270

x p

UF6 Product, p

L 2 (losses)

xP_xW
M4=m 3 X X -

f 
Feed, f

x f 071 1%)

UF6 W

x W 0.2%)

3 (losses)

Molecular weights:280.67/352

U 238

Figure 13-1 Material balance for once-through fuel cycle

1/3 = 280.67
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PWR CANDU CE-CANDU PTLWR

Electrical Power (MWe) 1100 2069 1260 1260

Thermal Power (MWO 3300 600 4029 3899

Thermal efficiency M 33.3 29 31.3 32.4

Enrichment, w/o 4.15 0.711(nat) 1.2 7

Avg.discharge burnup (MWd/MT) 45000 7500 19750 77000

Capacity factor 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9

In-core residence time (yr) 4.06 1.05 2.479 1.88

Core heavy metal loading(MT/GWe) 79 158.3 131.8 24.6

Fuel throughput (MT/GWe-yr) 19.5 151 53.2 13.1

U308 requirements (MT/GWe-yr) 166.7 167.3 115.3

facto status facing utilities in the U.S. Also, the 1mill/kWhr DOE waste
disposal fee, which is the same for all reactors and fuel designs, has not
been assessed. Reactors considered for comparison are a typical PVT, and
a CANDU unit for both natural and slightly enriched uranium* fuel.
General reactor performance specifications are smmarized in Table 13-1.

Table 13-1 General reactor specifications for PV*TR, CANDU, CE-CANDU,
and PTLWR design.

The discharge burnup for the dry calandria design was calculated by
combining the MCNP and ORIGEN2 codes, as described in Chapter 4. The
discharge burnup can be approximated by a linear equation

Bd = 25 17.33 (e-4) (MWd/kg) (13-1)

*The CE-CANDU design was taken as a reference case for a CANDU with SEU fuel
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Enrichment W 4 6 7 8 9 10 12

Bd (MWd/kg) - 25 56 77 94 112 129 164

where e is enrichment in %. The constants in Eq. 13-1) were calculated
using the MCNP+ORIGEN2 discharge burnup results evaluated for three
different enrichments: 4 6, and 7. Table 13-2 shows the discharge
burnup as a function of enrichment.

Table 13-2 Discharge burnup versus enrichment for the dry calandria
design

In-core residence time in Table 13-1 was calculated from the relation

Bd (MWd/MT) Ml (MT)
Pth (MWth) 365 F (13-2)

where Ml is core heavy metal loading, Pth is thermal power and Fc is the

capacity factor.

The last three items in Table 13-1 were normalized to 1000 Mwe, i.e., 1We,

for easy comparisons, i.e.,

• core loading

M MI (MT) 1000 (Mwe)
P, (Mwe) (13-3)

• fuel throughput

I
Ml (MT)

IC 1 (13-4)

* and U308 requirements, following the calculations shown on
balance in Figure 13-1

Ml (MT) XP - xw 280.67 1102 ST 1000 (MWe)
M5 = -

(I-Lj)(1-L2)(1-L3) Xf - Xw 238 IMT P, (MWe)

the material

(13-5)
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PWR CANDU CE-CANDU PTLWR

Table 13-3 Economic parameters for once-through fuel cycle

Yellowcake price ($/kg)

Separative work including conversion
($/Svvru)

Fabrication ($/kg)

Indefinite storage ($/kg)a

Carrying charge rate (%)

Tails assay M)

Fabrication loss M

Conversion loss

50 50

110 -

50 50

110 110

300c

143

200 66b

143 143 143

12 12 12 12

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

0 0

0.05 0.05

0 0

0.05

2

1

0.5

-2

0.05

2

1

0.5

-2

Years prior to commercial use:
*procure yellowcake
*complete enriching and conversion
*complete fabrication
*complete spent fuel storage (cask)

2

1

0.5

-2

1

0.5

-2

a Taken from [Pilat, 19931.

b Taken from [Boczar and Dastur, 19931.

c Estimated 50% higher than the fabrication of PWR fuel. Note, however,
that this estimate carries a large uncertainty. It is based on 1974
fabrication cost of HTGR fuel elements [Guentay, 19751. Fifty percent
difference between the fabrication cost of HTGR fuel elements and that of
PWR fuel elements in the 1974 is assumed to remain the same in 1994
dollars. This uncertainty is very difficult to reduce at this stage, since no
mass production of HTGR (let alone PTLWR) fuel elements is in place,
and what information is available is proprietary.
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The economic parameters used in the evaluation of fuel cycle cost are
summarized in Table 13-3.

-Fuel cycle cost was calculated using the materials balance shown in
Figure 13-1 for the materials flow and unit costs given in Table 13-3. The
amount of irradiated fuel, M6, is assumed to be the same as the amount of
fuel loaded to the reactor, Ml (the decrease in heavy metal weight due to
burnup is small compared to the total heavy metal weight, and is therefore
neglected, as is customary). The amount of SU was calculated from the
SVV'U balance shown in Figure 13-2 as

SW = V(xp + V(XW) f V(Xf) (13-6)

where

V(x = (1-2x) In(I-x
). (13-7)

P

x P

Product

Feed

x f 071 %)

W

x W 0.2%)

Figure 13-2 Parameters for SWU balance

Carrying charges are added (relative to the midpoint of irradiation) as
follows

Chargei = Costj (ATj r + 'C r) (13-8)
2
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where Costi is the total cost of item i, r is the carrying charge rate, and ATi
is the time interval between the time item i is paid for and the time of fuel
insertion into the core (in case of fuel disposal, ATi is the time between fuel
discharge and the time expenses for fuel disposal are paid for).

The fuel cycle cost formulae have been incorporated into a computer
code. The results are summarized in Table 13-4. The fuel cycle cost of the
PTLV;R fuel is in the range of PWR fuel cycle costs, and higher than that of
CANDUs. Since there is a significant uncertainty in the fabrication cost of
the PTLWR fuel elements, the sensitivity of the total fuel cycle cost to this
item is plotted in Figure 13-3. It can be seen that even if the fabrication cost
is doubled, the PTLWR fuel would still remain competitive (a total fuel cycle

cost of 5.9mills/KWhr). The fuel cycle cost for the PTLWR fuel can be
decreased by increasing the enrichment. This can be observed in Figure
13-4, which shows fuel cycle cost and U308 requirements as a function of
enrichment. Since the particle fuel can withstand burnups to about 100
MWd/kg, the current burnup, 77 MWd/kg, can be increased, without
exceeding fuel burnup limits. However, it has been shown in Chapter 4 that
increasing the enrichment increases the local power ripple when the fresh
fuel bundle is inserted into the core. This power ripple can be further
reduced by using burnable poison in the fresh fuel bundles and by
introducing more sophisticated refueling schemes. Thus the higher
enrichment can be tolerated. In any event, the gain in fuel cycle cost is not
very substantial because the cost versus burnup curve becomes flatter for
enrichments beyond 7. Consequently, the option of increasing enrichment
was not pursued further, at this conceptual stage.

An interesting point to note is that the LEU CANDU fuel cycle cost does
not show a big advantage over PWR fuel. Although the front end cycle cost
is considerably less than that of a PWR, including the price for spent fuel
storage increases the total fuel cycle cost of CANDUs substantially. This is
because of the very high heavy metal throughput for CANDU reactors
fueled by natural uranium. This high throughput is the consequence of
very low achievable burnup, but it can be significantly decreased using
slightly enriched uranium (SEU) fuel, as can be clearly observed from Table
13-4. In contrast, the PTLWR design has the lowest heavy metal throughput
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PWR CANDU CE-CANDU PTLWR
(LEU) (SEU)

Cost of yellowcake (mills/kWhr) 1.60 1.14 0.84 1.50

Cost of enrichment and 2.87 0 0.60 3.10
conversion (mills/kWhr)

Cost of fabrication (mills/kWhr) 0.72 1.30 0.65 0.58

Cost of post-irradiation storage 0.20 1.90 0.59 0.15
(mills/kWhr)

Total cost (mills/kWhr) 5.39 4.34 2.68 5.33

Including D20 inventory cost - 6.82 5.16 -

Table 13-4 Comparison of fuel cycle cost for PTLVVT with PWR and
CANDUs

Note: costs do not include the
disposal fee

federally mandated lmills/kWhr waste

(an order of magnitude lower than CANDU). This may play an important
role in the future, where the price of spent fuel disposal is likely to increase

because of growing environmental concerns. On the other hand, the
PTLWR fuel is the most radioactive (per kgHM) but the best-protected, by
two barriers: the SiC coating of the particle fuel and the SiC coating of the
graphite matrix. It should be also pointed out that the indefinite storage
charge on a kg of heavy metal basis slightly favors the PTLWR fuel, which
has small heavy metal loading. If this item is costed per unit volume,
relative to LWR fuel the total fuel cycle cost would be higher than the
tabulated value 5.90 mills/kWhr).

Table 13-4 shows two levels for total CANDU fuel cycle costs. The second
cost includes the price of heavy water for CANDUs. Heavy water cost may
be included in either the capital cost or in the fuel cycle cost. In this work, it
will be included in the fuel cycle cost. The inventory of heavy water for a
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1260 MWe plant is 818,516.6 kg [Shapiro and Jesick, 19791, which gives 650

kg/MWe. Using a current price of heavy water of $250/kg a capacity factor
of 09 and a carrying charge rate of 12%/year yields

650 kg/MWe 250 $/kg) 1000 mills/$ 0.12 yrl) = 248 mills/kWhr
10OOkWe/MWe 8766 hr/yr 09 (13-9)

which needs to be added to the fuel cycle cost of CANDU reactors. This gives
a fuel cycle cost for CANDU of 682 mills/kWhr, and for CE-CANDU 516
mills/kWhr. Although CE-CANDU fueled with slightly enriched uranium
exhibits the lowest fuel cycle cost among the four reactors investigated here,
the advantage is not so significant if the cost of heavy water inventory is
included. There are other costs associated with heavy water such as losses
and cost of upgrading which are usually included in operational and
maintenance costs. If instead allocated against the fuel they would add
another penalty of about 020 mills/kWhr (see Section 13.4).

13.3 CAPITAL COST: QUALITATIVE ESTEVIATE

Since the development of a detailed capital cost estimate is an extensive
project and it is not the purpose of this work, only a qualitative evaluation
will be made. Shapiro and Jesick (Shapiro and Jesick, 19791 performed an
economic study of the capital cost of large HWR for U.S. siting. They report
the overnight capital cost of a 1260 MWe HWR (excluding the heavy water
inventory) to be $587/kWe in 1978 dollars. This compared to $543/KWe for a
1256 MWe PWR plant. The 8% higher capital cost of CANDU was attributed

primarily to

eprimary system piping,
*refueling machines,
*large moderator heat rejection system,
*D20 upgrader, and
o lower net efficiency.

Among these, the moderator rejection system and D20 upgrader are
eliminated in the dry calandria design and the thermodynamic efficiency is
increased to PWR levels by increasing the primary system pressure and
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eliminating heat losses in the moderator. However, there is an additional
cost for the large graphite reflector and additional cooling channels
running through the radial reflector, plus the safety-grade passive flooding
valves and cover gas control system. Hence, it is expected that the capital
cost of the dry calandria design would remain slightly higher than for a
PVTR in 1978 dollars.

The elimination of diesel generators, emergency core cooling system
trains and associated safety-grade equipment in the dry calandria design
should lead to cost reduction. Also, the substantial present experience and
advances realized from designing CANDU 3 where emphasis is put on
plant simplification and cost reduction, could be applied to the dry
calandria design. But since similar trends can be observed in current
advanced PWR designs, it is not expected that this would lead to significant
cost benefits over PWRs. The benefit of the proposed PTLWR is the large
power rating achievable without the necessity of having an ECCS, since the
reactor can survive LOCA without conventional emergency core cooling.
This large power rating together with the absence of diesel generators and
all redundant emergency cooling trains could result in a capital cost per
kWe benefit compared to that for advanced passive LWRs, which also
eliminate diesel generators and active ECCS, but have relatively small
power output.

13.4 OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS: QUALITATIVE
ESTIMATE

Similarly as in the previous section, only a relative comparison of
operating and maintenance (O&M) cost will be done. Shapiro and Jesick
evaluated &M cost in 1979 for both the PWR and CANDU. They give the
numbers of 176 mills/KVThr for PWR and 213 mills/KWhr for CANDU.

Thus the &M cost for CANDUs was about 21% higher than that of PWRs
in the 1970s. The difference is attributed to

eirrecoverable losses of D20,

*cost of upgrading recoverable losses, and
*the maintenance cost of refueling machines.
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Typically, 1% of the D20 inventory is lost per'year, which gives

(0.01) 650 kg/MWe 250 $/kg) 1000 mills/$ = 0.20 ills/kWhr
10OOkWe/MWe 8766 hr/yr 09 (13-10)

The cost of upgrading constitutes approximately 0. 1 mills/kWhr
[Shapiro and Jesick, 19791. Hence, the D20 related maintenance is
responsible for the major difference between PWR and CANDU &M cost 

i.e., for about 16% of the total &M cost. The remaining difference is 5%.
For the dry calandria design with H20, all heavy water related costs are
eliminated. Therefore, the operational and maintenance cost of the dry
calandria design is expected to be only slightly higher than for PWRs,
mainly because of the refueling machines and more complicated primary
system piping. The &M cost has increased recently in both PWRs and
CANDUs , but it is assumed here that the proportions have remained the
same.

Note that the elimination of diesel generators and associated safety
grade electrical systems in the dry calandria design should reduce &M
cost. Since it is difficult to quantify the exact amount, and since the same
reduction is expected for the advanced passive LWRs, this reduction was
not taken into account in this assessment.

13.5 SUARdARY

An estimate of fuel cycle cost and a qualitative assessment of the capital
and operation and maintenance costs for the proposed PTLWR concept have
been performed. An assessment of the fuel cycle cost suggests that the fuel
cycle cost for the PTLWR fuel falls in the range of current PWRs. The
fabrication cost of the PTLWR fuel elements is not available and better
quantification is not possible at this stage because mass production of fuel
elements of this type is not in place. Since only a rough cost estimate of this
item has been made, the final fuel cycle cost will be subject to revision of the
fabrication cost, and may be higher than the values given here. For
example, doubling the fabrication cost could increase the PTLVVR total fuel
cycle cost from 533 to 591 mills/kMrhr. This is still competitive, especially if
the higher burnup capability of the fuel can be explored. The capital and
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O&M costs are expected to be slightly higher than those for PVVR plants, due
to more complicated primary system piping and the large refueling
machines.
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OV ERALL SUAMARY DESCRIPTION OF THE
INTEGRATED PTLWR DESIGN

14.1 U4MODUCTION

The passive Pressure Tube Light Water Reactor (PTLWR) is an
innovative light water cooled and moderated reactor concept having a large
power rating, developed with strong emphasis on passive safety. The main
effort is directed towards the reactor's ability to reliably discharge decay
heat to the ultimate heat sink without the need for replenishment of
primary coolant in loss of coolant accidents while ensuring the integrity of
the fuel and reusability of major reactor components. Additionally, it is
required that the accidents leading to large temperature increases result in
inherent reactor shutdown.

This chapter gives a technical summary of the integrated PTLWR
design. Section 14.1 reviews the major goals and the strategy adopted in
attaining the key objective of retaining fuel integrity in loss of coolant
accidents (LOCAs) without delivering primary coolant to the fuel bundles.
The overall reference design is described in Section 14.2, followed by a list of

the main design parameters. The concept exhibits some unique physics
characteristics, which are summarized in Section 14.3. Section 14.4 is
focused on thermal hydraulic characteristics of a fuel channel during
normal operation. Fuel channel behavior during LOCA is discussed in
Section 14.6. The PTLWR employs a large light water pool in the
containment, which passively enters the low-pressure calandria to provide
redundant reactor shutdown and a heat sink. The flooding process will be
discussed in Section 14.7. Section 14.8 is devoted to containment design and
the performance of its passive cooling system. The behavior of the PTLVVR
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concept in various accident scenarios is briefly reviewed in Section 14.9.
Comparison with other reactor designs will be presented in Section 14.10.

14.2 EEY OBJECTIVES AND RATIONALE

The key objective of this work was to design a passive, light water-cooled
and moderated nuclear power reactor having a power rating of at least
1000 MWe that can ensure integrity of the fuel and reusability of the major
reactor components without the requirement for replenishment of primary
coolant inventory. In addition, the reactor physics characteristics should
satisfy the fundamental requirement that power increase leads to inherent
reactivity reduction and accidents leading to large temperature increases
should lead to inherent reactor shutdown. Since, independent of the level of
safety, any nuclear power plant contains radioactive material and involves
a certain amount of risk, and because one cannot rule out what is
physically possible, the objective of the design is also to reduce the risk of
severe accidents and their consequences to extremely improbable values by
retaining conventional defense in depth, i.e., to put as many barriers
between the fuel and the environment as possible to prevent fission product
release.

The achievable power rating of nuclear reactors is limited by their
capability to remove generated power at the location of highest power
density without exceeding safe temperature limits on the cladding and the
fuel. The traditional approach is to establish a nominal power such that
these safe limits are not exceeded, both during steady state operation and
plant transients. To stay within safe limits in loss of coolant accident
scenarios, the practice is to replenish primary coolant inventory rapidly
with emergency coolant (either by active or by passive means). The
approach presented here is based on the postulate that the fuel elements
should safely survive the total loss of coolant, hence eliminating the
necessity of primary coolant replenishment. As a result, an additional
constraint on the achievable reactor power output arises. This constraint
stems from the requirement that voided fuel elements must be capable of
dissipating the decay heat by natural phenomena such as conduction,
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radiation, and convection in steam/air mixtures, without exceeding safe
temperature limits.

The rated core power which would satisfy this requirement can be
increased by increasing the maximum temperature limit of fuel cladding,
the effective thermal conductivity of voided fuel bundles, the heat capacity of
fuel bundles, by decreasing the distance between the fuel bundle centerline
and the heat sink, and by decreasing the power peaking factor. The first
three desirable characteristics were achieved by introducing coated particle
fuel in compacts placed in a solid matrix with separate coolant channels. A
significant reduction of the heat conduction path between the voided fuel
and the heat sink can be achieved by introducing small-radii fuel modules
enclosed in a pressure boundary and located in a low pressure heat sink. A
considerable decrease in peaking factor can be attained through enhanced
neutron streaming by increasing core void fraction during normal
operation. The application of all the above principles in a coherent way lead
to the design of the pressure tube LWR, which will be described next.

14.3 DESIGN DESCRIPTION AND MAIN DESIGN PARAMETERS

A schematic of the passive pressure tube LWR, also called the dry
calandria design, is shown in Figure 14-1. Note that Figure 14-1 is highly
schematic to show the principle of operation rather than the actual
arrangement. To build on proven technology to the largest extent possible,
the proposed design is based on CANDU reactors. It consists of fuel
channels, calandria vessel, shield tank and an entire primary system very
similar to those of CANDU units. There are, however, several major
features which differ from current CANDU designs. These include

• dry calandria, with no moderator, surrounded by a solid reflector
and connected by a gas lock to a large water pool,

• passive means to flood the calandria,
• passively air-cooled large containment, and
• fuel matrix in the pressure tube.

Under normal operation, the dry calandria space is filled with a gas
under pressure slightly above atmospheric. The calandria bottom is
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2 Steam generator
3 Fail-safe fluid-operated passive valve
4 Main coolant pump

outlet

air intake air intake

Not to scale

HX I heat exchanger to maintain containment water at 40'C during operation

Figure 14-1 Schematic of the passive pressure tube LWR - overall concept
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equipped with passages ith extended vertical walls submerged in a large
water pool in the containment (designated the containment water pool), the
temperature of which is maintained at about 40'C. During normal
operation, the containment water level is kept below the calandria bottom in
the space within the extended vertical walls by maintaining the gas
pressure in balance with the containment water column. The pressure
level is maintained by a de powered blower.

To minimize neutron losses, the calandria space is surrounded by a
graphite reflector with an inner liner. The reflector is internall heated by
neutrons and gamma rays during operation and must be continually
cooled. The temperature of the graphite reflector is maintained sufficiently
high (above 300'C) to eliminate stored energy buildup in the graphite. The
axial reflector is cooled by the coolant in the pressure tubes penetrating the
reflector. Cooling of the radial reflector is accomplished by non-fueled
pressure tubes. Note that the high reflector temperature enables one to
recover practically all the heat generated in the reflector, and hence
improve plant efficiency. Finally, the calandria is submerged in a shield
tank which attenuates neutrons escaping from the graphite reflector.

Figure 14-2 shows the reactor operation during LOCA. Upon a pre-defined
disturbance of the primary system conditions the gas is released from the
calandria, resulting in calandria flooding. Calandria flooding has four
important purposes:

• it ensures the removal of decay heat from the calandria tubes by
boiling, evaporation and subsequent condensation on containment
walls during an accident,

• it shuts down the reactor (if still operating) and renders it deeply
suberitical by excessive neutron absorption (even in the boiling
mode)',

Note that the flooding water is non-borated, and still rovides a negative reactivity of about 250 P, once

all pressure tubes are fully covered.
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• it provides a large amount of water, which stores a considerable
amount of decay energy, thus substantially reducing the heat rate
transported through the containment walls early in the accident, and

• it considerably reduces the decay heat load on the fuel matrix (by
about 40%) by absorbing a large portion of gamma heating which
would have been otherwise deposited in the fuel matrix.

Once the temperature of the flooding water in the calandria gets close to
saturation, steam which begins to escape from the calandria will condense
on containment walls, and the condensate returns to the water pool,
completing the heat transport circuit. The containment steel shell is cooled
by an annular air chimney created by the space between the steel shell and
the protective prestressed concrete shell. The containment decay heat
removal system must handle both the full blowdown of the primary system
and the decay heat generated in the core.

The actual arrangement of the calandria must provide for sufficient
neutron shielding of upper decks, and space for refueling machines, as
well as other equipment rooms. Furthermore, the water level below the
calandria bottom should not be openly exposed to neutron flux in the
calandria space to minimize parasitic losses. Calandria shielding can be
achieved in the same manner as in existing CANDU reactors, by a light
water shield in the concrete vault which supports the calandria. In the dry
calandria design, the vault needs to be larger due to its additional graphite
reflector. Figure 14-3 shows a cross section of the calandria, concrete vault

and graphite reflector with the proposed arrangement of the passages for
the intakes of flooding water and gas exhausts.

Several means to initiate flooding of the calandria are possible. A
passive fluid-operated fail-safe valve, such as shown in Figure 14-4, could
accomplish this purpose. The valve works on primary system pressure. Its
dead bands are set such that they envelope pressure disturbances and
transients which do not require reactor shut down. When the predefined
envelope is exceeded, the valve opens the calandria closure seal and the
water from the containment water pool floods the calandria. In case of a
"low pressure" accident, e.g. loss of coolant accident, the primary system
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Figure 14-2 Passive pressure tube LWR - operation during LOCA
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Figure 14-3 Cross section of calandria with passages for flood water intake and gas relief
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pressure decrease leads to the movement of pistons to the left due to the
difference between the force exerted by pressure in the balancing tank and
the force from primary system pressure. This movement is opposed by
spring 2 and continues without any action until the distance traveled by the
pistons equals 2. At this point, the lower pressure limit is reached, the
loading piston of the air-operated valve switches the air passages in such a
way that the air pressure is released from the space above the acting piston
and introduced below the acting piston, hence the acting piston moves
upward and opens the calandria closure seal. Note that the valve must open
both in case of "low pressure" accidents, e.g. loss of coolant accident, or in
case of "a high pressure" accident, e.g. loss of heat sink. The valve is
designed such that failures of various valve parts lead to valve opening.
Hence the valve was designated as fail-safe in the sense that any failure
results in the desirable action, i.e. valve opening. Other means (or the
combination of various means) of calandria flooding can be also used. For
example, the electrically powered blower maintaining the gas pressure
while operating could be designed to lose power and hence depressurize the
gas space upon predefined primary system disturbances.

Figure 14-5 shows the reference (one of several considered) fuel matrix
arrangement in a fuel channel both in normal operation and in a LOCA
situation, i.e., without a coolant. Several matrix materials have been
considered. The most promising appears to be nuclear grade graphite fully
coated by silicon carbide such that the graphite does not contact the coolant.
Although graphite is compatible with light water coolant at the operating
coolant temperature of 3000C, the silicon carbide coating is required to
prevent excessive graphite oxidation at high temperatures in the absence of
coolant. Fuel compacts contain TRISO particles and are arranged in two
concentric rings. Cooling is accomplished by light water coolant flowing
through 19 circular channels and one outer annular channel. The matrix
elements are 50 cm long and slide in the channel on bearing pads. The
pressure tube is surrounded by a protective tube, also termed the calandria
tube. This tube has the primary function of preventing excessive pressure
tube stresses which would have resulted had the cold water during flooding
come into contact with a hot pressure tube still under pressure.
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6 Pressure tube (D Containment water pool in calandria
0 Coolant 0 Steam/air mixture

40 Fuel matrix (silicon carbide coated graphite) C) Protective calandria tube
6 Fuel compacts with particle fuel

Figure 14-5 Fuel matrix in a fuel channel during normal and accident
operation

The PTLWR primary system is essentially the same as that of a
published CE-CANDU design except for the Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS), which has been eliminated. The PTLWR retains
CE-CANDU's shutdown cooling system which is used to reduce the
temperature of the reactor coolant system (RCS) in post shutdown periods
from normal operating temperature to plant maintenance temperature,
and to maintain this temperature for a period of time.

The overall design parameters are summarized in Table 14-1.

14.4 REACTOR PHYSICS CHARACTERISTICS

The key reactor physics characteristics of the reference PTLVM design
will be summarized. The goal is that they satisfy the objective of achieving
an inherent shutdown in accidents leading to a large temperature
increase.
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� Param ters Data

General
core thermal power

net electric power
net efficiency
power generated in fuel elements
power generated in the reflector
power generated in pressure tubes
power generated in calandria tubes
average specific power (per kg Of U02)

average power density (per active core volume)
average power density (per fuel channel)
average power density (per fuel compact)
total peaking factor (fresh core)
total peaking factor (equilibrium core)
core diameter
active core length
channel orientation

Fuel matrix
matrix material
fuel matrix outer diameter
fuel matrix element length
number of fuel compacts

diameter of fuel compacts in inner fuel ring
diameter of fuel compacts in the outer fuel ring
number of coolant channels
diameter of central coolant channel (roughened)
diameter of coolant channels in intermediate
ring
minimum web thickness
fuel material
alignment of coolant holes

Table 14-1 Summary of PTLWR design parameters

3899 MWt

1260 MWt

32.3%
3630 MWt

104 MWt

116 MWt

35 MWt

130 kW/kg

1 1 kW/l

70 kW/l

280 kW/l

<1.2

<1.35

8.77 m

5.95 m
horizontal

SiC-coated graphite
120.8 mm

50 mm

26

12.4 mm
12.7 mm

19

22.7 mm

8.4 mm

4.5 mm
coated U02 kernels

key and dowel
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Table 14-1 (continued)

Fuel channel
number of fuel channels
lattice pitch
material of pressure tubes (PTs)
material of calandria tubes
pressure tube inside diameter
pressure tube thickness
thickness of pressure tube-calandria tube gap
thickness of calandria tube

Reffector

reflector material
reflector thickness
reflector operating temperature
reflector cooling medium

740

285.75 mm
Zr-2.5%Nb

Zy-2

128 mm
5.79 mm

2 mm

1.52 mm

graphite
1 M

- 600 C

H20 coolant in PTs

Calandria flooding system
volume of flooding water
flood water temperature
height of driving water column
number of bottom intakes for flood water

total flow area of bottom intakes
number of passive valves for flooding initiation
flow area for gas exhaust per valve
number of safety valves
flow area for gas per safety valve
operating gas pressure in the calandria space

PHmairy coolant system
coolant
core mass flow rate
core bypass flow rate (through unfueled
channels)
pressure (fuel inlet)
core pressure drop

4200 M3

400C

14.5 m

3

2.25 M2

4

0.125 M2

4

0.22 M2

0.24 MPa

H20
14100 kg/s

224 kgIs

15.34 MPa
0.7 MPa
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Table 14-1 (continued)

temperature (fuel inlet)
temperature (fuel outlet)
average exit quality
maximum exit quality
minimum CHF power ratio (fresh core)
minimum CHF power ratio (equilibrium core)

298.9 C

340.3 C

0.5 %
0.6 

1.6

1.7

Reactor physics
fuel enrichment
discharge burnup
heavy metal loading
on-line refueling scheme
void coefficient
Doppler coefficient
prompt neutron lifetime
neutron migration length
average thermal flux (E<0.6eV) (fresh core)

average fast flux (E>0.6eV) (fresh core)

Containxnent
containment shell inner diameter
containment shell height
containment free volume

thickness of steel shell
thickness of vented air gap
total flow area of air inlet passages
total flow area of air outlet passages

7 

77,000 MWd/tonne

29 kg/MWt

bidirectional
negative

(-4 to _j.j)xjo-5Ak/k

1.5xlo-3 s

11 cm

2.5x1014 n/cm2_s

4.5x1014 n/CM2-S

60 m

81 m,
1.7xlo5 m3

4 cm

0.5 m
loo M2

go M2

14.4.1 Method of Analysis

The PTLWR physics characteristics have been calculated using direct
simulation of the neutron transport process. Use of a rigorous neutron
transport method is needed in the highly-voided PTLWR core because the
neutron mean free path is comparable to physical dimensions of the core
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and because the neutrons exhibit a beam-like distribution; hence the main
conditions for the validity of the conventional neutron diffusion equation are
not satisfied. The Monte Carlo code MNCP was used to solve the neutron
transport equation. Burnup calculations were performed by combining the
MCNP code to obtain the system eigenvalue, and the fuel depletion code
ORIGEN2 to obtain the change of fuel composition with burnup. Because of
the unavailability of a PTLWR one-group effective cross section library
required by ORIGEN2 a PWR library set of cross sections was used and the
most important actinide cross sections were modified to match reaction
rates obtained using MCNP.

14.4.2 ong Prompt Neutron Lifetime

The PTLWR reference design has a very long prompt neutron lifetime.
Although light water is used in the dry calandria design, the prompt
neutron lifetime is longer by an order of magnitude than for a typical LWR,
and slightly longer than for a typical CANDU heavy water lattice (about 1.5
times). Most neutrons in the system are absorbed in the fuel. However, due
to the large voids in the calandria, the neutrons have to travel a long
distance, and hence it takes a long time, before they hit fuel nuclei. The
reflector also contributes to an increases of the prompt lifetime since the
neutrons undergo a large number of collisions in the reflector before they
are returned back to the core. The low heavy metal loading also leads to a
small volume-averaged absorption cross section.

14.4.3 Fat Thermal Fux Profile

The PTLWR reference design exhibits a flat thermal flux profile. The
large void fraction in the calandria significantly increases the migration
area, allowing for homogeneous dispersion of thermal neutrons over a
large area of the core. Moreover, at the core periphery, where the
population of thermal neutrons might otherwise tend to decrease, neutrons
which have undergone moderation in the reflector are supplied. This
provides for the exceedingly flat profile of the thermal neutron flux in both
the axial and radial directions.
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Since the contribution from fast fissions is small, the flat thermal flux
profile translates into a flat power density profile in fuel compacts if the fuel
composition is uniform, such as for the fresh core. In the equilibrium core,
where the fuel composition is not uniform but varies along the channel,
depending on the refueling scheme, the power density profile depends
primarily on the initial enrichment and the distribution of fuel bundles
with various burnups. Power density profiles for both the fresh core and the
equilibrium core using bidirectional refueling with partial reshuffling are
shown in Figure 14-6. It can be observed that for a short region near the
reflector, power density is almost constant, with an axial peaking factor of
only 113. The power density profile for the equilibrium core has a peaking
factor of about 134. This peaking factor is still relatively low, considering
the relatively large initial enrichment of 7. Note that the shape of the
power density profile for the equilibrium core corresponds closely to the
shape of the critical heat flux (CHF) along the channel, hence the
equilibrium core gives better CHF margins than the fresh core.
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Figure 14-6 Power density profile in outer fuel ring
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The PTLVvrR core exhibits extremely tight neutronic'coupling. The large
void space, in combination with the relatively low density of heavy metal
and the heterogeneous arrangement of the H20 moderator results in a long
neutron mean free path and a large neutron migration area. The neutron
migration area for te PTLWR core is about 12,000 CM2, which compares to

about 50 cm2 for conventional LWRs- As a result neutrons can see
practically the entire core. Such a tight core coupling has three important
consequences:

*no concerns with local criticality,

*the potential for reactor control from outside the core region, and
oinherent stability against Xenon spatial oscillations.

Physically, the entire core behaves as one nuclear unit and no local
subregion can become critical. This differs from typical LWRs where
several adjacent fuel assemblies can go locally critical. Furthermore, all
reactor control can be achieved from outside the core, i.e., from the
reflector, since the control rods are effective over a large core area. Hence,
the local flux depressions from control rods inside the core are eliminated.
PTLWR control rods move in vertical channels located in the axial reflector
in the space between fueled pressure tubes, as shown in Figure 14-7.
Finally, although the proposed PTLWR has very large physical dimensions,
the reactor is inherently stable against xenon spatial oscillations, primarily
due to its very large neutron migration area; consequently the conventional
measures employed in LWRs and CANDUs to prevent this instability are
not needed.

14.4.5 Well-Thermalized Neutron pectrum

The PLTWR core is characterized by a well-thermalized neutron
spectrum. This can be observed in Figure 14-8, which compares the PTLVVR
energy spectrum in the fuel with PWR and CANDU spectra, calculated for
infinite lattices. With respect to the thermal to fast flux ratio, the pressure
tube LWR is comparable to a CANDU heavy water lattice. Good neutron
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Figure 14-7 Schematic arrangement of control rods in the side reflectors of the PTLWR design
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Figure 14-8 Comparison of energy spectra for the PTLVrR with MTR and
CANDU reactors

thermalization is achieved primarily due to the large moderator-to-fuel
volume ratio and the large resonance escape probability. For the
equilibrium core, the spectrum hardens due to the relatively large fraction
of 239pu present in the PTLWR equilibrium core with high-burnup fuel.

14.4.6 High TherTnal Flux and Fast Fluence

The drawbacks of the PTLWR concept are high absolute levels of
thermal flux and fast fluence. This is a consequence of relatively low heavy
metal loading, associated with the use of coated particle fuel. The average
thermal flux for the fresh core is about 2 times higher than for a CANDU
core; for the equilibrium core it is only 13 times higher. High thermal flux
results in a higher xenon poisoning ratio at steady state, but, more
importantly, after reactor shutdown or after a large power decrease.
Provisions for full compensation of the large negative reactivity due to
transient xenon buildup following reactor shutdown would be deleterious to
fuel cycle economics. Hence only partial compensation is proposed. This is
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similar practice to that for CANDU reactors, which employ adjuster rods to
compensate for the buildup of 135Xe in the first 30 minutes following reactor
shutdown. More important, however, is the approximately 3 times higher
average fast flux compared to that of the CANDU, because it has negative
implications on the lifetime of the pressure tubes. Means to extend pressure
tube lifetime under these high flux conditions would be required.

14.4.7 arge Negative Doppler Coefficient

As in all thermal reactors, the proposed concept exhibits a negative
Doppler coefficient. Figure 14-9 shows that at nominal conditions
(0.678g/cm3), the Doppler coefficient is more negative than for a typical
BWR. The Doppler effect is more strongly dependent on coolant voiding
than for a BWR due to a higher coolant-to-fuel volume ratio. In accidents

which would lead to fuel temperature increase, and consequently, to a
decrease in coolant density (to 0.4g/cm3), the negative magnitude of the
Doppler effect, can be more than doubled. Taking into account that the fuel
operates at about 1100'C, but can safely withstand temperatures up to
1600'C, the large temperature margin on the fuel, combined with the large
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Figure 14-9 Doppler coefficient for the PTLWR as a function of fuel
temperature and coolant density
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Doppler coefficient (which is even substantially increased upon coolant
voiding) leads to reactor inherent shutdown in large-temperature-increase
scenarios in anticipated transients without scram (ATWS), by Doppler
effect only.

14.4.8 Negative Coolant Void Coefficient

The PTLWR coolant void coefficient is negative under all reactor
conditions. It is interesting to note that even though the H20 moderator-to-
fuel volume ratio is much higher in the dry calandria design than in a
typical PVTR 4.16 compared to 167 in a PWR) the system still exhibits a
negative coolant void coefficient. The heterogeneity of the H20 moderator
plays an important role in this aspect, since the neutrons collide with the
H20 moderator less frequently than they would have done in a typical PVVR
geometry, where the moderator is evenly distributed around the fuel rods.
Figure 14-10 shows the multiplication factor for the reference PTLWR
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Figure 14-10 Effect of coolant voiding on reactivity

design as a function of coolant density and the trajectory of coolant voiding.
The equilibrium core exhibits a more negative void coefficient. Maintenance
of a negative void coefficient throughout the cycle is easier than in typical
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PWRs because soluble boron was eliminated from the coolant. Therefore,
the operating point can be designed closer to the optimum on the reactivity
versus moderator-to-fuel-volume ratio curve (represented by coolant density
in Figure 14-10 since fuel volume is kept constant). Consequently, positive
reactivity insertions in accidents with cold water ingress'result in a
smaller neutron power increase than in PWRs.

14.4.9 Less Efficient Neutron Economy

The PTLWR has a less efficient neutron economy than a typical LWR.

This is the consequence of higher parasitic losses compared to LVVR cores.
Thick pressure tubes to accommodate high operating pressure, higher
leakage, and the low mass of fuel compared to the total mass of the core are
the main factors contributing to relatively high parasitic losses. This
drawback is, however, compensated by on-line refueling and the high
burnup achievable with particle fuel. Parasitic losses can be improved by
decreasing fuel channel pitch, and hence reducing neutron leakage or by
increasing fuel loading within a channel, and hence increasing the
fraction of neutrons absorbed in the fuel. Alternative fuel arrangements to
accomplish this goal have been identified, but have not been analyzed in
detail.

14.4.10 Slightly Positive Reflector Temperature Coefficient

The PTLWR concept has a slightly positive reflector temperature
coefficient due to the shift in the thermal spectrum of the neutrons coming
from the reflector to higher energies, which affects the averaged
microscopic cross sections of nuclides in the fuel. The magnitude of the
reflector temperature coefficient is, however, small (for the fresh core, an
increase of reflector average temperature from the operating point of 800K
to 1600K leads to an increase of reactivity by about 8mk only) and the
temperature increase proceeds very slowly due to the long thermal time
constant of the large graphite mass. If all the reflector cooling is lost and
the reactor continues to operate at its nominal power rating, the rate of
reflector temperature increase is about 0.1'Cls, i.e., it would take about 22
hours to increase the reactivity by these 8mk. Such small and extremely
slow reactivity changes with reflector temperature should not pose any
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significant safety problems. Moreover, loss of reflector cooling is possible
only with simultaneous loss of core coolant, which results in reactor
shutdown due to the negative void and Doppler coefficients which are much
larger than the positive reflector temperature coefficient.

14.4.11 Diverse and Redundant Shutdown

The PTLWR reference concept achieves diverse and redundant
shutdown by means of passive calandria flooding, which plays an
important role in ATWS. Because of its core geometry, with large fuel
channel spacing,'nonborated light water entering the calandria behaves
like a neutron trap and renders the reactor deeply subcritical even if the
flooding water is in bulk boiling. There is no need for soluble boron and an

associated chemical system. This differs from the Process Inherently
Ultimate Safety PIUS) concept which relies on soluble boron to achieve
reactor shutdown. This diverse shutdown could be also compared to
moderator dumping in CANDU systems, except for the difference that the
dumping of the CANDU moderator results also in the undesirable loss of
heat sink, while in the dry calandria design flooding provides both the heat
sink and shutdown.

Figure 411 shows the behavior of the effective multiplication coefficient
as a function of the number of flooded rows for the flooded core. Since the
flood water makes the portions of control rods below the water level
ineffective, the case of the cold core with all control rods fully inserted has
been selected for the analysis. Exact thermohydraulic conditions in the
upper portion of the calandria space (not yet flooded) are somewhat
uncertain. Since the flooding water is subcooled by 60'C, escape of the
steam from the water surface is expected to be small and steam content in
this region should not exceed saturation conditions corresponding to
calandria pressure. Reactivity behavior in Figure 411 was calculated for
saturated steam in the upper space. Because the water content in the upper
calandria space affects reactivity behavior, various possibilities need to be
analyzed to assure that no large reactivity insertions are introduced during
the calandria flooding process. The worst scenario would be if the violently
boiling flooding water is entrained from the water pool into the upper
calandria space and increases the water density beyond the saturation
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level. Such a scenario is shown in Figure 14-12. Figure 14-12 models
inadvertent reactor flooding during normal operation. It is assumed that
after the first row is flooded the water level remains constant and the
density of the steam/water mixture in the upper space is increased beyond
saturation levels by liquid entrainment from the surface. Secondary
criticality could be achieved at the optimum mixture density of about 0.15
g/cm3, but the peak reactivity does not exceed its prior critical value.
Moreover, this is a hypothetical scenario, since the optimum density of 0.15
g/cm3 cannot be practically reached, as it is higher by an order of
magnitude than.the maximum possible mixture density, Pmmax, (also
shown in Figure 14-12), given by a conservative estimate from
thermohydraulic entrainment limits. After calculating various scenarios,
it can be concluded that:

• for the most likely scenarios, with saturated vapor in the unflooded
calandria space, the reactivity monotonically decreases with rising
water level;

• for scenarios with entrainment of water droplets into the unflooded
calandria space, reactivity first drops and later increases, but it does
not exceed the prior critical value, even for the optimum mixture
density;

• for scenarios of coolant spraying from a ruptured pressure and
calandria tube without bottom flooding, reactivity can slightly exceed
the prior critical value; but

• steam/water mixture densities yielding the maximum reactivity
peak cannot be achieved either by spraying or by entrainment
because they exceed thermohydraulic limits on spray density by an
order of magnitude.

Hence, the reference PTLWR design does not exhibit reactivity excursions
in scenarios involving the ingress of steam/water mixtures into the voided
calandria space.
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14.4.12 High Discharge Burnup

The PTLWR concept can achieve the relatively high discharge burnup
realizable with particle fuel, but at the expense of higher enrichment than
for a PWR. This is a consequence of the less efficient neutron economy in a
high-leakage, low-loading PTLWR core. Figure 413 shows that the
discharge burnup for the reference PTLWR is about 77,000 MWd/tonne
(note that for on-line refueling the discharge burnup equals twice the
equilibrium burnup) for an initial enrichment of 7. Uranium utilization
falls in between current and advanced PWRs. The burnup rate in the
proposed PTLWR concept is faster than for current CANDUs, because of
low heavy metal loading. However, fuel residence time is longer than for
current CANDUs (the refueling rate is about one half that of a CANDU
unit) due to the high achievable discharge burnup.



14.5 FUEL CHANNEL THERMAL HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS
DURING NORMAL OPERATION

The key challenges to the fuel channel during normal operation are to
satisfy the major thermal-hydraulic limits - the maximum fuel centerline
temperature of 13000C and the minimum critical heat flux ratio of 13 In
addition, small fuel channel pressure drop is desirable, i.e., not more than
the CANDU nominal pressure drop of MPa. Identification of these
parameters during normal operation requires a two-dimensional solution
of heat conduction in the fuel matrix coupled to coolant flow in parallel,
non-communicating coolant channels.

14.5.1 Method of Analysis

The analysis of heat transfer through the fuel matrix at the plane of
maximum power density in the hottest fuel channel has been performed
using the finite element code ALGOR. Solution of the heat conduction
equation requires knowledge of boundary conditions in the fuel and in the
coolant. The power density in fuel compacts has been obtained using the
MCNP code. The boundary conditions at the coolant interface involve the
heat transfer coefficient to the coolant, and the fluid bulk temperature.
These parameters must be obtained by solving mass and energy balance
equations for the coolant along the coolant channels. A separate code,
PARCHANL (parallel channels), has been developed for this purpose. The
PARCHANL code calculates the flow split in parallel noncommunicating
channels and the bulk fluid properties, as well as the heat transfer
coefficient and critical heat flux as a function of axial position. Besides the
total mass flow rate, inlet pressure and inlet coolant temperature,
PARCHANL needs the heat flux to individual coolant channels as a
boundary condition. This heat flux is obtained, using the ALGOR code, at
the plane of maximum power density, and by combining this result with
the axial power density profile to get the heat flux profile as a function of
axial position for every coolant channel. Since the heat transfer coefficient
and coolant bulk temperature depend on the incident heat flux to coolant,
and this heat flux in turn depends on both these variables, iterations on the
heat transfer coefficient and coolant bulk temperature between ALGOR and
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PARCHANL are necessary. Because the heat transfer coefficient to coolant
is large, the convergence rate is very fast, requiring one to two iterations.

14.5.2 Perfonmance for the Fresh Core

Figure 14-14 show the profile of bulk coolant temperature "T-fluid", and
the saturation temperature, "Tsat", along each coolant channel. It can be
observed that the central channel #1-see Figure 14-5 for matrix with
coolant channels) remains slightly subcooled at the exit, while the
intermediate coolant channel (#2) and the outer annular channel (#3)
reached the saturation state close to the channel outlet. The saturation
temperature decreases slightly because of the decrease in local pressure.
The exit quality is 0.5%, which is less than the average exit quality for
CANDU of 2. The highest exit quality for CANDU is 473%. Figure 14-15
shows the pressure decrease along each channel. The total channel
pressure drop is about 07 MPa, which is less than the pressure drop of the
reference CE-CANDU design by about 03 MPa. The smaller pressure drop

is primarily due to significantly lower form losses in the PTLWR fuel
channel.

Figure 14-16 plots the departure from nucleate boiling power ratio
(DNBPR)* as a function of axial position using the AECL lookup tables.
Since the heat flux in the PTLWR fresh core is essentially flat, except for a
slightly higher heat flux at channel ends, burnout will always occur at the
channel exit. From the point of view of CHF, the PTLWR design with a
fresh core has a disadvantage, since it exhibits the highest coolant
temperature at the location of the highest heat flux, while in CANDU, the
highest coolant temperature is at the point of the lowest heat flux. In the
PTLWR, this problem is compensated by a small peaking factor, resulting
in a much smaller maximum heat flux (for the same core power) and by
the higher mass flux of the coolant. Figure 14-16 also shows the operating

*DNBPR is defined as the ratio of the heat flux which, at a given location, yields departure

from nucleate boiling condition over the operating heat flux. This ratio, incorporates a full

heat balance and gives generally lower values than the conventional DNBR.
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point for CANDU reactors, which maintains the DNBPR at about 1.5
during normal operation. It can be seen that the lowest DNBPR point at the
end of the channel corresponds to the CANDU operating point.

14.5.3 AUtrix Performance in Post-CHF Regime

A considerable advantage of the PTLWR fuel matrix is its capability of
operating in the post-CHF regime without exceeding fuel design limits.
This feature was confirmed by decreasing the flow rate through the fuel
channel by 50% while keeping the channel at full power. This leads to
establishment of film boiling at the end of the channels. The temperature
across the fuel matrix at the axial location of maximum power density, i.e.,
at the end of the channel where film boiling occurs, is presented in Figure
4-17. Comparing the curve for normal operation and for the post-CHF
regime, it can be observed that the temperature increase for the post-CHF
regime is only about 200 C for the matrix surface temperature and about
100'C for fuel centerline temperature. Both temperatures remain below the
design limit of 1300 C. Hence, the traditional DNBR limit of 13 is of less
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importance in the matrix fuel, and concerns of burnout-related problems
during pump coastdown or pump seizure are practically eliminated.
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Figure 14-17 Fuel matrix performance during normal operation and in the
post-CHF regime

14.5.4 Performance for the Equilibrium Core

The thermohydraulics of the equilibrium core differs from that of the
fresh core due to its different power density profile, which depends,
primarily, on the refueling scheme. The bidirectional refueling scheme
with partial reshuffling, selected for the PTLWR design exhibits higher
maximum power density close to the channel inlet and low power density
near the channel outlet (see Section 14.4.3). The higher maximum power
density results in increased maximum fuel centerline temperatureas can
be seen in Figure 14-18 (by about 100'C to yield 1180'C, which is 120'C below
the steady-state design limit). Figure 14-18 shows that there is a large
temperature jump about 250'C across the fuel compact-matrix interface.
This jump can be eliminated by using molded-block fuel element
technology, developed by HOBEG [Hrovat, 19781, which eliminates the gap
between the graphite matrix and fuel compact. On the other hand, the axial
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shape of the power density profile is very close to the shape of the critical
heat flux curve, therefore the channel exhibits higher DNBR margin. This
can be observed by comparing Figure 14-19 and Figure 14-16.

14.6 FUEL CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS DURING LOCA

To achieve the key objective of surviving the loss of coolant accident
without the requirement of replenishing the primary coolant, the fuel
channel needs to be able to dissipate decay heat by conduction, radiation
and convection in steam/air mixtures to the heat sink without exceeding
safe temperature limits. These limits are 1600'C for TRISO particle fuel,
13000C for the SiC coating to avoid excessive oxidation and 500'C for the
pressure and calandria tubes to assure their reusability. The transient
history of these critical temperatures in time has been calculated and
compared to the design limits.
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The transient analysis is based on the solution of the heat conduction
equation coupled to the neutron point kinetics equation. A simplified 1-D
heat transfer model has been developed. Circular fuel compacts, arranged
in two rings, were transformed into fueled annuli such that the fuel volume
was preserved. The graphite matrix body was also reshaped into a set of
annuli which interlace the fuel annuli and annular coolant regions. To
keep the temperature difference in the thin fueled annulus the same as in
the cylindrical fuel compact, a geometry factor was introduced. The central
coolant hole, coolant ring and coolant gap were treated for initial conditions

as convective or boiling boundary nodes with boundary conditions of the
heat transfer coefficient and the bulk coolant temperature (or saturation
temperature in case of boiling). The intermediate ring of coolant holes has a
graphite web between individual holes. During normal operation, there is
practically no heat transfer radially across this web because all the heat is
transferred to the coolant. However, following a loss of coolant accident,
when no or negligible cooling is available via these cooling passages, the
web becomes the primary contributor to heat dissipation out of the fuel
matrix. To properly account for this phenomenon in LOCA situations, this
region was treated as a massless conductor with effective thermal
conductivity. The finite element package ALGOR was used to benchmark
the results obtained from the 1-D model of the fuel matrix. Heat transfer
across the gap between the matrix and the pressure tube was also
transformed into a heat conduction problem using an effective conductivity
which includes radiation, natural convection, and conduction through the
gas in the gap. Power generation in the fuel compacts was calculated in a
conventional manner as the sum of fission and decay power using point
kinetic equations with 6 delayed groups and an 11-decay group model,
respectively. Release of Wigner energy from the graphite matrix during
heatup was also accounted for. To incorporate reactivity feedback from
coolant voiding the change of core coolant density with time during LOCA
was taken from CANDU analyses.
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14.6.2 Fuel Channel Performance in LOCA without Scram

The accident simulated assumed a 00% break of the inlet header in
both loops without scram. Moreover, all heat transfer coefficients in all
coolant channels were set to zero at the same time as the break occurs, thus
neglecting the energy carried away by the coolant during blowdown. The
flooding process was assumed -to be actuated seconds after blowdown
initiation, which is conservatively late. Consequently the top row becomes
flooded at the time 35 seconds. Another conservatism in the analysis is
introduced by setting the temperature of flood water to saturation, i.e., the
subcooling was neglected.

The analysis result will be presented for the fresh core at the location of
maximum power density. Figure 14-20 shows the temperature traces of the
inner fuel ring, matrix surface at the central coolant channel, the pressure
tube, and the calandria tube for the channel at the top row. Figure 14-21
plots the steady state temperature profile at seconds and at 160 seconds,
i.e., the time when maximum fuel matrix temperature is reached. At the
time flooding water reaches the last row of fuel channels 35 seconds) the
calandria tube surface temperature is slightly higher than the Leidenfrost
point. Hence, the initial cooldown through the film boiling regime (after
about seconds) reduces the calandria wall temperature below the
Leidenfrost point. Consequently, the calandria tube is rapidly quenched and
its temperature drops close to the saturation temperature of flood water and
is then maintained at this level until the end of the transient. The
temperature of the pressure tube quickly follows that of the calandria tube,
and the channel slowly cools down. All peak temperatures remain below
their design limits.

Reactivity changes and relative power are plotted in Figure 14-22 As
the primary coolant is lost, the rapid decrease in coolant density results in a
large negative reactivity insertion and reactor shutdown. The contribution
from the Doppler coefficient is positive because the fuel temperature drops,
but is very small compared to void reactivity. Hence, the total reactivity is
driven almost exclusively by coolant conditions in this scenario. Inherent
reactor shutdown during LOCA without scram is a favorable characteristic
different than for CANDU reactors, which exhibit a positive void coefficient,
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and must rely on reliable shutdown systems. Flooding brings additional
negative reactivity into the system, which renders the reactor deeply
subcritical ( by about 200 P).

Because of the uncertainties with the minimum film boiling heat flux,
the worst possible scenario - one having sustained film boiling at the outer
surface of the calandria tube, was studied. To achieve film boiling, the
Leidenfrost temperature was artificially decreased and the flooding
initiation was set at a later time so that the upper row is flooded at the 50th
second. Figures 14-23 plots the time history of limiting temperatures. Both
the fuel and maximum matrix surface temperatures reach higher
maximum values than for the nucleate boiling case, but the difference is
small (only about 20 'C). The pressure tube temperature rises to about
5000C, until 50 s, when the flooding water reaches the last row. Since the
calandria tube outer surface temperature is well above the Leidenfrost
point, heat transfer to flooding water is by film boiling, and the pressure
tube temperature remains at about 5000C. An important conclusion from
this hypothetical scenario is that even if the calandria tube does not quench
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below the Leidenfrost point, there is no problem in removing the heat load.
In fact this scenario is preferable from the thermal stress point of view.
Also note that there is no traditional CHF concern since the system can
remove the heat under film boiling conditions.
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for sustained film

Finally, it is noted that the performance of the equilibrium core is
identical except for slightly higher limiting temperatures (maximum fuel
matrix temperature is increased by 30'C and pressure tube and calandria
tube temperatures by 10'C).

It has been demonstrated that the decay heat in a LOCA without scram
scenario can be removed without exceeding safe limits on the fuel, matrix
and pressure tube, and without an emergency core cooling system. This
capability of the proposed fuel-matrix-in-a-pressure tube design to passively
dissipate the excessive power generated in the fuel to the heat sink without
exceeding safe temperature limits, even if the fuel channel is voided, is the
key advantage of the PTLVV-R. Furthermore, even one of the worst accidents
which could hypothetically occur - LOCA without scram - does not result
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in temperatures which would lead to fuel channel damage. These
characteristics are primarily due to:

• the arrangement of the fuel in small modules distributed in a heat
sink, having a very short conduction path between the fuel and the
heat sink,

• the introduction of the fuel matrix which
- retains high effective thermal conductivity in the absence of

coolant,
- reduces initial energy stored in the fuel, and
- provides for high additional energy storage,

• a relatively flat power profile throughout the entire core, which
decreases thermal limits imposed by the hot spot,

• a large flooding water-to-fuel matrix mass ratio, responsible for the
deposition of a substantial portion of the gamma decay heat directly
in the heat sink, hence reducing the decay heat load on the fuel
matrix, and

• a large negative void coefficient, responsible for inherent reactor
shutdown following LOCAs.

14.7 PASSIVE F'LOODING CHARACTERISTICS

Flooding the calandria space with light water is a unique and very
important feature of the PTLWR concept. It provides a heat sink
independent of reactor primary coolant, and redundant reactor shutdown.
The goal of this section is to confirm that the flooding of the top row of fuel

channels can be accomplished fast enough so that in the total loss of
coolant, none of the critical components of the fuel channel, i.e., the
pressure tube, the calandria tube, the matrix and the fuel exceed their
design limits.

The process of calandria flooding has been described using a mass
conservation equation in the upper calandria space occupied by gas, or a
steam/gas mixture, an energy equation for the lower calandria space
occupied by liquid, and the momentum equation for flooding water between
pool water level in the containment and water level inside the calandria.
All equations are integrated simultaneously to obtain water level as a
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function of time. Water level in the calandria, h, and water level in the
containment, H are plotted in Figure 14-24. It can be observed that flooding
of the top row of fuel channels is achieved in about 24 seconds. This time
scale compares very favorably with the fuel heat-up time scale, where the
fuel matrix can withstand an adiabatic heat up from decay heat for
hundreds of seconds without exceeding allowed temperature limits. It is
also three times less than the time when the maximum pressure tube
temperature reaches the limit of 500'C, in an adiabatic heat-up scenario.
The results in Figure 14-24 have been obtained under the assumption that
all four passive flooding valves, having a total flow area of 0.5m open. A
simulation of the failure of 2-out-of-4 valves to open resulted in extension of
the flooding time by 10 seconds. This is a sufficiently rapid process taking
into account that the adiabatic heat-up (from decay heat) of the fuel matrix
to its limiting temperature (1300'C) takes hundreds of seconds, and heat-up
of pressure tubes to their limiting temperature of 500'C takes about 70
seconds.
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14.8.1 Cont Design Features

The containment proposed for the PTLVVR concept is shown in Figure
14-15. It is a large, free standing cylindrical steel containment with a
concrete shield building. Passive cooling of the steel shell is achieved by
buoyancy-induced air flow. The purpose of the shield building is to protect
the primary steel shell from external events, e.g. tornado or aircraft
impact. An annulus between the steel shell and the shield building is
equipped with air intakes and air outlets to permit flow of ambient air. The
air intakes are located above ground level to avoid plugging by wind-
entrained debris. Both the air intakes and the air exhaust are protected by
grates to prevent the accidental entrance of large objects into the annulus.
In addition to the large air outlet at the center of the containment dome,
there are 20 small circular air outlets above the annulus gap. These outlets
are sized such that they accommodate about 40% of total air flow, thus
decreasing air flow around the steel dome where flow area is limited. This
design increases air velocity due to the smaller pressure drop at the exit.
The chosen containment design is in many aspects similar to the concept
studied by Ebasco for the New Production Reactor (NPR), or the concept
studied by the Joint Siemens-Framatome venture - International Nuclear
Power (NPI).

To prevent potential stratification*, two features are designed into the
containment. First, a crane wall supporting a polar crane creates a
passage for promoting natural circulation in the passive cooling mode. As
the arrows in Figure 14-25 show, the heated atmosphere rises inside the
crane wall, is cooled along the containment shell and returns outside the

Such a situation is highly undesirable in a passively cooled containment because the

effective heat transfer surface would be significantly decreased since the substantial low-

elevation portion of the containment wall which is not exposed to the hot steam would

remain at low temperatures, and consequently yield very low heat transfer rates in this

region.
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crane wall. Condensate on the shell is returned back to the pool, while
carry-under noncondensibles are recycled back through passages placed at
low elevation. The crane wall also provides protection against missiles and
fluid jets. A second important feature which would play a key role in
eliminating eventual stratification is the low-elevation location of the steam
exhaust lines from the calandria. Upon opening of a passive valve, which is
followed by calandria flooding, all decay heat is removed in the form of
steam released from the calandria. This steam will establish circulation
patterns by entrainment of stagnant containment atmosphere in turbulent
buoyant plumes -rising from the valve exhaust piping to the top of the
building. Since the pressure peak from long-term pressurization sets the
limit on passive cooling performance, and because at this critical time, the
location of the steam exhaust responsible for this pressure peak is
guaranteed always to be at a low elevation regardless of the break location,
the containment atmosphere is expected to be well mixed.

Another important feature associated with the PTLWR containment is
the flooding pool. In the long term, the flooding pool absorbs significant
energy as sensible heat and decreases the heat load on the containment
shell. The volume of the flooding pool is sized 4200 m3) to release its
sensible heat gradually during the long-term pressurization period until
the pressure peak is passed, thus decreasing both the rate of pressure rise
and the magnitude of the peak.

14.8.2 Analysis Results

The primary goal of this section is to confirm that the peak pressure in
the proposed passively-cooled PTLWR containment, resulting from the
limiting design basis accident for containment analysis, falls within the
range of design pressures for typical large dry containments. Another goal
is to confirm that the expected circulation patterns are established and that
they will lead to a well-mixed containment atmosphere. The analyses were
performed using computer codes CONTAIN and GOTHIC.

Since the PTLWR has two separate loops interconnected to a
pressurizer through piping equipped with an isolation valve, a LOCA in
one loop does not necessarily result in blowdown of the entire primary
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system. For containment analysis, it is assumed that the isolation valve
fails and the entire primary system inventory is discharged into the
containment. Hence, double-ended rupture of a hot header at the surge line
connection, with isolation valve failure was taken as a design basis accident
scenario.

The CONTAIN-calculated history of the containment pressure for a
1-cell model is given in Figure 14-26. Saturation temperature
(corresponding to partial steam pressure), gas temperature, and
containment wall temperature at the outer surface are shownin Figure
14-27. The containment pressure exhibits two peaks. The first peak results
from primary system blowdown, the second peak represents long-time
containment pressurization from steam carrying decay heat released from
the calandria. The maximum peak of 344 bars is reached at about 2x105
seconds (55 hours). Heat rates to internal structures, containment walls,
the pool and decay power are shown in Figure 14-28. At the time of 5
hours, i.e., when the pressure peak is reached, decay heat is equal to 16
MWt, the heat removal rate from the containment wall is about 10.5 MWt,
3.8MWt is being transferred to concrete, and the remaining 17 MWt is
being stored in the pool. Even at this long time, a significant heat rate is
absorbed in the concrete, hence, the mass and total surface of internal
concrete structures are very important to the accuracy of long-term
pressurization computations. At 5x105 seconds, all latent heat available in
the pool is exhausted. This results in the tertiary pressure peak.

The trace of saturation temperature, "T-sat," on Figure 14-27
corresponds to the history of the partial pressure of steam. The temperature
of the gas/steam mixture, designated as "T-gas", exhibits an additional
peak at 1000 seconds. This peak results from heating of the containment
atmosphere by the hot primary metal. Note that the hot primary metal
heats the containment atmosphere directly; this differs from typical LWRs
where most of the primary metal stored energy is released during the
reflood phase in the form of steam at saturation temperature, hence
superheat is not present. Containment wall temperature follows the
saturation temperature with significant delay.
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Several important conclusions can be drawn from Figures 14-26 and
14-27. First, all pressure peaks are relatively low, hence a containment with
a design pressure of 0.42MPa 60 psi) could handle this DBA accident.
Secondly, the peak from the blowdown is small compared to the long term
pressurization from decay heat. Moreover, passive containment wall
cooling does not participate in blowdown-pressure peak reduction, as can be

seen from the containment wall temperature trace. Therefore, even if the
containment atmosphere becomes stratified as a result of the blowdown,
any potential impairment of containment passive cooling from
stratification would not have a visible effect on the magnitude of the first
peak. Thirdly, the long-term pressurization peak is limiting for the design
pressure and for the performance of the passive air cooling system. Since
the steam released from the decay heat is always released at a low
elevation, natural circulation will be established such that the hot steam
escaping from the calandria will rise to the top of the containment and
condense along the cooled walls, breaking up potential stratification. As a
result, all of the air-cooled containment wall will be exposed to high
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containment temperature and the heat transfer to air in the annulus will
not be impaired.

Since the containment design pressure is set by the secondary pressure
peak and since the pressure peak from the blowdown is much smaller than
the secondary peak, the proposed containment can handle even more
severe scenarios within the design basis. One such scenario is a
simultaneous double-ended rupture of a hot header at the surge line
connection, with isolation valve failure and steam line break with main
steam isolation valve failure. The pressure history, plotted in Figure 14-29,
shows that even for this hypothetical event, the blowdown peak remains
slightly below the secondary peak.
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Figure 14-29 Containment pressurization history for simultaneous double-
ended rupture of a hot header, with isolation valve failure and steam line

break with main steam isolation valve failure

To confirm the circulation patterns inside the containment, a
multidimensional GOTHIC model was developed. The results in the form
of velocity vectors of vapor projected into four selected cut planes, shown in
Figure 14-30, are presented in Figure 14-31. The situation in Figure 14-31
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corresponds to the time when the maximum pressure peak is reached. Hot
steam from decay heat rises from the calandria space through the center of
the upper containment to the top and returns down along the air-cooled
containment walls, thus exposing the entire steel shell to high
temperature. As expected, hot steam release at low elevation promotes
mixing of the containment atmosphere significantly. The temperature
difference between the top and the bottom of the containment shell was
found to be small, i.e., around 30C. Circulation behind the crane wall
seems to be more pronounced than near the wall without the crane wall.
This can be seenfrom velocity vectors at plane NS-1(with crane wall) and
EW-1 (without crane wall).

4) (1)ITT

z z

Plane

EW-4

Plane

EW-1

MO' GSLIA

" PumpsM3

Plane mu Calandria vault

EW-4 El Crane wall

Plane 0 Steam plume
from calandria

EW-1 13 Floor

Figure 14-30 Top view of multidimensional GOTHIC model for the PTLWR
containment with designation of cut planes

Analyses confirmed that the maximum pressures reached in the
proposed containment with passive air cooling remain within the range of
design pressures for large dry containments of currently operating PWRs.
The main reasons for the feasibility of air cooling only is the large free
volume, the large heat capacity of the water pool and the large heat storage
capability of internal heat structures, primarily concrete.
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The PTLWR design employs a primary system similar to that of
CANDU reactors and exhibits neutron physics characteristics of both
CANDUs and PWRs. Hence, the PTLWR behavior resembles either that of
CANDU or PWR under various accident scenarios. In the incidents with
an increase in heat removal by the secondary system, the PTLWR behaves
similarly to a PWR, but it will exhibit less of a neutron power increase prior
to reactor trip due to smaller reactivity insertion for the same coolant
temperature drop. For accidents with a decrease in heat transfer by the
secondary system, the PTLWR retains the capability of CANDU units
which employ a shutdown cooling system able to remove decay heat at full

pressure, and. large shell side SG inventory, which provides a heat sink for
about 25 minutes before boiloff, thus allowing adequate time to align the
shutdown cooling system. In addition, the PTLWR has an independent
passive flooding system as a backup. The power peak prior to reactor trip
will be less than that of CANDU due to the negative coolant temperature
coefficient.

Accidents with decrease of reactor coolant flow rate do not pose any
particular challenge to the PTLWR concept because its fuel elements can
operate in a post-CHF condition even at full power without exceeding fuel
design limits. Therefore, even in the event of a hypothetical main coolant
pump shaft seizure, no damage of the PTLWR fuel elements occurs while
for a PWR and CANDU, partial fuel damage is predicted. The ability of the
PTLWR fuel elements to operate in the post-CHF regime is a significant
advantage, which makes the PTLVVR fuel resistant to failure in most of the
accidents where the DNBR criterion is challenged.

Regarding potential reactivity accidents, the advantage of the PTLWR
over a PWR is that no pressure-assisted control rod ejections are possible.
Also, all the reactivity incidents associated with the dilution or removal of
coolant or moderator poison are eliminated.

The key contribution of the PTLVVR is its capability to handle ATWS and
station blackout - the major contributor to the core damage frequency in
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CANDU PWR RBMK PTLWR

Moderator D20 H20 Graphite/H2 Oa H20/Graphite a

Coolant D20 H20 H20-boiling H20
Fuel U02 pins U02 pins U02 pins Particle fuel in

compacts
Cladding ZY ZY ZY C/PyC/SiC/PYC

coating
Reflector D20 H20 Graphite Graphite
Primary Horizontal Pressure Vertical Horizontal
pressure- pressure vessel pressure tubes pressure tubes
containing tubes
boundary

Cycle Indirect Indirect Direct Indirec
aPrimary moderator/secondary moderator

current PWRs and CANDUs - without sustaining core damage. This is
primarily due to the redundant, diverse reactor shutdown provided by
means of passive flooding, which concurrently provides a heat sink for
long-term decay heat removal. Moreover, the path which links the heat
sink to the core is entirely independent of the normal reactor core cooling
system, hence it does not require any depressurization, and is not
interfered with by the coolant escaping from the core through the break in
the form of a two-phase mixture or steam flow. Also, the absence of a large
pressure vessel eliminates the hypothetical catastrophic failure of a large
pressure vessel and allows us to handle a break of the pressure boundary
anywhere in the plant as a design basis event.

14.9 COMPARISON WTI7H OTHER REACTOR DESIGNS

Various PTLWR characteristics are compared with other reactor
designs in Tables 14-2 through 14-4. The comparison is made with three
reactor types - CANDU, PWR and RBMK since the PTLWR shares some
common features with these reactor types. Namely, the PTLWR adopts the
CANDU design of the heat transport system, it employs the light water
moderator and coolant and primary system parameters close to those in
PWRs, and it utilizes a graphite reflector as does the RBMK.

Table 14-2 Main characteristics of the PTLWR, CANDU, PWR and RBMK
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CANDU PWR RBMK PTLWR
Coolant void Positive Negative under Positive a Negative under
coefficient +16mk/100%void all conditions +20mk/100%void all conditionsb

and decreases except at very
with irradiation to high +5mk/100%void at

+1 lmk for concentration of normal operation,
equilibrium core soluble boron becomes morepositive with

burnup
Moderator Negative Negative/ Strongly positive Negative
temperature positive but slow due to
coefficient depending on long time constant

core status of graphite
Reflector Negative Negative Positive Positive but
temperature small and slow
coefficient duetolong

time constant
of graphite

Stability to At full power At full power At full power very Inherently
Xe spatial unstable without unstable without unstable without stable at any
oscillations control, hence control, hence control, hence power, spatial

spatial control spatial control spatial control control not
provided provided provided needed

Neutronic Fair (adding 17 Fair Very weak (adding Very strong
coupling of mk would make 6mk makes each
the core each half core half of the core

critical) critical)
Doppler Negative Negative Negative Negative and
coefficient strongly

increases with
voiding

Scram effect Negativ Negative Initially positive Negative
Excess Small Large at BOL Relatively small Small
reactivity in
the core
Prompt Long Short Relatively short Long
neutron
lifetime

aMost moderation is accomplished by graphite, but H20 has relatively large
absorption, hence on loss of coolant the absorption effect prevails. Also
strongly dependent on reactor conditions, such as number of inserted
control rods..

bPrimary moderation is provided by H20, hence upon voiding, moderation
is also lost, which hardens spectrum and significantly decreases fission
rate in fissile species (note that the PTLWR design has a highly thermal
spectrum)

Table 14-3 Physics characteristics of the PTLVvR, CANDU, PWR and
RBMK
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CANDU PWR RBMK PTLWR

Primary system fel- Pressure tubes Pressure vessel Pressure tubes Pressure tubes
containing boundary

Table 14-4 Safety-related intrinsic characteristics of the PTLWR, CANDU,
PWR and RBMK

implications:

I.Pressure tubes are exposed to full neutron flux, hence tougher environment than for a
reactor vessel (the PTLNVR design is most challenging in this aspect).

2.Rupture of PT can be handled without serious consequences, in fact these failures have
occurred in both CANDUs and RBMKs; while catastrophic PWR pressure vessel failure
would lead to core melt.

3.Catastrophic failure is not possible with pressure tubes because the thickness of PT is
less than the critical crack length (leak before break).

4.1n-service inspectability is more difficult for pressure tubes than for the vessel, but a
leak can be tested for very easily.

5.CANDU and PTLWR designs have an additional barrier around the fuel-containing
pressure boundary calandria tube) which can withstan full pressure in case of a break.

Fuel arrangement Separate fuel Fuel array Separate fuel Separate fuel
channels channels channels

Implications:

1.For fuel in separate fuel channels, thermohydraulic conditions can be easily tested
experimentally.

2.Faulty fuel in separate fuel channels is easily detected.

3.LOCA in the system with separate fuel channels is mitigated by the large hydraulic
resistance of the piping (blowdown period is more protracted).

4.Separate fuel channels provide the possibility to place an alternative heat sink outside the
fuel channels:

CANDU-cold alternative heat sink (D20) always present in the LP vessel,
PWR - no alternative heat sink present in the HP vessel,
RBMK- heat source present in the LP vessel (hot graphite can become an alternative

heat sink if fuel temperatures become too high),
PTLWR-cold alternative heat sink present outside the LP vessel and passively

introduced in accidents.

5. Separate fuel channels are more susceptible to flow blockage (i.e., no cross flow).
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CANDU PWR RBMK PTLWR

Primary coolant Relatively small Large Large Relatively
inventory small

Implications:

I.Small coolant inventory results in small energy release in LOCA and hence lower
containment pressure.

2.Large coolant inventory allows more time for corrective action due to longer time
constants

Refueling On-line Batch On-line On-line

Table 14-4 Safety-related intrinsic characteristics of the PTLVvR, CANDU,
PWR and RBMK (continued)

Implications:

I.In on-line refueling, faulty fuel can be easily replaced without necessitating reactor
shutdown.

2.Fuel is more susceptible to jamming during on-line refueling.

3.Refueling machine becomes part of the extended primary system during on-line
refueling and its malfunction could result in small LOCA.

4.Large seismic event during on-line refueling may result in the damage of inlet piping by
sudden movement of large refueling machines.

5.In RBMK, the presence of heavy refueling machine above the core may damage the core
if large malfunction occurs.

6.0n-line refueling allows for low reactivity excess, and hence reduced potential for large
reactivity excursions.

CRD location In LP region In HP region In LP region in LP region

Implications:

I.Location of control rods in LP region allows for simpler CRDM design and no pressure-
assisted reactivity accident (like rod ejection in PVRs) is possible.
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Barriers to fission 3 3 2 4
product release

3 barriers are clad, primary system enclosure and containment (RBMK has no
containment)

4 barriers are SiC particle fuel coating, SiC matrix coating, primary system enclosure and
containment

Implication: More barriers reduces the probability of fission product release.

Tritium inventory -Large Small Small Small

Implications:

I.Large tritium inventory requires special attention to protect plant personnel.
2. Large tritium inventory leads to additional radioactivity release in an accident.

Table 14-4 Safety-related intrinsic characteristics of the PTLWR, CANDU,
PWR and RBMK (continued)
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14.10 CONCLUSIONS AND FU RJRE WORK RECOAMEENDATIONS,

An innovative design concept of a large, light water cooled and
moderated reactor has been proposed and described. The design departs
significantly from traditional LWR designs in terms of reactor physics,
thermohydraulics during normal operation, and the decay heat removal
process from the fuel during loss of coolant accidents. This conceptual
study has confirmed that the proposed reference PTLWR design can
achieve the key objectives of sufficient cooling of the fuel elements in the
absence of primary coolant, large nominal power output, and inherent
reactor shutdown in accidents leading to high temperatures. It can cope
with station blackout and anticipated transients without scram without
sustaining core damage. The fuel elements can operate in the post-CHF
condition even at full power without exceeding fuel design limits, thus
making the PTLWR resistant to fuel damage in accidents challenging the
CHF limits.



Future work should focus on decreasing the fast fluence on pressure
tubes by increasing the heavy metal loading using alternative fuel
arrangements within the pressure tubes. The proposed concept of a
pressure tube reactor with voided calandria space is by no means confined
to the reference design studied in this work. Changing the fuel design in
the fuel channel and introducing separate moderator, heterogeneously
distributed in the calandria opens a plethora of new alternatives by offering
an "additional degree of freedom" afforded by decoupling the moderator
from the cooling function. A range of design alternatives can be
demonstrated using for example the dry calandria versions for Pu burning
and Pu production, or versions using alternative coolants that do not
require high ressure.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK DIRECTIONS

15.1 CONCLUSIONS

An innovative design concept of a large, light water cooled and
moderated reactor has been proposed and described. The design departs
significantly from traditional LWR designs in terms of reactor physics,
thermohydraulics during normal operation, and the decay heat removal
process from the fuel during loss of coolant accidents. This conceptual
study has confirmed that the proposed reference PTLWR design can
achieve the key objectives of sufficient cooling of the fuel elements in the
absence of primary coolant, large nominal power output, and inherent
reactor shutdown in accidents leading to high temperatures.

Although a comprehensive risk analysis in terms of core damage
frequency remains to be done, the PTLWR concept offers some important

safety enhancements in the LWR arena. These can be summarized as
follows:

1. The PTLWR fuel elements are capable of operating in the post-CHF
regime even at full power without exceeding the fuel design limits.
Such a rugged fuel significantly increases reactor forgiveness in
transients and accidents which would otherwise challenge
conventional DNBR margins.

2. The risk of fission product release to the environment is reduced by
increasing the number of barriers between the fission products and
the environment from three to four. The barriers include the silicon
carbide coating of particle fuel (which is considered as containment
in the MHTGR), the silicon carbide coating of the fuel matrix, the
primary system boundary and the containment shell.
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3. The PTLWR is designed to survive loss of coolant accidents without
the need of replenishing primary coolant, by dissipating the decay
heat generated in the fuel matrix via conduction and radiation
through the pressure tubes into the heat sink outside the fuel
channels.

4. The PTLWR is capable of withstanding the ATWS and station
blackout sequence - the major contributors to the core damage
frequency in current LWRs - without sustaining core damage by
having a redundant and diverse reactor shutdown means: passive
flooding which concurrently provides a heat sink for decay heat
removal. Moreover, the path which couples the heat sink to the core
is entirely independent of the normal reactor core cooling system,
hence it does not require any depressurization, and is not interfered
with by the coolant as it escapes from the core through the break in
the form of a two-phase mixture or steam flow.

5. The PTLV,7R can sustain without fuel damage a break in the primary
system boundary, anywhere, as a design basis, including the failure
of a core region boundary, by eliminating the massive pressure
vessel.

Besides the above safety enhancements, the PTLWR is inherently stable
against xenon spatial oscillations; it eliminates problems with local
criticality, eliminates the need for chemical shim in the coolant and for
associated equipment, it exhibits a relatively flat power density profile, and
has very large prompt neutron lifetime, which makes the reactor more
forgiving in prompt critical reactivity excursions.

The high fast fluence on pressure tubes and less efficient neutron
economy are the main drawbacks. Overall, the proposed PTLWR concept
offers a very promising alternative for advanced light water cooled and
moderated reactors, worthy of further development in future work.
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Recommendations for future work can be divided into three major
categories. The first category includes improvements in the analysis of the
proposed PTLWR concept. The reader is reminded that the analyses which
have been presented throughout this volume are at the level of a conceptual
study, and are often simplified. Real reactor design requires the
concentrated effort of many professionals rather than one-person
involvement; therefore this study is by no means comprehensive. The areas
which deserve special attention because of significant simplifications or
omission will be pointed out in Section 15.2.1.

The second category involves various improvements or modifications
within the proposed dry calandria concept. They primarily include ideas on
how to improve the dry calandria concept, such as, for example,
decreasing the fast neutron fluence. These will be summarized in Section
15.2.2.

Finally, the third category includes new ideas for a passive pressure
tube reactor. The proposed pressure tube reactor with voided calandria
space is an innovative design with some unique physics characteristics and
is not limited to a light water primary coolant only. There are several
combinations of coolants, moderator arrangement, and fuel arrangement,
which could result in other passive pressure tube reactor designs.
Additionally, the proposed reactor concept can be modified for plutonium
burning or plutonium breeding. The areas of exploration for this type of
reactor are large and largely unexplored. Several new ideas deserving
further investigation will be suggested in Section 15.2.3.

15.2.1 Comprehensive Detailed Analysis of the Proposed Concept

The scope of this conceptual design study is limited and cannot cover all
the aspects of reactor design. To confirm the key physics and
thermohydraulic characteristics, simplified methods are often sufficient.
Although these methods give satisfactory results for the purpose of the
conceptual study, such as this work represents, they may not give sufficient
accuracy for a real reactor design. This section will point out major
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simplifications introduced in this analysis which need further refinement
should this work be carried beyond the conceptual stage.

One of the key areas deserving further attention and development is the
reactor physics for systems with very high neutron streaming. Although
the Monte Carlo method used throughout this work is very accurate for
these applications, it requires an extremely long CPU commitment. It is
therefore desirable to calculate sets of effective diffusion coefficients,
spanning the conditions of interest, which can be precomputed once and
then used as input data in the standard LVTR computer codes which are
based on the neutron diffusion equation. Although several methods for
obtaining effective diffusion coefficients in lattices with neutron streaming
have been developed [Gelbard, 19831, these are mostly for lattices where
voided space is small compared to space taken up by solid or liquid
material. This differs significantly from the dry calandria design, where
most of the space is occupied by voids (80%) and the neutron mean free path

is comparable to core dimensions. Hence the validity of the methods
developed for lattices where high density material is dominant needs to be
confirmed or modified for void-dominant lattices.

Burnup calculations in this work were done using MCNP for
eigenvalue calculations and ORIGEN2 for the change of fuel composition
with burnup. Since an effective one-group ORIGEN2 cross section library is
not available for the PTLWR design, the PTLVVR fuel was burned up using
a PWR library for the uranium-plutonium cycle, with the cross sections of
the most important actinides modified to match the reaction rates obtained
from MCNP. More accurate burnup calculations should be performed in
the future. This could be done by developing a separate ORIGEN2 library for

the PTLWR. The easier alternative would be to use the MCNP-ORIGEN2
Coupled Utility Programs (MOCUP) package, recently developed at Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), which provides the means to use
MCNP for the neutronics solution and ORIGEN2 to perform depletion
[Babcock et. al., 19931. The third option is to utilize standard diffusion codes
which incorporate burnup calculations, provided that the required sets of
effective diffusion coefficients are developed.
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The limited scope of this work allowed only for the qualitative
discussion of various accidents rather than the comprehensive analysis
usually called for. Future work should include more complex analysis of
the entire accident spectrum using available sophisticated codes such as
TRAC, RELAP5 or RETRAN.

Although the containment analysis has been fairly extensive, it could
not incorporate all the details of in-containment layout at this preliminary
stage. Since the containment pressure peak from long-term containment
pressurization depends strongly on concrete heat sinks, detailed design
work needs to take into account more exact consideration of the amount of
concrete and its distribution inside the containment to decrease the
uncertainty associated with these heat sinks. Extensive sensitivity studies
with respect to other system characteristics should be also performed in
order to estimate prediction uncertainties, to evaluate the effect of these
characteristics on containment pressure, and to identify the variables
which have the best potential for improving containment performance.

Another issue of high importance is a more detailed economics study
than could be performed within the scope of this work. In particular, a good
estimate of capital cost, operation and maintenance costs, and especially
the fabrication cost of the PTLWR fuel elements, is necessary to judge
PTLWR competitiveness with other advanced LWRs as well as with
conventional power generation plants.

The PTLWR concept employs a fuel matrix containing particle fuel.

Although both the matrix and the fuel are based on current technologies,
their application in an LWR environment does not have the extensive
experience now accumulated with conventional LWR fuel; this aspect
needs more research and development. An extensive literature search
suggests good compatibility of the proposed SiC-coated graphite matrix with
the PTLWR environment, but there are not enough data on the behavior of a
protective silicon carbide coating on a graphite matrix during thermal
shock and during irradiation. A small-scale experimental program
initiated at MIT will address the former issue, the latter must be
investigated in a future irradiation program.
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15.2.2 xnprovements and Modifications of the Pt-oposed Concept

The reference PTLWR design investigated in this study employs only
one of many possible alternative fuel arrangements. Chapter shows some
alternative fuel arrangements which could be employed in the PTLWR
concept. Desirable goals are to maximize heavy metal loading and
consequently decrease fast fluence on pressure tubes, and to improve
thermal hydraulic characteristics during normal operation while
retaining good heat transfer capabilities from the fuel to the pressure tube
wall if there is no coolant in the fuel channel. Detailed analysis of the
proposed fuel. arrangements with respect to these objectives should be
performed in future work to identify the optimum design. Moreover, these
fuel arrangements are by no means exhaustive and can serve as a starting
point for the inventive designer to come up with new, innovative designs,
which could have even better performance.

It has been shown in Chapter 4 that the power peaking in the proposed
pressure tube LVVR arises from variation in the bundle-to-bundle content of
fissile material, rather than from thermal flux peaking, as is the case in
currently operating reactors. A bidirectional refueling scheme with partial
bundle reshuffling has been adopted. This scheme gives a relatively
moderate power peaking factor in the channel of 135 at the relatively high
initial enrichment of 7. Other refueling schemes may provide flatter
power density profiles. One alternative would be to refuel channels in the
lower-flux regions with the fresh fuel to achieve partial burnup, and then
move partially burned fuel bundles to fuel channels having higher thermal
flux. Alternative refueling schemes, which minimize power peaking,
should be explored in future work.

CANDU fuel channel pitch is optimized to provide the highest reactivity
for natural uranium moderated by D20. Since there is no moderator outside
the PTLWR fuel channels, the PTLVVR design offers more freedom in the
selection of the pitch. The minimum channel pitch is restricted by the space
requirements associated with header plumbing and on-line refueling, but it
is not restricted by reactor physics. In fact a smaller channel pitch is
desirable since it decreases neutron leakage and allows placement of more
fuel channels into a core of the same dimensions, and hence operation at
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higher power. The reference PTLWR design adopted the same channel
pitch as in CANDU units to stay within CANDU practice. If the currently
used faceseal closure is used, the pitch can be decreased to 22.86 cm;
employing a boroseal closure would allow a minimum pitch even lower,
i.e., 20.4 cm [Hart, 19911. This would allow increasing the number of fuel
channels by about 160, thereby increasing net power to about 1550 MWe.
Hence, further study of the PTLWR design for smaller fuel channel pitch is
warranted. Another interesting option, which could double reactor power
and further decrease the leakage would be a reactor design with another
core set of fuel -channels running in a transverse direction staggered
between the original fuel channels.

The design of the gap between the pressure tube and the calandria tube
has not been finalized and remains for future work. It was shown that
even a small gap 2mm thick filled with a high-conductivity gas such as
helium cannot achieve a sufficient heat transfer rate to dissipate decay heat
from the fuel channel without exceeding the temperature limit on the
pressure tube. Possible design solutions, which could attain the desired
heat transfer rate of 60,OOOW/m2, have been suggested. They include a
packed bed of graphite pebbles, proposed by Tang [Tang, 19921, zirconia

spheres as proposed by Dutton [Dutton, 19931, or a duplex tube, similar to
those used in EBR-II sodium-water steam generators.

Preliminary analysis in Chapter 11 suggests that an alternative design
of the flooding pool incorporating a vapor suppression system is beneficial
since it delays containment pressurization by about 10 hours and decreases
the pressure peak from long-term containment pressurization by 17% A
10-hour delay in the initiation of steam release from the calandria is a
significant advantage because it avoids steam release from the calandria
(thus affecting the containment atmosphere) in many accidents which
require calandria flooding or in case of inadvertent flooding. It also
provides sufficient time for the operator to reestablish core cooling using the
shutdown cooling system. Therefore, future work should include the design
of a reliable flooding system with vapor suppression.
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15.2.3 New promising Altematives for a Passive Pressure Tube Reactor

The proposed concept of a pressure tube reactor with voided calandria
space opens a plethora of new reactor alternatives to be explored. Such an
extensive scope of alternatives is facilitated by the additional degree of
freedom afforded by decoupling the moderator from the cooling function,
which relaxes the limits imposed by reactor physics and thermal
hydraulics constraints. Currently operating thermal reactors, as well as
advanced evolutionary and revolutionary reactors under development use
fuel elements heterogeneously distributed in a homogeneous moderator.
Many important reactor physics parameters, e.g., void coefficient, are a
strong function of fuel/moderator ratio. However, the useful range of
fuel/moderator ratios is limited because changes in this ratio to achieve
desirable reactor physics characteristics are strongly coupled to
thermohydraulics limits. For example, if one strives for a harder neutron
spectrum by squeezing out as much light water as possible from the
standard LWR lattice, cooling capabilities are affected, and impose a limit
on the minimum practical pitch. This is not necessarily the case with the
proposed concept, which allows changing the mass of heterogeneously
distributed moderator in a voided calandria space (either in the dry or wet
calandria version) without affecting the cooling capabilities of the channel.
Hence, the designer has the additional variable -separate moderator - to
work with. A range of design alternatives can be demonstrated using for
example the dry calandria versions for Pu burning and Pu production. It
was suggested in Chapter 4 that the dry calandria approach could be used
to burn weapons grade plutonium. It will be shown later that this design
can be modified into a high converting light water reactor using the same
moderator, i.e., light water, to produce plutonium.

The following discussion presents possible variations of pressure tube
reactors with voided calandria space which could be explored in the future.
They include a Pu burner, a high conversion thermal reactor, other
versions of passive pressure tube thermal reactors with alternative
coolants, and a pressure tube fast reactor.
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15.2.2.1 PTLWR for the Disposal of Weapons-Grade Plutonium.

Recent concerns with excess plutonium from dismantled nuclear
warheads have intensified efforts to evaluate options for safe plutonium
disposal [von Hippel and Feiveson, 19931, [Alberstein et. al., 19931, [Biswas
et. al., 19931, [Brownson and Hanson, 19931, [Bowman and Venneri, 19931.
Section 44.9 reviewed key issues associated with weapons-grade plutonium
burning in the proposed PTLWR concept. The discussion was based on
limited calculations and it dealt only with the reference design, which is
not optimized for'Pu fuel. Hence, it is of interest to refine the calculations
for a Pu fueled PTLWR and optimize the design for Pu burning. The
PTLWR may well be a viable intermediate term reactor option for Pu
burning.

15.2.2.2 PTLWR Thermal Breeder.

Although the immediate concern is to dispose of excessive weapons-
grade plutonium, plutonium recycle may be of interest in the long term.
Edlund first indicated in his papers [Edlund, 19751, [Edlund, 19761 that a
high conversion ratio of about 09 can be achieved in LWRs based on the Pu-
U fuel cycle by using a tight-pitch lattice. Edlund's idea was to harden the
neutron spectrum by reducing the amount of moderator using a tight-pitch
lattice. The hardened neutron spectrum increases the resonance
absorption in 238U, and hence the plutonium production. The use of heavy
water coolant or a mixture of light water coolant with heavy water can
accomplish the same result, since heavy water has inferior moderating
properties compared to light water. Since Edlund, many studies have been
performed on how to improve uranium utilization in LWRs. Earlier work is
reviewed in [Correa et. al., 19791, more recently considerable investigation
on this subject has been done in Europe and Japan [Berger et. al., 19921,
[Chawla et. al., 19921, [Markl and Moldaschl, 19921, [Broeders, 19921, and
[Mochida et. al., 19921.

The PTLWR concept employs on-line refueling, hence no neutrons are
lost to poison control, and the conversion ratio is consequently higher.
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Therefore, the PTLWR has a good potential to achieve a high conversion
ratio if appropriately modified. To harden the neutron spectrum, the fuel
loading must be increased and moderator mass decreased. One means to
achieve this goal is to replace the matrix with particle fuel by tight-pitch
U02 fuel elements with SiC cladding in a two-ring arrangement and no
moderator in the voided calandria space. The center pin and inner ring of
the bundle are removed and the space is filled with a SiC-cladded graphite
cylinder. Such an arrangement will also decrease fast fluence and preserve
passive dissipation of decay heat in the absence of coolant. Also, the void
coefficient should remain negative (see Chapter for preliminary
assessment).

The good breeding potential of a pressure tube reactor with LWR coolant
has been demonstrated, though in a different configuration [Ronen, 19901.
The pressure tube reactor concept proposed by Ronen uses 919 pressure
tubes in a hexagonal arrangement in contact with one another. There is no
moderator between the pressure tubes and no calandria tubes. The reactor
uses light water coolant and 238U-235U fuel with 6 enrichment of fissile
plutonium 2.63% 235U 6 239pu+24lPu. The system was found to breed
with respect to plutonium with an initial conversion ratio of about 1.10.
Breeding was also demonstrated for heavy water as the coolant. AECL
studies also indicate high attainable conversion ratios of CANDU pressure
tube reactors for Pu/Nat U and thorium cycles Weeder and Didsbury, 19851.

Although the leakage in the proposed thermal PTLVTR breeder concept
is higher than in the concept proposed by Ronen and will make it more
difficult to achieve breeding, it is expected that the proposed passive
pressure tube reactor with either light water or heavy water coolant could
attain a high conversion ratio. Hence, further study of various
configurations of a passive pressure tube reactor with high conversion ratio
is of considerable interest.
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Reactor Coolant Moderator Fuel arrangement Calandria
spectrum arrangement

H20 H20 Matrix Dry
2-ring elements Wet

C02 H20 Matrix Dry
2-ring elements Wet

Thermal He H20 Matrix Dry
2-ring elements Wet

Organic H20 Matrix Dry
ZrH2 2-ring elements Wet

N a o r H20 Matrix Dry
NaK 2-ring elements Wet

Pb or ZrH2 Matrix Dry
Pb/Bi/Sn H20 2-ring elements Wet

N a o r Matrix Dry
NaK 2-ring elements Wet

Fast

Pb or Matrix Dry
PbA3i/Sn 2-ring elements Wet

15.2.2.3 Passive Pressure Tube Reactors with Alternative Coolants

One of the drawbacks of the proposed PTLWR is the need for thick-wall
pressure tubes in the core, which are responsible for significant parasitic
neutron absorption, and hence an increase in fuel enrichment. High-
pressure-bearing tubes are needed because of the high operating pressure
associated with the light water coolant. To decrease the mass of parasitic
absorber in the core, it is warranted to explore the use of alternative
coolants which can be used at low pressure. A review of various possible
combinations of coolants, moderators and fuel arrangement in a passive
pressure tube reactor is shown in Table 15-1 with the most promising paths
marked by bold typeface. Advantages and disadvantages are listed in
Table 15-2.

Table 15-1 Possible combinations in passive pressure tube reactors
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Coolant Advantages Disadvantages

Table 15-2 Alternative Coolants for Passive Pressure Tube Reactors

*familiar technology
*available in ambient
9LWR experience base
*low price

*HTGR experience base
inert

e compatible with HTGR
type fuel

*high thermal efficiency

oAGR experience base
*availability and low cost
*compatible with graphite

at moderate temperature

elow pressure
*no N-16
*low reactivity
* low corrosion
*compatibility with UC
9WR-1 experience base
*no rapid LOCA

*low pressure
eLMR experience base
*could use IFR fuel
9excellent heat transfer
*potential high thermal

efficiency

low pressure
*Russian submarine

experience
*Israel MHD experience
*could use IFR fuel
*compatible with Zy
*excellent heat transfer
*potential high thermal

efficiency

*requires high pressure
shigh N16 production rate
with matrix fuel

*corrosive

opoor heat transfer
ehigh pumping power
*relatively high pressure

spoor heat transfer
ehigh pumping power
erelatively high pressure

*high radiation damage
especially for matrix fuels

*high melting temperature
oflammability
ofouling of heat transfer

surfaces

oreactive with water and air
oNa-24 activity
ohigh melting point

ohigh melting point
oPolonium activity from Bi
o lead toxicity

H20

He

C02

Organic

Na or NaK

Pb or Pb/Bi/Sn
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Gas-Cooled Light -Water-Moderated Passive Pressure Tube Reactor.,

Gas-cooled reactors require pressurized coolant to improve heat
transfer characteristics, but pressure levels (on the order of 6MPa) are less
than in a PWR (15.5 MPa). The main challenge in a gas-cooled light-water-

moderated pressure tube reactor would be the attainment of adequate
cooling during normal operation. Especially in a fuel matrix arrangement
where the heat transfer surface is very limited, the concept may be difficult
to design without significant degrading of channel power. A concept with
2-ring U02 fuel elements with silicon carbide cladding, may deserve some
attention. The advantage of this concept is the possibility of operating at
high temperatures, and thus achieving high thermal efficiency. However,
use of Zircaloy pressure tubes would pose a problem at these temperatures.
Problems with Zircaloy pressure tubes have been experienced at the heavy
water moderated C02 cooled reactors LUCENS in Switzerland [Kraft, 19641
and A-1 in Czechoslovakia [Hulovec et. al., 19641. It is therefore proposed
that the Zircaloy pressure bearing tube be replaced by a SiC tube. Recent
advances in ceramics technology allow the manufacture of long SiC tubes,
though extensive research and development would be required to confirm
satisfactory SiC tube behavior in a reactor core environment. This design
employs only SiC, and no graphite in the channel. This allows the use of
C02 coolant at higher temperatures. The surface of the SiC cladding can be
roughened to enhance cooling during normal operation. An ancillary
benefit of such treatment could be the improvement of decay heat
dissipation during accidents. The dry calandria arrangement is not
desirable because of the severe thermal shock on both the Zircaloy calandria
tube and the SiC pressure tube during flooding (Note that the channel
operating temperature is much higher than in the PTLWR concept).
Reactor physics considerations will allow a desirable increase in the
thickness of the moderator annulus surrounding the calandria tube as
compared to a light water cooled wet calandria design [Tang, 19921, because
there is no moderator inside the pressure tube. The challenge is the design
of an effective thermal switch between the pressure tube and the calandria
tube to decrease heat loss during normal operation. Recently, some
progress in this area has been experimentally demonstrated [Novak et. al.,
19941.
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Organic-Cooled Light-Water-Moderated Passive Pressure Tube Reactor.,

Organic coolants have been used in several heavy water moderated
pressure tube reactors, the most widely known being the WR-1 reactor at
Whiteshell in CANADA [Robertson and Hart, 19721. This reactor operated
successfully for a long period of time and established a good experience base

for organic coolant. The key advantage of an organic cooled passive
pressure tube reactor is the low coolant pressure at high coolant
temperatures.. This allows a decrease in pressure tube thickness and thus
less parasitic abs'orption. Although a dry calandria version is theoretically
possible, with a rH2 matrix to provide for additional moderation, it is not
viewed as a very promising alternative because of high radiation damage to
the coolant from the high fast fluence associated with the low fuel loadings
typical of matrix fuel. A wet calandria version appears to be promising,
with a light water moderator annulus surrounding the calandria tube and
a 2-ring fuel arrangement. Organic coolants are also compatible with
uranium carbide whereas light water is not. Uranium carbide has 13
times higher density than U02, which will allow increasing fuel loading
and thus further decreasing fast fluence. The significantly higher thermal
conductivity of UC (5.5 times) would allow operation at low fuel centerline

temperatures and hence, low stored energy. A considerable advantage of
this design is the elimination of rapid LOCA, due to the low pressure (about
2 MPa) of organic coolant. This fact should be explored in more detail, and
it is expected that the analysis will show decreased requirements on decay
heat removal rates during accidents. Consequently, conventional U02 fuel
with Zircaloy cladding may be adequate.

Thermal Liquid Metal Cooled Passive Pressure Tube Reactor.

The idea of a thermal reactor cooled by liquid metal is not new. The new
prototype graphite-moderated liquid metal cooled reactor HALLAM, USA
[Starr and Dickinson, 19581 and the zirconium hydride-moderated sodium
cooled reactor KNK-I, Germany [Harde and Stohr, 19641 are representative
examples. A review of thermal spectrum LMRs emphasizing the
economics of their fuel cycle is given in [Taylor and Driscoll, 1987].
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Liquid metal coolants, such as sodium or lead, also provides the benefit
of low pressure. In addition, they exhibit excellent cooling capabilities.
However, the chemical reactivity of sodium with water and air introduces a
potential for exothermic energy release during accidents, and leads to
design complexity to prevent such reactions. Lead or the Pb/Bi/Sn coolants
do not react with water or air which makes them preferable candidates.
While lead coolant was used in some Russian submarines the available
information on experience with this coolant is rather limited. Russian
researchers are considering lead as a coolant for an electronuclear neutron
multiplier [Barashenkov et. al., 19921. Lead in the form i17Pb83 has been
adopted in the self-cooled blankets of the fusion reactors ITER and NET
[Airola et. al., 1984], [Greenspan, 19861, [Klabukov et. al., 19921. Recent
experiments [Tulenko, 19931 show that lead is compatible with Zircaloy.
Hence, fuel arrangements of 2-ring conventional U02 fuel elements with
Zircaloy cladding in a Zr 2.5%Nb pressure tube in a wet calandria
arrangement would be worth exploring. In [Tulenko, 19931 it is suggested
that lead bonding be introduced between fuel pins and cladding to decrease
stored energy in the fuel, and hence to improve LOCA fuel performance.
Also, using lead as a low pressure (about 0.5MPa) coolant would prevent

rapid coolant depletion following a hypothetical break in the primary
system. Coolant remaining in the pressure tube would considerably
improve heat transfer from the fuel to the pressure tube (cooled at the
outside by the cold moderator annulus surrounding the calandria tube),
thereby decreasing the maximum fuel temperature. In this case it is
expected that Zircaloy cladding will be able to withstand accident
temperatures. The high melting point of lead introduces some complexity
into the design and into the on-line refueling system, but these problems
should be technically solvable. Overall this seems to be a promising option.

Another possible option with lead coolant would be use of a ZrH2 fuel
matrix in a dry calandria arrangement; the hydrogen in zirconium
hydride being the moderator. Zirconium hydride has been used in many
TRIGA reactors in their UZrH fuel. Zirconium hydride has been also used
successfully as moderator/reflector material in the sodium cooled thermal
reactor in Karlsruhe (at coolant temperatures of 6000C), in the Russian
nuclear thermionic reactor TOPAZ2, and is included in the GA thermionic
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reactor design proposed for next generation space thermionic nuclear
power [Simnad,19921. Zirconium hydride is relatively stable in water, steam
and air at temperatures up to 600 'C; the compatibility with lead would have
to be confirmed. Experience with this material also showed that it could
survive transients to 1000'C if the hydrogen content is limited to 17 a/o in
order to control the hydrogen pressure to tolerable levels [Simnad, 1992].
Maximum temperatures during accidents are envisioned to remain quite
below this value. A review of zirconium hydride as a fuel matrix material
in the PTLWR did not revealed any major compatibility problems [Hejzlar
et. al., 19931. Reactivity changes due to coolant voiding are expected to be
small, since the moderating contribution of the heavy metal coolant is very
small compared to that of ZrH2-

Fast Liquid Metal Cooled Passive Pressure Tube Reactor.

The passive pressure tube concept cooled by lead and having a fast
neutron spectrum, with a 2-ring fuel element configuration in a dry
calandria arrangement is another interesting path to explore. Sodium as a
coolant must be discarded because it would be very difficult to guarantee no
contact with flooding water in case of pressure tube failure (or another
compatible fluid would have to be used). Fuel of the matrix type can be used
but a 2-ring fuel configuration is preferable due to higher achievable
loadings and hence, less fluence. Fast reactors generally require more
complex designs to achieve high safety levels and are difficult to design
with negative coolant void coefficient. Since a passive pressure tube reactor
exhibits large leakage, and the void coefficient tends to be negative for
higher leakage, this concept may offer an attractive option to overcome the
coolant void problem. Moreover, since the positive character of the sodium-
void effect is introduced primarily by the moderating power of sodium,
replacing traditional sodium coolant with lead should alleviate the problem
even further. Lead or lead/bismuth have low neutron capture cross sections
and high thresholds for inelastic scattering, making these coolants ideal in
this respect. Calculations made for large reactors which exhibited a highly
positive void coefficient for sodium coolant showed highly negative coolant
void coefficients for a Pb/Bi eutectic. [Yiftah and Okrent, 19601. Also, the
cores of fast reactors are sensitive to dimensional changes such as bowing
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or swelling, with reactivity increasing with compaction. This may not be
the case in a pressure tube reactor with voided calandria, since the voided
space in the calandria allows for a large swelling of fuel channels without
displacing the coolant; the smaller effect of density changes on reactivity
using lead instead of sodium is important in this aspect as well. However,
this hypothesis needs to be confirmed. Another advantage of the dry
calandria concept is the possibility of redundant shutdown by flooding with
water, independent of other control systems. It may be beneficial to
decrease the fuel-channel pitch to increase the mass of the fuel in the core
relative to the total core mass. This will increase core fuel loading, and
increase reactivity due to the reduced leakage, and thus lead to less
parasitic losses in the reflector. The graphite reflector considered for the
proposed PTLWR may need to be replaced bya different reflector with
decreased slowing down power to avoid the power density peak from
thermal flux near the reflector. A steel reflector, such as used in FFTF may
be appropriate. The power density profile in this fast reactor is expected to
exhibit a chopped cosine shape proportional to a typical fast neutron flux
profile in a pressure tube reactor with voided calandria. This concept could
also operate at higher coolant temperatures, and thus achieve higher plant
efficiency. It is noted, however, that maximum coolant temperature would
be limited by the Zr-2.5%Nb pressure tube material and Zircaloy cladding
material if Zircaloy is used. Replacement by stainless steel as is the
common practice in current fast reactors is possible. Since the system
pressure is very low, the pressure tube-calandria tube system could be
replaced by a steel duplex tube with thin walls keeping neutron parasitic
losses at low level. Also, compatibility of lead with water may eliminate the
need for an intermediate heat exchanger*, thus allowing the operation at
lower primary coolant temperature at the same thermal efficiency as well
as reducing equipment cost. Overall, the concept of a lead-cooled fast
passive pressure tube reactor outlined above may deserve further
investigation.

*Possibility of light water getting into lead primary coolant on steam generator tube

rupture needs to be analyzed.
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The above review of promising alternatives of passive pressure tube
reactors is by- no means complete. Other modifications and improvements
are possible, and a broad avenue to explore novel configurations of coolant,
moderator and fuel in heterogeneous arrangement remains open.
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AppendixA

REACTORPHYSICS

A.1 BENCEMIARK OF MCNP ON PWR AND CANDU 1ATrICES

The brief review of the MCNP code, in Section 43, showed that the code
underwent an extensive validation and verification program, and that it
can generate very accurate results. In order to gain experience with
MCNP modeling and to verify the correctness of MCNP models on cells
resembling those of interest, two benchmark models have been constructed.
They include a fuel channel model of a typical CANDU reactor and a PWR
fuel pin model, both in infinite lattice configuration. These benchmarks
were developed together with J. Tang and are described in [Tang, 19921. The
comparison of the MCNP results with data showed very good agreement for
both cases.

A.2 BENCEML4,RK OF MCNP+ORIGEN2 TANDEM AGAINST PWR

BURNUP CURVE

Section 44.7 described the approach of combining MCNP and ORIGEN2
to evaluate the change of reactivity and fuel composition with burnup. It is
necessary to test if this approach can yield sufficiently accurate results.
Such a benchmark test is the purpose of this appendix section.

The benchmark test will be performed on the PWR cell with fuel pin
(from a 4x14 assembly of the Yankee nuclear power plant) which had been
calculated using the LEOPARD depletion code. The cell is the same as that
described in [Tang, 19921. The ORIGEN2 code was used to burn PWR fuel

with 3 initial enrichment using its effective one-group cross section
library for PWRs with Pu-U fuel cycle. The concentration of major
actinides and fission products versus burnup was produced. The actinides
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included 234U, 235U, 236U, 237U, 238U, 239U, 237Np, 238PU, 239PU) 240PU,

241PU, 242pu� 243pu) 241AM� 242AM� 243AM, and 242cm.

Regarding the fission products, 135Xe was treated separately; all other
fission products were lumped into one group for use in MCNP. There are
several fission product libraries available in MCNP. They include two sets
for average fission product evaluated at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) and two sets evaluated at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL - average prompt fission product from 235U fission and
average prompt. fission product from 239pu fission. The two LLNL
evaluations yield close results, and the two LANL cases also yield close
results. There are, however, significant differences between the LLNL and
LANL sets, with the LANL sets having more neutrons in the system than
with the LLNL sets [Little and Seamon, 19851. Both LANL and LLNL
average fission product libraries were run and the results compared to the
LEOPARD benchmark. The LLNL-evaluated library ENDL-85 was found to
give better agreement with LEOPARD results. Hence the Livermore new
average fission product library, ENDL-85 was selected to model lumped
fission products.

The results are presented in Figure A-1. The points denoted
"MCNP+ORIGEN2" were calculated by the MCNP code using the fuel
composition obtained by ORIGEN2 as MCNP input data. The agreement is
surprisingly good. Therefore it is concluded that the suggested approach of
combining MCNP and ORIGEN2 can produce a reasonably good burnup
curve.

As has been earlier noted, there is now a combined package of these two

codes, developed at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, for this very
purpose. It is recommended that this package be obtained for future use at
MIT.
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CRITICAL EOFAT FLUX CORRELATIONS

This Appendix complements Section 64.6 on critical heat flux analysis.
Several CHF correlations for potential use in obtaining the CHF margins
for the PTLWR coolant channels have been identified. These correlations
are reviewed in Section B.1. Section B.2 discusses two alternative methods
for calculating CHF margins in the low-quality region, and Section B.3
compares individual correlations in the range of parameters applicable to
the PTLWR channels.

B.1 REVIEW OF CONSIDERED CBF CORREIATIONS

Six CHF correlations have been considered for calculating the critical
heat flux in the PTLWR coolant channels. They comprise the W-3
correlation [Tong, 19721, the PI-1 correlation [Pernica and Cizek, 19911, the

Bowring correlation [Bowring, 19721, the Shah correlation [Shah, 19871, the
AECL look up tables [Groeneveld et. al., 19861, and the Katto correlation
[Katto, 19851.

B.1.1 W-3 Correlation.

The W-3 correlation [Tong, 19721 is one of the most widely used CHF
correlations. It can be applied to circular, rectangular, and rod-bundle
geometries. The W-3 correlation was used in the form given in [Todreas
and Kazimi, 19901,

q"CHF = 12.022-0.06238p) + 0.1722 - 0.001427p) exp[(18.177
- 0.5987p) x I [(O. 1484 - 1.596x + 0 1729 x � 2326 G
+ 3271] 1.157 - 0869 x] 0.2664 08357 exp( 124. MO

[0.8258 00003413 (hf - hin) (B-1)

where qCHF is in kW/m2 p is in MPa, G is in kg/M2-s, h is in kJ/kg, and

Dh is in meters.
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The CHF calculated from Eq. (B-1) was further corrected for partially
heated channels (in channel 3, only part of the wetted perimeter is heated)
by the relation

q"CHFh q"CHF I I-Ru 13.76 - 1372 exp (1.78x - 4732 (G/106)-0.0535

- 00619 (p/103)0.14 _8.509 D 107
h (B-2)

where

Ru = I - D,/Dh. (B-3)

Eq. (B-2) is in English units (p in psia,, G in lb/hr-ft2, Dh in inches).

To account for heat flux peaking, the CHF from equation (B-2) was
corrected by an F factor, i.e.,

q"CHFn = qCHFh/F (B-4)

where

z

C q"(z') exp [-C (z - z)] dz'

q " (z) f I - exp [-C (z-z,,) I ,and (B-5)

C 4.23xIO6 [I - XZ)]7.9 M-

GI.72 (B-6)

The coordinate zo represents the onset of nucleate boiling given by the Jens-
Lottes correlation. The integration of the denominator in Eq. (B-5) can be
performed using constant heat flux over the node yielding for node J (node
representing the investigated location)

i
exp(-C z I q(zj) [exp(C zj - exp(C zj-,)]

F j=js+l
q"(zj) (1 - exp[-C (zj - zjs)]) (B-7)

where js is the number corresponding to coordinate z., which denotes the
node number where subcooled boiling according to Jens Lottes is initiated.
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B.1.2 Pernica and Cizek Correlation PI-1).

Recently, Pernica presented two new empirical CHF correlations
having a wide range of validity [Pernica and Cizek, 19911, and compared
them with 5300 sets of experimental data. The PI-1 correlation is given as

"CHF = 069 fPrG) fPr) fPnxin) fz/Dh) 2P - k2 T-0.8
2 + x (B-8)

where

f(PrG) (I 0:001 G PO -8 (B-9)

f(Prxin) 1.4 - Pr - Xin, (B-10)

f(z/])h) (I 0.005 z/Dh)- (B-11)

.7

f(Pr' ) __ Pr Pd (B-12)

Pd=O;kl =0 for Pr 03 (B-13)

Pd = 2.2 Pr)-' - 04; k, 0.6 - 2 Pr for Pr < 03) (B-14)

k = 0.5 02 p3 + k, (B-15)

Pr = P/Pcrit, and (B-16)

z

T=- q " (z') dz'
Iq"(z) z (B-17)

The CHF is in MW/M2, p is in MPa, G is in kg/M2-s, and Dh is in
meters. Parameter T is the ratio of average heat flux from the channel inlet
to the investigated coordinate z, over local channel heat flux. Eq. (B-17) was
numerically approximated as

i
T -I qj zj

j=1
q"j Azj

j=1 (B-18)
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where J is the node number at location z.

B.1.3 Bowring Correlation.

Bowring's correlation was obtained for water flow in heated vertical
tubes with uniform heat flux. The correlation is given in the form
[Bowring, 19721:

q"CHF ---: A + Dh G (hf - hin)/4
C + z (B-19)

where

A 2.317 Dh G (hg hf) F1

4 1 + 0.0 143 F2 M G, (B-20)

C 0.077 F3 Dh G
I 0347 F4 (G/1356r, (B-21)

n 2 - 000725 p. (B-22)

and coefficients F1, F2, F3, and F4 are functions of pressure only. These
functions are given in a tabular form. Linear interpolation was used to
obtain in-between values. Alternatively, the coefficients are cited in a
functional form by Hewitt in [Hetsroni, 19821.

B. 1.4 Shah Correlation.

The improved Shah's correlation has the form [Shah,19871

q"CHF =Bo G hfg (B-23)

where Bo is the boiling number, which is defined by an upstream condition
correlation (UM, or a local condition correlation (LCC), depending on
Shah's correlating parameter

G Dh CPf G2 .4 gf 0 6
Y kf 2

Pf g Dh gg (B-24)

If y106, the UCC is used. For y>106, the correlation that gives the lower
value of Bo is used. The UCC correlation is defined as
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(B-25)

where n=O for y<104, and for y>104, n is defined by the following relations:

for Y 101
(B-26)

n = 0 12 - for Y > 106

( - Xinef)o" (B-27)

The effective length, LE, and effective inlet quality, inef, are given as

LE = z and Xin,,f = Xin for Xin < 0 (B-28)

LE= z + Dh Xin and Xin,,f = 
4 Bo

for Xin > 0
(B-29)

The LCC correlation is expressed as

Bo = FE F Boo,

where the entrance effect factor is

FE = max 154 - 0032 z ), 01
Dh I 

(B-30)

(B-31)

and the boiling number at x=O is defined as

Boo = max f 15y-0.612, 0.082y-0.3 1+1.45p4.03)

�0.0024Y-0-105 1+1.15p3-39)r (B-32)

The quality factor, Fx, is given for x>O, by the following set of relations:

(F-0 .29 _ 1) (P C
Fx= 3

0.35 (B-33)

where

F = 1.25xI05 0833 x
Y (B-34)

c = for Pr < 06; c = I for Pr > 06 (B-35)
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For local quality x<O, Fx is expressed as

I (I - F2) (Ar C

Fx = 0.35 (B-36)

where factor F2, is defined via another factor F1

F = I 00052 (-XO.88) yO.41 for Y 1.4x1O1 I (B-37)

F = I 00052 -XO.88) (1.4xlo7r.41 for Y > 1.4xIO7 (B-38)

such that

F2 = F10- 42 for F, 4 and (B-39)

F2 = 0.55 for F1 > 4. (B-40)

In the above equations, Pr is reduced pressure. Any consistent system
of units can be used in Eq. (B-23) to obtain the CHF, since all correlating
parameters are in dimensionless form. Note that the above equations are
valid for all fluids except helium. The modified version of certain
parameters for helium is given in the original paper [Shah,19871.

B.1.5 AECL Lookup Table.

A valuable source of CHF data for water was constructed by Groeneveld

et. al. [Groeneveld et. al., 19861 at AECL. His lookup table is based on the
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories' CHF data bank, which contains more
than 15000 CHF data points. It presents the CHF for 15 discrete values of
pressures, 14 mass flux values and 21 local quality values, composed in a
3-D matrix. Linear interpolation is needed to obtain non-matrix values. To
facilitate the use of the AECL table, the values were established on a
separate disk file, which are read to a 3-D array in computer memory and
interpolated per recommendations of Groeneveld [Groeneveld et. al., 19861,

i.e., first interpolation with respect to pressure is performed, followed by
interpolations with respect to mass flux and quality. Table data are based
on vertical upflow in an 8mm-diameter tube, but correction factors are
provided which enable application of the lookup table to other geometries.
These factors are as follows:
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subchannel or tube cross section factor which includes the diameter effect

for 0.002m < Dh < 0. I m

for Dh > 0.0 I 6m.

(B-41)

(B-42)

bundle factor which predicts the correct trend in quality for rod bundles

K2 = min�0.8, 0.8 exp (-0.5 XI/3) ; (I

grid spacer factor'

-5 2form , B=O.K3 = I A exp (-B Lp/Dh), A = 1.5 KO (O-OOIGP- (I

heated length factor

3-43)

1-44)

K = exy) Dh e2a for
( Z

>5
Dh (B-45)

where is the void fraction predicted by HEM;

axial flux distribution factor

q I IjS0
K = q"(z) for x 0, K5 = 10 for x < 

(B-46)

where qjso is the average heat flux from the axial location where x=O to the
location of interest, z;

and flow factor for horizontal flow

K = for stratified flow (G<Gl)
K = I for nonstratified flow (G>G2)

K6 = G-G]
G2-GI

for intermediate flow G,<G<G2)
(B-47)

where the mass flux boundary between fully stratified and intermittent
flow, G1, and the mass flux boundary between intermittent flow and
annular flow, G2, are defined by Taitel and Dukler's [Taitel and
Dukler,19761 flow regime map. A factor for vertical flow is also provided,
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but it is not given here since the PTLWR design considers horizontal
channels only.

The CHF value is finally calculated as

q"CHF = K, K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 qCHF-table (B-48)

B.1.5 Katto Corr-elation

The Katto correlation [Katto, 19851 is a generalized correlation which
covers a wide range of conditions and 14 kinds of coolants. Katto expressed
the CHF data in terms of an inlet subcooling parameter, K and basic
critical heat flux, qco as

qit CHF = qco (I - K in). (B-49)

The basic critical heat flux and the subcooling parameter are correlated in
two regions, divided by the value of pv/pl = 015. In the first region for pv/pl <

0.15, three possible values of the basic critical heat flux are calculated first
from the following set of equations:

q"co(l) C (y pi 0.043 De
G hfg Z (B-50)

q"co(2) pv 0 133 a Pi 13
0.10 1 + 00031 z

G hfg Pi G 2 Z De) (B-51)

q"co(3) PV 0133 CT Pi 0-433
G hfg 0,098 2 Z z 0. 27(I+ 00031 z

Pi (D Dj (B-52)

where

C = 025 for z/D < 50,
C = 025 00009 (z/De - 50) for 50 z/De < 150, and
C = 034 for D > 150.

The final value of basic critical heat flux is determined as follows:

If qco(l < q,0(2) then qc, = qc,,(1).
If qc,(I > qco(2), then qco = min (q"c,,(2), qco(3)).

The subcooling parameter is evaluated from the following equations:
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K(1 = 1043
(B-53)

K(2 = 00124 
6 , and (B-54)

if K(1 > K(2) then K = K(1),
if K(1 < K(2) then K = K(2) .

For the region of pv/pi > 0. 15, two additional possible values of CHF are
calculated:

q"co(4) .0.234
G hfg

q"co(5) .
G hfg

a pi 0233 -I
+ 0280 z

De , (B-56)

and the final value is determined from inequalities:

If qco(l < qco(4) then qco = qco(l).
If q"co(l) > q"c,,(4), then q"co = max (q"co(4), qco(5)).

The subcooling parameter is calculated from

and (B-57)

if K(1 > K(2) then K = K),
if K(1 < K(2) then K = min (K(2), K(3)).

Finally the CHF is obtained from Eq. (B-49) using the appropriate qco and
subcooling parameter K.
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B.2 TWO METHODS FOR CALCULATING THE CHF MARGINS IN
SUBCOOLED OR LOW-QUAUITY REGIONS

Two types of CHF correlations for the subcooled or low quality region
have been proposed. The first type (type 1) has the form

q"CHF = fGxpDh) (B-58)

or, if the effect of heated length, L, is taken into account

q"CHF = fGxpDhL)' (B-59)

where G is the mass flux, p is pressure, x is local equilibrium quality and
Dh is channel hydraulic diameter. Typical examples of these correlations
(or CHF look-up tables) are the Biasi correlation [Biasi et. al., 19671 AECL
look-up table [Groeneveld, 19861, and Russian CHF tables [Doroschuk,
19761.

If the local quality, x, is eliminated by incorporating the heat balance
along the channel up to the point of interest, z, i.e.,

z

X = Xin+- Ph q"(z) dz
G A hfg (B-60)

where A and Ph are channel flow area and heated perimeter, respectively,
the CHF correlation takes the form (type 2)

q"CHF = fG, in (or hin), p, Dh, Z) (B-61)

A typical example of the latter type is the Bowring correlation [Bowring,
19721. There are some correlations which make an attempt to take into
account upstream condition effects by introducing an inlet condition
variable (xi,, or hi.) but do not incorporate a full heat balance. These
correlations have both the inlet condition and the local condition as
parameters, i.e.,

q"CHF = fG, Xin (or hin), p, Dh, X). (B-62)
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Typical examples are Tong's correlation [Tong, 19671 and the PI-1
correlation [Pernica and Cizek, 19911. This type of correlation will be
further designated as a semi-local correlation.

Suppose that the objective is to find the margin to CHF along the
channel, i.e., the DNBR(z). There are two approaches to perform this task.
In the first approach, the local equilibrium quality at the axial position of
interest, z, can be calculated using the heat balance and the operating heat
flux, q ope,; this local quality is then directly substituted into the CHF
correlation to obtain the qCHF-Iocal. Then DNBR is calculated as the ratio of
q"CHF-Iocal t the operating heat flux, qoper.

DN13R = qCHF-Iocal

q"oper (B-63)

This approach will be designated for further discussion as the local
condition approach (designated L on the figures) since the CHF is
calculated at local conditions. Another possible designation for this
approach could be the "direct substitution method" since the local operating
conditions are directly substituted into the CHF correlation.

The heat balance (HB) curve represents the heat balance equation from
the inlet up to the fixed point of interest, z,

q"(z = T Ph Z G A hfg (B-64)

where

z

T=- q " (z') dz'
q (Z) z (B-65)

is the ratio of average heat flux from the channel inlet to the investigated
coordinate z, over local channel heat flux. Figure B-1 shows two curves in
quality-heat flux coordinates. If the heat flux is uniform, T equals unity so
that the HB curve is linear with x, as shown on Figure B-1. For the
operating heat flux, qoper, the local quality, x, at the fixed location z
corresponding to this heat flux can be found on the HB curve (point OP).
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Figure B-1 Heat balance and CHF curves for uniform axial heat flux

The second curve is a typical CHF curve. The CHF correlation based on

local conditions has a generally decreasing trend with x since CHF
typically decreases as quality increases.

CHF by the local approach (LP point) can be found on the CHF curve

from the local quality, x, i.e., using the local quality directl' in the CHF
correlation. In practice, the local condition approach has been used most
often, since it is simple and does not require iterations. Many computer
codes for reactor analysis such as COBRA, and RELAP, also use the local
approach.

In the second approach, designated as the heat balance approach (HB),
the qCHF-HB at axial location, z, is calculated by varying the magnitude of
the heat flux input into the channel, with the flux shape preserved, until
the critical heat flux given by the CHF correlation at this given location is
reached, i.e., a channel heat flux which achieves exactly critical conditions
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at the point of interest, z, is found. In other words, one is looking for the
intersection of the heat balance curve and the CHF curve, denoted in Figure
B-1 as point CP (critical point). The CHF ratio is calculated as the ratio of
q"CHF-HB over the operating heat flux, qoper,

DNBPR = q"CHF-HB
q"oper (B-66)

The CHF ratio determined by the heat balance approach was designated
the DNB power ratio (DNBPR) since it is closely related to critical power
ratio. To find the-intersection of the CHF curve and heat balance curve for
type correlations, an iterative process is necessary. One practical way to
find the solution is to combine the heat balance equation (B-64) and the CHF
correlation equation (B-58 as

( - in) G A hfg - fGxpDh = 
T Ph Z (B-67)

which can be solved for quality, x. The quality which satisfies Eq. (B-67 is
the critical quality, xcrit, corresponding to the critical heat flux as defined
by the heat balance method, qCHF-HB.

Note that the above iterative method is not necessary for the correlations
of type 2 which effectively employ Eq. (B-67) as part of the correlation. The

following discussion will deal with type correlations (based on local
conditions) or semi-local correlations.

The sketch in Figure B-1 indicates that the DNBR calculated by the local
approach may be higher than that calculated by the heat balance approach.
The magnitude of the difference depends on the correlation. If the slope of
the CHF correlation is small, the difference is small, and vice versa.

Both approaches using the W-3 correlation, the AECL look-up table and
the PI-1 correlation are compared on Figures B-2 through B-4. To make the
case simpler, the geometry considered for this comparative study was a
round tube with diameter of mm and uniform heat flux of MW/m2. The
other variables are mass flux G=3000 kg/sm2' pressure p=10 MPa, and
inlet subcooling in=-0.299. All the parameters fall within the
recommended range of the above correlations. Moreover, the tube diameter
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of mm corresponds exactly to the tube diameter for which the AECL look-
up table experimental data were taken.

First, a type correlation - the AECL look-up table - will be discussed.
Figure B-2 shows that that for DNBR >>1, the local condition approach for
the AECL look-up table gives much higher values than the heat balance
approach. Groeneveld does not give any specific directions for table use in
his 1986 paper, but he confirmed that the correct usage is the heat balance
method [Groeneveld, 19931. Note that this approach needs an iterative
solution on a computer which, in essence, does not differ from other
complicated correlations requiring computer implementation; hence the
term "lookup table" is rather misleading, especially if one is looking into
CHF margins. AECL lookup tables were also implemented into the
RELAP5/MOD3 code. The report describing the implementation
[Shumway,19891 does not suggest that the heat balance iterative approach
was used, and it would not be surprising to find that the local approach was
implemented. Because the CHF correlation in RELAP is mostly used for
finding the correct heat transfer regime (rather than finding DNBR>1), the
local approach will give correct answers. However, the results with
DNBR>>l must be interpreted with caution since they will yield
overestimated DNBR.

For the class of semi-local correlations, the PI-1 and W-3 correlations
were evaluated. The PI-1 correlation is a semi-local correlation which
includes recommendation of usage by the local approach. It gives very close
results for both approaches, as can be seen from Figure B-3, even though it
does not incorporate a full heat balance as part of the correlation. On the
other hand, Figure B-4 shows that the W-3 correlation using the local
approach gives a significantly higher prediction than the heat balance
approach. Tong in his paper [Tong, 19671 defines the DNBR as a local ratio
and recommends the local approach for his correlation.

He also confirms that this has been used as a design criterion and
discussed thoroughly with licensing authorities in the past, and it is a well
known fact that this approach gives higher values than does the power
margin [Tong, 19931. Also note that computer codes for reactor analyses
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Figure B-4 Comparison of CHF from the W-3 correlation evaluated from
local and heat balance conditions

such as COBRA, use the local approach in applying CHF correlations. But
Figure B-4 suggests that this approach could overestimate DNBR if
DNBR>l, which is always the case in reactor analysis, where (in U.S.
practice) the required MDNBR>1.3 at 112% power. The question arises what
is the DNBR>>l predicted by the W-3 correlation using the traditional local
approach. Two points can be made to show problems with this approach.

First, one would expect that comparing values of DNBR>l obtained
from different correlations, if all parameters fall within the verified range
for all correlations, would give reasonable agreement. And indeed, all three
correlations converge to a good agreement using the heat balance
approach, as shown in Figure B-5. Conversely, using the local condition
approach, the discrepancies can be significant, as Figure B-6 suggests.
Since only one CHF value can be correct at a given tube location, z, and
since the CHF obtained from the AECL table by the heat balance method is
correct (because the data were measured on an 8mm tube - the same as
used in these calculations), it follows that the local approach for the W-3
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correlation will overestimate CHF for DNBR>>l. Secondly, the actual
process in which the CHF at a given location in a channel would be
achieved is by increasing the power (or decreasing the mass flux) to the
channel until the CHF occurs. This process corresponds to the heat balance
approach.

The above discussion shows that the heat balance method gives better
results for the CHF margins than the local method. A similar conclusion
was reached by Inasaka and Nariai 19921 who compared 10 CHF
correlations, and in all 10 cases the HB method was found to give bettter
results, sometimes by a large margin. Therefore the HB method will be
used to evaluate the CHF margins in the PTLWR coolant channels.

B.3 COMPARISON OF THE SELECrIED CORREIATIONS

All six selected correlations were evaluated by the heat balance method
for the conditions experienced in the PTLWR coolant channels. The
comparison for the central coolant channel and an intermediate coolant
channel under normal operating PTLWR conditions is shown in Figure B-7
and Figure B-8. The heat flux profile was taken for the fresh core, i.e.,
almost uniform, with slight peaking near the ends of the channels.

The W-3 correlation prediction is shown only for the portion of the
channel from about 35 m to the channel outlet at 6 m. At the locations
below 35 m, the local quality is below 0.15, which is the lower limit of the

validity range for the W-3 correlation. Since the W-3 results yield
unreasonable CHF values outside the validity range for local quality, the
data below this limiting quality were discarded. But even discarding these
data, the W-3 results still significantly overpredict other correlations. This
is probably the consequence of higher mass flux than the recommended
W-3 range. Hence, the W-3 correlation was discarded from further
consideration.

The Bowring correlation consistently underpredicts CHF, as compared
to other correlations. This finding is surprising, since the only parameter
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outside the recommended range is the channel length, which is not a key
factor. However, closer review of Bowring's correlation by Hewitt,
[Hetsroni,19821 shows that the actual measurements for the entire range of
tube diameters cited in most literature were performed only in a limited
pressure range (around 10 MPa). For the PTLVVR operating pressure of 5
MPa, Bowring measured CHF only for small tube diameters of about 2mm.
Hence, the hydraulic diameters of the PTLWR coolant channels
significantly exceed (by 4 to 10 times) the verified range. Shah also reports
that the Bowring correlation was found to have large deviations outside the
verified validity -range [Shah, 19871. This fact is further confirmed by
comparing Figure B-5 and Figure B-8. While for the pressure of 10 MPa
(Figure B-5), the agreement with other correlations is very good, this is not
the case for the pressure of 15 MPa (Figure B-8). Hence, Bowring's
correlation was discarded.

Although the parameters are outside the range recommended for the
use of the PI-1 correlation, the predictions of the PI-1 correlation show
reasonable agreement with AECL table data. This correlation is valid for
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Figure B-7 Comparison of CHF correlations for the conditions of the central
coolant channel
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bundle geometry, which can partially explain the discrepancy at low
subcoolings. Since the PI-1 correlation is designed for bundles, it was
discarded from further considerations.

The AECL lookup table, the Shah correlation and the Katto correlation
are the only correlations under consideration that have a validity range
large enough to envelope all the PTLWR operating conditions. The
agreement among these three correlations is relatively good for both
channels. The Katto correlation consistently predicts higher CHF values,
especially at high subcoolings.

The AECL lookup table has been selected for the analysis of the PTLVVR
coolant channels because it is based on an extensive data base, and its CHF
values for the PTLWR conditions fall in-between Shah's results and Katto's
results. Also, the intermediate coolant channels have an inner diameter of
8.4 mm, which is very close to the test tube diameter of mm for which the
AECL data base has been obtained.
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PASSIVE CONTAINMENT COOLING AND ANALYSIS

This appendix complements the containment analysis given in Chapter
11. It identifies air convection as a key resistance between the containment
atmosphere and ambient air, and evaluates various alternatives to enhance
the heat rate across this resistance. The main body of the appendix is devoted
to the description of the methods used to analyze the alternatives considered.
Two principal analysis codes have been developed - RISRAD and FINAIR.
RISRAD is an improved version of the model of an annular riser described in
[Hejzlar et. al., 19911. It is intended for analyses of geometries with an
annular gap for air flow, including radiative heat transfer and arbitrary inlet
and outlet ducting. It was used for the alternatives of bare containment wall,
bare containment wall with a tall chimney and ribbed containment wall. The
program FINAIR is intended for the analyses of heated walls with fins,
including arbitrary inlet and outlet ducting, and was used for the finned
containment wall configuration. Code listings, sample input data and sample
outputs are given in [Hejzlar, 19941.

C.1 CONTROLLING HEAT TRANSFER RESISTANCE BETWEEN
CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE AND AMBIENT AIR

To achieve the objective of maximizing the heat transfer rate from
containment atmosphere to the ultimate heat sink - ambient air, the major
resistance to heat flow must be identified first. This can be easily done by
considering a flat steel plate of the same thickness as the containment wall
(e.g. 4cm) heated by condensation of hot steam on the inner side and cooled
by convection to air on the outer side. Let us take as a reference typical
values for the heat transfer coefficient for condensation in the presence of
noncondensibles, hcon=300 W/m2-K, thermal conductivity of the steel wall
k=50W/m-K, and the heat transfer coefficient to air under natural convection
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h,,i,=5 W/m2-K. Figure C-1 shows the results for a constant temperature
difference between containment atmosphere, Tsteam, and ambient air, Tair.
The curve "Steam side" was obtained by varying the heat transfer coefficient
on the steam side while keeping the heat transfer coefficient to air and other
variables constant, equal to their reference values. Conversely, the curve "Air
side" was obtained by varying the heat transfer coefficient to air and keeping
all other variables at their reference values. It is clearly seen that no
noticeable increase in heat flux can be achieved even if the heat transfer
coefficient on the steam side is increased by an order of magnitude. On the
other hand, an increase in heat transfer coefficient on the air side yields a
significant increase in the heat flux. The same conclusion can be drawn from
Figure C-2 which shows the total resistance to heat transfer by increasing the
heat transfer coefficients on both the steam side and the air side from their
reference values up to 1000%. The removable power from the containment
wall is controlled almost exclusively by heat transfer to air flow. Hence, all
the effort will be focused on the enhancement of heat transfer to air flow.
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Figure C-1 Achievable enhancement of heat transfer through a containment
wall by varying the heat transfer coefficient on the steam or air sides
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C.2 RISRAD - A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR EVALUATION OF
HEAT TRANSFER FROM A CYLINDRICAL BODY COOLED BY
COUPLED CONVECTION TO BUOYANCY-INDUCED AIR FLOW
AND RADIATION

C.2.1 Problem Formulation and the Assumptions Employed.

Several alternatives considered employ a containment steel shell
surrounded by a shield wall; the difference is in the addition of a chimney or
the treatment of the containment wall. These cases can be generalized to heat
removal from a cylindrical body surrounded by a baffle such that an annular

passage for air flow is provided. The model of a basic reference design shown
in Figure C-3 will be described next. The body is surrounded by the duct wall
around the entire circumference. The heat from the body is partially removed
directly by convection to the air flowing through the annulus between the
body and the duct wall, and partially by radiation to the cooler (outer) duct
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wall and subsequent convection to the air flow. The arrangement can be such
that the cold air intakes are located at the bottom and no stack above the
cylindrical body is assumed or the air intake is located above the cylindrical
body and cold air is brought to the body by downcomer ducting. To account
for various potential arrangements, the model considers the general case. It
is assumed that inlet ducting consists of Nj nodes with different flow areas.
Similarly, outlet ducting, including the exhaust stack, consists of N2 nodes
with different flow areas. Further, the outer wall of the cylindrical body is
assumed to have either a constant heat flux or constant temperature
boundary condition. The goal is to evaluate the heat rate removable from the
cylindrical body in the configuration shown in Figure C-3.

The assumptions employed in the model are summarized as:

• steady state,

• the air flow is considered one dimensional, fully developed and
turbulent,

• temperature on the inner cylindrical body wall is considered uniform

along both axial and azimuthal coordinates (or the heat flux is
assumed uniform),

• the surfaces participating in radiation are gray,

• the air inside the channel is a non-participating medium with respect
to the radiation,

• acceleration pressure drop is neglected,

• the duct wall is perfectly insulated on the outside,

• the inlet ducting consists of N nodes with different flow areas of
arbitrary shape, and

• the outlet ducting consists of N2 nodes with different flow areas of
arbitrary shape.
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C.2.2 Brief Description of the Model

C.2.2.1 Heat balance

As schematically shown in Figure C-3, the heated region (cylindrical body

height) is divided into N equal nodes with the node length Ax. Define the heat
transfer areas for the j-th node as

S2j =n D2 Ax and S3 = D Ax

The total power conducted through the cylindrical body wall, Qj, is equal in
the steady state to the power removed by the air, since the outside surface of
the colder (duct) wall is assumed insulated, i.e.,

Qj = rh cpj (Tj - Tj-, = S2j C J, - T2j) (C-1)

where

C, D2
2 k,, ID2

The heat balance for the j-th node can also be written to reflect that the air is
heated by convection from both bounding walls. The governing equation is

Qj = rh cpj ('Tj - Tj-,)

= h2j S2j (T2j - Tj) + h3j S3- (T3j - Tj)i (C-2)

where the first term on the RHS of Eq.(C-2) denotes the power convected
from the hotter (cylindrical body) wall and the second term denotes the power
convected from the colder (duct) wall. Finally the power radiated from the
hotter wall to the colder wall must be in equilibrium with the power
convected to the air from this cold wall, since the outside surface of the cold
wall is insulated.

Qrj = h3j S_j (T3j - Tj = C S2 ( aj -. I�j) (C-3)

where
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C= I D2 I - I -1

P-2 D 63

Eqs. (C-1), (C-2) and (C-3) are complemented by closure equations for heat
transfer coefficients, h2j and h3j, and by an equation for air mass flow rate, lb.
Convective heat transfer coeefficients for the hot and cold wall, h2j and h3j,

respectively are calculated from the correlations given in Section C.2.2.4.

C.2.2.2 Determination of Mass Flow Rate

The air flow rate is determined from the equation derived from the
balance between buoyancy and pressure losses under the assumption of
incompressible, one-dimensional fully developed turbulent flow.

rh Pb
C (C-4)

The coefficient c represents the pressure drop due to the form and friction
losses in the heated annular region, cl, and in the inlet and outlet ducting, 2.

C cl + 2, (C-5)

N

c I Y, (Kcj Kfj)
j=1 2 pj Aj)2' (C-6)

NI+N2

C2 I (Ki Kfi)
i=1 2 pi (NR A2 (C-7)

where

N = number of nodes with different flow areas from the air inlet up to
the beginning of the heated region,

N = number of nodes with different flow areas from the outlet of the
heated region to the chimney outlet,

NR = number of parallel flow paths in the ducting,
Kc represents form losses, and
Kf represents the friction factor, and is computed in the unheated

region from [Idelchik, 19861
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.25

Kfi =- 0 II Di+ Di. (C-8)

li and Di are the length and hydraulic diameter for the i-th section of the
unheated ducting, and is the wall roughness. For heated nodalized regions,
two cases are considered when evaluating the friction coefficient for the j-th

Kfj = fmi (AX/Dnode,

1. Both the hot wall and the duct wall are smooth. Then the Moody friction
factor in the j-th node is given as [Idelchik, 19861

+ 68 25

fmj := 0. 1 1D, Rej (C-9)

2. Hot wall is fabricated with periodic ribs, duct wall is smooth. Then the
Fanning friction factor, f on the hot wall is calculated first using Han' s

correlation [Han, 19771
Rej+(ej+) ((D/90. 0 15 0�-11 [10/(p/e)]n

((x/45 4.9 (et/35)' (C-10)

where Rej+and eare defined as

Rej+ = C2-/E + 2.5 ln(2e/De) + 375.1 , and (C-11)

ej+ = (e/W Rej f fj/-2 . (C-12)

The repeated ribs placed on the hot vertical wall and the nomenclature used
are shown schematically on Figure C-4. The exponents m and n are given as

rn = 0.4 for e < 35, rn 0 for e > 35; and

n = 053 ((X/90o)0.71 for p/e < 0. n -0 13 for p/e IO.

Note that Eqs. (C-10), (C-11) and (C-12) must be solved iteratively for the
Fanning friction factor fj. To account for the fact that the friction factor of the

ribbed wall (surface S2j) is significantly higher than the friction factor of the
smooth wall (surface S3j) the effective Moody friction factor of the channel is

calculated as
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4 fj S2,j + fM,3i S3,j

S 2j + S 3j

X

fm ' =

(C-13)

where f,3j is the friction factor for smooth walls calculated from Eq. (C-9).

The Reynolds number in the j-th node of the heated region is defined as

rhRej =
(C-14)

Flow

(X

e - rib height
p - rib pitch
(D - rib shape angle
(x - attack angle

1---"
Figure C-4 Geometry and nomenclature for ribs on vertical wall

The dynamic viscosity, tj, thermal conductivity, kj, and specific heat at
constant pressure, cpj, for the air are computed from polynomials as a
function of the bulk average temperature in the node, e.g.

K -

Ri = I AiTI
(C-15)i=O

where the polynomial degree, K, and the coefficients, Aj, are given in

[Irvin,19841.

The thermal buoyancy is evaluated as
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NI N N2

AN = I pi AH - g Y, pj Ax - gj: pj AHj
i=1 j=1 i=1 (C-16)

where

AH is the elevation difference.

In equation (C-16), the first term denotes the buoyancy head in the section
from the air inlet to the inlet of the heated region, the second term denotes
the buoyancy head in the heated region and the last term denotes the
buoyancy head in -the exhaust ducting.

Air is treated as a perfect gas, and thus for the density the equation of state
is used in the form

P = where R = 287 J/kg-K
R Tj (C-17)

Since the air flow rate, the heat transfer coefficients, h2j and h3j, and the
Reynolds number are dependent on the unknown temperature, Tj, the
solution is found through iteration.

C.2.2.3 Solution Procedure

The equations (C-1), (C-2) and (C-3) are solved for unknown temperatures
T2j, Tj and Tj in the following manner:

First the temperature T2j is found from Eq. (C-1)

T2 = T -, M CPj (Tj - Tj-1)
S2j C (C-18)

Temperature Tj is found from Eq. (C-2)

rh cpj (Tj - Tjj - h2j S2j T -M CPj (Tj - Tj-1) j
T3j S2j C1 + j

h3j S3j (C-19)
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Utilizing equations (C-18), (C-19) in Eq. (C-3) results in the following function
f(Tj)

f(Tj = Tj - K - K2 J42j - T3 = (C-20)

where

KI rh Cpj Tj-j + h2j S2j T, + h2j/Cl th cpj Tj-j

th cpj h2j S2j + h2j/Cl rh cpj (C-21)

C S2j
K2

rh cpj (I h2j/Cl) + h2j S2j (C-22)

and T2j, Tj are given by Eqs. (C-18), (C-19) respectively as a function of the

unknown Tj. Equation (C-20) is then solved for Tj by the Newton iterative

method. Once the temperature Tj is found, the temperatures T2j and Tj are
computed from Eqs- (C-18), (C-19). There are three iteration loops performed

- on mass flow rate, rh, the removed power = cpj (Tj - Tj-j) and outlet

temperature TN- Iterations proceed until the power conducted through the
cylindrical body wall is equal to the power removed by the air circulation, the

radiated power is in balance with power convected from the colder wall to the

air, and the air flow pressure losses are in balance with the buoyant forces. A
simplified flow diagram of the calculations is shown in Figure C-5.

For constant heat flux, the solution is simpler. Since the total heat flux, q,
from the hotter wall is known, the bulk air temperature can be directly
evaluated from an energy balance as

T = rh cpj + Tj-j
(C-23)

The temperature of the colder wall in the j-th node, Tj, can be evaluated
from equation (C-2 as

T = cpj (Tj - Tj I) - h2j S 2j [ (T2j - Tj)] + j
3i h3j Sj (C-24)
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The temperature of the hotter wall in contact with the air, T2j, is obtained
from equation (C-3), using for Tj Eq. (C-24). The function for iterations on
temperature T2 is

rh cpj (Tj - Tjj - h2j S2j [ (T2j - Tj)]4f(T T4 + Tj
2j) = S2 C 2j h3j S 3j

rh cpj (Tj - Tjj - h2j S2j [ (T2j - Tj)]
- S 3j h3j 0

h3j S 3j (C-25)

Iteration loops for mass flow rate, removed power Qj rh cpj (Tj - Tjj) and

outlet temperature TN are performed in the same manner as for the constant
wall temperature problem. If the temperature on the inside surface of the
body, Twj, is of interest, it can be easily found from Eq. (C-1 as

Tj = T2 -M CPj (Tj - Tj-1)
S2j C (C-26)

A simple computer program written in FORTRAN 77 was developed on
the basis of the equations given above, and used for evaluation of removable
heat from the containment wall.

C.2.2.4 Correlation for the Heat Transfer Coefficient to Air Flow in an
Annular Gap

Smooth wall

The correct value of the heat transfer coefficient between the ambient air
and the riser walls is of primary importance. Unfortunately, experimental
data for buoyancy-induced flows in annular geometry, and particularly for
the large dimensions under considerations are extremely limited. This section
will briefly review several correlations applicable to conditions of interest.

Attempts have been made to apply a natural convection correlation for
turbulent flow along a vertical plate [Erbacher and Neitzel, 19921, in the form

Nu=0.104 Ral/3 (C-27)
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validated for a range of Rayleigh numbers from 9x109 to jx1012. Also, codes

used for containment analysis such as GOTHIC [George et. al., 19911 apply
this type of correlation. However, our calculations suggest that the buoyancy-
induced flow in the narrow and tall annulus of typical containment
dimensions falls into the forced convection regime, with Reynolds numbers up
to 2x105, rather than the free convection regime. Hence, the application of
correlations appropriate for the natural convection regime, such as Eq. (C-27)
using the Ra number, is inappropriate and may result in too conservative
heat transfer rates. A forced convection correlation using the Re number is
more appropriate,

This was confirmed by experimental measurements on an RVACS at
Argonne National Laboratories (ANL) [Heineman et. al., 19881. The
correlation obtained from Argonne measurements is very close to the Dittus-
Boelter forced convection correlation. Its form is

0. 8 prOA kaj Tw 04 1 + zj .36
hZj = 00229 Rej i -

De ,,j De (C-28)

where the ratio of the local wall temperature to the local air bulk
temperature accounts for the large range of temperature differences between
the wall and bulk air and the last term represents the development length.
The ANL correlation was tested for a range of Reynolds numbers from U104
to 2.1x105 and z/De range from 056 to 13.35.

Another correlation for turbulent heat transfer in a vertical channel
under conditions arising in decay heat removal from advanced reactors was
developed by Sohn and Cheung [Sohn and Cheung, 1991]. Their correlation is
based on numerical analysis using the two-equation k-D (with D=E/v)
turbulent model of To and Humphrey 19861, which includes the effect of
density fluctuations. Since there are several typographical errors in Sohn's
paper, the correlation will be rewritten here. The Nusselt number in the
developing region is given as

2 flHj 0'0601
NU2,j = 00282 Re 0.676 Ti-0.0393 � � (X+)-0.278

1+'YHj (C-29)
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2 YHj QHJ 0.0601
NU3,j = 00282 ReO.676 11-0.0393

1+'YHj (C-30)

for the hot and cold walls, respectively. In the fully developed turbulent
region, the Nusselt numbers for the hot and cold walls are correlated as

2 OHJ 0.245
NU2,j = .105 Re-0.0509 71 0.298 

I +YHj 9 (C-31)

2 Yj QHJ 0.245
NU3,j = .105 Re-0-0509 71 0.298

I +YH i (C-32)

respectively. The location and the local Nusselt number at the transition
point between the developing and fully developed regions is calculated as
follows:

X+ j = .81 Rel.24 -0.824
2,tr 71

X = 1 Rel.24 11-0.8243,trj

NU2,trj = .0851 Re-0.0108

NU3,t,,j = .0851 Re-0.0108

(C-33)

(C-34)

(C-35)

(C-36)

for the hot and cold wall, respectively. The nondimensional coordinate x is
1/Gz where Gz represents the Graetz number

Gz = Re Pr
(z/D�. (C-37)

If X < x+tr the flow is assumed to be in the developing region, if X > Xtr ,

and the Nusselt number obtained from Eqs. (C-35) and (C-36) is less than the
Nusselt number calculated by Eqs. (C-31) and (C-32), flow is assumed to be in
the transition region, otherwise it is assumed to be in the fully developed
region. The Reynolds number, Nusselt number, Prand1t number and Grashof
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numbers for Eqs. (C-29) through C-36) are defined for air properties at the
inlet; the other parameters are defined as follows (the properties are again
defined at channel inlet):

gravity factor

P2 g D�'

2
�t (C-38)

heat flux ratio (the ratio of convective heat flux from the cold wall, q3j, and
hot wall, q2j)

yHj = q3j /q2j (C-39)

and the thermal loading factor.

(q�j q",j) De
92H '. P

'i k (C-40)

Note that for the developing and transition regions, the heat transfer
coefficient is based on inlet temperature, Ti, while for the fully developed

region it is based on bulk temperature, Tb. The Sohn and Cheung correlation
was tested for the range of Re and Gr numbers 2000 Re 2.5x105 and
jx10 < Gr jx1014, respectively.

Fu [Fu et. al., 19921 performed experiments on air in a long circular pipe
for heated upflow at conditions close to those in MHTGR reactor cavity
cooling system risers. Fu's correlation, which includes mixed convection
effects, is given as [Fu et. al., 19911

Nuj = - NuMEj
I + '5000/Rej)3

(C-41)

where the McEligot forced convection correlation is given by

NuMEj = 0.02 1 Re9-' p 04 Twj -0.5
ri ffa ) (C-42)

The Fu correlation is valid for 5x10 < Re jx106 and a limited range of
Grashof number, i.e., 107 <- Grq" < 2.5x108.
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The containment analysis code CONTAIN [Murata et. al., 19901 applies,
for the forced convection heat transfer regime, a Dittus-Boelter type
correlation, with higher multiplier (i.e., 0037 instead of 0023):

p 033Nuj = 0037 Rejo-' r (C-43)

The Dittus-Boelter correlation is typically valid for a range of Re numbers
from 104 to 106. In CONTAIN, this forced convection correlation is applied if
it produces higher Nusselt number than the turbulent natural convection
correlation.

The Prandtl number in the j-th node of the heated region is based on node
bulk temperature

Pr = j CPj
kj (C-44)

Ribbed containment wall

The code incorporates the option of calculating heat transfer from a hot
surface equipped with ribs to enhance heat transfer. The purpose of the ribs
on the hot wall is to disturb the laminar sublayer of turbulent flow, which is
the main thermal resistance in a wall-air interaction. This introduces more
turbulence, and hence more effective heat transfer, near the wall. It was
found experimentally that the friction factor and heat transfer coefficients
depend on Re number, rib height to hydraulic diameter ratio, pitch to height
ratio, rib shape and the flow attack angle. This dependence has been obtained
from extensive experiments on air flow between two plates and correlated by
[Han, 19701 in the following set of equations

H+ (c/45- = 10 (ej+/35)bej (C-45)

- [fj/(2Stj) 1] +
H+ - + Rej

ej fj _/2 (C-46)

where Rejand ej+are defined by Eqs. (C-11) and (C-12). The Stanton number,

Stj, in the j-th node is based on total area, including rib area, defined by
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St = h2,J

cpj rVA. (C-47)

Exponents a and b depend on attack angle and roughness Reynolds number,
respectively

a=-0.45 for oc>45', b=O. for e< 35,

a= 0.50 for c<45', b=0.28 for e> 35.

Since heat transfer Eqs. (C-1) and (C-2) are based on projected area, the heat
transfer coefficient obtained from Han's correlation is increased by

h2 = h2sj (p+2e)/p (C-48)

to account for the additional surface of ribbed vertical walls. Because of the
relatively small contribution of the duct wall to the overall heat transfer (i.e.
< 20%), no ribs are considered on the duct wall. The heat transfer coefficient

between the duct wall and air is calculated from the smooth-wall correlation.

C.2.2.5 Comparison of Smooth Wall Correlations

All the correlations reviewed above were incorporated into the RISRAD
code and compared for typical conditions of a large containment (annulus
height of 65m, annulus width of 0.5m and constant heat flux of 1220 W/M2).

The results are presented in Figure C-6. Note that the heat transfer
coefficient shown in Figure C-6 was calculated from the buoyancy-induced air
flow, which is also dependent on the heat transfer coefficient itself

The natural convection correlation, Eq. (C-27), designated Ii-nat in Figure
C-6 exhibits typical values for natural convection along a vertical plate and is
about one half of the values obtained from forced convection correlations. The
natural convection correlation does not show any improvement over a heated
vertical plate, i.e., it does not reflect the increased air velocity through the
annulus. Hence, a natural convection correlation like Eq. (C-27) is not
adequate for the conditions arising in the annulus.
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Figure C-6 Comparison of various correlations for heat transfer coefficient to

air

Of the forced convection correlations considered, Fu's [Fu et. al., 19921

correlation gives the most conservative results. The advantage of Fu's
correlation is that it incorporates mixed convection effects. It however, does
not account for development length effects (although it is a local correlation)

and the experiments were performed using a long circular pipe, which differs
from annular geometry. Unless the flow falls into the mixed convection
regime, which happens at a much lower Re numbers than those experienced
in the gap, the Nu number can be approximated using forced convection
correlations. Regarding the mixed convection effects, note that for Re
numbers larger than 104, results from Fu's correlation are identical to
McEligot's forced convection correlation. Since the Re numbers in the
annulus are on the order of 1.6xJ05, the flow is clearly in the forced
convection regime.

The forced convection correlation, Eq. (C-43), applied in the containment
analysis code CONTAIN gives the highest values of the heat transfer
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coefficient. This is because of the relatively large multiplier 0.037) in front of
the Re number compared to the typical Dittus Boelter value of 0.023.

The Sohn and Cheung correlation is based on a physical turbulence
model, hence it is applicable to the whole range of parameters for which the
turbulence model is valid. Another advantage is that it gives separate
correlations for the hot wall and the cold wall, taking into account the
different velocities near both walls. The Sohn and Cheung correlation also
suggests that the flow is thermally and hydrod . Ily developing over a
large portion of the channel. The heat transfer coefficient is significantly
higher near the channel inlet than at the midplane a fact not captured by the
Fu or CONTAIN correlations. However, Sohn and Cheung's correlation is
relatively complex, and more importantly, its validation against experimental
data was very limited.

The ANI, correlation (C-28) was verified in the range of Reynolds
numbers between 0.3x105 and 2.1x105. The Re number of 1.7x105
encountered in the annulus of the PTLWR containment falls within this
tested range. Moreover, one of the wall temperatures (in constant wall
temperature tests) was 122'C, which is also close to containment wall
temperature for the proposed concept. It takes into account the
developmental effects and falls in between the Fu correlation and the
CONTAIN correlation. Compared to the Sohn and Cheung correlation, the
ANL correlation lacks the capability to predict the difference between heat
transfer coefficients at the hot and cold walls. This difference is, however,
small and its effect on final results is negligible, so that the heat transfer
coefficient between the duct wall and air, h3j, is evaluated also from Eq.
(C-28). In reality, the velocity near the duct wall will be slightly lower than
the air velocity near the hotter containment wall, as was confirmed by
detailed numerical analysis [Cheung and Sohn,19901, and correspondingly,
the heat transfer coefficient, h3j, will be lower than that predicted by Eq.
(C-28). The error in total heat transfer rate will be small, since the heat flux
from the duct wall is only about 20% of that from the heated wall. Also,
applying the average velocity to determine the heat transfer coefficient for
both the heated wall and the duct wall will lead to overall conservative values
of heat transfer rate. This is because the real velocity in the hot-wall
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boundary layer will be slightly higher than the average velocity calculated
from the mass flow rate (giving higher real heat transfer coefficients h2j than
those calculated using the average velocity), and since the hot wall, which
transfers much more energy by convection to air than the duct wall (about
80%), will contribute more to the total energy transfer, i.e., the effect of the
underestimate of h2j is by far more important with respect to the overall
performance than the overestimate of h3j.

Based on the above discussion, the Argonne correlation was chosen for
this analysis.

C.2.3 Verification of the RISRAD Code

Sufficient passive air cooling of the containment shell is a dominant
factor in reducing containment pressure in the long term post-accident heat
removal mode. Hence it is important that the uncertainty in the assessment
of the heat transfer performance of the annulus is small. Since the analysis
of the air passive cooling presented in this work relies heavily on the code
RISRAD, it is desirable that RISRAD be validated against experimental data.
A set of experimental data readily available from the MIT prefilled-water
annulus experiment will be used for this purpose.

The prefilled water annulus experiment [Hwang, 19941 is being used to
test passive containment shell cooling using an air-cooled annulus prefilled
with water to enhance heat transfer rates in the initial stages of the accident.
It can also be used for obtaining heat transfer data in a purely air-cooling
mode. The detailed description of the apparatus is given in [Hwang, 19941.

The apparatus employs a 6m-high heated pipe surrounded by a baffle
creating an annular space for air flow, with air intakes at the bottom. The
baffle extends above the heated section to form a 15m-high insulated
chimney, which provides an increased buoyancy driving force. The
dimensions of the experiment are scaled such that the thermohydraulic
conditions are close to those which would occur for a large power plant
containment.

The above apparatus was modeled using the RISRAD code, and the
results were compared to measured data. All input data needed for RISRAD
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the sensitivity of experiment performance with respect to this parameter was
calculated. Figure C-7 shows the sensitivity of power removed by air and of

the heat transfer coefficient to the emissivity of the heated stainless steel
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h-eff = - (tot
S [Tw - Crain - Taout)/21 (C-4

is much higher than the real convection heat transfer coefficient defined as

h-con = - Otot Orad
S [Tw - rain - Taout)/2]. (C-A

19)

;0)
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Variable RISRAD Experiment Error/Exper.
I PRE TEST02 uncertainty

QtOt (M 3.37 3.36 0.3%o/10.9%

h-eff (W/m2-K) 13.39 13.42 0.20/o/11%

rh (kg/s) 0.16 0.15 6%/2.8%

Tout(OC) 45.25 45.2 0.1%/1%

Re H 2.53E4_ 2.35E4 7.6%/9.6

The best estimate value for the emissivity of annealed and polished
stainless steel is around 03 [Touloukian, 19671. The results for the best
estimate value are also shown in Figure C-7 and compared with experimental
data obtained in PRE-TEST02 [Hwang, 19941 in Table C-1. The agreement
between code results and experimental data is excellent.

All key variables calculated by RISRAD agree very well with
experimental data. The results confirm that the choice of the ANL heat
transfer correlation is appropriate and that the code can model the
performance of the air-cooled annulus adequately.

Table C-1 Comparison of RISRAD results with experimental data

C.2.4 Heat Rate Removable from the Containment Wall

Four configurations have been analyzed:

*bare containment wall without chimney,
*bare containment wall with a tall chimney,
*ribbed containment wall without chimney, and
*grooved containment wall without chimney.
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In all configurations, twenty screened inlet ducts with flow area of 2 each
were chosen to bring the ambient air through the shield wall into the
annulus. Similarly, a 72M2 air outlet, also equipped with a screen, is adopted
for all configurations. The other main parameters common to all
configurations used in the analysis are:

*effective heated length of the containment shell 65m,
*containment shell outer diameter 60m,
*containment wall outer temperature 130-C,
*air inlet temperature 350C.

C.2.4.1 Bare Containment Wall without Chimney

Power removable from the containment wall depends on the thickness of
the annulus. This dependence is shown on Figure C-8. For a very narrow
gap, the flow is too restricted, and large friction losses limit the flow rate,
which leads to a large air temperature increase and a low temperature
difference between the wall (kept constant) and bulk air temperatures. On
the other hand, a large gap provides a large flow area and large air flow
rates. This leads to low air heatup, small buoyancy driving force and low air
velocity. Consequently, a decrease in heat transfer coefficient prevails over
the increase in wall-bulk temperature difference, and the total power is
decreased. The largest power of about 19 MWt is achieved for a gap thickness
of 03 m. However, with respect to practical design considerations, a gap
width larger than 03 m is desirable. Hence, a minimum gap thickness of
0.5m will be considered for more practical design purposes. A power of about
15 MWt is achieved using a gap thickness of 0.5m. This power level was
introduced in Figure 11-2 in Chapter 11. Note that the optimum gap
thickness also depends on the design of the air inlet and air outlet
configuration. If the flow area of the ducting at the inlet and outlet is larger
and the form losses smaller, the optimum shifts towards larger gap width.
The heat transfer coefficient shown also on Figure C-8 is about 1W/m2-K for
the gap width of 0.5m, which compares with about 5W/m2-K if the natural
convection crrelation of Eq. (C-27) is used. The contribution of radiation is
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not insignificant, as can be seen from Figure C-9, which was generated for a
constant gap of 0.5m.

C.2.4.2 Bare Containment Wall with Chimney

The configuration with chimney has the same dimensions as the
reference configuration of a bare containment wall. The chimney is assumed
to have dimensions

*chimney height 85m,

*chimney inner diameter 10m.

Figure C10 shows that the increase in power is about 53% compared to the
case with bare wall containment. The disadvantage is a slight shift towards
smaller optimum gap thickness than for the bare containment case (this is
even more evident for larger flow areas of inlet and outlet ducting). Also, the
cost of so tall a seismic-resistant structure would be high. The maximum
achievable power of 18 MWt for a gap thickness of 0.5m was introduced in

Figure 11-2 in Chapter 11.
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C.2.4.3 Ribbed Containment Wall without Chimney

The configuration of this alternative is identical to the previous option except
for periodically spaced ribs placed on the containment shell outer wall. For a

given Reynolds number, the optimal thermal-hydraulic performance is given
by a pitch to height ratio, p/e=10 [Han, 19701, [Zukauskas and Ziugzda, 19891
and for attack angle x=45'[Han, 19701. Using these optimum parameters and
the shape angle D=55' as fixed, optimum performance can be found by
varying the gap thickness and the rib height. Figure C-11 shows achievable
heat rate as a function of gap thickness for three rib heights. Note that the
rib height to hydraulic diameter ratio varies for constant rib height, since the
hydraulic diameter depends on gap thickness. Therefore, curves of fixed rib
height are shown instead of more conventional e/De curves. Ribs with a
height of 1cm spaced 10 cm apart give the best performance. A maximum
achievable power of about 19 MWt for the optimum gap thickness was
introduced in Figure 11-2, in Chapter 11. Figure C-11 shows that using ribs
on the containment wall can increase removable power by about 25%, less
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Figure C-11 Performance of the ribbed containment wall without chimney
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gain than for the alternative with the high chimney. The advantage of this
alternative is the shift of optimum annulus thickness to larger values than in
the case of a bare wall, and a relatively low decrease in power beyond the
optimum gap thickness. This would allow operation at higher power even for
large gaps, which makes containment maintainance and inspection easier
than small gaps.

C.3 FINAIR - A CMIPUTER PROGRAM FOR EVALUATION OF
HEAT TRANSFER FROM A FNNED ONTAINMENT WALL

SURROUNDED BY A SUPPORTING SHELL

Finning the containment shell, and attachment of the fins to the outer
annulus duct wall (surrounded by a concrete shield wall), as shown in Figure
C-12, provides in addition to an increase in heat transfer, support for the
steel shell, which can thereby withstand higher pressures. Note that the
space between the fins, containment wall, and outer wall creates flow ducts
for air: that is air risers. To analyze the heat transfer performance of such a
system, a computer code was developed, which will be described next.

C.3.1 Description of the Model

Let us nodalize the axial height of the riser into N nodes and assume the
temperature of the inner wall, Tw, constant over the entire axial length of the
node. First, the derivation of effective heat transfer coefficient from the outer
surface of the inner wall to the air will be given.

C.3.1.1 Derivation of Effective Heat Transfer Coefficient

Heat is conducted from the outer surface of the wall to the fin where part
of the heat is convected to the air and the remaning part proceeds into the
outer ring (duct wall). The heat flowing into the outer duct wall splits into
two halves as shown schematically on Figure C13. The heat flux from the
outer ring to the reinforced concrete is assumed to be zero, hence all the heat
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from the outer ring is convected to the air. Because of symmetry, the heat
flux at the distance P1/2 from the fin midplane can be set to zero as shown in

Figure C13. Based on the. above assumptions, the geometry from Figure C13
is thermally equivalent to the geometry shown in Figure C14, i.e., a two
section fin. The duct wall part is substituted for by the second section, which
has length equal to P=P,/2, and is double the thickness of the duct wall. Note

that radiation heat transfer between the hot wall of the inner ring and the
colder walls of the outer ring and fins is neglected, hence the results will be

conservative.

The conduction equation in the interval <xl<l can be written as

d2 (T - T, _ ha Per, (T - Tj
d 2 k1s]I (C-51)

where the perimeter to conduction area ratio is defined as

Per,-_ 2 � - 2

I Af L Af , (C-52)

and Ln is the axial length of the n-th node. Similarly, for the interval <x2<P,
the conduction equation yields

T

2

T2

q"=O

Figure C13 Schematic of heat flow through the fin to the duct wall
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d2 (T - Ta) - N Per2. (T - Ta)
d x2 k2S2

2

with the perimeter to conduction area ratio

Per2 - 2

S2 AD .

(C-53)

(C-54)

and (C-53) and be normalized using the relativeEquations (C-51)
temperature

0 = (T - TO
(Tw - TO

and relative coordinates

�I = XI; 42 = X2
I P

(C-55)

(C-56,57)

as

d2( = (MI 12 
2

d�i (C-58), and

d20 = (M2 p)2 
2

d 2 (C-59)

where
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MI = ha ; M =

k I (A f/2) (C-60,61) t

Boundary conditions imposed on Eqs. (C-58) and (C-59) are

= at � = (C-62)

= k2 S do

P d�2_�,= , (C-63)

(C-64)O�1=1, = 042=0-, and

= 

(C-65)

Applying boundary conditions (C-62) through (C-65) to Eqs. (C-58) and (C-59),

the solution for the temperature profile across the fin is obtained as

O=Cl exp (Ml141)+C2exp (-ml 141); 4,E- 0 I) (C-66)

0 = C3 exl) 62 P 2) + C4 exp (-M2 P 2); 42= (0 1) (C-67)

with the constants

Cl = exp (-Ml 1) (CCI+1)
CC - CC2 (CC I) (C-68)

CC I = I-CC4 k2 AD M2

I+CC4 ki Af ml, (C-69)

CC2 = exp( ml 1) - exp(-ml 1), (C-70)

CC3 = exp( ml 1) + exp(-ml 1), (C-71)

CC4 = exp( M2 P) /exp(- M2 P), (C-72)

C2 = I - CI , (C-73)

C, CC2 + exp(-m 1)
C3 = I CC4 ,C4 = C3 CC4. (C-74,75)
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Fin efficiency is defined as the ratio of the heat dissipated over the total fin
surface area, Sf, to that which would be rejected if the fin was isothermal at
temperature, Tw, [Rohsenow,19731

e = I - (T - TJ dSF = 1 Tw+T I +(T,+T2 ITa
Sf TW - Ta) TW-Ta 2 I+P 2 1�0 -76)

F .C

To calculate the fin efficiency, temperatures T and T2 have to be evaluated
first. This can be done using Eqs. (C-16) and (C-17) with xl=l and X2=P, i.e.,

T = Ta + (Tw - TO Cl exp (ml 1) + C2 exp (-ml 1)), (C-77)

T = Ta + (Tw - Ta) (C3 exp (M2 P ) + C4 exp (-M2 P )). (C-78)

Note that temperature T2 can be also calculated from Eq. (C-17) for X2=0.

This option can serve as a check on the correctness of the solution. Finally,
the effective heat transfer coefficient between the base hot wall of
temperature Tw and the air, in the n-th axial node, is computed as

Swn
hn =

(Swn + e Sfn) han (C-79)

where

Swn (7c D - Nf Af) Ln, (C-80)

Sfn Nf 2 (I P) Ln. (C-81)

The heat transfer coefficient between the ambient air and the riser wall is
evaluated from the ANL correlation [Heineman, 19911

han = 0023 ReO.8 PrOA kan Tw 04 Zn 036
n n De Ta + (De� (C-82)

where

Prn = tan CPan ; Ren = tha De
kan 9an AR NR. (C-83)

In Eqs. (C-82) and (C-83), NR is the number of air risers, n is the axial
coordinate of the n-th node, and De is the hydraulic diameter of the riser.
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The heat ate transferred to the n-th axial node is written as

hn Tw - Tan + Ta, an an I Qn = n 2 Sn = rha cpn (T - T (C-84)

where the heat transfer area is defined by the relation

Sn = D Ln. (C-85)

The dynamic viscosity, gan, thermal conductivity, kan, and specific heat at
constant pressure, pan, for the air are computed from polynomials as a
function of the bulk average temperature in the node, e.g.

K

Rj Aji
i=O (C-86)

where the polynomial degree, K, and the coefficients, Aj, are given in
[Irvin,19841.

C.3.1.2 Determination of Mass Flow Rate

The heat transfer coefficient depends on air mass flow rate which, in
addition on the riser geometry, depends on the arrangement of the inlet and
outlet ducting and on the chimney height (if any of these features are
employed). It is assumed that both inlet and outlet ducting are installed in
several parallel paths to increase redundancy.

The air flow rate is determined from the equation derived from the
balance between buoyancy and pressure losses under the assumption of
incompressible, one-dimensional fully developed turbulent flow (neglecting
the acceleration term)

rh Pb
C (C-87)

The coefficient c represents the pressure drop due to the form and friction
losses in the riser region, cl, and in the inlet and outlet ducting, 2.

= l + 2, (C-78)
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N

C I (Kcn Kf,) I
n=1 2 Pn (NR An )2 (C-79)

N1+N2

C2 (Kci +Kf,)
2pi (NDi Ai)2 (C-90)

where

N = number of nodes with different flow areas from the air inlet up to
the beginning of the riser region,

N = number' of nodes with different flow areas from the outlet of the
riser region to the chimney outlet,

ND = number of parallel flow paths in the ducting,
NR = number of risers,
K, form loss coefficient,
Kf friction factor coefficient, which is computed in the heated region

for the n-th node from [I.E.Idelchik, 19861

� 68 0.25 Axn
Kfn 0 I I 

D, Ren D, (C-91)

for unheated regions

0.25

Kfi==O.ll -+
Di Di, (C-92)

where li and Di are the length and hydraulic diameter for the i-th section of
the unheated ducting, and is the roughness of the walls.

The thermal buoyancy is evaluated as

NI N N2

APb = Y, pi AHi - g I Pn Axn - 1 pj AHj
i=1 n=1 j=1 (C-93)

where AH is the elevation difference.

In equation (C-93), the first term denotes the buoyancy head in the section of
the ducting from the air inlet to the inlet of the heated section (risers), the
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second term denotes the buoyancy head in the heated section and the last
term denotes the buoyancy head in the exhaust ducting.

Air is treated as a perfect gas, and thus for the density the equation of state
is used in the form

Pax where R = 287 J/kg-K
P an R T, (C-94)

Since the air flow rate, hot air temperature, Tan, the heat transfer
coefficient and the Reynolds number are interdependent, the solution is found
through an iterative process. There are three iteration loops performed: on
mass flow rate, rha, hot air temperatures, Tan, and the removed heat0a= Yrha
Cpn (Tan - Tan-1). Iterations proceed until the conducted heat is equal to the
heat removed by the air circulation, and the air flow rate is balanced with the
buoyant forces. The computation procedure is very similar to the one
presented on Figure C-5.

C.3.2 Achievable Heat Rates Removable from the Finned Contaiment
Wall

Twenty inlet ducts were chosen to bring the ambient air through the
shield wall into a lower plenum from where the air proceeds into the riser
system. Heated air leaves the risers into an upper plenum and then it
proceeds into the outlet (no chimney is used in this configuration). The
dimensions of inlet and outlet ducts were taken the same as for the base case
bare containment configuration. The main parameters of the fin cooling
system used in input data are summarized below:

*effective heated length of the risers 65m,
*containment shell outer diameter 60m,
*fin length 0.5m,
*fin thickness 1cm,

*fin material Aluminum,
• containment wall outer temperature 130-C,
• air inlet temperature 350C.
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Since the removable heat rate depends on the flow area and hydraulic
diameter of the riser, it is desirable to optimize riser dimensions. This
optimization is performed for fixed length of the fin by varying fin number.
The result is shown in Figure C15. Figure C15 shows that the optimum
number of fins is about 1200. For a larger number of fins, the air flow passage

is too tight, causing friction forces to dominate. A small number of fins results
in a large flow area and in the small air velocity. Consequently, low heat
transfer coefficient becomes a dominating factor responsible for a decrease of
heat transfer rates. The next parameter to be optimized is the fin thickness,
which affects fin -effectiveness. Besides the fin thickness, fin effectiveness
depends also on fin conductivity and the heat transfer coefficient. The
dependence of the total effective heat transfer coefficient on fin thickness was
explored, and it was found that the gain in the total effective heat transfer
coefficient is small for fin thickness larger than about cm. Hence the fin
thickness of cm was chosen.
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............... ..............................345 - ----------------- 26

3 4 0 .......................... ----------- ----------------
24 C'

3 3 5 ------ --------------------- ------------- ............................. ta l

22
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3 3 0 --------------------- .... ---- ....... .....................

20
. ........... . . ..... ........C4 325 Wall temperature T 1300C

wallE
320 . ..... .... .. ........... Containment diameter D=60m --------
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Inlet air temperature T .........

315 ------------ ----------- in-�35"C 6

310 1 4
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Figure C15 Optimization of the number of fins
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Figure C15 shows that the achievable power which can be removed from

the finned containment wall with 1200 aluminum fins is about 27 MWt. This
heat rate was introduced in summary Figure 11-2 in Chapter 11.
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